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Abstract
This thesis explores the apology strategies in Central Kurdish. It sheds light on
analysing the data collected with the discourse completion task (DCT) from 120
Kurdish subjects in the Garmian region in Iraqi Kurdistan, supported by 24 interviews
and triangulated by 44 observed real situations. The participants are divided by
gender into 60 males and 60 females in the DCT data; 12 males vs 12 females in the
interview data and 11 females vs 33 males in the real observed situations. The results
show the use of similar apology strategies by both gender groups over the situations,
but with proportionally different frequencies, except in certain situations due to
gender differences. In addition to gender as a striking social variable in Kurdish
culture, the study also explores the significance of age and social status of the subjects
in conceptualising apology acts. The study also displays the effect of the apology
recipient’s social features on the subjects’ conceptualisation and their obligation to
apology. The clear significance of the apology supporting sub-strategies is also
revealed in the study.
The findings of the study are not consistent in many cases to those of other
researchers, mainly Western ones, with regard to the effect of gender and the use of
responsibility strategy as an essential strategy in English and some other cultures.
Importantly, the study shows the collective features of the Kurdish culture which
make them apologise differently, in certain situations, from other cultures.
Furthermore, the study demonstrates that the diversity of the apology strategies is
based on the nature and severity of an offence that can vary according to the social
norms prevailing in the Kurdish culture.
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Chapter One
1.1 Introduction
This thesis is an examination of the apology strategies used in Central Kurdish. The
primary parameters taken into consideration include gender as the main social
variable with age and social status as additional variables. By exploring apology
speech act presentation and perception in Kurdish culture, the study aims to present
the conceptualisation of politeness in Kurdish culture from a socio-pragmatic
standpoint. This is also in comparison to the apology strategies in English noted by
Cohen& Olshtain (1981); Olshtain and Cohen (1983) and Blum-Kulka and Olshtain
(1984).
During the last three decades, the apology speech act has become a significant
topic in politeness studies. It has been universally applied to many languages in the
West and East although it is only marginally dealt with by Brown & Levinson 1987 in
their key treatise on politeness.
Apology might be best described as a socio-pragmatic phenomenon due to the
co-occurrence of sociolinguistic and pragmatic issues. Although the phenomenon of
apologising is universally applicable in human languages and cultures, it is still
described as a culture-specific topic as it is determined by many social factors which
vary between cultures.
Like politeness, the obligation to apologise is also different from one culture to
another since what is viewed as an offence in one culture might not necessarily be
deemed as an offence in another culture due to differing social norms of social
transgression. Moreover, social norms also classify the degree of the transgressions
according to which the apology strategies differ in a particular culture. According to
Kadar and Mills (2011), the notion of social attributes, including such factors as
gender, age, social status and rank are relative and debatably significant in influencing
the polite conduct in human cultures. In many Eastern cultures, these factors have
great effect in politeness performances, meaning that ignoring them (specifically age
and status) is regarded as a serious offence and may seriously damage the
relationship between interlocutors. Conversely, age and status differences are often
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not considered to be significant in Anglo-Saxon cultures (Ibid). For this reason, the
current research investigates apology strategies in Kurdish, as a sample of an Eastern
culture, influenced by the social factors of gender, age and social status.
1.2 Significance of the Study
The current study is important in the field of socio-pragmatics because it presents a
new study in a culture that has not been previously investigated. From a
sociolinguistic perspective, apology strategies are important due to their sensitivity
towards social factors such as gender, age, and social status/power. From a pragmatic
approach, apology strategies are important as they deal with politeness in certain
situations, which are in turn determined by the social values prevailing in a specific
culture.
There is also motivation to explore certain issues in relation to Kurdish culture,
in particular: face, politeness and speech acts when studying apology strategies. With
reference to culture, the study will significantly, present new cultural dimensions with
regard to collectivism and individualism. In order to offer a cross-cultural comparison,
it is important to document the relevant type of Kurdish culture in terms of positive
politeness and negative politeness, as proposed by Brown and Levinson (1987), and
Scollon and Scollon’s (2001) involvement and independence.
With regard to ‘face’ as a key issue in politeness (see chapter 2), this study
investigates how the concept of face, as a controversial topic, is conceptualised in the
Kurdish culture as an understudied culture. In relation to politeness, the study is
important in revealing what politeness means via investigating apology strategies in
Kurdish culture. The significance of the study goes beyond that as it will be dealing
with the concept of impoliteness as well through investigating the concept of offence
(i.e. impoliteness) in the Kurdish culture.
Investigating the use of apology speech act is also important as it might reveal
a new manifestation of apology speech act in the Kurdish culture with regard to
directness/indirectness, the strategies used, and obligation to apologise, etc.
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The significance of the thesis is reflected in exploring the influence of the contextual
variables of gender, age and social status. It is expected that apologising in the tested
situations is affected by the three mentioned social factors. Hence, the study might
show the perception of apology determined by gender, age and social status.
Therefore, the study will be significant for other researchers to understand a Kurdish
culture and conduct more cross-cultural studies, by applying the similar twelve
adopted situations to other cultures.
Since the topic of the apology speech act is absent from the field of research
with regard to the investigation of the Kurdish language, the researcher has found it of
linguistic and cultural significance to investigate apology strategies in Kurdish
interactions. This work will present new issues in the fields of sociolinguistics and
pragmatics as the Kurdish language has not been previously thoroughly investigated
until the last decade as it was not actually used in schools, universities and in official
institutions. For this reason, the study of Kurdish apology is considered a new area in
the field of socio-pragmatics as it has been left unstudied.

1.3 Rationale of the study
Most of the previous few works (especially MA & PhD dissertations), written on the
Kurdish language, have focused on linguistic fields like phonetics, phonology,
morphology, syntax and semantics. The areas of sociolinguistics and pragmatics have
been largely absent.
Apology Strategies in Central Kurdish have been neglected since Olshtain and
Cohen (1983) and Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984) conducted their studies on
apology. The absence of this topic in current research has motivated this investigation
to include many socio-pragmatic phenomena in Kurdish interaction.
The current study is intended to contribute to future cross-cultural studies in
apology strategies in Middle Eastern languages and cultures such as Arabic, Persian,
Urdu, and Turkish. It is intended to stimulate comparative studies in sociolinguistics
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and pragmatics in the surrounding areas based on the investigated situations and the
adopted research methods. These comparative studies between Kurdish and other
languages and cultures would not be possible without a knowledge base about
apology strategies in Kurdish.

1.4 Structure and Organisation of the Study
As regards the structure of the content of the work, it falls into six chapters including
this introductory chapter. Chapter two reviews the relevant literature to outline the
theoretical framework for the study, dealing with an overview of politeness theories
and various concepts of ‘face’. In doing so, the chapter focuses of the etic/ emic
distinction and first order politeness (politenes1) vs second order politeness
(politeness2). The chapter also sheds light on culture as a complex concept, defining
the term and explaining the differences between individualist cultures and collectivist
cultures. Furthermore, it deals with the speech act theory, particulary the speech act
of apologising. The chapter also surveys some cultural related factors that might
influence the use of apology speech act, such as offence, remedy, sincerity, conflict
avoidance, gender, age, and social status. The last part of the chapter deals with the
various definitions and explanations of the apology and its strategies in the light of the
previous studies.
Chapter three is devoted to the methodology including the methodological
considerations of the discourse completion task (DCT), interviewing and observation.
Chapter three also includes the research methods adopted in this thesis. The research
methods comprise the data collection tools, participants, coding scheme, pilot study
and the materials. Furthermore, the chapter also deals with the ethical considerations
required for the study, in addition to the transcription of the collected data.
Chapter four comprises the result analysis of the data elicited from the
discourse completion task (DCTs), the interviews and the real observational
situations. Chapter five covers the discussion of the thesis findings, and finally,
4

Chapter six covers the conclusions arrived at throughout the study in addition to
suggesting some recommendations for further research.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with the theoretical background of the study. It aims to demonstrate a
detailed review of previous studies on apology strategies in other languages. The chapter
starts with an overview of politeness and face theories in section 2.2. It pesents the
distinctive features of each theory, followed by re-approaching ‘face’ in connection with
relational work in 2.3. Section 2.4 reviews the concepts and types of culture through
addressing the key concpets of individualism and collectivism, with reference to Kurdish
culture. Section 2.5 reviews speech act theories by discussing Austen and Searle’s speech
act theories, with sheding light on the speech act and felicity conditions of apologising.
Section 2.6 explains the position of apology in politeness in relation to factors such as
offence, remedy, sincerity and conflict avoidance. Furthermore, it also rveiws the standard
apology strategies in English and other languages. Section 2.7 discusses the influence of the
social variables in apologising, focusing on gender, age and social status. Finally, section
2.8 presents the research questions of the thesis.

2.2 Overview of Politeness and Face Theories
Different theories of politeness and face have been proposed in sociolinguistics. In
addition to Brown and Levinson’s (1978, 1987) theory of politeness and face, other
researchers have dealt with the topic from different angles. They critiqued Brown and
Levinson’s politeness theory for its lack of universal applicability and for its positive
and negative face classification. These theories are characterised by thier distinctive
features and outlines. These theories include Goffman’s work of face (1967, 1971),
Lakoff’s theory of Politeness (1973), Brown and Levinson’s politeness model (1978,
1987), Fraser & Nolen’s Conversational-Contract view (1981), Leech’s theory of
Interaction (1983), Spencer-Qatey’s framework of rapport management (2000),
Schollon and Scollon’s involvement and Independence (2001), Eelen’s Approach
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(2001), Watt’s Politic Behaviour (2003, 2005), Locher and Watt’s relational work
(2005), and Haugh’s Intercultural (Im)politeness Theory (2010).

2.2.1 Goffman’s notion of face
Following Hu’s (1944) explanation of the Chinese concept of “face”, the notion of ‘face’
was used by Erving Goffman (1955, 1967) to refer to the positive image presented in
interaction. Relatedly, he employed the term “face work” to refer to the behavior
shown by interlocutors in order to maintain one’s face and respect other’s face.
Goffman (1967) stressed some collocations with regard to face and face work such as
“be in or maintain face”, “save face”, “to give face”, “lose face” (to be in wrong face or
out of face), and “threaten face”.
According to Goffman (1967), maintaining face is a normal condition of social
interaction, not an objective. To investigate face-saving in interaction “is to study the
traffic rules of social interaction” (P. 12). Goffman (1971) defines apology as "a
gesture through which an individual splits himself into two parts, the part that is
guilty of an offence and the part that dissociates itself from the delict and affirms a
belief in the offended rule" (1971: 113).
Functionally, apology is viewed by Goffman (1967) as a remedial act that
functions to restore the social harmony and concord among the communicators. This
implies that the function of remedial act (i.e. apology), is to renovate what is
unpleasant to what might be regarded as pleasant.
According to Goffman (1971) two types of compensation (apologies) can be
distinguished: ritualistic apologies (produced as a habit in the form of everyday’s fixed
expressions or routines like: I am sorry), and substantive (or restitutive) apologies
(produced when the speaker sincerely wants to remedy the offense or harm s/he has
committed. This is usually expressed by detailed expressions, which shows taking
responsibility or concern about the damage caused). Substantive apologies are more
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serious than ritualistic apologies as the former shows more concern and
responsibility that the latter which is mostly a habit or routine.
Based on Goffman’s view, apologies constitute an essential part of remedial
exchange. Due to its intrinsic relation to social interaction, apology speech act should
be dealt with in combination with “face” or “face wants”. He assumes that each
interlocutor adopts a line of behavior in interacting with others. This line of behavior,
might be viewed as a distinctive feature, works a social identity in communication
with others. This social identity is used as a criterion through which a participant
expresses his/ her views and evaluates others’ behaviours.
Goffman’s concept of “face”, therefore, is viewed as rituals, meaning that social
interaction is rule-governed, that is governed by moral rules that regulate the flow of
events in interaction. The significance of these rules resides in their ability to
empower an individual in order to assess self and other during social interchanges
(when followed by interlocutors). This suggests that the interlocutor initiates or
adopts a line of behaviour from the beginning of the social contact, based on which,
s/he designs their practices and involvement in the social circle. When abiding by the
initiated line, a good level of ritual equilibrium will be accomplished by the
participants involved in a social interaction. This assumes that ritual equilibrium
might not occur in certain situations, mainly when the person is “in wrong face” or
“out of face” (Goffman 1967: 8). Being “in wrong face” means that the interlocutor
does not follow the line that s/he initiated for his/ herself from the beginning of the
interaction, but follows a different line. However, when the person is “out of face”, it
means that an individual gets involved in interaction with a line different from the one
adopted by other participants (Ibid, 10).
With regard to face-saving acts, Goffman (1967) presents two types of
viewpoints that people have in their interaction. Firstly, “a defensive orientation”,
meaning the priority of self to other, i.e. own face- saving is the concern of the
individual in interaction. Secondly, “a protective orientation” meaning that the person
is concerned with saving other’s face. This distinction is made by Goffman in relation
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to the face-saving rules that are derived from the “traffic rules” of social interaction.
Regarding offences, Goffman (1967: 15) distinguished three types of offences: 1)
intended offences imply the ones committed intentionally by the offender(s) to cause
insult to the offended person(s); 2) unintended offences where the offences are made
unintentionally or accidentally, hence the offender is recognised as guiltless by others
and 3) unplanned offences, meaning that some offences might happen though they are
not planned.
These types of offences(threats) might take different directions as they might
be presented by the speaker against his/her own face, or introduced by the speaker
against hearer’s face (other’s face), or by the hearer(s) against their own face or by the
hearer(s) against him/herself. For these possibilities of face threats, the individual
has to have a repertoire of face-saving acts, when s/he wants to handle self and other
well in all eventualities (Goffman, 1967: 15).
With regard to face-work, Goffman (1967: 15-20) claims that it represents two
key processes: “the avoidance process” and “the corrective process”. The former
method refers to the situation when an individual evades contribution in social
interaction in order not to take face-threats. The latter (i.e. corrective process)
includes the person’s involvement in social interaction where s/he might commit
incidents that are not in line with the social line upheld by other social interlocutors.
To create “ritual equilibrium” the person concerned attempts to correct such
undesirable affairs. According to Goffman (1967: 26) ritual equilibrium should go
through a circle of different principal moves, starting with responsibility
acknowledgement (shown by the wrongdoer) for the offense committed, followed by
an offer of a repair strategy (also initiated by the offender) to correct the offense and
reestablish the social equilibrium. The third phase is related to the offended person
who might reject or accept the offender’s offering. The corrective interchange is
finalised by an expression(s) of gratitude presented by the offering party to the
offended person(s) who has forgiven the offender (in the case of accepting the
offering).
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2.2.2 Lakoff’s Theory of Politeness
Lakoff (1990: 34) defines politeness as a system of “interpersonal relations” which
functions to facilitate communication by lessening the option of conflict and
confrontation that are intrinsic in all human interaction. She is viewed as the founder
of Politeness theory as she was the first linguist to explore politeness within the field
of Pragmatics (Elen 2001: 2). Influenced by Grice (1975) who laid down “cooperation
principles” (i.e. maxims of conversation), Lakoff (1973) stemmed her politeness
theory by deriving two pragmatic rules: be clear and be polite. These rules are known
as politeness principles by which interlocutors are required to abide throughout
conversation. Lakoff (1973) stresses that the first rule is applied when the
interlocutors emphasise the message communication. However, the second rule has
priority over the first one when the communicators pay more attention to social
subjects, such as the communicators’ status. With regard to the first rule (i.e. be clear),
Lakoff (1973: 297) believes that it is strongly associated with Grice’s maxims of
conversation as they might be included under her “be clear” rule since they all request
the conversants to be clear in their interaction.
The second pragmatic rule (i.e. be polite) was classified into three sub-rules: 1)
don’t impose; 2) give options; 3) make your receiver feel good – be friendly) (Ibid).
However, these three sub-rules were later revised to include three rules of politeness:
formality (keep aloof), deference (give options), and camaraderie (show sympathy)
(Lakoff, 1975: 65). In this concern, Ellen (2001: 3) argues that the inclination towards
the priority of any of these politeness rules is culturally different. Consequently, it
might raise a question about politeness perception arising from cross-cultural
discrepancy.
Lakoff’s politeness theory was critiqued by linguists such as Brown (1976),
Tannen (1984, 1986), and Sifianou (1992). The problem with Lakoff’s theory,
according to Brown (1976), is non-integrating one with arbitrary rules because they
are not set in a framework. According to Tannen (1984: 13), Lakoff’s politeness model
does not represent communication rules, but certain “stylistic preferences” put on a
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scale. She also, denies Lakoff’s principles to be rules, but “senses” owned by
interactants and used for normal speaking (Tannen, 1986: 36). Sifianou’s (1992: 2226) contends Lakoff’s politeness theory with regard to the term definition, which
weakens the universality claim for the theory rules. She argues that there is a noncorrespondence between formality and politeness in all situations. She also debates
that deference might not be related to giving options. This argument was also
confirmed by Thomas (1995) who states that a soldier has to show deference to the
officer, by using the honorific “sir”, without having other options. Thus, the
universality claim of the Lakoff’s politeness theory was contended by Sifinou (1992:
22) due to the differences of the pragmatic meanings of the term “aloof” across
cultures.

2.2.3 Brown and Levinson’s Politeness Theory
By developing Goffman’s notion of “face”, Brown and Levinson (1978, 1987) proposed
a new concept of politeness which might be regarded as the most comprehensive
model. Since then, many studies have been adopting that model for cross-cultural
politeness studies on different languages. The main characteristic of Brown and
Levinson’s (1987) politeness theory is the claim for universality. They supported their
claim by observing parallel linguistic strategies in different languages and across
cultures. They justify their interpretation about similarities in language use by
presenting a Model Person (MP). According to B & L (1987), the model person is a
natural language speaker who is characterised by possessing universal features of
face and rationality (see Kadar and Mills, 2011). With regard to face, Brown and
Levinson (1987) modified Goffman’s original concept of “face” by classifying ‘face’ as
comprising two contrasting facets: “negative face” and “positive face”. By negative
face, they mean the desire to be unimpeded by others. Positive face indicates the
desire to be esteemed by others. The implementation of the former desire is negative
politeness, whereas achieving the latter wish (i.e. to be appreciated) is called positive
politeness. Based on Brown and Levinson’s “negative” and “positive” dichotomy,
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cultures are categorised into negative politeness culture and positive politeness
culture (see Kadar and Mills, 2011). Brown and Levinson’s face classification indicates
that each person (i.e. Model Person) has the desire to be unimpeded and liked by
others when interacting.
Positive politeness refers to any friendly expression or behaviour that is used
to redress and minimise any face threatening act in interaction. It helps to connect the
communicators and bring them closer together. It is usually used to imply common
goals and wants between the interactants (Brown & Levinson, 1987: 103). Positive
politeness is commonly based on solidarity and informality. Solidarity is one of the
three politeness systems which indicates that the conversants are of equal power
(=Power), but a distant relationship (+Distance) (Felix-Brasdefer, 2006). It bridges
the gap between the speaker and hearer for the purpose of making closeness between
them and getting their goals. Positive politeness implies how to be connected and
involved as a member of the group, and is usually enhanced by using terms such as
‘we’ and ‘let’s’, nicknames, etc. which clearly show involvement.
Negative politeness refers to any speech acts that keep the hearer unimpeded
and independent (Brown and Levinson 1987: 129). It usually requires mitigating
devices which serve to soften and to lessen the degree of imposition in requests such
as ‘I wonder if you would kindly…, would you mind…? Is it ok if…..? etc.
By rationality, Brown and Levinson (1987) mean that the Model Person has the
reasoning abilities to select a particular mode of politeness on the basis of individual
settings and ends. Accordingly, politeness concept is not an unplanned conduct, but a
result of a rational option and a premeditated decision implemented by the speaker as
a social member to save face and to avoid conflict (Sony 2012).
Brown and Levinson (1987: 65 - 66) argue that some acts are intrinsically
threatening face during interacting (face-threatening act –FTA). To avoid conflict and
to have smooth communication, interlocutors need to maintain/ save face (i.e. facesaving act). Brown & Levinson’s politeness theory holds that ‘face’ should be
maintained or saved in S/H’s interaction. Hence, it is recognised as a face-saving view
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of politeness (Fraiser 1990). The interlocutors usually have their own goals which
they need to achieve during interaction. How a speaker can achieve what s/he wants
without threatening the hearer’s face is what politeness is concerned with. This
achievement is obtained by performing speech acts, that is, by using utterances for
certain purposes based on certain felicity conditions (Austin 1962; Searle 1969), such
as offering requests, apologies, invitation, greetings and so on.
Like Leech (1983), Brown and Levinson (1987: 74) submit norms for assessing
the degree of politeness and FTA. Accordingly, politeness degree in a certain situation
is assessed based on a scale. For assessing the seriousness of FTAs, they suggest sociocultural variables: social distance (D), power (P) and rating of imposition (R).
Assessing the sise of FTA and strategy is also emphasised by Thomas (1995: 169),
who elucidates that before choosing a strategy, the speaker measures the sise of FTA
in connection with some culturally determining factors such as distance (D), power
(P) and rating of imposition (R). These factors, all together, help to measure the FTA in
order to choose which strategy is most appropriate to employ in a given situation.
In addition to positive and negative politeness strategies, Brown and Levinson
(1987) present two other strategies: 1) bald-on record strategy and 2) off-record
strategy. The former means that a speaker addresses the hearer directly to express
his/her needs. The main characteristic of this strategy is the clear message given by
the speaker which is mostly represented by imperatives, such as open the door, or
lend me some money, etc. This strategy is very common in most languages; where the
speaker mainly focuses on what s/he wants to get by using a direct request.
Sometimes, some mitigating devices are used with these imperatives.
The reason behind bald-on-record as stated by Brown and Levinson (1987: 95)
is the speaker’s priority to perform the FTA over the hearer’s face satisfaction. Thus,
the speaker’s wants and desires come first at the expense of the hearer’s satisfaction.
Based on this idea, it has nothing to do with minimising FTA to the hearer. Thus, the
non-redressive speech act here might be featured as (- face saving act) as no
imposition is softened. In other cases like emergencies imperatives are usually used.
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Moreover, imperatives may indicate offer in some other cases, such as, ‘have a
chocolate’.
Brown and Levinson(1987:95-96) assert that face threat is not-minimised (the
unnecessary act of face redress) in situations where maximum efficiency is very
important and both interlocutors are aware of the context, for example: ‘help!’, or
‘watch out!’. etc. They also assert that metaphorical urgency such as orders and
entreaties are manifested in imperatives in many languages. It might be argued that
this is not completely applicable to Kurdish and Arabic. For instance, unlike the
beggars in India who use imperatives such as, “kaa cu ku Tu” meaning “give money”,
Arabic beggars avoid imperatives as direct commands. They mostly say هلل ي امح س ن ين
[lillah ya muħsini:n], meaning ‘for God, o good doers’ which implies ‘for the sake of
God, give me money, good doers’. The same is true of Kurdish Beggars who also avoid
direct commands, such as ‘’لةريَيى خوا ومةولووى ثيَغةمبةر خوشك وبرا موسلَمانةكان, meaning
‘for the sake of God and his prophet, Muslim brothers and sisters’. By this polite
request a speaker implicitly means ‘give money for the sake of God and his prophet,
brothers and sisters’. The characteristically distinguishable features of Arab and
Kurdish beggars, is the avoidance of imperatives or direct commands and using the
manifestations of positive politeness, such as ‘good doers’, ‘brothers’ and ‘sisters’
which indicate involvement.
The off-record strategy is one used by a speaker to avoid a direct FTA in order
to get what s/he wants. It is employed in situations where the hearer uses indirect
request whether vocally (verbally) or non-vocally (non-verbally). What distinguishes
this strategy from bald-on-record strategy is the ambiguity of the message indirectly
conveyed by a communicator. It is believed that indirectness is a universal
phenomenon which occurs in all natural languages (Thomas 1995: 119). As an
effective form of communication, indirectness might be used in some situations to
serve certain purposes, such as being ironic, joking, giving hints, conflict avoidance,
etc. Indirecteness is esteemed in many cultures, especially Asian cultures due to the
high evaluation of face and harmony. (Lakoff 2005: 176).
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Since the message is not as clear as in the case of bald on record, it is not guaranteed
for the speaker to get what s/he intends especially in the case of non-vocal off-record
strategy. According to Brown & Levinson (1987: 211) an off record utterance should
be said either in more general or different ways from what is actually meant. This
indicates that the speaker’s intended message would be liable to different
interpretations.

To narrow the scope, Lakoff (2005: 175) states that shared

background information is required for the interlocutors to be able to make
inferences about their indirect speech acts and to understand each other.
Concerning the vocal off-record strategy, in addition to shared background
information, other felicity conditions are considered as important requirements for its
success such as:
a. The hearer’s awareness of what the speaker says (as the hearer is not addressed
directly) .
b. The hearer should be close to the speaker.
For example, when in a lecture room, Jane finds out that she has forgotten her pen.
She says to herself: “O my God, where did I put my pen?!” The intended message is
“who can give me a pen?” A colleague who is sitting beside her can hear her soliloquy
and give her a pen, whereas others who are sitting far from her may not hear and
would therefore be unaware of her problems.
Regarding the non-verbal off-record strategy, as described by Yule (1997:62)
as the ‘say nothing’ strategy, Jane may say nothing but only checks her bag, then her
pockets to seek her pen. This indirect request may not succeed in achieving Jane’s goal
which is to have a pen. A colleague close and aware of her may give her a pen. The
strategy is in front of more than one probability:
1. The strategy fails if no one is aware of her as all are busy (pragmatic failure).
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2. A colleague sitting on the left or right or perhaps behind may be aware and offers
her a pen (as she is not addressing only one person, but many or none) as the hearer
is not an active member in the interaction like the speaker herself.
The success of non-vocal off record strategy denotes that communication, whether
vocal or non-vocal, is more than speech. The failure of the non-vocal off-record
strategy might occur in such situations as having a blind respondent, having a barrier
between the interlocutors and in dark places as well. With regard to the ‘say nothing’
strategy’, it might be used as a new strategy in apology, known as non-verbal strategy.
Since politeness differs from one culture to another, the strategies, whether
positive or negative, are also culturally different. It cannot be asserted that some
cultures are positive politeness-oriented and others are negative politeness-oriented.
What might be argued is that culture orientation is based on situations. Thus, a certain
culture is positively orientated in some situations and negatively orientated in other
situations. The applicability of this orientation to Kurdish apology strategies will be
explained later in the empirical chapters.
Regardless of the situations, certain social factors such as gender, age, social
status, social background, etc. should be taken into consideration when discussing
politeness. It is generally accepted that manifestations of politeness are culturespecific due to the cultural factors and social values prevailing in a specific culture.
Accordingly what is polite in one culture might be considered impolite in another
culture. Even in one specific culture what is polite in a certain situation is impolite in
other situations, based on a combination of context and social factors. This is clearly
applicable to apology as one manifestation of politeness. For instance, with some
social groups, a low burp necessitates an apology as it is regarded as a negative social
behaviour (Watts 2003). However, not belching after a good meal is regarded as an
offence to the cook in some cultures (Ibid). Measuring the FTA in Kurdish culture with
will be one of the concerns of the current thesis.
Brown and Levinson’s claim is that ‘face’ and ‘rationality’, as two basic
concepts, are two features universally possessed by speakers of all natural languages.
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They hold that speech acts which inherently threaten a communicator’s face are
redressed by politeness strategies: positive strategy, negative and off-record (Eelen,
2001).
Brown and Levinson’s (1987) politeness theory has been widely critiqued by
Japanese and Chinese linguists in terms of universality, individual-oriented and Anglocentric or western oriented politeness (Matsumoto1988). Matsumoto argues that
politeness and particularly the notion of ‘face’ is of conceptualised differently in
Japanese. According to her, Brown and Levinson’s notion of “face” (mainly negative
face) is not fitting to elucidate politeness in Japanese culture because this concept of
‘face’ is strange in Japanese culture and based on individualism and Anglo-Saxon
tradition (Cutrone, 2011). Hence, other conceptions of politeness will be explored
through examining politeness in other cultures.
A flaw that weakens the ecological validity of Brown and Levinson’s (1987)
theory is that their theoretical assumptions are based on examples from only three
languages (English, Tamil and Tzeltal) which makes the claim for universality
vulnerable to criticism (Vilkki 2006; Curtone 2011). Brown and Levinson’s notion of
“face” was critiqued by Gu (1990), Idle (1989, 1993), Mao (1994), Matsumoto (1988),
Wierzbicka (2003) as being Western-biased and an individualistic-based theory.
According to Chinese and Japanese cultures, social relationships are more important
than individual freedom (Matsumoto, 1988). With regard to this, Wierzbieka (1985)
and Mao (1994) propose that Brown and Levinson’s politeness theory is only a
representation of Western individualistic performance, and does not fit collective
societies (Watts 2003).
The applicability of Brown and Levinson’s universality claim of ‘face’ was also
contended by Nwoye (1989), who defined “face” as “group face” in Igbo culture as an
example of collective culture where self-image of the individual is downplayed,
compared to that of group collective self-image which is more emphasised.
Consequently, one might argue that the notion of ‘face’ is identified as ‘other oriented’
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in Japanese, Chinese and Igbo cultures. This notion of ‘face’ differs from that of Brown
and Levinson’s concept of face (1987), which is conceptualised as “self-oriented”.
The above arguments made Leech (2005) raise the question: politeness: is
there an East-West Divide? This question has arisen due to researchers such as
Wierzbicka who have stated that politeness is culture–specific, that it is different from
one culture to another based on the social values prevailing in that culture. Based on
this, ‘face’ in Chinese culture refers to a group as the group is highly evaluated in
Chinese cuture due to the Confucianism. This is in contrast to Western culture,
particularly the English culture where the individual is more evaluated. It can be
argued that ‘face’ in the Kurdish culture is often expected to refer to the group rather
than the individual. Like the Chinese, Kurds might apologise not for the individual, but
for the sake of a group, as will be explained in the experimental chapters.
Another criticism of Brown and Levinson’s theory of politeness was directed
by Mills (2003a) in terms of the Model Speaker adopted by Brown & Levinson when
describing S/H in interaction. According to Mills, this model focuses on the speaker
and ignores the hearer. Therefore, it might be described as a speaker-based model.
Based on the idea of Model Person, Mills (2003a) adds that both interlocutors (S/H)
should have the same background, which is not applicable in all situations.
Mills (2003a) also critiques Brown and Levinson’s classification of social
variables into three variables (social power -P- , social distance –D-, and ranking of
impositions -R-). Regarding the social power factor, Mills argues that it should be
assessed over the interaction as a whole, not in terms of somebody’s position in a
certain stance. Furthermore, she criticises the social distance variable as being stable.
This suggests that the interlocutors are classified into socially distant (stranger) or
socially close (familiar), which ignores the dynamic nature of the social relationship
between the interactants. Additionally, Mills (2003a) critiques Brown and Levinson’s
model in terms of absenting the social variable of age as a negotiable factor. With
regard to this, she found different perceptions of politeness between older and
younger generations. Pecchioni, Ota & Sparks (2004) stress that different views are
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recognised between Eastern and Western cultures in showing respect to older people.
According to researchers, younger Asian adults show deference to all older people
whether they belong to the family or nonfamily based on the more generalised notion
of filial piety that the Asian young have. Conversely, younger Western adults have a
more specialised concept regarding the filial piety. Therefore, the idea is regarded as
a personal choice by the Westerners and essential obligation by the Easterners (see
also Gallois et al., 1999; Harris & Long, 2000; Ota et al., 1996). In addition to age, the
factors of gender and social status can influence the polite conduct in cultures (Kadar
and Mills 2011).
Based on the findings of previous research regarding social variables that have
been found to have a significant effect on politeness across cultures, the social
variables: gender, age and social status were adopted as determining variables in
Kurdish apology strategy for this thesis. Accordingly, differences in gender, age and
social status might result in a different perception of politeness in investigating
apology strategies in Kurdish.
Mills (2003a) addresses another criticism to Brown and Levinson’s politeness
model, claiming that it disregards the role of cultural context and discourse in
politeness. She attributes this weak point to the absolute dependence on speech act
theory. Furthermore, Fraser and Nolen (1981) claimed the role of linguistic context in
politeness, which was supported by Watts (2003) who held some polite linguistic
expressions might be evaluated as impolite when put in different linguistic contexts.
Therefore, linguistic expressions might be classified as being polite or impolite
according to their linguistic contexts.
Regardless of the above mentioned criticisms against Brown and Levinson’s
(1987) politeness theory, it is still a seminal work, that has no alternative-contender.
It is regarded as the basis for cross-cultural studies on politeness phenomena,
particularly in distinguishing positive and negative politeness, based on which
cultures are classified accordingly (Kadar and Mills 2011).
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2.2.4 Fraser and Nolen’s Conversational Contract Approach
In contrast to other theories of politeness, Fraiser (1978) Nelon (1981) present
politeness as a “Conversational Contarct” which was later expanded (Fraser, 1990).
Fraiser (1990) defines politeness as “a state that one expects to exist in every
conversation” (Fraser 1990: 233); (Eva Ogiermann 2009: 14).
The conversational contract view holds that each S and H, upon starting
conversation, realises some initial set of rights and obligations which determine what
the interlocutors expect about each other during the course of conversation (at least
for the initial phases). However, the interlocutors will re-discuss and re-modify the
rights and obligations that they need to hold towards each other, with the passage of
time or due to alteration in the context (Fraser, 1990: 232).
According to Fraser and Nolen (1981), producing socially appropriate
behaviour is based on adhering to the terms and conditions of conversation. Similarly,
the interlocutors’ linguistic acts are interpreted as impolite when they fail to follow
these terms and conditions (1981: 81). Fraser and Nolen’s definition of Politeness
(based on terms and conditions) is in line with that of Goffman (1967) who stressed
on “traffic rules” of social interaction, which implies the communicators connection
with certain ethical rules that regulate the course of events in interaction.
With regard to whether the communicator’s act in interaction is polite or
impolite, Fraser and Nolen (1981) focus on the significant role of the hearer who can
make that distinction. Thus, it might be argued that the addressee might be described
as an act sensor in terms of politeness and impoliteness.
Relevant to communication rules, four terms have been identified by Fraser
and Nolen (1981): conventional, historical, situational, and institutional terms.
Conventional terms refer to the general rules that might be applicable to any social
contact such as turn-taking rules and speaking rules in terms of loudness and softness
in conversation (Fraser 1990). Historical terms means that present interactions are
based on the previous encounters with the similar or same interactants (Fraser 1990).
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Situational guidelines embrace the interlocutors’ awareness of each other’s power
status in conversation. Institutional terms refer to the guidelines dictated by social
organisations, such as the rules that regulate encounters in court, or using “Mr.
President” to address the US president, or whispering when talking to somebody in a
library (Fraser, 1990). Among the four mentioned rules, the conventional ones are
regarded as the foundation for interaction. It might be argued that linguistically
appropriate acts in interaction arise from communicators’ adherence to conversation
rules which are viewed as an integral part of the social norms that control social
encounter. Consequently, they constitute the criteria for classifying the acts as “polite”
or “impolite” based on the participants’ adherence to the rules of the conversational
contract (Fraser 1990).

2.2.5 Leech’s politeness principle
Leech takes Grice’s conversational maxims as a foundation stone in the development
of his politeness principle. Pragmatically, he regards politeness as a controlling factor
in social communication. Leech (1983) presents his politeness principle due to the
insufficiency of Grice’s conversational principles to account for sense-force relation.
Based on Leech’s claim, Grice’s cooperative principles are flouted by interlocutors for
the purpose of politeness. This is because what people communicate is more than
what they say (Leech 1983). The politeness principle aims “to maintain the social
equilibrium and the friendly relations which enables us to assume that our
interlocutors are being cooperative in the first place” Leech, 1983: 82).
Similar to Grice’s Conversational Principle , Leech (1983) presents six maxims
required for politeness in interaction. These include: the Maxims of Tact, Maxim of
Generosity, Maxim of Approbation, Maxim of Modesty, Maxim of Agreement, and
Maxim of Sympathy. According to Leech’s politeness theory, the six maxims are
weighed by five pragmatic scales as follows:
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1. The Cost-Benefit Scale: this scale measures the cost and the benefit an act has on
both interlocutors.
2. The Optionality Scale: this evaluates the amount of option given by the addresser’s
goals to the addressee.
3. The Indirectness Scale: this measures the addressee’s hard work to understand the
addresser
4. The Authority Scale: this scale assesses the speaker’s right to inflict his/her
concepts on the hearer due to difference in power and authority.
5. The Social Distance Scale: measures the formality degree between the interlocturs.
(Leech,1983: 123; Felix-Brasdefer 2008: 16).
In the light of the speech goal and the social goal implemented in politeness,
Leech (1983: 104) categorises four types of politeness: 1) Competitive Politeness
(when the speech goal opposes the social goal); 2) Convivial Politeness (both speech
and social goal agree with each other); 3) Collaborative Politeness (the speech goal is
uninterested about the social goal); and 4) Conflictive Politeness (when there is a
conflict between speech and social goals). In relation to these types of politeness,
apologising, which is the concern of the current thesis, is viewed as convivial
politeness due to the coincidence between its speech goal and social goal to retain
concord between the interlocutors by providing some cost to the speaker and some
benefit to the hearer (Leech 1983: 125; Marquez-Reiter 2000: 45).
Leech (1983) states that the maxim of tact is the conflict avoidance strategy.
Based on this argument, the apologiser in some cases expresses his/her apology not
only to make remedy, but also to avoid conflict or to stop the conflict from becoming
more complicated, which might exacerbate the situation. Therefore, an apology in
such situations is like a pain killer, but not a permanent remedy. For example, an
employee usually apologises to a manager in order to calm the situation and to avoid
being dismissed from his/her job. For that reason, Leech (1983) views politeness as a
means of conflict avoidance.
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Like Brown and Levinson, Leech (1983) distinguishes between positive politeness and
negative politeness. According to him, positive politeness deals with maximising the
politeness of polite acts. Whereas, negative politeness is concerned with minimising
impoliteness of impolite illocutions.
According to Leech’s claim (1983: 79), social interaction is performed as a
result of the collaboration between the politeness principle and the cooperative
principle.

The politeness principle, with its maxims, assists the addressee to

recuperate the speech indirect message. However, politeness principle, and its
maxims elucidates the motivating reason behind using indirect message. In the case of
conflict between the cooperative principle and the politeness principle, the addresser
gives priority to the politeness principle over the cooperative principle for the sake of
maintaining the social equilibrium between the individuals.
Leech’s model of politeness has been critiqued by some scholars, in terms of
classifying the illocutionary acts as being intrinsically polite or impolite without
considering the cultural and social variables (Fraser 1990, Spencer-Oatey & Jiang
2003). It might be argued that viewing one act as polite or impolite is situationally
and culturally different. Situationally, ordering in the class is not taken as an impolite
act. Culturally, insistence on inviting and offering is regarded as impolite in English
culture, but polite and a sign of hospitality in other cultures such as Chinese, Arabic
and Kurdish cultures. Leech’s argument was also critiqued by Dillons et al (1985),
Lavandera (1988), Fraser (1990) and Turner (1996) for not being decisive in
specifying the number of principles required to elucidate politeness phenomena.

2.2.6 Spencer-Oatey’s Rapport and Rapport Management
As an attempt to expand the framework of politeness to consider cultural aspects of
face, Spencer-Oatey’s model adopts rapport and rapport management as alternatives
for Brown and Levinson’s face and face management (i.e. politeness) respectively. The
reason for preferring the term “rapport” to “face” is due to the association of face to
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self-concerns. Whereas, the rapport management focuses more neutrally on self and
other (Spencer-Oatey 2000: 12). She defines rapport management as “the use of
language to promote, maintain or threaten harmonious social

relationships in

interaction” (2000:3). This theory rejects Brown and Levinson’s negative face which
considers the interlocutor as an individual (i.e. independent). Alternatively, group
identity is focused on rather than the individual.
According to Spencer-Oatey (2000: 13), negative face matters, recognised by
Brown and Levinson (1987), are not face issues. For that reason, she suggests a
sociality right instead of negative face. By sociality right she means “the fundamental
personal/ social entitlements that individuals effectively claim for themselves in their
interactions with others” (Spencer- Oatey 2000:14). In relation to sociality rights, two
other sub-categorisations are identified: ‘equity rights’ and association rights’. The
former refers to the personal right to be equally and fairly treated. The latter indicates
the social entitlement a person has in order to be appropriately associated and
involved with others (Spencer-Oatey 2000: 16).
Furthermore, Spencer-Oatey (2000: 20-21) identifies five domains which play
important roles in rapport management: (1) the illocutionary domain (concerned with
performing speech acts, such as apologies, compliments, requests, etc.); (2) discourse
domain (includes choice of discourse content and structure, topic choice and
management, organising information, etc.); (3) the participation domain (concerns the
procedural aspects of interaction such as turn taking, inclusions and exclusion of
participants, and the use/non-use of listener reactions; (4) the stylistic domain
(choice of tone, appropriate lexis and syntax and appropriate honorifics); and ( 5) the
non-verbal domain (concerns non-verbal aspects, such as gestures, proxemics, eye
contact, etc.).
Oatey-Spencer (2000) also focuses on three factors that have a significant role
in her model and determine the strategy selection in rapport management: 1) people’s
rapport management; 2) contextual variables; and 3) pragmatic conventions. All these
factors shed light on politeness from the addresser’s side.
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Unlike Brown and Levinson (1987), Oatey-Spencer’s model rejects the idea of
evaluating acts as inherently polite or impolite. With regard to this, Oatey-spencer
relates politeness to societal judgment, which indicates its association with cultural
differences. For that reason, she identifies politeness as “a question of
appropriateness” (Oatey-Spencer 2000: 3), which involves cultural differences as
playing an essential role in determining the appropriateness of a rapport management
(2000: 41). It might be argued that Oatey-Spencer’s view, in this sense, rejects Brown
and Levinson’s universality model.
In relating politeness to culture, Oatey-Spencer (2000) views members of same
culture as behaving similarly due to her static and predetermined perspective about
culture. By viewing members of the same culture in this way, she does not take into
account the participants’ individual role in interaction.

2.2.7 Scollon and Scollon’s face model
According to Scollon and Scollon (2001), politeness is viewed as a social interaction
model. Based on their argument, face is a paradoxical notion, meaning that it is of two
contrasting sides: involvement and independence. The former focuses on the
“person’s right and need to be considered a normal, contributing, or supporting
member of society” (Scollon and Scollon 2001: 46). That is, it denotes the aspect of
interaction that connects the interlocutors together and makes the addressee feel as
being a member of the group. This is implemented by giving consideration to the
others. The latter (i.e. independence aspect of face) stresses “the individuality of the
interlocutors as it emphasises their right not to be completely dominated by group or
social values, and to be free from the impositions of others” (Scollon and Scollon 2001:
47). It displays that the parciapant behaves within some degree of freedom and at the
same time esteems the autonomy of the others, with no imposition (Ibid: 47).
Both involvement and independence face systems can better clarify Brown and
Levinson’s positive and negative politeness. As regards the ambiguity of positive and
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negative terminologies, Scollon and Scollon’s (2001) ‘involvement’ and ‘independence’
can replace Brown & Levinson’s terms ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ respectively. It might
be argued that the terms ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ as antonyms give an impression of
having two contrasting ideas or phenomena which they are not. Thus, they might give
the wrong impression to the reader from the very beginning. In addition, there is no
correspondence between the terms and what they indicate. Scollon and Scollon’s
‘involvement’ and ‘independence’ better reflect what both definitions indicate and
keep the reader away from ambiguity and the wrong impression as Brown &
Levinson’s terms give. Therefore, Scollon and Scollon’s face systems might be viewed
as an alternative for investigating cross-cultural interaction.

2.2.8 Eelen’s Politeness Approach (Politeness 1 and Politeness 2)
inspired by Bourdieu (1977, 1991), Eelen (2001) interprets politeness as social
practice as it refers to what is happening between communicators in building social
reality (2001: 246). Eelen’s approach is identified by two characteristics: the first
feature is habitus, which is acquired through experience of social exchanges. Eelen
(2001) believes that each individual has a distinctive habitus in spite of sharing a
common part with other persons’ ones. He stresses the important role of habitus in
his theory as it essentially helps to build social reality and, it is simultaneously,
characterised by changeability and individual uniqueness.
Another characteristics of Eelen’s (2001) outline is classifying politeness into
politeness 1 and politeness 2. This categorisation came after Watt’s et al.’s (1992)
labeling of politeness into first-order and second order politeness. Eelen (2001)
believes that politeness 1 and politeness 2 are matching etic and emic categories
respectively. The emic-etic division was first invented by Pike (1967) who derived
them from the ending suffixes of Phonetics and phonemics (Haugh, 2012).
Eelen (2001: 35) defines politeness 1 as “practice of politeness” as it deals with
practice of politeness in our everyday communication. In Eelen’s theory, politeness 1
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comprises theree sub-components: 1) expressive politeness 1, which is understood by
using honorifics, particular terms of address and speech act formulae such as excuse
me, sorry, thank you, etc. 2) Classificatory politeness 1 indicates the use of politeness
as a categorising instrument to judge the hearer’s actions as being polite or impolite;
and 3) Metapragmatic politeness 1 deals with people’s views and interpretations
regarding politeness in interaction (Eelen 2001; Felix-Brasdefer 2008). According to
Eelen (2001: 35 – 43), politeness 1 defined by five characteristics:
1. Evaluativity: politeness and impoliteness in interaction are evaluated by others
according to the social norms in a certain culture.
2. Argumentativity: politeness1 happens in situations where there is the possibility
for the communicators to lose or gain something.
3. Polite-ness: situations where everyone considers themselves and their social group
as being polite and everyone else as impolite.
4. Normativity: politeness is motivated by social norms by which politeness can be
labelled as ‘appropriate’.
5. Modality and reflexivity: the addresser is open to multiple options of strategies to
employ in politeness.
Politeness 2 is identified as a theoretical construct or the scientific
conceptualisation of politeness1 (Watts, Idle & Ehlich 1992; Eelen 2001; Watts 2003,
2005). It elucidates the way politeness1 works and what it achieves for individuals
(Felix-Brasdefer 2008). First-order politeness (Politenes1) is the concern of the
empirical studies conducted in the field of cross-cultural pragmatics (Idle 1993; Eelen
2001).
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2.2.9 Watt’s Politic Behaviour and Relational work
As a critique to Brown and Levinson’s politeness (1987), Watts made a clear
distinction between types of politeness: first order politeness (politeness 1) and
second order politeness (politeness 2). The former states the common sense or lay
notion of politeness. The latter refers to the theoretical understandings of politeness
(Watts 2003). Similarly, first order – second order distinction was also underlined by
Elen (2001).
In his theory, Watts (2003) presents the difference between politic behaviour
and polite behaviour. According to him, politic behaviour is “that behaviour, linguistic
and non-linguistic, which the participants construct as being appropriate to the
ongoing social interaction. The construction may have been made prior to entering
the interaction, but is always negotiable during interaction, despite the expectations
the participants might bring to it (Watts 2003: 20). However, polite behaviour is
defined as a “bahviour beyond what is perceived to be appropriate to the ongoing
social interaction” (Watts 2003: 21). Thus, non-salient behaviour is identified as
politic behaviour and salient as polite or impolite depending on the positive or
negative end of the behaviour on the politeness continuum (watts 2003: 19).
According to Watts, politeness is viewed in connection relation work. Relational work
denotes the required exertion invested by the interactants in order to negotiate their
relationships with others during interaction. Hence, considering other aspects of
relational work in studying politeness is essential (Locher and Watts 2005).
In terms of face, Watts (2003) criticises Brown and Levinson (1987) for
misinterpreting Goffman’s notion of “face” and deviating it from his intention.
According to Watts (2003),

Goffman’s face concept is “not something that the

individual somehow builds for her/himself, which then needs to be supported and
respected in the course of interaction, but is rather ‘public property’, something which
is only realised in social interaction and is dependent on others (2003: 107).
Watts (2003) denies describing some acts as being innately polite, as it
depends on the hearer’s interpretation of what the speaker says. He adds that even
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compliments may not be estimated and viewed by the hearer as supportive and
constructive conduct. Therefore, politeness, for Watts, is a discursively vague term,
and lends itself to debate among lay society members. He finds no clear borders for
what constructs politeness or impoliteness. Hence, they are not necessarily antitheses
(Locher and Watts 2005). However, behaviour is evaluated as polite or impolite based
on the positive/negative end on the politeness continuum.
In line with Eelen (2001), Watts (2003) denies the idea of universality with
regard to politeness. To him, politeness is a culture-specific issue, influenced and
generated by the socio-cultural norms, and evaluated according to the politeness
spectrum of a certain culture. Based on his argument, politeness is a combination of
social and cognitive notions. This means that people develop their own cognitive
concept through social interaction which in turn becomes deep-rooted in human
cognitive procedures. His idea states that politeness is not something inborn, but
learnable and that individuals learn it by perceiving the ways in which people interact
in various societal situations (Watts 2003).

2.2.10 Haugh’s Intercultural Politeness Theory
Unlike so many researchers who have focused on intracultural politeness (studying
politeness phenomena in a single culture) and more extensively on cross-cultural
politeness (contrastive study on politeness strategies or perceptions between
cultures), Haugh (2010) distinctively sheds light on intercultural politeness where the
interacting participants belong to different cultural backgrounds . The concern of this
theory is about the intrinsic problems in integrating micro and macro perspectives in
intercultural pragmatics. The micro perspective includes “interactions between
individuals” (Trosborg 2010: 9), whereas macro perspective focuses on “norms and
expectations about language use distributed across social groups and cultures” (Ibid).
To Haugh, it is a critical concern for the intercultural pragmatics to develop by
integrating the micro perspectives, macro perspectives and culture.
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With regard to intercultural politeness, Haugh (2010) argues that no specific theory,
with this regard, has been developed yet, explaining that the main politeness theories
until now focus on elucidating the politeness strategies in intracultural
communication, and then comparing them across cultures (Brown and Levinson
1987; Leech 1983, 2007; Watts 2003).
Studies that investigate intercultural politeness are relatively few in number
(less than 20 studies) compared to the thousands of publications on intracultural and
cross-cultural politeness studies (Haugh 2010: 140). As regards the constitution of
politeness

in

intercultural

interaction,

Haugh

(2010:

142)

believes

that

“(im)politeness is constituted in interaction in the form of evaluations (micro) and
constitutive of interaction in the form of expectations (macro)” (Haugh, 2007, 2009).
Due to the cultural discrepancy of the interactants, (im)politeness in
intercultural exchanges requires the ability to understand both the language and
cultural backgrounds of each peson (Janney and Arndt 1992 [2005]). Otherwise,
conflicts and misunderstandings can occur. Research on intercultural impoliteness
has revealed that communicators from other cultural backgrounds are perceived as
impolite and rude, instances such as these illustrate failure to be polite. Such negative
conceptions regarding interlocutors of other cultures can go beyond the feelings of
offence, leading to disparity in politeness orientations that subsequently generate
interactional and interpersonal asymmetry (Bailey 1997; Haugh 2010). With regard to
cultural divergence, Haugh (2010: 143) identifies three types in which cultural
discrepancy may result in insights of intercultural impoliteness: “divergent speech
practices, divergent in situation-specific expectations, and diverging sociocultural
values”. According to the distinctive features of the intercultural politeness theory, it
might be argued that it is not a successful approach in a mono-cultural community
where the participants belong to same language and culture. Therefore, it is not as
practical as intracutural and cross-cultural politeness approaches which are more
widely applicable. Hence, the intercultural politeness might be described as a
multiculturalism-based theory.
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2.3 Re-approaching Face in connection with relational work
Following Brown & Levinson’s (1987) notion of face as an individual-based and
universal-oriented concept, some authors like Locher & Watts (2005), Spencer-Oatey
(2005), Arundale (2006) and Haugh (2009) reviewed the notion of face and
politeness. This re-examination was implemented due to the discursive nature of face
and politeness and in order to include various aspects of im/politeness in addition to
face loss mitigation as the associated concern of politeness. Accordingly, politeness is
redefined by Locher & Watts (2005:9) as part of interpersonal work, conducted by the
interlocutors to create and to maintain relationships with other participants.
Consequently, the definition of politeness/ impoliteness

should not be

formulated on the basis of politeness 2 (i.e. scholars’ evaluations and expectations),
but according to the interlocutors’ insights and decisions of the behaviours of their
own and others. The reason for this is that cooperative and non-cooperative
interaction determines the state of appropriate demeanor in communication.
Accordingly, politeness should be reconsidered as part of relational work instead of
‘facework’ as contended by Locher & Watts (2005: 28). As mentioned earlier, SpencerOatey (2005:96) introduced rapport and rapport management as alternatives for face
and politeness. Likewise, Arundale (2006:193) describes ‘face’ as distinct from
individuality, and associates it with relational and interactional phenomenon as the
interactional achievement of social self is accomplished in association with others . It
might be argued that the notion of face is not available with an isolated individual and
that face is operationalised in social interaction. With regard to social interaction, it is
expected to explore different types of ‘face’ based of the social features of
interlocutors and the type of the social relationships between self and other, due to
the dynamic nature of face in interaction. Such concepts reject Brown and Levinson’s
categorisation of speech acts as being of static nature (i.e. innately polite or impolite).
A different conceptualisation of ‘face’ was presented which addressed the
concern of identity. This approach might be distinguished from the general concept of
identity (Haugh (2009). The general distinction between face and identity rests on
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exemplifying ‘face’ as an individual’s instant claims about the people in
communication, which contradict many of the personal identity stable characteristics
(Heritage 2001: 48). This interpretation is in line with Goffman’s claim (1955) that
denies an individual’s face to be wedged in his/her body. Oppositely, he describes face
as something that is verbally situated in the flow of actions in interaction (Goffman
1955: 214). This distinction suggests that identity is conceptualised as embedded in
communication that is less firm than was commonly expected (Hecht et al 2005;
Benwell and Stokoe, 2006; Haugh and Bargiela-Chiappini 2010). However, from
emic perspective, face is often realised as continuing across communication and as
something that is not confronted in certain situations.

The debates about

conceptualising ‘face’ motivated researchers to revisit Goffman’s notion of face.
According to Bargiela-Chiappini (2003), Goffman’s notion of face is eventually
embedded in societal factors because it was envisioned to scrutinise face in certain
situations in a specific culture, namely, North America. In relating face to interaction,
Haugh and Bargiela- Chiappini (2009) emphasised that face is indisputably
communicational/ situational because it is essentially assessed by others. In this
sense, interaction alludes to situations that involve two or more communicators.
Therefore, one might argue that interaction is determined by interlocutors and to
what extent they understand each other in order to assess one another. From a more
technical perspective, interaction can be realised as the mutual influence that the
communicators have on each other, which results in emerging the non- summative
outcomes. This means that the intended meaning of what is said by the speaker is not
synonymous to what is understood by the recipient (Haugh and Bargiela-Chiappini
(2009); Arnudale (2006: 196).
To conceptualise face in relation to interaction, it could be argued that other
interpretations are expected. This is because interaction is influenced by social factors
such as gender, age and social status in different cultures. Consequently, other views
regarding face are expected to explore in other cultures.
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2.4 Culture: Individualism vs Collectivism
Different approaches have been adopted by the anthropologists, sociologists and
sociolinguists in order to study culture. Due to its complexity, various definitions have
been given to culture. Among the earliest definitions, was the one given by the British
anthropologist Tyler (1870:1) who defined culture as “that complex whole which
includes knowledge, belief, art, morals law, custom, and any other capabilities and
habits acquired by man as a member of society (cited by Avruch 1998: 6).
In 1952, the American anthropologists Kroeber and Kluckhohn collected 164
definitions and concepts for culture. Similarly, Apte (1994 as citedd by Spencer-Oatey
2008) stresses non- agreement among anthropologists about the nature of culture in
spite of an age of efforts to find a proper definition for culture. According to Kroeber
& Kluchhohn (1952: 181), “culture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit, of and
for behaviour acquired and transmitted by symbols, constituting the distinctive
achievements of human groups, including their embodiment in artifacts; the essential
core of culture consists of traditional (i.e. historically derived and selected) ideas and
especially their attached values; culture systems may, on the other hand, be
considered as products of action, on the other, as conditional elements of future
action”.
According to Schwartz (1992) as quoted by Avruch (1998: 17), “culture
consists of the derivatives of experience, more or less organised, learned or created by
the individuals of a population, including those images or encodements and their
interpretations (meanings) transmitted from past generations, from contemporaries,
or formed by individuals themselves. Similarly, Matsumoto (1996: 16) views culture
as “the set of attitudes, values, beliefs, and behaviours shared by a group of people, but
deferent for each individual, communicated from one generation to the next”.
However, Hofstede et al (2010: 6) describe culture as “the collective programming of
the mind which distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from
another”.
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Spencer-Oatey (2008: 3), on the other hand, defines culture as “a fuzzy set of basic
assumptions and values, orientations to life, beliefs, policies, procedures and
behavioural conventions that are shared by a group of people, and that influence (but
do not determine) each member’s behaviour and his/her interpretations of the
‘meaning’ of other people’s behaviour”.
Accordingly, culture includes some main concerns, such as viewing all human
beings as cultural groups categorised in terms of gender, ethnicity, generation,
nationality, profession and so on. Also, culture is displayed via basic conventions,
principles and orientations to life. Linguistically, culture is associated with language
use, which either deals with comparing the similarities and differences between the
certain cultural/ linguistic groups or analysing the speech of intercultural interaction
when interlocutors from different cultural groups converse with each other. This
definition also indicates that not all cultural regularities are equally or similarly
demonstrated in all cultural group members, that is why culture is described as a
fuzzy notion (Spencer-Oatey 2008).
Spencer-Oatey (2012) identifies some key characteristics of culture, such as
manifestation in different layers (i.e. basic norms, values and observable artifacts),
affecting behaviour and its interpretations, as well as influencing biological processes
and association with social groups, individual and social construct. Spencer-Oatey
identifies culture as comprising fuzzy features, having universal (etic) and distinctive
(emic) elements, learnability, gradual changeability, interrelatedness, and descriptive
not evaluative notions.
As regards layers of cultures, Hofstede et al (2010: 18) state that every person
is simultaneously affiliated to different categories of people since culture is composed
of different levels:
1. National level: related to a person’s country or countries for those who migrated to
other countries.
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2. Levels of ethnicity, region, religion, linguistic affiliation that are combined in most of
the countries.
3. Gender level: girl or boy.
4. Generation level: separating generations from each other (i.e. grandparents, parents
and children).
5. Social class level: related to a person’s educational background, profession and
occupation.
6. Organisational level: is associated with employees whose socialisation is defined/
dictated by their work.

(Fukushima 2003: 105)

In relation to politeness, as stated earlier in this chapter, Brown and Levinson
(1987) classify cultures into positive politeness and negative politeness cultures. This
classification was the concern of many cross-cultural studies in politeness in different
languages.
According to Fukushima (2003: 107), many cross-cultural communication
studies in different languages have adopted the notions of individualistic and
collectivistic cultures as two dimensions to frame their research. The terms have
received several definitions by researchers. According to Hofstede et al (2010: 91)
‘individualist’ refers to “societies in which the interests of the individual prevail over
the interests of the group”. To clarify individualism and as an extreme opposite pole to
collectivism, Hofstede et al (2010: 92) state:
Individualism pertains to societies in which the ties between
individuals are loose: everyone is expected to look after him- or
herself and his or her immediate family. Collectivism as its opposite
pertains to societies in which people from birth onward are
integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups, which throughout people’s
lifetime continue to protect them in exchange for unquestioning
loyalty.
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According to Scollon and Scollon (1995) as reported by Fukushima (2003: 116-117),
individualist cultures are characterised by diffused and loose limit conditions between
ingroups and outgroups. On the contrary, they are more sharply and distinctively tight
and controlled in collectivist cultures. Accordingly, the two different cultures are of
two different communicative patterns. Therefore, not numerous dissimilarities are
observed in the way individuals speak to other people in individualist cultures.
However, the way of speaking in collectivist cultures are different according to the
group membership of the addressees.
In spite of the above mentioned differences between individualist and
collectivist cultures, it is not easy to make a clear distinction between the features of
both cultural dimensions. This is due to the possible commonality of some elements,
which make some trends coexist in both types of cultures (Triandis, 1994). Also,
because of the possibility of certain sub-cultural groups in all countries, to behave
differently, in some events as a minimum, from the generalisations (White, 1994: 60;
Brislin 1994: 78; Fukushima 2003: 121).
However, there are some striking features of both individualist cultures and
collectivist cultures, displayed by Fukushima (2003: 121-122). Collectivist cultures
can be identified as having ‘interdependence’ which means that ‘group’ is the concern
of people. With regard to this, “Kurdish culture is a communal [i.e. collectivist] culture,
in which the interest of a community is more important than that of an individual”
(Saarinen 2013: 3). Therefore, collectivistic cultures are characterised as being more
clear-cut than individualist cultures in differentiating between in-group and outgroup.

Hence, interpersonal truth is esteemed due to the significance of good

relationships in collectivist cultures. People highly consider the context in collectivist
cultures as they try to keep good relational reality by considering, and trying to act
according to, the contextual factors of age, social status, gender, etc.

People in

collectivist cultures can communicate meaning implicitly as they have more shared
knowledge than people in individualist cultures.
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On the other hand, in individualist cultures, individuals are of significant concerns.
Such cultures can be defined as having ‘independence’, which indicates respect to
privacy and independence of individuals. Unlike collectivist cultures, people in
individualist cultures communicate explicitly due to the insufficient shared knowledge
of the individuals, compared to those in collectivist cultures. It might be argued that
individualism and collectivism are associated with modernism and tradition
respectively. With regard to this, “Kurdish society is still basically tribal …. The
cohesion of the Kurdish tribe, in turn, is based on a mixture of blood ties and
territorial allegiances associated with strong religious loyalties” (Meho and
Maglaughlin 2001: 4-5). Therefore, the general social bonds in Kurdish culture are
based on the combination of national and religious adherences.
Based on individualism and collectivism taxonomy, human society might be
classified, generally not specifically, into: group-oriented culture and individualoriented culture. Moreover, to argue that politeness is used differently in different
cultures as a culture-specific phenomenon is not against the universality of politeness
theory as Brown and Levinson (1987: 288) explained the universal principles of the
interactional systems and how the application of the principles differs systematically
(methodically) across and within cultures, subcultures, and groups (Brown &
Levinson as cited by Leech 2005:3). Brown and Levinson (1987: 13) assert that the
notion of face might differ culturally due to some cultural specifications such as the
priority of some face-threatening acts, which group of persons have more rights than
others in face-saving (face-protection) and what kind of styles are more preferred
than others. These culturally different notions of ‘face’ are linked to the basic social
values and ideas and sometimes religious thoughts as in the points made in Javanese
religion. Therefore, different manifestations of one concept (face) does not contradict
the concept of universality as the idea of having the desire to be approved and to be
unimpeded in interaction is kept within these various manifestations. However, the
claim of absolute universality is untenable as pointed out by Leech (2005: 4).
Concerning the division of culture into group-oriented culture and individualoriented culture based on the social values and religious concepts as in Chinese
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culture (based on Confucianism), other dichotomies and classifications might appear
in other cultures based on certain religions and beliefs. Such claims do not necessarily
support the notion of high culture and low culture which lack objectivity as one of the
properties of Linguistics. Thomas (1995: 150) points out that labelling certain groups
as more polite than others as they authentically behave better than other groups do is
pragmatically fruitless because there is no access to speaker’s motivation for speaking
in a certain situation These things are strongly related to the culturally-distinctive
features of the speaking groups. For example, Chinese people pay more attention to
the needs of groups than those of individuals. Based on these culturally-distinctive
features only, they cannot be described as more selfless than members of other
societies.
To link politeness to the structure of language, as in the case of Japanese and
Korean, suggests that one language is more polite than another. Therefore, the
concept of polite language and non-polite language might be raised. Moreover, in
relating politeness to the structure of language or language itself we can shed light on
Arabic language which is commonly thought of as more polite than other languages
because it is the language of the Quran and Islamic religion.
To allege that a certain language is more polite than others due to the language
itself or the structure of language has nothing to do with language use. Pragmatics is
concerned with language use, that is, how it is used by an interactant in different
situations. The idea of polite language cancels the role of speakers and the situations
altogether. It is still polite even if used by a robot!
Classifying cultures into individualism and collectivism and claiming that the
latter is more polite than the former, as claimed by some Chinese and Japanese
researchers, has been well refuted by a comparative study carried out by Guan, Park
and Lee (2009: 41), who investigated cross-cultural differences in apology. They
found that American participants (from an “individualistic” culture) were more
apologetic than Chinese and Korean participants (from collectivist cultures). This
finding which runs counter to the claims that have been raised, reflects the allegation
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of superiority of a collectivist culture to an individualist one. Due to the clashing
results of this study with those conducted by the Japanese and Chinese, it might be
argued that politeness, specifically apology, is used differently by individualist and
collectivist cultures due to the different social norms in both cultures that determine
the sise of offence and the obligation to apologise. Accordingly, one culture might be
more apologetic in certain situations than other cultures. Hence, one might argue that
it is invalid to describe one culture as more polite than others depending on a handful
of comparative situations.

2.5 Speech Act Theory
2.5.1 Austen’s Speech Act theory
Speech act means using language to do things, such as using words to perform the acts
of promise, order, request, invitations, etc. Speech act theory was first presented by
Austin (1962) in his book “How to Do Things with Words”. He describes these
utterances as performatives. With regard to the performative utterances, Austen
stress that it is not a true/ false issue. However, he is concerned with the scope of the
work of performative utterance. That is, whether they are successful or not in terms of
creating successful acts of requests, apologies, warnings, promises, etc. Austen used
the term ‘felicitous’ for the successful utterances and ‘infelicitous’ for the unsuccessful
ones. For the performative utterances to be successful (i.e. to work), they need to meet
certain conditions (i.e. social conventions). These conditions are reffered to ‘felicity
conditions’, which are different for each speech act.
Austen (1962: 100-101) distinguished three types of acts performed by
utterances: locutionary acts, illocutionary acts and perlocutionary acts. Loctutionary
acts refer to the meaningfulness of the produced utterances and the ability of the
listeners to understand the utterance. Illocutionary acts (also known as illocutionary
force) are defined as the utterances that are used in order to accomplish a function
such as ‘shut the door’ which is understood by the hearer as an order. Perlocutionary
acts are the effects and results of the utterances produced. For example, ‘shutting the
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door’ is the perlocutionary act of the illoctutionary act ‘shut the door’. The
psychological effects on the audience such as comforting, angering persuading, etc. are
also perlocutionary acts.
Based on illocutionary force, Austen (1962: 150-163) classified speech acts
into five basic categories:
1. Verdictives: speech acts by which a verdict is issued by an arbitrator, umpire or
a jury. Examples related to this category comprise verbs such as: “acquit, hold,
calculate, describe, analyse, estimate, date, rank, assess, and characterise”
(Austen 1962: 152; Searle 1999: 6).
2. Exercitives: associated with the exercising of powers, influence or rights.
Examples of this category comprise voting, ordering, advising, appointing,
urging, warning, etc. (Austen 1962: 51).
3. Commissives:

the acts of this category are exemplified by promising or

undertaking. It commits the addresser to perform a certain strategy. Examples
from this group include: promise, contract, guarantee, embrace, covenant,
pledge, and swear.
4. Behabitives: related to attitudes and social behaviour. That is, they include
reactions to other people’s conduct, fortunes and expressions. Examples of this
class include: congratulating, apologising, challenging, cursing, condoling, and
commending.
5. Expositives: these acts clarify how a speaker’s utterances fit into the course of
an exchange or argument. Examples of this category include: emphasise, affirm,
deny, report, answer, illustrate, answer, condcede, object to, accept, accept,
object to, concede, describe, call, class, and identify. (Austen 1962: 150 – 163;
Searle 1999: 8-9).
With regard to the above-mentioned classifications, Austen (1962) is not
equally satisfied with all of them. Searle (1999) criticises the lists of the verbs
introduced in Austen’s taxonomy not as lists of speech acts, but as lists of English
speech verbs. The reason is that, not all listed verbs are illocutionary verbs, for
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example, ‘sympathise, intend’ and ‘mean to’, are not clearly performative verbs.
Another critique is that the taxonomy was not constructed on the basis of any clear
principle. The absence of clear principles of taxonomy and the unclear distinction
between illocutionary acts and illocutionary verbs have resulted in a great deal of
overlapping between the categories. A clear example of overlapping can be noticed in
listing the verb ‘describe’ as a verdicative and an expositive speech act at the same
time. Furthermore, not all the verbs listed under the different categories satisfy the
definitions given to the categories even when taking the definitions in a loose or
reminiscent manner (Searle 1999: 9-11).

2.5.2 Searles’ Speech Act Theory
As a result of the difficulties with Austen’s classification of illocutionary acts, Searle
(1979, 1999) proposed five alternatives categories for speech acts, as follows:
1. Commissive speech acts refer to utterances that commit the speakers to
perform something in the future, as in the case of a promise which requires the
speaker to accomplish what s/he promised.
2. Declarative speech acts refer to utterances that change the state of
relationships, as in performing the act of marriage during the wedding ritual
which is accomplished by the utterance ‘now I pronounce you as husband and
wife’.
3. Directive speech acts: refer to the acts that make the hearer do something, such
as, requests (‘open the door, please’), commands (‘go out’), suggestions (‘why
don’t you switch on the tv’), etc.
4. Expressive speech acts comprise the utterances produced in order to express
the speaker’s attitudes and feelings about something, such as expressing
apologies, thanking, congratulating, or expressing attitude about food (the food
was tasty).
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5. Representative speech acts: refer to the descriptive utterances for states, or
events in the world.

This class is characteristically associated with truth

conditions, for example, concluding, asserting, etc.
To develop Austen’s felicity conditions, Searle (1969: 54-71) laid down four
conditions to make his taxonomy of speech acts successful. The four conditions
included: preparatory condition, propositional content, sincerity, and essential
conditions.

2.5.2.1 The speech Act of Apologising
Apologies are viewed differently in the light of the various categorisations delineated
by linguists. For instance, apologies are classified as behabitive speech acts according
to Austen’s speech act theory, and as expressive speech acts according to Searle’s
taxonomy of speech acts. However, they are classified as convivial speech acts
according to Leech’s terminology. Goffman (1971) defined apology as a remedial act
that functions to restore the social harmony and concord among the communicators.
According to Olshtain and Cohen (1983: 20) this action is performed by any verbal
redressing act when an actual or probable offence has occurred due to the violation of
the social norms of a certain culture. Apology is not restricted to verbal acts, but
relates to any action that helps in saving the hearer’s face. This face-saving act might
include verbal acts such as ‘I am sorry’ in addition to the other verbal or non-verbal
acts such as kinesics, facial expressions and proxemics and combinations of both
verbal and non-verbal acts. Figure 1 illustrates some kinesic forms used in apology.
Al-Sobh (2013) defines apology as a means of removing the misunderstandings
between the interlocutors. According to Holmes (1995) apology is a polite speech act
that follows an offence to reestablish social relations among the communicators.
Leech (1983) points out that apology is the expression of regret, performed by the
speaker (offender) to the hearer when s/he commits an offence.
Based on these definitions, apology as a speech act is always associated with
offence. It might be argued that offence is the most common event that requires an
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apology, but still in some situations, a speaker resorts to apology without having made
an offence. For example, “X” promises to buy something for “Y” in one week. After one
week, “X” apologises to “Y” for not buying him/her the thing s/he promised because it
was no longer available in the store. In such a situation, no offence is recognised, but it
is only non-achievement of a promise. Furthermore, the above definitions relate
apology only to speech by describing apology as a speech act, ignoring any role of nonspeech act in the process of apologising.

2.5.2.2 Felicity Conditions of Apologising
As mentioned earlier, Austen (1962) stated different felicity conditions for each
speech act. Regarding felicity conditions for the act of apologising, they were not
explicitly covered in the rules formulated by Searle (1969). However, the application
of the felicity conditions to the act apologising was constructed by Owen (1983: 117122), who added the ‘sincerity condition’ to the set of rules, as follows:
Preparatory Condition
Rule (1)

The act A specified in the propositional content is an offence
against the addressee H.

Rule (2)

H would have preferred S’s not doing A to S’s doing A and S
believes H would have preferred S’s not doing A to his doing A.

Rule (3)

A does not benefit H and S believes A does not benefit H.

Sincerity condition: S regrets (is sorry for) having done A.
Essential condition: Counts as an expression of regret by S for having done A.
(See also Trosborg 1995: 375; Ancarno 2011: 38).
With regard to the preparatory condition, Owen (1983) finds it necessary as this rule
indicates that a person does not apologise for an action that is not interpreted as an
offence. As for the sincerity rule added by Owen (1983), Cunningham (1999) believes
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that it is at the heart of public apology as the apology is a successful one when
accepted and performed sincerely. It might be argued that Owen’s (1983) rules did
not explicitly include the propositional rule. In other words, this taxonomy did not
differentiate between propositional and preparatory conditions. Therefore, it might fit
the apology speech act of English, but not that of Kurdish. In considering cultural
differences, the felicity conditions for the act of apologising in Kurdish are suggested
as follows:
Propositional act:

S expresses (communicates) regret for some present or
past action.

Preparatory condition:

S believes A was not in H’s best interest, or that A
caused H some distress.

Sincerity condition:

S regrets A.

Essential condition:

Counts as an apology from S to H for A.

The reason behind formulating the above felicity conditions is that apologies
are expressed (verbally and/or non-verbally) for present and past event. That is why,
as a propositional act, Kurds communicate regret for an offence.
In relating apology speech act to society, Norrick (1978: 280) specified the social
functions of apologising as follows:
-

Admitting responsibility for a state which affected someone in an adverse way
(thereby implicating contrition).

-

Asking to be forgiven.

-

Showing good manners

-

Assuaging the addressee’s wrath.

-

Getting off the hook.

Following Owen’s (1983) rules for the act of apologising, speech act of apology
was used in cross-cultural studies by Olshtain and Cohen (1983) and Blum-Kulka and
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Olshtain (1984). They studied apology speech act on the basis of major strategies that
were found as responses to certain situations of apology-requiring offences. By doing
so, they established a basis for cross-cultural studies that motivated other researchers
to carry out more empirical studies in other cultures, which resulted in exploring
other apology strategies in other languages.

2.6 The position of Apology in politeness
Needless to say, apology as a politeness phenomenon has a significant role in our
everyday communication. It is a very widespread phenomenon in natural languages.
Although Brown & Levinson (1987) only touched upon this topic, it has generated a
great deal of interest from many other researchers. These cross-cultural or
intracultural investigations were not restricted to particular languages, but to many
different languages.
Like other politeness phenomena, apology is expressed by many strategies
according to many factors such as the sise of the offence, the situation, the social
status of S and H, social distance, power, gender, age, etc. Brown & Levinson (1987)
state that people usually apologise when they do an FTA. By doing so, they reveal
unwillingness to impinge on the hearer’s negative face by redressing that
impingement. People commonly use many expressions that have the same effects,
sometimes accompanied by a respectful performance of hesitation and bumbliness.
They distinguish at least four ways of communicating apology when expressing a
reluctance to do an FTA which include: admitting the impingement, indicating
reluctance, giving overwhelming reasons, and begging forgiveness. How Kurds use
these ways in their apology strategies will be discussed in further details in the
empirical chapters.
After an offender assesses the sise of the offence, they decide to select which
strategies suit the sise of that offense or may yield the most success. An apology might
be expressed explicitly (directly) in some situations, and implicitly (indirectly) in
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other situations. In some situations when the sise of an offence is very large, multiple
strategies are usually required, whereas in other situations, one strategy such as the
IFID ‘sorry’ or any other equivalent strategy might be sufficient. The two
characteristically distinguished formulaic expressions ‘I am sorry’ and ‘I apologise’ are
identified as illocutionary force indicating devices (IFIDs) which are commonly used
to manifest a polite speech act towards the hearer.
As regards the apology strategies used in conversation, Cohen& Olshtain
(1981); Olshtain and Cohen (1983) and Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984)
distinguished six strategies: 1) IFIDs; 2) taking responsibility; 3) account/explanation;
4) offer of repair; 5) the promise of forbearance and 6) concern for the hearer. These
strategies will be explained in more detail later in this chapter, and how they are used
by Kurds will be elaborated in the empirical chapters of the work.
Speakers can use these strategies as elastic and flexible expressions, especially
in sincere apologies. These strategies are usually accompanied by intensifiers such as
“very”, “really”, and “extremely”. These intensifiers serve to help in modifying
apologetic strategies.
Since apology is a culture-specific phenomenon, it is of significance for
speakers of another language to be familiar with the target language and culture.
Besides language competence, it is pragmatic and communicative competence that
gives the second language learner (L2) effective language in communication. This
problem is well-reflected in the behaviour of some South Korean students studying in
Australia. They apologise by smiling when they step on somebody’s toe on a bus, or
when they are late to class (Kim 2008), which is quite puzzling in other cultures such
as in Australia and in the UK. This example clearly reveals how cultures determine the
manifestations of apology strategies. It is of significance to acquire pragmatics of
apologising when moving to the target culture, that is, to be acquainted with “who
says what to whom, when and why” (Meir 1998: 216). Another example of cultural
differences might be observed in comparing English and Chinese cultures regarding
sneezing and coughing which are apology requiring behaviours by the English.
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However, Chinese do not apologise for sneezing or coughing because they think that
they do not have a negative impact on the hearers. Therefore, they speak with more
delight when they sneeze (Hua Xiang 2007).
Other cultural differences might be found in Greece, where offensive acts do
not require apologies because they (i.e. Greeks) do not think, for instance, that their
telephone call will bother anyone as long as they are within the culturally acceptable
time allowed for telephone calls. Therefore, they do not need to apologise for the
interruption (Sifianou & Antonounou, 2005). Based on cultural differences in
obligation, Symeon (2000), Sifianou & Antonounou (2005) reported that found that
apology expression in Greek is more infrequent than in English (see also Hirschon,
2001) and that Greek people prefer the strategies that are positive face-oriented.
Therefore, the Greek apology is viewed as the politeness of involvement. In
contradistinction to British culture, more value is placed on positive (involvement)
politeness strategies in the cultures of Greece and Arabic Morocco (Watts 2003). See
also Sifianou (1992); Bentahila and Davies (1989).
Regarding apology as one of our everyday speech acts, it is necessary to learn
how to apologise appropriately within a speech community as non-native speakers
(NNSs) usually face the problem of miscommunication whilst interacting with native
speakers (NSs) of the target culture. This happens due to the lack of cultural
competence. In many cases NNSs feel embarrassed by their miscommunication,
therefore they resort to offering apologies to normalise the situation and save face in
embarrassing and difficult situations (Linnell 1992).
Apology as a speech act is not just an everyday expression. The significance of
apology goes beyond that, as it has the function of conflict resolution, mitigation,
social remedy and equilibrium. The users of these strategies work as social reformers
and peace educators. For these reasons it is socio-culturally significant to cover
apology strategies in different socio-cultural studies. This significance has been a
motivation to investigate this speech act in Kurdish conversation.
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In an empirical study, investigating native speakers of English and Russian learning
Hebrew, Olshtain (1983) found that English native speakers were considerably less
apologetic in Hebrew than in English, whereas Russians were more apologetic in
Hebrew than in Russian. This change in the extent of preferring apology is important
in the target culture. It is like: ‘when in Rome do as the Romans do’.
Adopting the Cross-Cultural Speech Act Realisation Project (CCSARP) project
by Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper (1989), Afghari (2007:181) found that Persian
apologetic expressions were as formulaic as English. They used either direct apology
“[ ”مازرت مخامmazəret mi:ɣam], meaning ‘I apologise’ or indirect apology including
strategies such as accepting responsibility, offer of repair and promise of forbearance.
Among the Persian IFIDs that reflect the direct apology, both males and females used
the formulaic expression “[ ”ببخشیدbibəɣʃi:d] as a more frequent strategy to mean
‘excuse me’. It has been found that “[ ”شرمندمʃərməndəm] ‘I’m embarrassed’ in Persian
can function also as a direct formulaic apologetic strategy rather than an indirect
strategy. The strategy of feeling embarrassed is well reflected in Kurdish conversation
to show sincere apology. It is more commonly used by ordinary people, more
particularly by females when apologising to people of higher social status. Sometimes
it might be used by some educated people to show a high level of modesty.
Regarding gender and age as two culturally determining factors in apology,
Lakoff (1975) states that females are more polite than males of the same age. This
idea was also found by Holmes (1995) that women use more apologies than men. In
combining both cultural and gender differences in investigating how Australians and
Taiwanese Chinese perceive intercultural apology, Chang (2008) found a slight
difference between both sexes in both cultures as far as gender differences are
concerned. Regarding cultural differences, it has been found that cultural factors are
more significant than gender in the perception of apology.
It is noticeably significant to state that gender is not isolated from culture, but
an integral part of it. To study gender in relation to power would possibly bring into
existence new findings. Power is more influential than gender in certain cultures as
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believed by Thomas. Accordingly, different conclusions would be arrived at when
women in power are investigated. The reason is that the obligation to apologise is
strongly related to social power as will be discussed later.
To analyse apology under the light of negative and positive politeness, apology
can be classified as a manifestation of negative politeness as it mostly expresses
deference rather than friendliness (Holmes 1995). Actually committing an offence
might be considered an impolite action as it causes loss of face. The situation of
causing offence requires an apology in order to minimise the impoliteness, normalise
the situation, and to restore the social equilibrium. This coincides with how Leech
(1983) describes negative politeness as minimising the impoliteness of impolite
illocutions.
Although impoliteness was regarded as pragmatic failure, different views were
held by recent researchers as it received various categorisations such as purposeful
offensive by Tracy and Tracy (1998: 227); “systematic” by Lackoff (1989: 123); and a
deliberately gratuitous act by Bousfield (2008b); Limberg (2009). Hence,
impoliteness/offence might be viewed as a strategy intended to assault face, which in
turn provokes the employment of a remedy strategy (i.e. apology). However,
Culpeper, Bousfield and Wichmann (2003: 1546) defined impoliteness as
“communicative strategies designed to attack face, and thereby cause social conflict
and disharmony”. For the impoliteness to be considered a successful act, the
speakers’s intention must be realised by the hearer (Bousfield 2008).
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Figure 1: Various Kinesic forms of apology
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2.6.1 Apology and Offence
Both offence and apology are strongly associated with each other. They become
virtual antonyms. The necessity of apology is based on the existence of offence. This
indicates that no apology is observed in the absence of offence. Thus, apology is a
serious requirement for an offence in order to make remedy and restore social
equilibrium (Holmes 1995).
Offence

Apology

Remedy

Based on the severity of the offence and the situation, the obligation to
apologise varies from the lowest level of obligation to the highest level of obligation
(Volmer and Olshtain, 1989). Apologising depends on the type and severity of an
offence which is assigned differently in different cultures. Al-Zumor (2011) found that
Arabic and English native speakers have different criteria when allocating the degree
of severity of an offence in the same situation due to the cultural differences of both
groups.
Some types of offence require immediate apology, such as our everyday
“sorry” when obstructing somebody’s way in a public place and so on. This usually
occurs when the sise of the offence is not big and easily remediable. Other types of
offences require an interlude, that is, an apology should be given after a period of time
until the offence has cooled. The offender can give their sincere apology after a period
of time. In addition, in some other situations, an offender might make an immediate
apology followed by a confirmative apology after a period of time.
There is a strong relationship between the sort and sise of the offence and the
place where the apology is made. This also differs from one culture to another. Kurds
pay special attention to place especially in serious cases as will be explained in further
details in the chapter on the field work.
According to Scher and Darley (1997: 127) an offence is restricted to the
violation of a social norm. This idea suggests what is considered an offence in a
specific culture, might not be the same or as equally severe as in another culture.
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With regard to the relationship between the sise of the offence and the apology
strategies, Meir (1998: 219) found that less routine formulae were used in the severe
offence, but more routine formulae were used with less severe and medium offences.
Concerning the scope of the offence, that is, to what extent the offence damages
the other’s face, some offences might affect only one person, whereas other offences
may go beyond to offend a group, a family, a tribe, followers of a certain faith and
religion or a certain nation, etc. It might be argued that the deeper the damage is the
more difficult the remedy would be. It is also noticeable that some offences especially
those associated with reputation might bring stigma to both parties. For example, in
the case of sexual aggression or stealing which are highly unwanted offences,
apologies might renew the damage of somebody’s hurting feelings. When the apology
is made whether by the offender himself or by other people (mostly members of the
family), the critical situation would be extremely embarrassing for both groups. To
apologise by saying ‘we are sorry for …’or ‘we are sorry for what happened’ would
confuse the concept of damaging and saving both groups’ face. What is apologised for
and mentioned after the preposition ‘for’ makes the apology another sort of offence.
Consequently apology works as a face-threatening act for both groups and their
families. Still it is preferable to apologise than not to (Obeng,1999).This kind of
apology is a combination of face-saving act and face-threatening act. It is
characteristically different from other forms of apology that usually function as facesaving acts.
Concerning the size of an offence and the required apology strategies, offences
might be solved by a single or by multiple strategies, some others may require
reparation in addition to the apology strategies. Based on this classification some
offences are easy to apologise for and others are not as easy, especially when
associated with reparation. Based on the degree of the offence, it has been found by
Sache (1998: 30) that people of lower social status usually look at the severity of the
offence more seriously than others.
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Depending on the nature of the offence, it may or may not be appropriate to mention
the offence. In some cultures, Kurdish for example, the offenders prefer not to
mention the offence at the time of apology. They usually use a vague term or
euphemism for the offence, such as, the ‘act’, ‘the act of God’ or ‘the matter’. Kurds
believe that mentioning the offence may renew the suffering of the offended persons
as will be explained later in more detail.
Based on human intention, two types of offence might be distinguished:
intentional offence and unintentional offence. An offender may accidentally cause
offence and it might be solved by an IFID, especially if the consequential damage is not
big. The sise of the offence is sometimes different from the sise of the damage. The
former is mostly judged by the offender as s/he knows whether s/he has done it
intentionally or unintentionally. The latter is judged by the offended person who can
assess the sise of the suffering and hurt (psychological or physical). In addition to
culture, the type of the social relationship between the offender and the offended
person would affect the degree of obligation to apologise in different situations (Guan,
Park and Lee, 2009); (Hatfield and Hahn 2011).
It is generally the hearer (offended) who receives damage from the speaker
(offender), however, the speaker should appropriately assess the sise of the offence.
This assessment is determined by the pragmatic and communicative competence in a
specific culture. Based on the offender’s competence and awareness of the social
norms, the offender should try to find a proper apologetic strategy.
As a reaction to an offence, it might be argued that the obligation to apologise
depends on how an individual looks at the severity of the offence and the requirement
for obligatory apology. Sometimes it is just a feeling of guilt, the offender needs to
apologise for their own peace of mind. This idea is well reflected in Islamic thought
which holds that a good believer looks at his sins (offences) as a collapsing mountain,
about to fall on him/her, whereas others look at their sins (offences) carelessly as a fly
in the distance. This feeling, which is relatively different from one person to another,
is behind how to assess the offence. This human feeling is strongly related to taking
responsibility and the obligation to apologise.
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It is a matter of discussion to consider apology as one type of offence. This can be
recognised in some situations when the offender does not apologise properly, or
apologises in a way that psychologically increases the offended person’s hurt. So an
offence is any act that hurts the hearer(s), whether intentionally or unintentionally.
The previously mentioned associations with offence and remedy might be illustrated
in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Factors associated with offence and remedy
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2.6.2 Apology and Remedy
Generally speaking, the remedy is the main motivation for apology, without which
apology is not successful. One of its results is restoring the social equilibrium between
the offender and offended persons. It usually appears as a result of sincere apology.
The term ‘remedy’, as a definition of apology, was first used by Goffman (1971). It
indicates “a means of counteracting or eliminating something undesirable” (Oxford
Concise Dictionary) or redress, that is an “act of correcting an error or a fault or an
evil” (WordWeb 5.52, 2008). Apology is a means used for eliminating the undesirable
action or offence committed by the offender (speaker) for the purpose of saving the
face of the offended person (hearer). According to Leech (1983) the function of
apology is either to re-establish the social equilibrium or to lessen disequilibrium
between the interlocutors.
Since remedy is mostly (not always) the expected result for sincere apology, it
might be stated that apology is a powerful speech act that has the ability to heal the
interactants after committing an offence. It can restore the social relationship
between the offender and offended persons, calm (relieve) the wounds, heal and
soothe damaged pride and dignity of the offended person. In addition, in some
situations, it is capable of even rehabilitating one’s personality, resolving conflicts, and
re-establishing social concord and harmony (Engel, 2001: 12-13).
Remedy as a goal of a successful apology cannot be attained easily without
revealing regret and responsibility. For Holmes (1995: 155), the apologiser takes
responsibility for the offence s/he made for the purpose of remedy and reestablishing the social relationship between the communicators.
It is worth mentioning that remedy is not determined by apology alone, but
also by the acceptance of the apology. Therefore, the role of making remedy is
differently distributed between the offender and the offended person. The offender’s
role is to take responsibility and to initiate conflict resolution by expressing apology,
but the decision to forgive and make the apology successful belongs to the offended
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person (Takaku, Weiner, Ohunchi, 2001: 145). For the apologiser, it is a case of “you
can lead a horse to water, but you cannot make it drink”.
In relating remedy to culture, it would be more difficult and complicated if the
two parties belong to two different cultures such as Japanese (an example of collective
culture) and North America (an example of individualistic culture). Since the apology
strategies are cross-culturally different, it is to be expected that the motivations for
forgiving the offender are also different (Ibid: 146). The reason is that the social
criteria for realising and assessing offence are culturally different. In addition to other
types of knowledge (i.e. linguistic knowledge, speech act knowledge, discourse
knowledge, context knowledge, and knowledge of the world) as pointed out by Faerch
and Kasper (1984), socio-cultural knowledge is also communicatively required in
making amends in apology. Apologising requires socio-cultural knowledge of that
culture to realise and to distinguish serious offences from simple ones. One might
argue that these types of knowledge are required prior to apologising.
Remedy might be described as the healing power of apology which cannot be
attained without responsibility and regret. These three R’s: remedy, responsibility and
regret are required in order to produce meaningful apology (Engel, 2001: 66). It might
be suggested that the number of Rs increases proportionally with the severity of an
offence as the three Rs (Reparation, Reconciliation, and Recompense) are required in
some serious situations. These situations are calmed down by the six Rs (remedy,
regret, responsibility, reparation, reconciliation, and recompense) (see figure 3). In
Kurdish and Arabic cultures, these six Rs are required in making apology, especially
when there is a victim in an offence. The 6th R (i.e. recompense) is used in a very
specific context here, to indicate the amount of money, prescribed by Islamic religion,
paid by the offender’s family and/or relatives, to the offended party as blood-money
for the victim (the Quran: 4: 92) . For example, in the case of having a victim in a car
accident, the offender’s family, accompanied by some notables, would be obliged to go
to the damaged family (offended family) and adopt the six Rs. This will be explained in
further details in the empirical part of the study.
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Figure 3: Successful Apology and the six R’s.
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In relating remedy to correcting errors and restoring the situations, it might be argued
that restoring the situation (i.e. returning it to how it was) is not possible with all
types of offence. The recipient of the offence will not necessarily be the apology
recipient in all situations. For instance, in the case of having victims in serious
accidents the offended person (the victim) will not be the recipient of the apology. In a
situation like this, when the real offended person (victim) is dead in an accident,
his/her family will be the apology recipients. Remedy here does not require restoring
the situation to the time prior to the offence committed. Therfore, in this situation
remedy is healing the broken heart of the family of the real offended person. In a
situation like this, when the real offended person is absent, all the Rs are urgently
required to make remedy.
With regard to the success of apology in making remedy, Smith (2008: 81)
states that apologies, like promises, cannot be judged during the time at which they
were performed, it depends on the future behaviour of the interlocutors. At the time
of apology we cannot judge whether the apology is successful and whether or not
remedy is achieved. With the passage of time, the relationship between both
apologiser and apology recipient will determine the success of the apology made.
Remedy can be observed later, reflected by words and by the behavior of both groups.
Another earlier sign indicating the success of apology can be observed from the
response of the offended person at the time of apologising such as ‘I forgive you’ or
‘you are forgiven’. Kurds sometimes kiss and/or hug each other as a sign of accepting
the apology. In some situations, the offended persons say ‘there is nothing in my heart’
implying that s/he has forgotten the matter completely and that the apology has been
accepted. However, remedy will still be observed in the future.
It might be argued that repeating some apologetic expressions indicates
insistence which in turn reveals some kind of sincerity. Kurds, for example ordinary
people, insist on apologising using a special technique (i.e. forgiveness + begging) “ تخوا
[ ”عهفوومکهʈɣwa ʕəfu:mkə], meaning ‘for God’s sake forgive me’. This type of strategy
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shows a high degree of sincerity and a powerful meaning of apology which expects
forgiveness, remedy and social harmony from the offended party.
2.6.3 Apology and Sincerity
As has been mentioned before, the goal behind apology is to make remedy and to
restore the social equilibrium. This goal cannot be achieved without belief in the
speaker’s sincerity. Accordingly, accepted and effective apology is conditioned by
sincerity. Therefore, successful apology may be identified as a sincerity-based speech
act.
Nuredeen (2008: 282) in her study on apology strategies in Sudanese Arabic,
distinguishes two types of apology: ritual and substantive apologies. The former is
more related to ritualistic apologies which are usually used as part of everyday
routine. In substantive apologies, the offender aims to remedy the committed offence.
Substantive apologies comprise more sincerity than ritualistic apologies which might
be used as a routine or habit.
Sincerity depends on the degree of offence as the apologiser should exhibit
more sincerity with the more severe offence and vice versa. It usually depends on the
number of strategies used by the apologiser, more particularly, it depends on
acknowledging personal responsibility.
In spite of the multiple strategies required for sincere apology, some
paralinguistic features whether verbal or non-verbal are also required to perform
sincere apologies. In Arabic nations, for example, speaking loudly is an indication of
sincerity by Arab males, but this would be considered aggressive by Westerners
(Rogers & Steifatt, 1999: 184). In addition to this cultural difference in expressing
sincerity, some other cultural factors such as gender, social status, power, and
educational background determine the expression of sincerity. For example, a Saudi
Arabian lowers his/her voice when talking to a person of a higher social status to
show respect to him/her. Eye contact in the USA is considered another paralinguistic
feature to indicate sincerity when talking to another person. In Japanese culture, the
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Adam’s apple is focused on, especially when talking to a person of a higher social
status (Rogers & Steifatt, 1999: 187). Violation of these norms in face-to-face
conversation indicates insincerity. Therefore, what is sincere in one culture might be
considered insincere in another culture. It might be argued that the idea of sincerity is
culturally different. For instance, persisting in offering invitations harms the hearer’s
face in English culture, whereas, it is polite and a sign of sincerity in Chinese (Gu,
1990: 242) as cited by (Ohashi, 2008: 2154). In Arabic and Kurdish cultures also,
insistence is basically a good evidence of sincerity in approximately all speech acts.
The word ‘sincerity’ is strongly related to honesty as both terms require
‘proving what you say’. In relating apology to sincerity, it is easy to apologise, but to
prove that your apology is sincere is determined by future actions and behaviour as
“actions speak louder than words”. Based on this, the strategy of the promise of
forbearance is an essential one to be used with taking responsibility, self-blame and
other strategies.
In spite of the strategies required for sincere apology, the apologiser’s
personality has a significant role in making the offended person accept his/her
apology. On the basis of Confucian attitudes of sincerity, Chang (2008: 101) argues
that words are not as important as the speaker’s personality. If the speaker’s sincerity
is trusted by the people, his/her words would be accepted by others regardless of
what s/he says. This argument is basically applicable to people who are very familiar
with each other, but might not be applicable to strangers; therefore, trusting each
other would be difficult. It is more difficult in apology than in any other speech acts
because it comes as a result of an offence which is related to human feelings and
normalising abnormal situations.
Among the six Rs discussed previously, two of them are mostly required to
accompany the IFIDs in performing a sincere apology which are regret and
responsibility without which apology strategies are just empty words. In severe
offences, intensifiers such as ‘very’, ‘really’ ,’so’ and ‘extremely’ are usually used in
order to enhance responsibility and to offer more sincerity. In some situations, as
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stated by Kim (2008: 273) intensifiers are used when there is a high level of severity
and the speaker cannot afford compensation. This is logically applicable in some
situations. For example, hurting somebody’s feelings is a non-material thing, and
cannot be compensated materially. Sometimes the apologiser might take
responsibility in a vague or insincere way. For example, s/he might say: ‘we apologise’
instead of ‘I apologise’ as usually performed by politicians and public figures. So
pronouns are different in power in expressing apology.
As regards time, it could be said that sincerity is related to present and future.
At the present time the apologiser expresses apology to make remedy, but it depends
on future actions to prove the sincerity of what has been said. So informing apology at
the present time depends on performing it in the future. It is easy to inform, but
difficult to perform as a sincere and effective apology requires future proving actions
and change in behaviour.
With respect to sincere apology, the offender should express regret, take clear
and full (personal) responsibility, express promise of forbearance and self-blame in
addition to future behaviour that reflects the apology strategies expressed previously.
So the apologiser should change his role from offender to healer. Apology usually
deviates from sincerity when associated with minimising responsibility in one way or
another. Kampf (2009: 8-13) surveys some forms of apologies expressed by public
figures which all indicate apology on the surface and insincerity at a deep level:


The IDF is sorry if civilians were injured, but not for the successful
operation. (Israel Defence Force (IDF) spokesman, p.8)

The apology is made for an unintended result of the act not the act itself, whereas,
sincere apology should be made for the act which causes harm to others.


We have no interest in hurting civilians, and we are sorry for the
civilians that were injured, but this operation is one of our biggest
successes. (Ariel Sharon, p.8)
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Sharon apologises for hurting the civilians, but he praises the military operation
which was the real cause of harm to the victims to whom he apologises.
Another way to make an insincere apology is represented by a conditional
apology in which the offender blames the act he has done not himself. Instead of
taking responsibility, politicians usually exculpate from responsibility. The following
tactics of apologies by the Belgium ambassador, Shaul Mofaz and Balas are good
examples of insincere apology:


If any harm was done to your reputation, I regret and I am
sorry about that (Kampf: 11).



I am sorry if someone was offended and if my words were formulated
and understood in contrast to my attention. (p.12)



I am sorry if anyone from the Geneva initiators was hurt by the
letter or the wrong interpretation it received. (p.13)

In these examples the apologisers deny their responsibility for the offence. The
examples show that insincere apologies by the politicians are characterised by lacking
or minimising responsibility by using the conjunction “but”, blaming the results not
the real actions, the products not the real offender, and conditional “if”. The features
mentioned above distinguish what might be called political apology. Thus, apology
might be used remorselessly in certain situations as those used by the politicians
(Kimoga 2010). As stated by Congressman Tony P. Hall of Ohio “it is not easy to
apologise. It is the right thing to do” (Brooks, 1999: 351).
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2.6.4 Apology and Conflict Avoidance
With reference to different sociolinguistic and pragmatic attitudes, the goal of apology
as making remedy and restoring the social relationship between the interlocutors was
discussed. It might also be argued that the goal of apology is not necessarily restricted
to remedy, but also to conflict avoidance. This argument depends on the relationship
between the conversationalists. Leech (1983) stated that the maxim of tact is the
conflict avoidance strategy. Based on this argument, the apologiser in some cases
expresses his/her apology not only to make remedy, but to avoid conflict or to stop
the conflict from being more complicated, which might exacerbate the situation. Thus,
an apology in such situations is like a pain killer, but not a permanent remedy. For
example, an employee usually apologises to a manager in order to calm the situation
and to avoid being dismissed from his/her job.
It is of significance to distinguish between the two closely-related goals of
apology: remedy and conflict avoidance. These two goals are expected to be related to
the factor of power and social status. It is generally held that the goal of apology is
remedy and restoring social harmony, but in situations when the offender is (- power)
and the apology recipient is (+ power), the apology is usually made for conflict
avoidance and stopping the conflict from getting worse, which might affect the life of
the offender (- power), as in the aforementioned employee/manager situation. Thus,
remedy is not as important as conflict avoidance in such situations. Based on such
situations, the factor of power mostly lies behind using apology for the goal of conflict
avoidance.
The term conflict resolution/avoidance is usually related to mediation,
negotiation and arbitration. Conflict resolution /avoidance is used here in a different
sense, where the offender usually achieves it by following different strategies
according to the sise of the offence, culture, social power, the relationship between the
interlocutors, age, social distance and so on.
Conflict resolution/avoidance is usually associated with mitigation and
softening devices. Caffi (2007: 131) defines mitigation as a whole set of stylistic
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phenomena used in interaction to downgrade utterance. The concept of conflict
avoidance is comparable to friction reduction and Brown and Levinson’s definition of
politeness as face-saving act strategy as they all function to mitigate and soften
friction in interaction (Watts, Ide & Ehlich 2005)
According to Lakoff (1975a) society develops politeness to reduce friction in
interaction. This is highly applicable to apology as one phenomenon of politeness as
apologisers, in certain situations, try to give justifications with the multiple strategies
to reduce friction and avoid conflict. In some cultures they try to tell “white lies” to
develop their apology strategies as will be explained later in the field work chapters
on Kurdish apology
Stadler (2006) states that the requirement of mitigation depends on three
factors: power, social status and the social distance between the interlocutors. Like
other phenomena, the effectiveness of mitigation devices is related to some linguistic
and paralinguistic features. A particular pitch as a verbal paralinguistic feature has an
effective role in mitigation and conflict avoidance. In addition, rhythm and intonation
can also make apology more effective.
Non-verbal paralinguistic features on the other hand can be used as mitigation
devices in apology in many cultures. For example, South Koreans smile in some
situations where members of some other cultures, such as the Australians, never do.
Smiling in South Korea indicates the desire for quick conflict resolution (Kim 2007).
Stadler (2006) included ten mitigation or softening devices which are tag
question, impersonalisation, politeness marker, hesitation marker, address form,
hedge, gambit, disarmer, modal verb, and verbosity. Whereas, Akbari (2002) in her
research on politeness in Persian, identifies some other mitigation - indicating
strategies used in Persian conversation which are exaggerating ( showing interest
approval and sympathy with the listener), intensifying interest of the listener, using
in-group identity markers, using address forms, using in-group dialect, safe topics,
avoiding disagreement (by telling lies, token agreement and pseudo-agreement),
hedging opinions, jokes, giving gifts to listener, and minimising the imposition and so
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on. Kurds use some these mitigating devices in their apology strategies to avoid
conflict as would be explained in further details in the chapter on the field research.
So, maintaining harmony and avoiding conflict with others are the purposes behind
using the linguistic devices in politeness which are applied in different settings and
more significantly in the workplace as pointed out by Schnurr, Marra, Holmes (2006).

2.6.5 Apology Strategies
During the last three decades the research on apologies has been focused on by many
sociolinguists and pragmatists. According to Fraser’s ‘on apologising’ in 1981, the
research on apologies was “still in its painful adolescence” as stated by Meier (1998:
215). It can be said that during 2000s apology studies have reached its maturity as
much research has been conducted on many languages including many comparative
studies, which led to the emergence of Comparative Pragmatics. With regard to the
Kurdish language, apology has been exclusively and completely left unstudied.
During the last studies, different definitions have been given to apology. Brown
and Levinson (1987:70) defined apology as “acts that express negative politeness”.
Their definition came under the classification on positive and negative politeness as
mentioned earlier. Goffman (1971) viewed apology as a remedy among people.
Holmes (1995) emphasised the concept of remedy by taking responsibility for the
offence made to restore the social equilibrium. Thus, apology is regarded as taking
responsibility with showing remorse for the offence made (Fraser, 1981). According
to Olshtain and Cohen (1983), apology is regarded as a social event produced due to
the violation of social values. This view was emphasised by Bergman and Kasper
(1993) who state that the purpose of apology is to restore social harmony following
an offence being made.
All these definitions meet in one point; that is, apology is made when there is
an offense and this offense occurs due to the violation of the social norms prevailing in
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a specific area. Meyer (1998: 216) related the pragmatics of apologies to “who says
what to whom, when and why”.
To realise apology, certain strategies have been adopted to study it as a
pragmatic speech act. These strategies worked as flexible criteria to investigate
apology as a socio-pragmatic phenomenon in different languages. For instance, Cohen
and Olshtain (1981: 119); Olshtain and Cohen (1983: 22-23) and Blum-Kulka and
Olshtain (1984: 207) studied apology on the basis of five strategies: “an illocutionary
force

indicating

device

(IFID),

an

expression

of

responsibility,

an

account(explanation) of cause of violation , an offer of repair, and a promise of
forbearance .
Two years later, Olshtain and Cohen (1983) added another apology strategy
(i.e. semantic formulae), which was concern for the hearer (i.e. apology recipient). In
doing so, apology was represented by six apology strategies (semantic formulae).
These strategies conducted by Cohen& Olshtain (1981: 119 and Olshtain and Cohen
(1983: 22-23) came as a modification of Fraser’s Semantic formulae (1979, 1981)
with regard to apology speech act.
Later, the apology strategies set were increased by Blum-Kulka, House and
Kasper (1989) as they distinguished seven strategies: IFIDs (e.g. I am sorry), taking
responsibility (e.g. It was my fault), the promise of forbearance (e.g., I’ll never do it
again”, expressions of embarrassment (e.g. I’m embarrassed), explanation or account
(e.g. the traffic was heavy), offer of repair (e.g. I’ll buy you a new one), distracting from
the offence (e.g. I hope I am not late?).
The aforementioned apology strategies may vary across cultures. For instance,
the Chinese frequently tend to make apologies non-linguistically to restore the social
relationship. This happens by doing something for the offended person or taking a
redressive action instead of using the historical Chinese routine forms of apology in
modern Chinese (Pan and Kadar 2011). In their comparative study on apology
strategies with Iranian EFL and Malaysian ESL university students, Farashaiyan and
Amirkhis (2011) found some similarities and differences between both groups in
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using the apology strategies in responding to the twelve identical apology- provoking
situations. Out of fifteen strategies on the DCT, they were similar in using eleven
strategies in many of the situations. However, four other strategies were exclusively
used by the Iranians which were frequently insignificant.
In her study on apology strategies in Sudanese Arabic, Nureddeen (2008)
distinguished 12 strategies: Reporting and other expressions “e.g. I had an accident”,
IFID “I am sorry”, Final IFID “I am sorry . I left it at home but I will bring it tomorrow”,
Explanation “I thought this was Raa’s office (when entering another room mistakenly)
”, Taking responsibility “You have the right to blame me” or “I did not mean it”, Offer
of Repair “If God wills, the car will be repaired” It will be fixed if God wills”, Promise of
Forbearance “This is the last time (to do so)”, Concern “If God wills you are alright” or
“If God wills you are not hurt”, Intensification “ I am very sorry”; “Sorry, excuse me” or
“Sorry brother, Wallahi I am very sorry”, Minimisation “a small problem” and Denial of
Responsibility, e.g. “I put it properly but the bus stopped suddenly”; “Wallahi, it is fate”
and “Wallahi it is not up to me”.
Adopting 12 strategies used by Tunisian university students throughout DTC,
Jebahi (2011) found that statement of remorse was the highest occurring strategy
(64.9%), followed by account strategy (51.5%), denying responsibility (24.8),
intensification (12.2), assuring responsibility (10.20), invoking Allah’s name (9.1%),
offer of repair (3.7). Whereas the other four strategies recorded the lowest rate of
occurrence, labelled as (0.3%), (0.5%), (0.6%) and (0.7%) for the strategies of
humour, blaming the victim, minimisation and self-castigation respectively.
According to Goffman (1971) two types of compensation (apologies) can be
distinguished: Ritualistic apologies (produced as a habit in the form of everyday’s
fixed expressions or routines like I am sorry ), and substantive apologies (produced
when the speaker sincerely wants to remedy the offense or harm he has committed,
usually expressed by detailed expressions, which shows taking responsibility or
concern about the damage caused). Substantive apologies are more serious than
ritualistic apologies as the former shows more concern and responsibility that the
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latter, which is mostly a habit or routine. For the ritualistic apologies , Kurds mostly
request apology by saying: [daway leburdin ʔəkəm], [bibura], or [ʕəfumkə], meaning “I
am requesting your forgiveness” or “forgive me” (See the Kurdish IFIDs). They also use
[gərdinim ʔazakə] for requesting apology, meaning “I am requesting your
forgiveness”. This form of ritualistic apology is strongly related to religion which is
considered the strongest ritualistic apologetic device. That is why, it is very commonly
used by Kurds, especially on religious occasions. This indicates that the strategies are
different from one study to another as they stretched to seven strategies by Trosborg
(1987) and seventeen by Meier (1992).
This flexibility in the apology strategies leaves the gate open to other strategies
to come into existence and re-categorise them. This expectedly occurs throughout
new empirical studies on the sociolinguistics and pragmatics. The need of new
empirical studies on apology speech act in other languages promoted more
exploration about the cultural/ social values and beliefs that give more information
about the performance and the interpretation of the speech acts in these languages
(Wolfson, 1989; Meyer, 1998). Consequently, the current thesis on speech act of
apology in the Kurdish language as a new study is expected to provide some
contribution to the field of socio-pragmatics. The seven strategies adopted by Olshtain
and Cohen (1983) Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper (1989), in addition to other
speculated strategies by the researcher, will be explained and focused on in this study.

2.6.5.1 Illocutionary Force Indicating Device (IFID)
IFID in apology has been used as an acronym to deal with certain ritualistic
expressions with some illocutionary force. It might be defined as a mostly formulaic
and routinised expression that indicates the interlocutor’s communicative intention
such as “I am sorry. I am late” to indicate an apology (Spencer-Oatey, 2008:331). A
typical example in English is “sorry”. Explicit IFID represents the most direct
realisation of apology. Olshtain and Blum-Kulka (1983) stated that the IFIDs
realisations in languages are indicated differently according to the conventionality
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scale of these languages. For instance, in English, the explicit IFIDs are represented by
the performative verbs such as (be) sorry, apologise, excuse, forgive, pardon and
regret, whereas in Hebrew, the most conventional realisation of apology is
represented by the word 'slixa', meaning “forgiveness”. However, an IFID might be of
multifunctional task as in the case of Japanese ‘Sumimasen’ to express thanks and
apology together according to the situation (Ide 1997).
Based on the size of offence, IFIDS might be divided into flat IFIDs when the
apologiser uses only a common ritualistic such as “sorry” as the only apologetic
strategy, and compound IFIDs when accompanied by other strategies and substrategies. This researcher’s own classification will be adopted in the current study
with regard to the IFIDs.
The IFID’s occurrence usually depends on the size of the offence. For instance,
Trosborg’s (1987) data showed different results in using of the IFIDs as her data
witnessed low occurrence of the formulaic expressions of apology (i.e. IFIDs) due to
the severity of offences covered in her study as she explained. Thus, it is expected that
the flat IFIDs are usually consistent with small-sized offences, whereas the compound
IFIDs are more associated with big-sized offences.
On the basis of the formality, IFIDs are of different types. According to the
claims made by Fraser (1981); Holmes (1990), the formulaic expression of ‘apologise’
is used in formal settings. On the other hand, Brokin and Reinhart (1978); Meier
(1998) asserted that the use of other routine apology strategies such as ‘excuse me’
and ‘sorry’ depend on the nature of the offence which might be associated with the
social values and rules or/and the individual’s manner, feelings and rights. They might
be regarded as informal IFIDs in many contexts.
In relating IFIDs to gender factor, it was found that gender has a role in using
them differently. In this concern, Gonzales et al. (1990 ) found that women were more
interested in using the explicit IFID (I am sorry) and expressing Chagrin
(embarrassment and sorrow).
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According to the experimental study made by Olshtain (1989) in comparing apology
strategies in English, French, German and Hebrew, noticeable similarities have been
found especially in selection of IFIDs and responsibility expression. This study shows
in one way or another some universal aspects of politeness and more particularly in
apology strategies. The idea of universality does not contradict the cultural
differences between languages (Sachie, 1998).
Vollmer and Olshtain (1989) studied the apology strategies by Germans in
relation to some social factors such as social status, social distance, the hearer’s
expectation of an apology and the size of the offence. As a result they found that the
IFIDs and responsibility were used more than other strategies in different situations.
The reason is that IFIDs are more common in most languages than other strategies as
they are more formulaic ones (Sachie, 1998).
It is believed by Takaku, Weiner and Ohbuchi (2001) that the success of
apology depends on the use of the IFIDs strategy(ies). According to them, starting
with explanation (implicit apology) followed by an IFID or IFIDS (explicit apology)
becomes like cause and effect, as if you are saying this is what has happened, so
apology would be predictable by the offended. This predictability makes your apology
strategy too successful and that forgiveness from the injured party is proof of that
success.
Although apology strategies are commonly used to make remedy and restore
the social equilibrium, it is significantly noticeable that apology might have a good role
in lessening the degree of offense or damage made by the speaker. For example,
“Sorry Mr. President you are lying” (Here the degree of impoliteness can be lessened
when preceded by an apologetic IFID ‘sorry’) (Thomas, 1986).
One more characteristic of the IFIDs is their gradability that helps in giving
more power to the strategy. This is well represented by using the intensifiers. In their
study on the apologies development with Japanese speakers learning English, focusing
on two groups, Beckwith and Dewaele (2008) found that intensifiers can play a
secondary role in apology as they support some strategies to make them more
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effective and sincere especially when used with IFIDs such as I am very sorry, really
sorry , terribly sorry. So they function as strategy modifiers (i.e. sub-strategies) not
independent strategies as they can change the degree of apology, but never used alone
as an apology strategy. With regard to this, the English have more intensifiers than
Japanese as Japanese native speakers usually use intensifiers in the situations where a
high level of formality is required (as in a wrong dish situation in a restaurant) (Ibid).
Sachie’s (1998) study on apology across culture and gender stated that intensifiers
were used more commonly by speakers of lower social status. This is well observed in
Kurdish culture where social status factor is a highly distinct phenomenon in
interaction, particularly apology strategies.
In connecting the repetition of the IFIDs to the cultural impact, they also found
that the English rarely use repeated IFIDs, but both groups of participants were
affected by Japanese culture in using that strategy. According to the Japanese, the
repeated IFID strategy denotes sincerity. It might be argued that repeating the same
expression indicates insistence which in turn reveals a kind of sincerity. Like the
Japanese, Kurds, especially common people, insist on apologising using a special
technique (forgiveness + begging) (e.g. tu xwa ʕəfumkə) (Please or for God’s sake
forgive me) as will be explained in the empirical part of the study. This type of
strategy shows a high degree of sincerity.
In a study conducted by Warga and Schölmberger (2007) on seven Austrian
students who spent 10 months learning French, compared with the Austrian German
and native speakers of Quebecois French, it was found that the use of IFIDs and
excuses were the two common strategies among the groups. Based on the film of
Ayat Ayat Cinta (the verses of Love), Akmaludin’s (2008) study on the apology in
Indonesia revealed that apology is expressed explicitly by the IFIDs such as “sorry”
and “forgive me” (Explicit apology) and implicit apology, using explanation and the
direct reason for the offence without apology markers. The dominant use of vocative
names was also found to close the distance between the interlocutors. The study also
found that the people commonly apologised for other people’s offences.
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In conducting his study on Apology Strategies of Yemeni EFL University Students,
Alfattah (2010) found the use of the IFIDs in all the situations which indicated that
this strategy is considered as a compulsory part to be used alongside other strategies.
With regard to the frequency of the apology strategies, Farashaiyan and
Amirkhis (2011) found that both Iranians and Malaysians garnered the highest
percentage for using the

IFID “I am sorry” (39% for Malaysians and 34% for

Iranians). However, the frequency was different with the other strategies. For
instance, an offer of apology ranked second among the Iranian students (13%),
whereas an offer of repair has been the second frequently used strategy with the
Malaysian students. Thus, the IFIDs are commonly expected to take the priority in
occurrence in many languages.

2.6.5.2 Taking responsibility
Taking responsibility is regarded as one of the sincerity markers in apology. It is a
culture-specific strategy as it requires admitting the offender’s fault. In relation to
cultural differences, House (2005) stated that Germans use more frequent
responsibility expressions than English subjects. They usually try to be more wordy in
expressing responsibility.
A typical example of responsibility acknowledgement in English is “it was my
fault”. Furthermore, responsibility acknowledgement might be expressed implicitly in
the form of self-blame. Thus, Nuredeen (2008) classified taking responsibility into:
explicit

responsibility

acknowledgement

and

implicit

responsibility

acknowledgement. People resort to responsibility acknowledgement to make a more
sincere apology, have an effective and successful apology, receive forgiveness and
eventually restore social equilibrium.
According to Blum-kulka and Olshtain (1984) the degrees of the subcategories
of responsibility are ranged from “strong self-humbling on S's part to a complete and
blunt denial of responsibility” (p.207), including the following:
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1. Expressing feature of self-deficiency which indicated accepting responsibility.
- I'm so forgetful (S4, AUE)
- You know me, I'm never on time (S10, AUE)
2. Explicit Self-blame. Example, It is my fault
3. Denial of fault which indicated the refusal of the need to apologise. Example,
- It is not my fault that I fell down
(Blum-Kulka and Olshtain, 1984: 207-208)
It could be said that these subcategories are changeable as they might include some
other sub-categories such as minimising responsibility, blaming a third party or the
destiny which might damage the success of apology due to lack of sincerity. These
sub-categories of responsibility will be explained in more detail in the empirical
chapters on Kurdish apology strategies.
It is commonly argued that there is a strong relationship between severity of
offence and the strategy used depending on the cultural values. It might be argued
that taking responsibility is an easy strategy for certain offences, whereas the most
difficult one is in the case of very severe offence, mainly when the expected
consequences are seriously difficult to undertake. Shedding light on the previous
studies, Bergman & Kasper (1993) found no taking responsibility strategy consistent
with the severity of the offence dealt with in the study.
In a study on court cases, Rothman and Gandossy (1982) found that women
were more likely than men to acknowledge responsibility and express regret for their
offences. Apology is also affected by interlocutor relationship (i.e. social distance).
Fraser (1981) holds that fewer strategies are used with the high degree of familiarity.
On the other hand, Baxter (1984) Trosborg (1987), Holmes (1990), and Meier (1992),
found that more detailed strategies were used among friends, which was supported
by Bergman & Kasper (1993) who found that taking responsibility was greatly used
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by socially close interlocutors. Similarly, Shahrokhi and Jan’s (study) revealed taking
responsibility as the second frequent apology category (18.60%) in their study on
‘The realisation of apology strategies among Persian males’. In relating
acknowledgement of responsibility to the social power, Trosborg (1987) found that
people with less social power/ authority (whether friends or strangers) received
fewer apology strategies and responsibility acknowledgement than those with high
social power did.
Vollmer and Olshtain (1989) found that the use IFIDs and responsibility by the
German speakers got the highest percentages in all the situations. In spite of the size
of the offence in determining the use of responsibility acknowledgement, it could be
said that this strategy is different from one culture to another. Trosborg (2011) states
that Romanian speakers use more responsibility acknowledgement (supported by a
justification) than the English and Danish who usually reject taking responsibility in
most situations.

2.6.5.3 Explanation or account
It is an important strategy in apologising in which the speaker shows reason(s) or
justification for what has happened. It might come as an independent strategy or
accompanying the IFIDs or other strategies to make them more effective ones. It is
usually described as a detailed strategy, compared to others. According to Gonzales et
al.’s (1990) women employed more detailed strategies such as explanations,
acknowledgment, justifications and excuses in their apologies. Accordingly, they might
be described as gender-based strategies.
It might be argued that without account/explanation, apologies are not as
effective and sincere as required in certain contexts. It is often made to clarify the
IFIDs. The more explanation is made the more sincere and effective the apology is.
This strategy is highly needed in Kurdish culture as will be explained in further details
in the empirical part of the study. The significance of it sometimes makes people tell
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lies to enhance the offender’s situation. “The traffic was heavy” might be regarded as a
typical sample.

2.6.5.4 Offer of Repair
This strategy is mostly associated with a materialistic damage that threatens
somebody’s face depending on the social distance between the offended and the
offender. In English apology speech act, it is usually expressed by “I’ll buy you a new
one”. Marquez-Reiter (2000) states that this strategy is only fitting actual damage.
Thus, it cannot be used with non-materialistic offences when the hearer’s feeling is
hurt or damaged.
This strategy indirectly implies acknowledgement of responsibility. Why does
the offender hope that the offense has not happened and yet promise to repair what
happened? Because he feels that he is responsible for the offense, and to decrease his
remorse he would repair it. Offer of repair has been adopted as a main strategy in
most of the studies dealing with apology strategies. This strategy is directly connected
to the remedial task of the speech act of apology in which the speaker offers to correct
the wrong situation and repair the damage done in a way as if it has not happened. In
addition to the remedial function, offer of repair is described to be of symbolic
function, as it works as a technique of self-punishment (Scher and Darby, 1997). Offer
of repair has been named offer of compensation by some researchers such as Faerch
and Kasper (1984); Chang (2008).

2.6.5.5 Promise of Forbearance
This strategy is considered as a promise for future correction of the wrong doing that
has happened. It is like repentance from a sin where the sinner promises to avoid
what s/he has done. Unlike other strategies, the promise of forbearance is not related
only to the past, but to the future as well. The success of this strategy is related to the
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future behaviour of the offender. As stated by Trosborg (1994), the apologiser
promises not to repeat the offence in the future or to improve his/her demeanour in
one way or another. Therefore, the success of this strategy is conditionally based on
the offender’s future behaviour.
In English, it is typically expressed by “This won't happen again” (Blum-kulka
and Olshtain, 1984: 208). It is sometimes associated with the performative verb
“promise”, such as “It won't happen again, I promise” (Trosborg, 1994: 383). Scher
and Darby (1997) believed that the promise of forbearance makes the apology more
effective when the offender assures the offended not to repeat the wrongdoing again.
It might be argued that the promise of forbearance is like repenting for a sin
where promises are made not to do it again. This means that s/he is aware of the
violation he has made. Therefore, s/he would be keen on correcting that mistake in
the future by promising not to repeat it. It is a future behaviour-based strategy.

2.6.5.6 Concern for the Hearer
It is one of the strategies in which the offender attempts to show his/her concern
about the offended to decrease the size of the offence. It is mainly represented by “Are
you ok?”, as a typical example in English. It is worth mentioning that concern for the
hearer is not as common as other strategies as it was not included within the five
basic apology strategies adopted by Cohen& Olshtain (1981: 119); Olshtain and
Cohen (1983: 22-23) and Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984: 207) which included: “an
illocutionary force indicating device (IFID), an expression of responsibility, an
account(explanation) of cause of violation , an offer of repair, and a promise of
forbearance .
Concern for the hearer was used by some researchers as a major strategy. For
instance, it was adopted by Nuredeen (2008), in her study of Apology Strategies in
Sudanese Arabic conducted on 110 university students of both genders from the
university of Khartoum. Chang (2008) also used concern for the hearer as a basic
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strategy in his study on Australian and Chinese perceptions of (im)politeness in an
intercultural apology. It was also adopted in Beckwith* and Dewaele’s (2008) study
on the development of apologies in the Japanese L2 of adult English native speakers.
According to the three mentioned studies, concern for the hearer might be regarded
as a modern strategy (used in 2008) as compared to the other ones. This modern
strategy will be dealt with as a major strategy in the Kurdish apology speech act in the
empirical part of the study.

2.6.5.7 Expressions of Embarrassment
This strategy is often used when the offender shows more interest in the offended
person’s hurt feeling. It is basically associated with violation of the social values, and
sort of the offence. It is usually expressed by the semantic formula “I’m embarrassed”
which is not very common in English as compared to other cultures. In Iran for
example, “sharmandam”, meaning “embarrassed” is very commonly used.
In Chang’s study (2008) on Australians and Taiwanese Chinese perception of
(im)politeness in intercultural apology, showed that expression of embarrassment is
related to accepting apology, as the Taiwanese accept apology when they feel that the
apologiser feels very embarrassed.
With regard to gender, Gonzales et al. (1990) stated that their female
respondents were more interested in using the explicit IFID (I am sorry) and
expressing chagrin (embarrassment and sorrow). This indicates that embarrassment
is more strongly associated with females than males.
Like IFIDs, the embarrassment indicating formula is used with intensifiers in
many cases, such as “I am really embarrassed” to show a high degree of responsibility
(Beckwith and Dewaele, 2008). The expressions of embarrassment are clearly
observed in the semantic formulae of Kurdish apology, as will be explained later in the
empirical chapters.
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2.7 Apology and the Social Factors
Since language use in general and apology strategies in particular, are used differently
according to some social factors prevailing in a certain culture, I would shed light on
some of these social factors in this chapter. Like grammar that tells us what sentence
or structure is correct and what is not, culture shapes what is appropriate and what is
not. Accordingly, politeness (particularly apology speech act) might be described as a
culturally prescribed phenomenon in the sense of abligation to apology in certain
situations that is culturally different.
Among the most common social factors that determine the use of language and
more particularly apology strategies are: age, gender, social status, social background,
power, social distance (friend or stranger) and religion and faith. The power of these
factors differs from one culture to another, depending on which variable(s) is more
evaluated in that culture, as some cultures consider age; others consider gender; some
others consider social status and so on. Due to the significance of these social factors
in determining the use of language, they have been the concerns of many
investigations in the field of sociolinguistics in many cultures. Thus, a human linguistic
interaction is urgently a social interaction, as pointed out by Yule (1996).
These variables will be included in this study showing how they affect the use
of apology strategies. The study involves specifically three social factors: gender as the
main variable as well as age and social status. The infuence of these variables,
particularly gender will be investigated in further details in the chapter of field work
of this study.

2.7.1 Gender
Gender is one of the major social factors that received the concern of many
researchers in the academic domain. This factor is dealt with differently among
cultures. Some cultures witness higher gender disparity than other ones. Based on this
disparity, language use differs. Even in one culture, women make different language
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choices from men. In English, for example, women use some words that men tend not
to, such as alternative words for “purple” (a lavender, mauve, magenta) and some,
adjectives like lovely, charming, adorable and divine which are rarely used by men
(Lakoff, 1973). This indicates that women and men have some specific differences not
only cross-culturally, but also intraculturally.
Since both men and women have different styles of speaking. They may
accordingly have different ways of using speech acts. Hogan and Stubbs (2003)
describe eye contact as one of the skills of communication and persuasion and stating
that “women engage in more eye contact than men do”. This claim is generally
acceptable, but relating it to apology speech acts in Kurdish culture is not socially
preferable. It is (i.e. eye contact) considered as a socially curbed phenomenon in
cross-gender interactions, as it is a sign of respect and politeness for women to lower
their eyes when speaking with a non-family man. This is on the contrary to other
cultures where eye contact is kept in conversation regardless of the communicators’
gender and social distance. The difference between both genders is not reflected only
in the language use and behaviour of both but even in their thinking in some cultures
as “it seems to most men that women make the rules and every time men get close to
understanding those rules; the rules get changed” (Hogan and Stubbs, 2003: 163).
This indicates that both men and women use different communicative styles and
patterns.
With respect to gender effect on language use, two differing views are
identified: the different-culture theory and the dominance approach. According to the
former’s claim, the difference in language use by men and women is attributed to their
different cultural memberships. However, the latter claims that both genders behave
similarly due to belonging to the same culture. To support the different-culture
theory, Wood (2000, 2002) claims that speakers of both

genders communicate

differently as members of two varied speech communities. With this regard, Fattah
(1985: 225) says that since the beginning of life until now, women constituted a
particular social group differing from that of men. The difference between men and
women extends over speech to other communivative elements. Thus, Hogan and
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Stubbs (2003) describe eye contact as one of the skills of communication and
persuasion and stating that “women engage in more eye contact than men do”.
According to Tannen’s (1991; 1994; 1995), claim, men-women interaction is
identified as cross-cultural communication, as men and women are members of two
different linguistic communities.
As regards the same-culture approach, it is argued by MacGeorge et al (2004:
171) that more similarities than differences are observed between both genders’
behaviours. According to them, men and women should be observed as members of
same linguistic community in spite of the different skills between them. To support
same-culture theory, Thorne (1993: 96) argues against the different-culture approach,
describing it as unacceptable theory that exaggerates the concept of gender
differences as it disregards other variations associated with gender such as ethnicity
and social class. The importance of different culture approach was downplayed by
Thorne (1993) and Kyratzis (2001) because their hypotheses were based on case
studies (i.e. television and/or films), that makes their data and methods inadequate to
investigate the behaviours of both genders.
In spite of the differences between both theories, they confirm that both
genders are different with relatively different in one way or another. Thus, I would
argue that the gap in gender studies might be attributed to the types of culture and the
situations adopted as the gender differences might vary according to the cultural
values in the societies. Unlike non-hierarchical cultures of English and Western
societies, disparity is highly expected in a hierarchical culture in Eastern cultures. For
that reason, some of them are described as male-dominant cultures due to the high
level of gender discrepancy. Therefore, studying apology as a politeness phenomenon
based on gender variable in the Kurdish culture is likely to provide new contributions
in the field of socio-pragmatic politeness.
As regards the waves of feminism, the second and third feminist waves have
different views about gender. The former wave asserts that women’s language is
different from that of men. However, they scrutinise the language of both genders as
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homogeneous sets (Lackoff 1975; Spender 1980; Tannen 1991). Conversely, the third
wave feminist approach argues against the homogeneity of women’s group. This
indicates the possibility of studying the language use of both genders on equal basis,
i.e. not viewing all men as influential and all women as weak (Mills 2003b: 1).
Furthermore, the third wave approach stresses that the competence of individual’s
behaviour is evaluated, based on the role of social factors and situations. Thus, both
approaches are different in terms of anaylsing women’s linguistic behavior. The
second wave feminist approach is characterised by describing the women’s linguistic
behaviour, as the second approach, adopts the global level. The third approach
undertakes the local level due to its concern with context.
In relating gender to speech act of apology, many researchers have confirmed
gender differences in the domain of socio-pragmatics. Tannen (1999) reported that in
the American environment, men are less apologetic than women as they use fewer
expressions of remorse than women do. For women to be more apologetic than men,
has been stated and supported by many researchers. According to Holmes (1995),
some points, characterised women to be different, such as using more apologies than
men, considering equal power in most of their apologies, but men considered different
status women in their apology. Furthermore, most apologies for female friends were
used by women, whereas most apologies were used for socially distant women by
men. With regard to the perception of impoliteness in the intercultural apology, Chang
(2008) found a slight difference between women and men in both Chinese and
Australian cultures which are not statistically important. Abu-Humei (2013) believe
that American males and females are different in their apologies as the former
individuals try to be more detailed and less direct in their apologies than the latter
individuals who prefer short strategies. He, accordingly, argues that American females
care less about the feelings of the hearers than the males. On the other hand, the Iraqi
males use fewer apology strategies than the Iraqi women. He attributes the difference
to the more freedom men have (than women) in the society which made women be
more apologetic and more polite. In relating gender to age, Kampf and Blum-Kulka
(2007: 34) revealed that Israeli boys and girls apologise differently based on the sorts
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of the offences. In the case of violent conflict, boys used more frequent apologies than
girls. However, in the case of lack of consideration and talk offences, girls were found
to be more apologetic than boys.
Tannen, (1996), Engel, (2001), and Lazare, (2004) argue that men are
unsatisfactorily remorseful. The reason for that difference has received many
explanations. Some of the researchers might attribute this difference to the way both
males and females regard apology. To men, apology is considered a sign of weakness.
Belushi (2006) stated that in his book “Real Men Do Not Apologise”. This view was
supported by Engel (2001) who states that acknowledging responsibility, for men, is
not an easy task as it is like “losing a power struggle” (p.64).

In this respect, the

Kurdish traditional saying “[ ”پیاو پیاوه وژن ژنهpiaw piawə u ʒin ʒinə], meaning “man is
man and woman is woman” is very common in the Kurdish culture, mainly in the area
involved in the study. In line with gender differentiation, women are viewed , mainly
by the old Kurdish generation as

a powerless and helpless creature. They are

described as “[ ”زهعیفهzəʕi:fə] from the Arabic word “”ضعیفة
“weak”.

[dˤəʕi:fə], meaning

For that reason, the researcher has taken gender as the main social

determining factor in the current study.
Holmes (1989) and Schumann and Ross (2010) could support the common
idea that women are more apologetic than men, attributing that difference rate to the
extent they regard the severity of the offence. Their interpretation was that men
perceived fewer offences than women did. Thus, their disinclination to apologise is
attributed to their perception of the severity and frequency of their wrongdoings.
Furthermore, women and men may have different paralinguistic features in
conversation as what is possible for men may not be acceptable for women and vice
versa. These differences indicate that they express politeness in different ways and
use different strategies in apologies. Kurdish culture is among those ones that
distinctively differentiate between both sexes as men are different in their style,
vocabulary and intonation, in addition to some gestures which are associated with
both sexes separately. Politeness is one of the socio-cultural matters that are
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expressed somehow differently according to the gender factor. In relating gender to
other social factors such as social distance and status, Bourhis (1991) found that
women were more deferential to a high-social status person from an outgroup
ethnicity. Conversely, men importantly evaluated relationship between ingroup
members . Accordingly, apology strategies in Kurdish are expected to show different
manifestations with regard to gender difference. The reason for being different in
natural feelings is that women are usually more emotional than men. Al-Mufti (1996)
stated that feeling of emotionality by describing women as being “easily affected by
changes, unexpected news, surprise, etc.”
In relating speech acts to human feelings, Wardhaugh (1977: 22) stated that
males and females are different in expressing all types of feelings, whether this
expression is natural or artificial. Wardhaugh (2006) believes that both men and
women speak differently because both genders often take different roles in society
and that girls and boys are brought up differently. Based on these gender differences,
many investigations have been conducted on politeness and particularly on apology
strategies. The question (who is more polite, man or woman?) has been raised many
times. With regard to this, Holmes and other researchers believe that women
apologise more than men and this is what is often presumed (Smith, 2008). If we
study the purpose of apology as a remedy and restoring the social equilibrium, we
come out with the point that women are keener than men on restoring the social
relation with the offended person.
Like other social factors, gender role is highly associated with culture. For
example, in liberal cultures, sex differentiation is not clearly recognised, whereas in
some other countries (conservative cultures), sex differentiation is clearly observed as
a social phenomenon. For example, Mexico is described as a man’s world because
women always live under the shadow of men (Navinger 2001: 96). Although the
traditional machismo has gradually weakened, cultural difference is still available as a
North American should be very careful when relating to the sexes in Mexico. For
instance, if a Mexican man (male guest) wants to send flowers it is of significance to
send them to the family (wife and husband) not the wife alone. “On one occasion, a
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Mexican male acquaintance was to send a North American business woman some
information about the business that had come up incidentally in conversation in a
social setting. He addressed the letter to both the businesswoman and her husband,
and the letter was sent using both his name and his wife’s (whom the North American
business woman had never met)” (Navinger 2001:97). Mexican men consider it an
insult to their manhood to accept women’s paying for everything. (Navinger 2001:97).
This view is applicable to Kurdish and Arabic cultures to a certain extent. For example,
Kurdish and Arabic as two male dominated cultures try to associate all positive
features to men. For instance a good deed is described as a manly deed even it is done
by a woman. Kurds usually say “[ ”پیاو پیاوه وژن ژنهpɪɑw pɪɑwə u ʒn ʒnə], meaning “man
is man and woman is woman”. This social distinction between the sexes has made the
Kurdish culture as a gender-classified one.
This gender distinction indicates that culture determines how to look at men
and women everywhere. This difference requires socio-pragmatic competence when
moving to the target culture. This difference might cause confusion and
misinterpretation in many situations. Sometimes one might get culture shock
phenomenon. For this reason, one should avoid pre-conception in a new culture. For
instance, walking hand in hand by two Arab men, and arm in arm by two Latin men in
the street as signs of friendship will be considered confusing behavior to Northern
Europeans and North Americans because these behaviours indicate homosexual tones
in these cultures. So it is culture that prescribes what is allowed and what is not for
males and females (Novinger 2001:37). Due to that cultural prescription, human
behavior is classified in many cultures into: feminine behavior and masculine
behavior. On the other hand, other researchers believe that gender differences do not
affect apology strategies (Fraser 1981; Aijmer 1995; Schlenker & Darby 1981; Rester
2000; Wouk 2006).
Due to this actual social difference women are usually described as weak
compared to men. This general view in Kurdish and Arabic cultures made women
develop a special way of speaking as part of their socially acceptable behavior. For this
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reason, Kurdish women generally use self-blame strategy and expressions of
embarrassment while apologising, which are all viewed as signs of weaknesses.
It might be argued that this common feeling of powerlessness has made
women to be more apologetic than men as stated by Holmes and other researchers.
Smith (2008: 158) quotes John Wayne “Never apologise. It’s a sign of weakness”. On
the contrary to Wayne’s attitude, I believe that apologising is a sign of modesty, which
is one of the maxims of politeness without which it would be difficult to apologise in
certain situations.
Apology is somehow related to power. In some cultures, as mentioned
previously, it is viewed as a sign of weakness. That is why it is difficult for men to
apologise in order not to show weaknesses. To juxtapose weakness and gender, it is
commonly believed by most of the eastern conservative cultures that women and men
are representing the signs of weakness and power respectively. This social dichotomy
predicts differences between both sexes, not strictly in language, but in many other
aspects in life. It might be argued that the reason behind the dichotomy of the weak
and powerful is the improper interpretation of religion, especially in tribal areas in
the past. To make a point is that difference between both sexes biologically and
psychologically does not mean superiority of one sex to another. For each sex to be
characterised by certain features does not indicate social discrimination. For the
aforementioned reasons, it is expected that investigating gender in relation to apology
speech act in the Kurdish culture will provide new horisons in the field of sociopragmatics.
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2.7.2 Age
Age is another social factor that determines the use of language in a society. Beside
other social factors like gender, social status and occupation, age is a concern in the
field of Sociolinguistics. In respect with socio-pragmatics, age has been used in
Ekaterini Kouletaki’s study as a subgroup alongside gender and occupation to
investigate the choice of politeness strategies in English and Greek (see Lakoff 2006:
246). Dealing with the effect of age and socio-economic status on the use of refusal
forms in Ghana, Sarfo (2011) found that age has affected the strategies of refusals as
elder and higher-status subjects mostly used direct refusals with the younger and
lower status people, whereas indirect refusals were used with both old and young
speakers. Coupland and Gwyn (2003) pointed out that starting from the age of 50
onwards, men’s emotions come closer to the surface due to the changes in their socioeconomic status, which makes them seek new emotional expression forms when
getting older. It is expected that age might affect the use of apology strategies in given
situations in the experimental chapters.
As a subset of culture, the significance of age is culturally different. In showing
respect to older people, different views are recognised between Eastern and Western
cultures as argued by Pecchioni, Ota & Sparks (2004). According to them, younger
Asian adults show deference to all older people whether they belong to the family or
non-family based on the more generalised notion of filial piety the Asian young have.
Conversely, younger Western adults have a more specialised concept regarding the
filial piety. Thus, the idea is regarded as a personal choice by the Westerners and
essential obligation by the Easterners. (See also Gallois et al., 1999; Harris & Long,
2000; Ota et al., 1996). For that purpose, age was adopted as one of the determining
contextual factors in Kurdish apology for this thesis.
Novinger (2001: 13) reported that “age is an important factor in situating a
person in the Japanese cultural hierarchy”. She added that the same is true in China.
However, generation becomes more important during the meeting of the family
members. The significance of age is clearly observed in the Kurdish culture. For the
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significance of that social position, older people are never called by their given names
without using a social title that shows respect for them. The common social titles used
with men are [ مامهmamə], meaning “uncle” (i.e. father’s brother) or [ خاڵهɣallə],
meaning “uncle” (i.e. mother’s brother). The idea of showing high consideration to
age is strongly attributed to religion. In one of his sayings, the prophet Muhammad
(PBUH) said: لیس منا من لم يوقر كبیرنا, meaning, “s/he is not from us if they do not respect
the old people” (Al-Tabarani 1995). See also Al-Bukhari (1981) and Al-Tirmithi
(1983). For that reason, showing respect to older people is considered part of their
religious obligation. For its influential effect, age has been focused on as one
sociolinguistic variable in the current study alongside gender and social status.

2. 7.3 Social status
Social status is one of the determining social factors in investigating many linguistic
phenomena, especially in the fields of sociolinguistics and pragmatics. It is a powerful
factor alongside some other factors like age, gender, educational background, power,
occupation and religion. It might be considered one source of power in human society.
Many studies have used social status as an important variable. It has been dealt
with in many studies on politeness and particularly apology strategies. In their
research on German, Vollmer and Olshtain (1989) found that the use of intensification
in apology was strongly related to social status. They found that the higher the
speaker’s social status, the fewer intensifiers they used and vice versa. In an
investigation on apology across culture and gender (Sachie, 1998: 31), it has been
found that speakers of higher social status used fewer IFIDs in their apology than
speakers of lower social status.
On the other hand, the strategy of an offer of repair was used in a high
percentage by speakers of lower social status. In comparing the American native
speakers to Iraqi EFL learners, Abu-Humei (2013) found that the Iraqi EFL male
learners used more strategies to people of higher social status, whereas the American
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males were more apologetic to lower social ranks. Conversely, the American female
groups were more apologetic to higher social status. Both Iraqi and American groups
were less apologetic to the hearers of equal social status.
The idea of “who says what to whom, when and why?” (Meyer, 1998: 216) is
essentially associated with social status that constrains the effective function of
language. For example, the English sentence “it is time you washed your hair” is
acceptable if said by a parent to a child, but not acceptable if said by an employee to
his/her boss (Thomas et al, 1999: 9). The Kurds also use some phrases differently
according to the social status of the addressee. What is acceptable for a hearer of
lower social status is not acceptable for the one of a higher social status. For example,
the Kurdish pronoun “[ ”تۆto], meaning “you” would be used differently in a
conversation between two speakers of high and low social status. The former would
use the pronoun “[ ”تۆto] “you” to address a person of a lower social status, whereas,
the latter would use the address form  جهنابتان/ بهڕێزتان يان جهنابت/ بهڕێزت, meaning
reverend or honourable in their conversation. Pronouns are used distinctively in some
other languages such as Persian and French. For example, in Persian the pronoun
“[ ”شماʃumɑ] is equivalent to the French “vous” which indicates the high social status of
an addressee. On the contrary, the pronoun “[ ”توtu] in Persian which is equivalent to
the French “tu” is used to indicate low social status of an addressee or very low social
distance (solidarity) between the interlocutors. Thus, pronouns might be described as
social status indicators to the addressees in some cultures.
In relating politeness forms to social status, Salgado (2008) found that Mexican
Spanish speakers often used the conditional mood to express politeness when making
requests to a speaker with a higher social status than with a speaker of equal social
status. As regards the personal title, it has been found that Mexicans used title
preferably as it denotes the interlocutors’ social status/power which revealed the
occupational title such as Maestero(a) meaning professor (Salgado, 2008: 86). This
phenomenon is clearly reflected in the Kurdish culture as titles are extensively used to
indicate the high social status of the addressee. Thus, it could be said that all the
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people of high social status are title holders. Similarly, Arabic culture is a well-known
one in using titles in interaction.
In his study on “Socio-pragmatic analysis of Korean Requests: Pedagogical
settings”, Byon (2004) investigated the effects of social status (power) and social
distance (as two social variables) on semantic formulae. The Kurds also use specific
vocabulary according to the social status/power of the persons. This distinction in
language use makes the vocabulary of high prestige and low prestige although they
are semantically synonymous. For example, both Kurdish synonymous verbs “”فهرمووی
[fərmu:y] and “”ووتی/wti:/ meaning “said” is distinctively different in use according to
social status. The verb [fərmu:y] is usually used with the person of higher social
status, whereas /wti/ is used with a person of lower social status/power. How social
status affects the apology strategies in Kurdish conversation would be dealt with later
in the field work part of the study.
To determine the norms of effective and appropriate communication, a number
of interacting factors might be indentified such as social status, power, age, gender,
geographical position and so on (Stadler, 2006: 35). Which of these variable (factor) is
more effective, is culturally different. This would be one aspect of investigation in this
study as far as the apology strategies in Kurdish are concerned.
Based on social status, the levels of politeness are moving differently on the
scale of politeness according to which, what is considered polite to an addressee of a
high social status might be considered as impolite to an addressee of a low social
status. For example, it is very normal and polite in English culture to call a professor
(high social status) by his/her name without a title in informal interactions. Whereas,
it is rude and impolite in the Kurdish and Arabic cultures except for older
interlocutors and close social distance, such as mother, father, uncle, aunt,
grandfather, grandmother and older brothers and sisters.
The use of apology strategies is culturally different according to many effective
factors such as gender, age, cultural background, social status and social distance
(Chang, 2008). In Japanese etiquette, for instance, more concern is given to the social
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relationship between the interlocutors when an apology is made. Thus, the apologiser
must take into account his/her relationship with the hearer when apologising (Kadar
and Mills 2011) (see also Sugimoto 1998).
Bayraktaroglu and Sifianou (2001) investigated how social status takes
priority over the other social factors in studies on politeness in Turkish and Greek. In
this concern, Kashkouli and Eslamirasekh (2013) found that Armenians apologised to
the persons regardless of their social status. However, the Iranians were less likely to
apologise equally to the people of different social statuses. In doing so, the Armenians
were more like the Europeans in being formal in their apologies regardless of the
social status and the social distance of the apology - recipient. The resemblance of the
Armenains to the Europeans in the likelihood to apologise, according to them, might
be attributed to the common religious background (Christianity) of both groups.
Which one of the social factors is important in Kurdish apology strategies,
should be explored in this study. It might be argued that these social factors are
overlapping to a certain extent. Thus, a speaker’s utterance is expressed according to
social relationship with the hearer, based on social status, age, kinship and
ingroupness and outgroupness concepts (Byon, 2004).

2.8 Research Questions
In summary, the chapter has dealt with a number of theoretical questions dealing with
politeness and cultural issues. To fill the gaps regarding these concerns, the current
study aims to investigate the realisation of apologies by Kurdish native speakers in
Iraqi Kurdistan through addressing the following questions:
1. How is the Kurdish ‘face’ represented in the investigation of apology speech act?
2. How is the notion of politeness perceived in the Kurdish culture?
3. Does gender affect the realisation and perception of apology speech act? Which
gender group is more polite?
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4. How does apologising in Kurdish reflect the concept of the apology speech act?
5. What kind of culture does the Kurdish culture constitute in terms of Brown and
Levinson’s negative politeness and positive politeness?
6. Do the Kurdish apology strategies differ from those of English?
7. How do the factors of age and social status/ power affect the use of apology
strategies in the Kurdish culture?

2.9 Chapter Summary
The previous chapter has dealt with the literature, including various theories about
politeness and face and explained the distinctive features of each approach. The
chapter also focused on the concept of culture, showing the difference between
individualism and collectivism. Related to this, it dealt with describing Kurdish culture
as the topic in question. Furthermore, the chapter has dealt with speech act theories
by Searle and Austen, focusing on speech act and felicity conditions of apologising.
The chapter also embraced the position of apology in politeness and referred to the
related issues such as offence, remedy, sincerity and conflict avoidance. Additionally, it
explained the apology strategies adopted by Cohen& Olshtain (1981); Olshtain and
Cohen (1983) and Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984) that have been used as standards
for cross-cultural studies. The chapter also comprised the effect of social variables such
as gender, age and social status in apologising in different cultures, and finally, the chapter
ended with the research questions addressed in the thesis.
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Chapter Three
Methodology
3.1 Introduction
This chapter is devoted to the parts related to the methodology of the study including
methodological considerations, in general, focusing on the discourse completion task
(DCT), interviewing and observation of authentic situations in socio-pragmatic
studies. This part is regarded as an introduction to the research methods used in the
current thesis.
Following the methodological introduction, this chapter will focus on the
methods conducted in the current thesis. This will include a detailed description of
data eliciting instruments, participants, coding scheme, pilot study, and the materials
used in data collection.

3.2 Methodological Considerations
3.2.1 Discourse Completion Task (DCT)
The DCT is a form of questionnaire usually used as a reliable eliciting tool in
pragmatics and sociolinguistics. It usually includes various situations where the
respondents are required to complete the discourse. It is more reliable than
interviews in some respects due to covering some advantages such as keeping the
respondents’ information anonymous, which in turn promotes trust and encourages
them to be more honest in their responses, in addition to having other advantages
such as being economical in terms of money and time, and convenient in terms of
being able to mail them (Gray 2004; perry 2005; Cohen, Manion and Morrison 2007).
In addition, a questionnaire is usually used as the best method when a researcher
needs to elicit information from a large number of participants in a relatively short
time (Perry 2005; Burns 2010).
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Like any other questionnaire, it will be easier for the respondents to complete at their
convenience, saving money and time, in addition to ensuring the confidentiality of the
information provided by the respondents. Being free in time and knowing about
information privacy would be helpful for the respondents to take their time to give as
much information as possible. A questionnaire should be characterised by having
clear wording and being easily understandable. Otherwise, the questions contained
could be interpreted in different ways by the participants, which would be difficult to
envisage and analyse (Moser & Kalton 2004). Gray (2004) states that some factors can
threaten and affect the validity of a questionnaire, such as the wording of the
questions, their poor sequencing, their structure, or their confusing design. He further
added that asking fake and irrelevant questions would make the questionnaire
boringly long and probably lessen the number of responses. The low response rate in
turn might affect the possibility of generalising the research findings and
consequently the external validity will be affected as well (Gray 2004).

A

questionnaire should be in clear and understandable wording, avoiding jargon,
technical terms, words of double meaning that might be misinterpreted, emotive, and
offensive, ambiguous, annoying and embarrassing words. That is, filling the
questionnaire should not make anyone feel uncomfortable (Dawson 2009). For this
reason, the pilot study was conducted to avoid any form of ambiguity. Since some
topics are culture specific, Muijs ( 2004) argues that cultural differences should be
taken into consideration with regard to the questions, as the researcher should avoid
wording that might be misinterpreted or offensive to the culture concerned, such as
asking about the ‘Christian name’. This problematic issue can be addressed by piloting
the questionnaire. To avoid this problem and design the most acceptable
questionnaire (i.e. DCT), I followed two steps. Firstly, I requested two Kurdish
university lecturers’ feedback from Iraqi Kurdistan, and secondly, I piloted the DCT
with six Kurdish native speakers in Bangor, Gwynedd, UK.
Furthermore, my cultural and linguistic background as a Kurdish informant
and the fact that I am well aware of the intricacies of that culture was significantly
helpful in tackling any cultural problems faced by researchers, which usually rises
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when the researcher investigates a new culture as s/he needs to learn the pragmatic
competence of the target culture (i.e. culture 2= C2).
With respect to using DCT, it was first used by Cohen & Olshtain (1981).
Levenston (1975), and then Blum-Kulka (1982) developed the DCT to compare the
use of the speech act between Hebrew native and non-native speakers. The ones
implemented by Cohen & Olshtain (1981); Olshtain (1983) and Olshtain and Cohen
(1983) were in the form of completing dialogues, preceded by a clear description of
the situations which could help the participants understand fully the social
relationship between the interlocutors. All these would help the participants give
their responses to the given situations. Furthermore, DCTs are preferred by the
researchers as the data can be quickly collected, and the context can be easily
controlled and varied. For this reason they are adopted by many researchers in the
fields of Pragmatics and sociolinguistics. Beebe & Cummings (1985) stated that the
DCT saves the researcher’s time as in a short period of time it enables them to collect a
large amount of data about various speech acts which are not easy to observe in real
life. To make use of time, Gillham (2000) suggests that questionnaires should be no
longer than six pages, otherwise it affects their return rate. This is because it takes a
long time, which makes it boring for the participants to complete them. Muijs (2004)
says that the questionnaire should be attractive and short. The shorter the
questionnaire the better, as completing it should take no longer than 30 minutes. This
allocated time fits in with my DCT as it took no longer than 30 minutes in the pilot
study. The evaluation form of the DCT received positive feedback regarding the speed
of completion. With regard to the types of DCTs, Parvaresh and Tavakoli (2009)
identified six types of DTC:
1. WDCT (written discourse completion task) in which the respondents are required
to complete what they would say in some specified situations, which might be either
OWDCT (open written discourse completion task) or DWDCT (dramatic written
discourse completion task).
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2. MDCT (Multiple choice question discourse completion task). The respondents are
required to choose what the best is after they have written a description of a situation.
3. ODCT (oral discourse completion task) in which the respondents are required to
say orally what they would say in a certain situation.
4. DRPT (Discourse Role-Play Task) in which the participants are asked to play a
particular role in certain situations.
5. DSAT (Discourse Self-Assessed Task) in which respondents are asked to rate a
given speech act provided by the tester in certain situations.
6. RPSA (Role-Play Self-Assessment) combining DRPT and DSAT in which the
respondents are required to rate their own pragmatic performance based on a
previously video-recorded role-play.
It is worth noting that the written DCT is the most common elicitation tool in
Pragmatics due to the reasons of low cost in money and time as well as its
confidentiality (Gray 2004). However, the oral DCT is considered closer to naturally
occurring conversation than the written DCT (Yuan, 2001). It could be argued that
both have validity and reliability as both have been successfully employed, mostly the
written DTC, for the last three decades. Regarding the oral DCT, it is more similar to
interviewing than to the questionnaire, as it could be conducted in face-to-face
interaction or by telephone. Therefore using each one depends on the nature of the
study and the participants involved in the study. For instance, the oral DCT is the best
solution for investigating a particular pragmatic speech act with illiterate participants
where the written DCT is inapplicable, as will be explained later in further details.
It is worth noting that the data collected via the DCT was very reliable and
valid as it was consistent with the data elicited from naturally occurring speech,
particularly the major patterns of speech acts. This reliability was the reason behind
the extensive use the DCTs in many socio-pragmatic studies, particularly the speech
act studies, such as the work conducted by Blum-kulka et al (1989) to study apologies
and requests among several cultures. It was that appropriateness of the DCT that
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made it be commonly used by many researchers. According to Nelson, Carson, Al
Batal, and El Bakary (2002), DCT is considered a more appropriate tool than natural
data in inter-language pragmatics because the former is applicable to participants of
different cultural backgrounds, which is not possible with the latter because it is
difficult to control some social variables, such as the ethnic background and status of
the interlocutors in naturalistic data collection. It might be argued that DCT is the only
data eliciting instrument that can be used in cross-cultural studies to show the
differences and similarities in using the speech acts investigated between two cultures
using the same situations which are not possible in natural data. Houck and Gass
(1999); Kown (2004) believe that DCT is the most appropriate instrument used for
data production due to the inability of natural data to produce adequate data because
of the impossibility of the speech acts to emerge frequently. Thus, it might be argued
that DCT is still the most reliable data eliciting instrument, mainly in conducting
comparative studies on speech acts in various situations. It could be argued that
comparative studies are also applicable for comparison between the groups of
participants involved in a mono-cultural study, as in the case with this thesis.

3.2.2 Interviews
Interviews are very commonly used in qualitative studies. They are helpful in getting
access to participants’ backgrounds, self-reported actions, opinions, thoughts, beliefs,
or interpretations (Heigham & Croker 2009). They are considered as traditional
techniques used in research as conversation performance methods to explore the
researcher’s focus area (Burns 2010). Since apology is a culture specific topic and the
current topic is related to Kurdish culture, the researcher used interviewing as an
integral part of the multi-methodological approach as it is the typical instrument to
obtain cultural knowledge from the participants (Hinkel, 2011).
According to Burgess (1982, 102), interviews are “conversation with a
purpose”. Therefore, they are indispensable data collecting instruments in case
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studies and an important supplementary method in survey research alongside
questionnaires. (Gillham 2000).
It could be argued that interviewing is more effective at eliciting information
than natural conversation because the interviewer has a role in the interview as part
of the conversation as s/he can control and guide the interaction towards the
objectives of the study. For that reason, they are described as conversations with a
purpose. This is well supported by Mishler (1986); Spradley (1979); Hatch (2002)
who believed that researchers usually conduct ‘qualitative interviews as unique sorts
of conversation’ to discover knowledge, experiences and perspectives from the
interviewees. The researcher is the major research instrument in qualitative studies
because s/he is in direct contact with the subjects while interviewing or observing
them in data collection processes. This would be helpful in exploring new avenues of
the study, getting more in depth information and clarifying the ideas and making them
more accurate for interpretation. (Heigham, Jogakuen and Croker, 2009).
Since apology is associated with many social and even personal factors such as
gender, educational background, age and even way of thinking, I interviewed many
Kurdish participants to explore the objectives of the study, the strategies used, and the
effects of the social factors in determining the use of apology strategies. This is
applicable to what Gray (2004) reported.

According to him, interviewing is

considered the most influential (powerful) technique in some situations, particularly
in the research of exploratory objectives to reveal implicit feelings, attitudes, and
understandings of the subjects investigated.
Interviewing is different from observation of natural speech or events in that
the interviewer personally participates in the conversation with the interviewee
through a list of questions to elicit information from him/her, that is, s/he is an
integral part of the speech event, whereas the observer simply collects data from the
interaction contexts without asking questions. On the other hand, the interview is also
different from the questionnaire in forming the interpersonal connection between the
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interviewee and the interviewer while conversing, which helps in comprehending the
questions and clarifying any of them in the case of misunderstanding (Perry 2005).
Comparatively, in natural conversation, the researcher has no role in guiding
or controlling the conversation events rather than observing the interaction as it
occurs out of the researcher’s control and plan. Another priority of interviewing over
natural speech (conversation) is that the repetition of the events is guaranteed as the
researcher can conduct the interview (i.e. purposeful conversation) many times with
different people, whereas it is not possible in natural conversation because they occur
by chance. Thus, the frequency of the events is highly guaranteed in interviews, which
is not possible in authentic speech. For that reason, it could be stated that
interviewing is preferred to natural speech in academic investigation.
Based on their structure, three types of interviews are generally identified:
structured interviews, semi-structured (guided) and non-guided (open) interviews.
Structured interviews might be described as the most directed form of conversations.
They are used to elicit the same information from each subject. The interview
questions are usually ordered in a similar way to those surveys or questionnaires. For
that reason, they are useful to compare the interviewees’ responses because a lot of
the results might be represented by numerical data due to the closed and accurate
types of responses obtained from these kinds of interviewees.
Guided, or Semi-structured interviews are a type of interview in which the
questions are more open when compared to the structured ones, despite still being
organised and structured. Such interviews help the researcher to explore a set of
topics in his/her mind. The questions are more flexible which help the researcher to
get more details about some the interviewees’ responses which might lead the
researcher into some unexpected and new explorations. They are usually used to
compare the interviewees’ responses while allowing for revealing some individual
flexibility and diversity. For these reasons I have used this sort of interview as a
second data collecting tool in my thesis.
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Open interviews are characterised by being open and unstructured ones. The
questions are not pre-planned ones. This type of interview is used when the
researcher wants to get as much information as possible about the participants’
beliefs, views, experiences and perspectives. This kind of the interview is directed by
the participant rather than the interviewer (Burns 2010); Litosseliti, L. (2010); (Perry
2005) ; (Gray 2004); (Heigham, Jogakuen and Croker, 2009).
A good interviewer needs to be a good listener (Murchison, 2010), because
listening with care to the interviewees will encourage them to speak openly and be
more interactive within the conversation. Thus, the researcher should demonstrate a
high degree of modesty to build a good relationship with participants and prove to
them that s/he needs their experience and knowledge. The role of the interviewer was
well summarised by Spradley (1979):
“By word and by action, in subtle ways and in direct statements,
[researchers] say, “I want to understand the world from your point of view. I
want to know what you know in the way you know it. I want to understand the
meaning of your experience, to walk in your shoes, to feel things as you
feel them, to explain things as you would explain them. Will you become my
teacher and help me understand?”
(Spradley 1979: 34; Hatch 2002: 91; Waites 2003:166 ; Hatch 1990: 253)
The researcher has followed all these details in his interviews to collect abundant
information from the interviewees about the apology strategies. It helps the
researcher to obtain more and deeper information than is possible where other data
collection instruments are used (Cohen, Manion and Morrison 2007: 352). Thus, it is
preferred by the researcher to support and expand the information collected via other
methods mainly the questionnaires (i.e. DCTs). Preference of interviewing is
attributed to enabling and activating multi-sensory channels of the participants to be
used including verbal and non-verbal ones. Thus, it is described as a flexible
information eliciting instrument (Cohen, Manion and Morrison 2007).
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The flexibility of interviewing is significant in face-to-face interaction as the
researcher can elicit some information via the facial expressions which usually give
support to what is said by the interviewee. Another advantage of the interview is that
the researcher can repeat and clarify the questions in the case of ambiguity.
Furthermore, a face-to-face interview, which was followed in this study, was the
closest method to naturally occurring situations. In order to get as much information
as possible from the participants, the researcher used a semi-structured interview
which provides more opportunities for the participants to speak than the structured
interview which usually restricts the respondent’s answers. The interviews were
useful to elicit some other information that was missed by the DCTs. Thus, it is a
complementary method of the DCTs. By using the interviews many aspects could be
explored about the apology strategies used by Kurds.

3.2.3 Observation
Observation is the third data collecting instrument used in my thesis. It is based on
naturally occurring situations. It has a major role in supporting the data collected via
the other two instruments. According to Thomas (2009), observation is considered
one of the most important tools for data collection. It might be used in some cases
such as an exploratory method, an initial stage leading to some other methods, a
supplementary technique, a component of a multi - method approach, and as a major
method in exploratory descriptive studies (Hinkel 2011). The various usage of
observation indicates the indispensability of it as an important data collection
instrument. The observation in this study was used as part of the multi-method
approach. Furthermore, it helped in supporting what has been collected via the DCT
and the semi-structured interviews. It is often triangulated with other techniques such
as using questionnaires and interviews (Gray 2004; Heigham, Jogakuen and Croker
2009). Triangulation is a good approach for double checking the collected data. Gray
(2004) also states that observation should not be looked at as mere ‘seeing’. It is
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actually a sophisticated mission as it requires the involvement of all the senses and
the explanation of the episodes observed.
According to Hatch (2002 as cited by Patton 1990: 202-05), a number of strong
points in observational data have been identified due to the following features:
1.

Doing direct observation of any social event helps in making the situations

more understandable.
2.

The researcher is more open to explore how the participants realise the events.

3.

The researcher has more opportunity to explore things that are less likely to be

discovered by questionnaires or interviews.
4.

Being close to the social context helps the researcher to use his/her own

knowledge and understanding in the context to analyse the events.
Moreover, Muijs (2004) reports some main advantages of observational
research, such as giving direct contact to social interactions, which helps in exploring
what actually occurs in a particular situation, not what is reported by the subjects,
adding that observing in naturally occurring situations makes it possible to generalise
the results when using experimental techniques. Based on this argument, observation
would reveal some hidden parts of the image that are not revealed by other
techniques such as questionnaires and interviews.
Finally, I would argue that using three data collecting techniques in the present
thesis has given a relatively complete picture of the apology strategies used by the
speakers of the central Kurdish in Garmian.
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3.3 Research Methods
I used three techniques in conducting the data collection for the current thesis. The
main technique is a twelve situation based DCT, that includes the most common
offences to which Kurds feel obliged to apologise. The twelve situations are varied
according to the social distance, social power, types of offence and severity of offence
as shown in table 1-A. These different situations are important to elicit the apology
strategies used in Kurdish culture. The DCT data was supported by interview
technique, which is important in eliciting information about conceptualising apology,
obligation to apology, the role of the social factors (i.e. gender, age, social
status/power, and social distance/relationship). However, the technique is also useful
to collect some culture-specific features about Kurdish apology act, such as the role of
a third party, the use two staged-apology, no-obligation to apologise to certain nonlinguistic behaviours (eg coughing, sneezing, burping and yawning) in Kurdish
culture, that makes it different from English culture. The interview technique was also
important to elicit real data about apologising in Kurdish by presenting real apology
events in question 9. I corroborated the data by using a third technique, namely
observing 44 real situations where Kurds are obliged to apologise. The 44 real
situations included different types of offences which helped in eliciting various
apology strategies in Kurdish culture. This triangulation is important for efficacy in
generating reliable data for the current thesis.

3.3.1Discourse Completion Task (DCT)
What distinguished the current DCT from other ones was that it included 12 situations
that are associated with Kurdish culture. Thus, the respondents did not face an
imaginary situation while completing the DCT. The applicability of the selected
situations was confirmed in the pilot study when the respondents filled the evaluation
form for the DCT they completed. They all confirmed these situations are very
commonly applicable in the Kurdish culture. Having this realistic feature gave the
elicited data more reliability as if the respondents were describing real events. Hence,
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the data was expected to be closer to actual situations than the DCTs adopted by other
researchers, which included questions not applicable or not associated with the real
life of the respondents. Regarding the construction of the DCT, it was written in simple
and clear Kurdish, and totaled six pages. It was composed of three parts. The first part
was devoted to eliciting general information about the respondent’s occupation/
educational background, gender and age, based on which the respondents were
grouped. It also included another question about the mother tongue which was taken
as a necessary precaution to exclude a questionnaire of non-native Kurdish speakers
due to the study limitation that is devoted to the Kurdish subjects in the area.
The second part included instruction/ guidelines to the respondent explaining
the way they need to complete the DCT. This part worked as basic guide. The third
part included 12 apology-requiring situations in the Kurdish culture. Each situation
started with describing an event followed by the offended person (i.e. apology
recipient) who asked an apology requiring question. In response to that, the hearer
(you ……..) was asked to answer twice based on gender difference. In the first reaction,
s/he was asked to consider the speaker of the same sex, and of the opposite sex in the
second response. The reason for this was that Kurdish culture, like many Arabian and
Muslim communities, is gender sensitive due to the influence of religion and the
prevailing tradition.
It is commonly believed that apology is situation-oriented. However, the
researcher added gender as another affecting social factor alongside the situation. The
purpose was to explore how those apology strategies might differ in the same
situation due to the factor of gender. Although it is commonly believed that the
apology strategies differ according to the size of the offence, the researcher argues
that the size of the offence is evaluated differently according to the gender of the
apology recipient. The twelve situations dealt with the following apology contexts:
- Situation one: Bumping into somebody.
- Situation two: A friend became angry with you because s/he misinterpreted your
words.
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- Situation three: Missing calls from a friend or a relative. Later, s/he blamed you for
that.
- Situation four: Breaking the promise to your child (or your young brother/sister) to
buy him/her a present for Eid.
- Situation five: Being late for an appointment with a high social status/high-powered
person.
- Situation Six: Failing to visit a seriously ill friend/ relative who got better afterwards.
- Situation Seven: Blocking somebody’s way in the street.
- Situation eight: Stepping on somebody’s toe (hurting him) while getting off the bus.
- Situation nine: inability to return the money to your lender on time.
- Situation ten: dropping and damaging your friend’s mobile phone by accident.
- Situation eleven: Unable to visit a friend/ relative who was expecting you.
- Situation twelve: Apologising for not being able to accept your friend’s invitation for
tomorrow.
The adopted DCT is designed in the form of an open questionnaire which is
preferred in some cases like this, as the participants can give a wide variety of
responses without restrictions as supported by Perry (2005). The advantage of open
questions which usually start with ‘what’, ‘why’, ‘how, and so on is that they can obtain
detailed responses about the matter in question (Gary 2004). This would be helpful in
exploring different forms of strategies while apologising. Perry (2005) believes that
the main disadvantage of questionnaires is that they are not flexible like interviews in
modifying the questions after being distributed to the respondents. They also cannot
motivate the participant for further information (Perry 2005). I might argue that this
is mostly correct with a closed questionnaire in which the participants has to choose
from the given options, whereas the matter is different with open questionnaire one
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of which type is the current DCT, which leaves the participants free of given options. It
might resemble a written interview.
Since Kurdish culture considers gender as one of the determining social factors
in conversation, the apologiser was asked, in each situation, to express his/her
apology in two ways: firstly considering the apology-recipient from the same gender,
and secondly considering the apology-recipient from the opposite gender. By
requiring two times of apologising based on gender, in each situation, a gender effect
will most likely be evident.
Since apology strategies are determined by types of offence, the selcetd
apology situations, which are the most common ones in the Kurdish culture, are
classified according to the social power (P), social distance (SD), the types of the
offence and the severity of the offence based on which the apology strategies are
vaired, according to Brown and Levinson’s (1987) politeness approach, as illustrated
in table 1-A. With regard to the severity of the offence, I might arue that one offence is
evaluated differently, in some situations (as in situation 1), according to the gender of
the communicators. Accordingly, in each DCT situation the particapants were asked to
apologise to the same gender firstly, and to the opposite gender secondly. Hence,
different apology strategies are predicted according to the sort and severity in
relation to the social factors, more particularly, gender variable.
The role of social factors in the DCT situations, is also included in the semistructured interviews. It includes the the role of gender, age, social status/ power and
social distance. Additionally, a power-based situation was revealed in the interviews
when the high social status subjects (i.e. lecturers) were asked about apologising to
students, when the formers could not finish marking the students’ exam papers.
Aditonally, some of the DCT situations are supported by some of the real observed
situations, such as situations 1 – 9 in appendix 15, that is associated to breach of
social commitment.
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Table 1-A. Classification of apology situations based on social power, social distance (D)
between the interlocutors, type of offence,and severity of offence. (A= the apologiser, AR =
the apology recipient).
Social
Social
Power
Distance
1. Bump into somebody A = AR + D

Type of Offence

Severity of Offence

Space: Physical touch

2. Offending someone
by words

A = AR

-D

Talk: insult

Low/High: depends
on the gender of the
offended
High

3. Missing a friend’s
phone call

A = AR

-D

Time: inconsideration

High

4. Failing to keep a
promise to a child

A > AR

-D

Time: not keeping a
promise

Low because of the
child’s age

5. Failing to be on time
in an appointment with a
HS/ power

A > AR

+D

Time: Breach of
Socio-religious
commitment

High

6.Failing to visit an ill
friend

A = AR

-D

Time: Breach of
Socio-religious
commitment

High

7. Blocking the way

A = AR

-D

Space

Low

8. Pressing on
somebody’s toe in a bus
9. Failing to return the
loan to a friend on time

A = AR + D

Space: physical touch

High

A = AR - D

Breach of social
commitment

High

10. Damaging a friend’s
mobile

A = AR

-D

Possession damage

High

11. Forgetting to visit a
friend

A = AR

-D

Breach of socioreligious commitment

High

12. Refusing a friend’s
invitation

A = AR

-D

Breach of a socioreligious commitment

High

Situation
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The DCT takes into account also the age of the participants as one of the determining
social factors in the area under the influence of religion and tradition. Hence, elderly
people are expected to be dealt with a higher respect and politeness, which is
expected to be reflected in their apology as a phenomenon of politeness. The social
status [HS] vs. low social status [LS]) represented by the educational background of
the participants is also another variable of the DCT, as it is expected that educated
people (High social status) show different strategies while apologising than the ones
with less education (i.e. low social status). All these variables are clearly stated in the
first part of the DCT. Mother tongue was also mentioned in the personal information.
The reason for that was to exclude the few expected forms from the participants
whose first language is not Kurdish because the study strictly deals with the apology
strategies in Central Kurdish.
What makes this DCT characteristically distinguishable is the reliability of the
situations to all the participants as I have focused on the most common situations that
happen to everyone in that culture, regardless of their gender, age and social status.
The realistic applicability of the situations in the current DCT was also mentioned in
the evaluation form for the pilot study, as the participants involved in the pilot study
confirmed the applicability of the selected situations in the Kurdish culture when they
filled the evaluation form following the piloted DCT. This gave the instrument validity
and reliability.
Consequently, the current DCT is different from the ones used in some other
studies whose questions are based on unrealistic (improbable) situations which make
the respondents imagine what they would say in certain situations which they have
never faced in their lives. This happens many times in role play questions as the
respondents can only guess what s/he would say in that improbable situation. For
instance, asking a child about what he would say if his wife was hurt by some of his
jokes that he made is very far away from real life because the apologiser (i.e. the child)
has never married and cannot imagine what kind of husband he would be. The matter
is no more than imagining and guessing. Based on the mentioned genuine difference, I
can say that the current DCT is closer to the naturally occurring situations.
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3.3.1.1 Participants
Only 120 DCTs were perfectly completed and fitting the study as some of the
participants could not fill it on time, some forms were incomplete, others did not
return the forms, some were not fitting the criteria put with regard to age groups and
mother tongue for the participants. They were based on three determining social
factors (i.e. variables) in Kurdish culture: gender, age and social status. Since gender
is expected to be the main social factor in determining the apology strategies in
Kurdish, the researcher took into consideration the gender balance of the participants’
numbers (60 males versus 60 females) to compare both genders’ conduct in Kurdish
culture.
Age was another social factor in classifying the Kurdish subjects of the study.
They are divided into two groups: the younger group (aged 20-35) who might be
described as the new Kurdish generation and the older group (aged 50+) as the older
generation. Thus, there were 60 young and 60 old participants.
Additionally, the social status of the participants was another factor adopted in
the study. This factor was represented by the education level of the participants who
were divided into academia (i.e. teachers) and non-academia (ordinary people). The
academia included lecturers at the University of Garmian, Kalar Technical Institute
and various high schools within the Garmian Directorate of Education in the city of
Kalar (Garmian).

The non-academia included self-employed or/and unemployed

people without higher education, some of whom were illiterate. Regarding the male
non-academic subjects, they were self-employed as shopkeepers, mechanics, drivers,
or unemployed persons, whereas all of the female non-academic participants were
housewives. On that basis the academia subjects are dealt with as of high social status
(+H) and the non-academia as of low social status (-H). The reason behind considering
two groups is of sociolinguistic significance because being a teacher in the Kurdish
culture, mainly in the area of the study, is regarded as a high social position. The social
title “mamosta”, meaning “Sir, Miss or Mrs” gives high prestige to that group of
people, which attracts more politeness. On the basis of social status (i.e. education
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level), and like the two other social factors, equal number of participants were
selected (60 academia [+h]) vs. (60 non-academia [-h]). In this study, I would consider
the social factor of gender as the main dominant variable. Hence, the participants
were distributed into 60 male and 60 females.
Regarding the educational background of the respondents, an equal number of
educated and uneducated participants were taken. ‘Educated participants’ in this
study refers to all those who had completed their undergraduate or postgraduate
studies and taught in the educational institutions in Iraqi Kurdistan (i.e. university,
Institutes or/and high schools). Thus, they are referred to as a high social status
group. On the other hand, ‘Uneducated participants’ refers to those people who have
not entered school at all or have not completed their studies. They are either
unemployed or self-employed. Thus, they are referred to as a low social group.
Concerning the uneducated group (i.e. low social status), they were divided
into two groups with regard to completing the DCT: those who could read and write
could complete the DCT, whereas the illiterate participants could not complete the
DCT form. To solve that problem, I used an oral DCT with them which was easier for
the participants, but difficult for the researcher as they needed later transcription like
the interviews.
Regarding the educated groups (high social status), the participants included
lecturers from Garmian University College of Education in Kalar and College of Basic
Education, specifically from schools of English, Arabic, Biology, Chemistry,
Mathematics, Physics, Kurdish, Social Sciences and Physical Education. In addition,
lecturers from Kalar Technical Institute were involved as participants in the study.
Furthermore, the teachers from ten high schools were taken. The schools are
geographically distributed to different areas in Garmian. This is significant for
covering participants from the whole area rather than focusing on one part or some
parts of it. A similar procedure was carried out in selecting low social status people.
As for the uneducated male participants, they were selected from selfemployed individuals including shopkeepers, drivers, mechanics, blacksmiths,
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electricians etc., in addition to some unemployed persons; whereas, the uneducated
female participants were all house wives, as the ordinary female in the region has no
profession, unlike their male counterparts.

3.3.1.2 Coding scheme
This thesis adopts the coding scheme utilised by Cohen and Olshtain (1981); Olshtain
and Cohen (1983) and Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984) in their studies on apology
speech

act.

They

are:

Illocutionary

Force

Indicating

Device

(IFID),

explanation/account, taking on responsibility, offer of repair, concern for the hearer,
and promise of forbearance. The six codes are combined with three other codes used
by the researcher as the outcomes of the pilot study, which are lack of intent,
expression of embarrassment, and non-verbal strategy. These nine codes will be the
basis in analysing the data of the current thesis. The categories will be elucidated from
the Kurdish data collected from the various apology situations. Following are the nine
adopted codes with examples from Kurdish:
1. Illocutionary Force Indicating Device (IFID). This semantic formula might be
considered as the most ritualised and common one. It is expressed via some forms of
requests as follows:
 [ داوای لێبوردن ئهکهمdawai leburdin ʔəkəm] (Formal IFID)

“I request your forgiveness”.
 [ ببوورهbibu:rə] (informal IFID)

“Forgive”
  [ بمبوورهbimburə]/ [ ليَم ببوورةlem bibu:rə]: (socio-regional IFID)

‘Forgive me’
  عهفوومکه، [ عهفوو؛ عهفوهنʕəfu:]= [ʕəfuən]; [ʕəfumkə] (Arabic-based IFID)

“Forgiveness”
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 [ بمبهخشهbimbəɤʃə] (Persian-based IFID)

“Forgive me”
 [ گهردنم ئازاکهgərdinim ʔazakə] (socio-religious IFID)

“Forgive me”.
2. Responsibility/taking responsibility.
 Acknowledging responsibility/ taking personal responsibility

خةتاى من بوو
‘It was my fault’
 Self-blame
َدةستم بشكى

(situation10)

‘I wish my hands were broken’
 Giving right to the offended person
 حةقتة,حةققى خؤتة
‘It is your right’
3. Account/ explanation.

-  عةفوومكة تةئخري بووم،– مامؤستا سةيارة نةبوو

(Situation 5)

‘There was no bus, sir. Forgive me, I have been late’

 نةمتوانى جيَى به َيلَم،وةَللَا ميوامن بوو

(Situation 11)

‘By Allah (God), I had guests, I could not leave them’
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4. Repair (also known as offer of repair).
.( دانةيةكى تازةت بؤ دةكرِمSituation 10)
‘I will buy you a new one’
5. Promise of Forbearance.

( – دووبارةى ناكةمةوةSituation 5)

‘I will not do it again’
هةر ئيَستا بؤتى ئةهينمةوة

(situation 9, males)

‘I will return it to you now’
6. Concern for the hearer.
( عاجز مةبةsituation 2)

‘Do not be angry’

ئيَستا ضؤنى؟

(Situation 6)

‘How are you now’?

7. Lack of Intent.
نةمزانى = مةبةستم نةبوو = ئاطام َىل نةبوو
‘I did not mean (it)’, ‘I did not intend it’, ‘I did not know’.

8. Expression of embarrassment.
 شةرمةزارم، خةجالَةمت
‘I am embarrassed’
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9. Non-verbal apology.
- Kissing
- Hugging
- Shaking hands

3.3.1.3 Pilot study
A pilot study (which is also called a feasibility study or pre-testing study) is a test for
the data collecting instruments prior to the final data collection. The purpose is to
prepare for the main or final study (Teijlingen, E. R; V. Hundley 2001). It can also be
considered as trying out or pre-testing of some specific research tools (Baker: 1994).
It helps in improving the design of the research and checking the viability (feasibility)
of the study. Thus, it is like a warning before the full-scale study, and a researcher
should not take the risk before conducting the pilot study (De Vaus 1993).
Three main instruments were used in data collection: a questionnaire in the
form of a DCT (discourse completion task), interviews, and observing real engineered
situations. The DCT is considered the main data collection instrument. It was piloted
with six Kurdish native speakers in Bangor, North Wales before the final data
collection. Some significant purposes stood behind the pilot study, which are as
follows:
1.

To ensure the clarity of the questions asked in the DCT.

2.

To ensure the clear language of the form.

3.

To find out whether there were any ambiguous questions?

4.

To explore the availability of any vague word.
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5.

To discover the possibility of the occurrence of the 12 suggested situations in

the real life of Kurdish people.
6.
7.

To explore the inapplicability of any of the 12 situations.
To assess the social appropriateness and acceptability of the questions in the

Kurdish culture.
8.

To estimate the time required for filling the questionnaire.

9.

To guarantee the reliability of the questionnaire.

10.

Finally, to test it whether it obtains the results required (Dawson 2009).
The DCT was followed by an evaluative questionnaire to be completed by the

participants.

The results of the evaluation questionnaires required very slight

changes in the DCT. The comments of the participants made the DCT more valid and
more reliable. Regarding the time required to fill the DCT, I found that the participants
could complete the questionnaire in no more than half an hour. It is significant to
consider the time required for completing the questionnaire (DCT) because the
participants are not objects but subjects of the study (Cohen, Manion and Morrison
2007).
Another factor that helped me in making my instruments reliable and valid to
be used in the Kurdish culture was my personal experience as a Kurdish native
speaker. It is of significance for a researcher to be aware of the language and the
culture of the participants involved in the study. Being affiliated to the same culture of
the participants would help the researcher to work within the cultural guidelines of
the subjects involved in the study. In spite of my familiarity and awareness of the
Kurdish culture, I made the pilot study for the data eliciting instruments for the
purpose of more objectivity and reliability.
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3.3.1.4 Materials
A discourse completion task (DCT) was used as the main tool to collect data for my
thesis. The DCT is written in the Kurdish language, composed of six pages. It included
questions about 12 apology prompting situations.

3.3.2 Interviews
Semi-structured interviewing was used as a second data collection instrument. The
interviewing included nine questions genuinely applicable to the Kurdish culture. The
purpose behind conducting semi-structured interviews was to explore new aspects of
apology strategies used by Kurds. The semi-structured interviews were the best type
to reach the objectives of my study because of their flexibility and controllability by
the researcher (i.e. interviewer) at the same time. Like the DCT, the first part of the
interviewing was devoted to elicit general information about the interviewees such as
gender, age, educational level/occupation and mother tongue. The second part
included nine questions as follows:
Question 1. What do you think about apology? This question helped in revealing the
Kurdish respondent’s attitude about apology and its position in the Kurdish culture.
Question 2. When and why do you apologise? This question showed the obligation to
apology in Kurdish culture in addition to the purpose behind apologising.
Question 3. What do you often say when you apologise? This question helps to reveal
the most dominant apology stratgies in Kurdish. It is significant to show the effect of
participant’s gender in apology strategy selections.
Question 4. How do you prefer to apologise? Alone or accompanied by friend(s) or
relative(s) as a third party? Why? This question is important to find the preferred
ways of apologising and the role of a third party in Kurdish apologies.
Question 5. What is the best way of apologising, in your opinion, and how do you do it?
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This question was designed to explore different froms of apologies in terms of
sincerity and making remedy.
Question 6. How do you usually apologise - briefly or in detail? Do you use any
introduction as a pre-apology before apologising, such as a related short story? A
proverb or any other expressions? Why? This question aims to reveal the linguistic
structure (length) used in the apology strategies in the Kurdish culture; that is, in
what situation Kurds prefer using short apology strategies and in what situations long
expressions. In other words, it was useful to realise the relationship between the
length of the apology expressions and the size (sort) of offence.
Question 7. What do you say in the following situations?
- When sneezing during speaking?
- When yawning in conversation?
- When you cough while speaking?
- When burping throughout your speech?
- When you interrupt somebody’s conversation and need to correct him/her?
This question was designed for the purpose of exploring the obligation to apology
with regard to some sorts of non-linguistic behaviour that occasionally accompany
daily interaction, such as sneezing, yawning, coughing, and burping. It was also helpful
to find out the strategy used to change turn taking in conversation when interrupting
a speaker in the course of conversation.
Question 8. Do you think that apologising differs according to the apology recipient or
is it same for all? For example, how do you consider the following factors in your
apology?
- Gender: men and women
-Social distance: A friend or relative and a stranger.
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-Age: same age, younger or older
- Social status: such as a high official, a famous social character or a religious
personality.
The aim of question 8 was to elicit the interviewees’ view about the difference made in
apology based on the apology recipient (i.e. offended person) based on their gender,
social distance, age and social status.
Question 9. Could you please state a recent event when you experienced apology in
your life? This question was devoted to depicting an authentic event about apology
strategy experienced by each interviewee. The outcome of this question might be
considered as representation of real situations in the Kurdish culture.
Regarding the language of the Interviews, they were written in Kurdish using a simple
and clear language that was understood by all the interviewees, as the interview
questions were piloted by two Kurdish subjects before the full data collection to
ensure reliability. As regards the time required for the interviewing, the questions
could be answered in a convenient time, which ranged between 8:37 to 29:08 minutes
(see table 1). The interviews were conducted at convenient times and places for the
interviewees.
Concerning the high social status interviewees (university, Institute lecturers,
and high school teachers), the interviews were conducted in face-to-face interaction in
a suitable room in their departments and schools. However, interviewing the low
social status male subjects was conducted at their workplaces (i.e. shops) after
making a mutually accepted appointment with them. The interviews with the young
housewives (low social status women, aged 20-35) were conducted at my sister’s
house within her presence. This was a more convenient way of contacting naməħrəm,
meaning “non-family”, due to the socially strict tradition specific to the area of the
study.
For each interview, I mostly used two USB digital voice recorders to ensure the
proper recording and to avoid missing any piece of information. Using more than one
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recorder is a greater guarantee for the researcher to be on the safe side. In the case of
one recorder being damaged during an interview the information will still be available
with the other recorder. Although I had a micro tape recorder (using it only twice
with another digital recorder), I preferred the digital ones and the mobile phone
because it was easier to download the recorded interviews on to my laptop computer.
To avoid the accumulation of the interviews, I transferred them that night to the
laptop computer.
In respect of the mechanism of the interviewing, some procedures were taken,
starting with making an appointment. After making an appointment by mobile phone
calls, the interviews with university lecturers and high school teachers were
conducted in their schools for their convenience. The heads of the schools and
headmasters of the schools were helpful in devoting a special room for the interviews.
Some of the interviews of the uneducated participants were conducted in their
workplaces. For instance, I did three interviews with the shop keepers at their shops,
that suited them. Two of them were done at night and the other one in the day time. I
abided by the time that was convenient for them. Some other interviews took place at
their houses.
With respect to interviewing the young uneducated female participants, my
sister was of great assistance as she arranged the appointment with some of her
friends to have a cup of tea at her house and be interviewed. It was a very social and
comfortable situation where the interviewees were satisfied. Some other interviews
were made at my brother’s house after making an appointment with them.
Before starting each interview, I thanked the interviewee for coming and for
their willingness to be interviewed and prayed for them that it be considered a good
deed for them with God. Kurdish people, especially the ordinary ones are willing to
cooperate when you need them to. They consider cooperation as a charitable deed
that will be appreciated by God. For that belief they feel happy if you pray for them
such as ‘God bless you’ and ‘He will appreciate your participation as a good deed’.
Thus, it would be impolite in the Kurdish culture to offer money or even anything for
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their participation. I informed them that the purpose of this interview was academic
and nothing else. In addition, I took their permission to record their voice. To mention
the purpose of the interview was so significant in that area because of the tense
political situation at that time. Before starting the interviews, I explained to them that
they should take their own time to answer the questions, and that they could stop the
interview at any time they needed and then we could resume talking. Also, I let them
know that they were free not to answer any questions they felt unhappy with.
Usually, I tried to make a friendly and sociable situation before the interview had
started. When they expressed their readiness the interview started. For the
psychological comfort of the participant, I put the small digital recorders to the side,
not in front of the interviewee and also asked spontaneous questions without using a
paper. They were conducted in a friendly way like every-day natural interaction. I
always started with safe topics and general questions to pave the way to the other
questions. Unlike what is usually expected with the use of recording devices, which
can cause discomfort to the participants because of feeling spied on (Wiersma 1986),
the interviews were carried out in a friendly atmosphere and always ended with
thanks and appreciation.

3.3.2.1 Participants
24 participants of those who completed the DCT were interviewed, taking into
consideration the geographical distribution of the participants. They were also
balanced by gender (12 males vs 12 females) while considering their age and social
status as two other effective factors alongside gender as the main variable. The
interview details are illustrated in table 1 below:
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Table 1-B. Details about the interviewees and the interviews
No. Interviewees.

Age

Gender

Social status

Job

1.

Interviewee 1

65

2.

Interviewee 2

3.

Male

Low social status

Unemployed

22:24

50

Male

Low Social Status

Free job

24:08

Interviewee 3

58

Male

Low social status

Free job

15:50

4.

Interviewee 4

62

Male

High Social Status

Teacher

29:08

5.

Interviewee 5

53

Male

High Social Status

I. Teacher

13:09

6.

Interviewee 6

56

Male

High Social Status

I. Teacher

13:09

7.

Interviewee 7

35

Male

Low Social Status

Free job

27:15

8.

Interviewee 8

34

Male

Low Social Status

Free job

18:48

9.

Interviewee 9

30

Male

Low Social Status

Blacksmith

17:55

10.

Interviewee 10

35

Male

High Social Status

H. Teacher

21:46

11.

Interviewee 11

31

Male

High Social Status

U. Teacher

20:18

12.

Interviewee 12

29

Male

High Social Status

U. Teacher

27:04

13.

Interviewee 13

61

Female

Low Social Status

Housewife

15:02

14.

Interviewee 14

68

Female

Low Social Status

Housewife

14:00

15.

Interviewee 15

67

Female

Low Social Status

Housewife

8:37

16.

Interviewee 16

51

Female

High Social Status

Teacher

13:52

17.

Interviewee 17

57

Female

High Social Status

Teacher

24:06

18.

Interviewee 18

54

Female

High Social Status

Teacher

22:52

19.

Interviewee 19

35

Female

Low Social Status

Housewife

17:26

20.

Interviewee 20

30

Female

Low Social Status

Housewife

18:47

21.

Interviewee 21

27

Female

Low Social Status

Housewife

12:48

22.

Interviewee 22

34

Female

High Social Status

U. Teacher

13:41

23.

Interviewee 23

30

Female

High Social Status

Teacher

23:01

24.

Interviewee 24

31

Female

High Social Status

Teacher

26:18
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Duration

3.3.2.2 Pilot Study
The interview questions were piloted with four Kurdish postgraduate students in
Bangor (two males and two females) to check the acceptability of the questions
contained in the interview in the light of the Kurdish cultural values. I also consulted
two university lecturers from Iraqi Kurdistan by email. They both gave me their
positive feedback about the interview questions. These procedures made me more
satisfied and comfortable about interviewing as a reliable and valid instrument before
using it in the final data collection.

3.3.2.3 Materials
For the interviewing, the researcher mostly used a Chinese made grey 2G Sony digital
voice recorders (MP3 player), and a black Chinese made Genix digital voice recorder
(MP3 player). In some other cases I used a black Nokia 95 mobile (8G, made in
Hungary) and a black Sony micro tape recorder (Japanese made). In each interview, I
used two of these devices to guarantee not to miss any part of the interviews.

3.3.3 Observation
For observation, different situations prompting apologies were covered in university,
schools, Mosques, in cars, at friends’ and relatives’ houses, public places such as shops,
and in the street. The real observed situations are significant to elicit various apology
strategies due to the varying types of offence, severity of offence and the social
relationship/ distance (D) between the interlocutors as well as the gender of the
apologiser, as shown in appendix 15. The most dominat observed situations were
concerned with breach of social commitment (situations 1 - 9, 15, 17, 31, 35 & 36),
failture to complete a DCT (situations 10 – 14), inconvenience (situtaions 18, 23, 25,
27, 29, 30, 33, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43 & 44).
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The observations were conducted throughout two visits to Iraq. The first visit was
done in October 2009 and the second in February 2011 alongside the final data
collection. Regarding the procedure, after each situation, I immediately recorded in
detail what was said after each situation, either by pen and paper or by using the
digital voice recorder. A great deal of the observation focused on real engineered
situations. This happened in different situations, such as visiting and staying with unwell people who had to be visited by people at home. There is usually an obligation to
apologise for any late visitors in such situations. Two main situations included:
The first situation happened in my first visit to Iraq in October 2009. By that
time, my youngest brother had fractured his leg and was walking on crutches. Failure
to visit a patient in such a situation indicates an obligation to apology and prompts
apology in the Kurdish culture. How late-coming friends, relatives and acquaintances
apologised when they visited him at home constituted a rich source of observation. In
the afternoons, I accompanied him to a physiotherapy clinic in the city centre where
we came across many of his friends using different apology strategies.
Another apology prompting situation was my visit. According to Kurdish
cultural values, a guest or visitor coming from a far place should be visited, welcomed
and invited by his friends and relatives. Violation of that requires an apology as late
visitors usually apologise with explanation and justifications to save the hearer’s face
and their own faces as well (self -politeness).
Visiting friends, acquaintances, and relatives sometimes needed to apologise.
The sincerity of the apology depends on the social distance between the speaker and
the hearer. For instance, a close friend and relative usually need to visit more than
once or to visit and invite. Violating that social norm requires apologising. For that
reason, I visited some friends and acquaintances who apologised in different ways
based on whether they visited me and how many times they did. I also conducted
observation in different high schools and departments of Garmian University, when
sitting in the teachers’ rooms.
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The real situations were made during my second visit. Some of the situations were
made by my brother who helped in generating some situations which were observed
by both of us. In addition to his effort mentioned earlier, he played a great role in
making natural situations with ordinary people mainly with young male low social
status participants. The main situation was failing to achieve a promise. The promised
time to collect the DCT questionnaires from the participants was very significant. My
assistant visited some participants on time to collect the questionnaire (DCT), saying
“hello, I hope you have completed the questionnaire”. It was a real apology prompting
situation which helped in recording different styles of apology for not completing the
form yet. I accompanied him in most of the situations and recorded the events by pen
and paper or reported them as an oral report to my digital voice recorder, describing
the events and what expressions were used. The same situation happened repeatedly
with the university lecturers and high school teachers, at the time the DCT forms were
due to be collected. The repetition of the same engineered situation among the
observed participants are important to compare between the males and females.
Another apology provoking situation during my second trip was visiting a close
relative of mine who was seriously ill. I could observe many people apologising
because of their late visit. I repeated my visit to him as part of the social values there.
At each visit I was able to observe different apology strategies made by the late
visitors.
Another real situation was represented by my return visit to Kurdistan. I
observed many apology strategies when I met friends, neighbours, and some relatives
in public places in the street, on the bus, mosque, university and school. I could
observe various apology strategies given to me in these contexts. All these situations
and strategies will be explained in further detail in the results analysis chapter. The
results obtained from observing the real situations will be expected to significantly
enhance those acquired via the DCT and interviews.
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3.3.3.1 Participants
44 subjects were involved in observing real situations. The participants are
distributed over 33 males and 11 females with regard to gender difference. As regards
the age factor, the participants, similarly, are classified into the younger generation
(20 – 35) and the older generation (50 +). For the social status of the participants,
they were divided by their social status into high social status (HS) and low social
status (LS). Unlike the participants of DCT and interviews, they are not numerically
equal in number due to the nature of observation method that makes it difficult.
There were more male participants than female ones due to the conservative
nature of the Kurdish culture, specifically the area of the study where men are more
social and open to social life than women. More details about the real situation
participants and the apology strategies are illustrated in appendix 15.

3.3.3.2 Pilot study
The pilot study for the certain real situations was conducted by making certain
situations that mostly required apologising such as:
- Confronting a friend who missed my phone calls;
- Visiting a seriously sick person to watch the late comers’ apologies.
- Visiting friends and relatives who could not visit me during my first visit to Iraq.
- Reminding one participant who was late in filling the DCT in conducting the pilot
study for my first study in Bangor.
All these purposefully-made situations were helpful to conduct other similar
situations in the main data collection.
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3.3.3.3 Materials
For the observations, I used a pen and paper with the Sony digital voice recorder to
record the authentic situations observed by the researcher. After observing a real
situation, I recorded it on the digital recorder as an oral report about what had
happened. Sometimes, I used pen and paper to record some other situations.

3.4 Ethical Considerations
The required ethical issues were taken into consideration in the process of data
collection in Iraqi Kurdistan. The first step I followed was taking a letter from my
supervisor, Dr. June Luchjenbroirts addressed “To Whom It May Concern” to IraqiKurdistan asking for cooperation in my data collection in the region (see appendix 1).
This was very helpful in the area of my study. This was the key to start with in the
educational institutions prior to collecting the data; obtaining permission from the
deans of the education college and Kalar Technical institute as well as the general
director of Garmian Education. This gave me permission to visit all the dapartments
and the schools in the area. Also, a consent form was designed to be signed by each
participant prior to data collection.
Regarding the illiterate participants, oral consent was taken three times from
each participant. Firstly, when obtaining his/her permission to participate in the
study (after explaining the matter and ensuring the confidentiality of their
information to all except for the researcher). Secondly, when choosing the time that
was convenient for him/her. Thirdly, when asking permission to allow me to record
the questions and the answers which were conducted in a very friendly way.
For the ordinary young female participants, the appointments were thankfully
arranged by my sister. This was related to the young female strangers due to the
prevailing social values that should be followed as an ethical consideration. According
to the social and religious restrictions, a female stranger is not allowed to have a faceto-face interaction with a male without a third female present. Another part of the
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ethical consideration was that I was accompanied by my sister when I did the
interviews to show my respect to the prevailing social values. After welcoming the
participants, I would start a general conversation talking about life in general to pave
the way to begin the interviews. I asked their permission to record the conversation
and I told them from the beginning that these are very common questions related to
the routine daily life in Kurdish culture. In addition, I asked them to feel free to stop
the conversation at any time they needed to do and then we could resume talking. I
also told them that they could ignore any questions they were not happy to answer. I
put the digital recorders aside to avoid the formal style. This procedure encouraged
them to speak in a relaxed manner.

3.5 Transcription of the data
Following the final data collection in Garmian, Iraqi-Kurdistan, and my return to
Bangor, transcribing the data was conducted in three stages:
3.5.1 Transcribing the oral DCT
The oral DCTs were transcribed to the empty DCT forms. There were 39 DCT forms,
mainly belonging to the non-academia (i.e. low social status participants) who faced
difficulty in writing. These oral DCTs were like some versions of structured
interviews.

3.5.1.1 Grouping the DCT data
The second stage was devoted to classifying the DCT data according to the
participants gender as a main cultural variabale, while considering the age and social
status of the participants. For that purpose, I used two records: one for transcribing
the data of the female participants and another record for male participants. Each
record embraced transcribed data for 60 Kurdish respondents, sub-classified into four
groups: Old high social status, young high social status, old low social status and young
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low social status. The data was classified at this stage on the basis of participant
groups and situations. One table was devoted to the responses of one situation for
each group separately. By doing this all the data became organised in tables rather
than scattered in separate DCT questionnaires. Transcribing the DCT data in such a
way was very helpful in entering the data later into excel, based on the situations and
the apology strategies employed.

3.5.1.2 Entering and classifying the data in the worksheet
Classifying the responses according to the apology strategy categories was not an easy
task as it required eight detailed tables within both of male and female tables. It took
around 20 days. To find and classify the strategies, it required me to go through the
120 participants and double check the response and the number of the occurrences of
all strategies. Thus, it required a precise calculation for the occurrence of each
strategy used by the 120 respondents distributed over 60 men and 60 women.

3.6 Transcription of the interviews
With respect to transcribing the 24 interviews, I conducted it based on the classified
groups adopted in the study. Based on gender classification as in the case with DCT
data transcription, I started first by transferring the male groups’ interviews in the
first half (part) of the record and then the female ones in the second half of the record.
The transcription was conducted via my black Japanese made Sony Vaio laptop, and
Chinese made white headphones. A long time was required for transcribing each
interview as it required repeating some sections several times. The reason behind
these difficulties was attributed to the type of the interview conducted as a semistructured one. For that reason, they were different in length as illustrated in table 1.
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3.7 Transcription of the observed real situations
This type of transcription included only some of the real events which were recorded
following the events observed. The reason is that I used pen and paper in recording
some of the observational events and oral descriptive voice recorded reports after
observing some other events using a digital voice recorder.
Regarding time requirement for transcribing these events, they were easier
than interviews and DCTs because most of them were already recorded by pen and
paper and only few of them were recorded by digital voice recorder. Furthermore,
they were very short recorded descriptions about some real events, ranging between
5 and 15 minutes in duration.

2.8 Chapter Summary
In summary, the chapter has dealt with methodology, starting with the
methodological considerations that aimed to define and explain the significance of
discourse completion task (DCT), interviews and observation in sociolinguistic
studies. It mainly focussed on the research methods of the current study. With this
regard, it has dealt with description of the three data collection techniques used in the
study (i.e. DCT, Interviews and observing real situations), the coding schemes,
participants, pilot studies and the materials for the three types of data. The chapter
also dealt with the ethical considerations needed and followed in data collection
process. The last part of the chapter has dealt with transcribing and organising the
three types of data to be ready for analysis in the following chapter.
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Chapter Four
Results Analysis
4.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with analysing the data of the three utilised instruments. This
includes the results analysis of the DCTs, interviews and real situations in three
sections. The analysis will be conducted differently based of the three different data
collection instruments, and the purpose of each tool. However, the three types of data
will, in common, be analysed on the basis of gender differences between the Kurdish
parcitipants.
This chapter, in general, aims to explore the apology strategies in Central
Kurdish and check how they differ from the English strategies adpoted by Cohen and
Olshtain (1981); Olshtain and Cohen (1983) and Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984).
This chapter is also concerned with the effect of gender in Kurdish culture, the
conceptualisation of apology in Kurdish and how it is influenced by the social
variables of gender, age, social status/ power, and social distance. Finally, this chapter
aims to reveal the perceptions of face and politeness in Kurdish culture through
analysis of the politeness phenomenon of apology.
The results analysis will be conducted via three sections. The first section (4.2)
aims to examine the realisation patterns of Kurdish apology generated from twelve
apology requiring situations of the DCT across the Kurdish males and females
involved in the study. Section 2 (4.6) aims to shed light on apology conceptualisation
and perception in the Kurdish culture, resulting from 24 interviewees, in addition to
exploring the influence of some social varibales in Kurdish apologies such as gender,
social relationship/ distance, age, and social status/power. The third section (4.12)
aims to analyse the apology strategies used in the 44 real observed situations based
on the severity of the offence, the apologiser, the situation and the apology-recipients
in certain cases. Moreover, the analysis will be illustrated by tables and charts to show
the differences between the strategies utilised in the given situations.
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4.2 Results Analysis: DCT Data
The results of the DCTs will be analysed in details and explained in tables and figures.
It will consist of computing the frequencies and percentages of the apology strategies
used by Kurdish males and females across the given situations. The analysis will be
conducted based on the situation at the first stage and on apology strategy in the
second stage.
Regarding the situations, the significance of the determining factors will focus
on areas such as the size of the offence, obligation to apologise, the social distance
between the apology giver and apology recipient, the social status/power, gender of
the offender and offended persons. Also, it significantly shows the influence of the
apology recipient’s gender in determing the apology strategies used in the 12
situatiions.
The second part of the analysis will be based on the apology strategies used by
the 120 Kurdish participants involved in the study, distributed into 60 Kurdish males
and 60 Kurdish females on the basis of the social variable of gender. However,the
effect of age and social status variables will be dealt with in analysing the data.

4.2.1 Description of the Kurdish Apology Strategies
The following nine apology strategies have been identified in this data:
4.2.1.1 Illocutionary Force Indicating Device (IFID). This strategy might be
considered to be the most common one. It is expressed via some forms of requests as
follows:
1. [ داوای لێبوردن ئهکهمdawai leburdin ʔəkəm] “I request your forgiveness”. This strategy
is the most formal IFID in Kurdish.
2. [ ببوورهbiburə] “forgive”. It is the most common informal IFID.
3.  [ بمبوورهbimburə]. It is a socio-regional informal IFID
4. [ ليَم ببوورةlem biburə]. It is similar to the socio-regional informal IFID  بمبوورهbimburə,
but with more modesty. Hence, it is identified as modest socio-regional IFID
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5.  عهفوومکه، [ عهفوو؛ عهفوهنʕəfu:]= [ʕəfuən]; [ʕəfumkə] “forgiveness”;

“forgive me”

respectively. These forms of IFIDs which are of Arabic origin are commonly used by
Kurds. Thus, they are known as Arabic-based IFIDs
6.

[ گهردنم ئازاکهgərdinim ʔazakə] “forgive me”. This strategy is used by Kurds as a

socio-religious IFID.
7. [ بمبهخشهbimbəɤʃə] “forgive me”. This semantic formula is less common than the
other forms of IFIDs. It is a Persian-based IFID.
4.2.1.2 Responsibility. The strategy of taking responsibility is expressed by three
semantic formulae:
1. Acknowledging responsibility
2. Self-blame
4. Giving right to the offended person
4.2.1.3 Account/ explanation. This strategy includes the justification and
explanation the offender gives to his/her wrongdoing whether as a separate strategy
or with other strategies. It might be regarded as a sign of sincerity to convince the
offended person of his/her apology and justification.
4.2.1.4 Repair (also known as offer of repair). This is used when there is some
material damage. As a semantic formula it is similar to the English formula “I will buy
you a new one”. It is based on the social distance between the interlocutors as it most
probably occurs among strangers and very rarely among friends and relatives.
4.2.1.5 Promise of Forbearance. This strategy is used when the apologiser promises
the offended not to carry out that type of wrongdoing again in the future. The success
of this strategy is based on the apologiser’s future behaviour.
4.2.1.6 Concern for the hearer. This strategy shows the apologisor’s concern in
keeping the social relationship with the offended person. It is basically expressed by
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the semantic formula [ عاجز مهبهʕa:dʒis məbə], meaning “do not be angry”. Being angry
is an indication of the end of the relationship between the interlocutors.
4.2.1.7 Lack of Intent. This strategy is one of the most commonly used ones in
Kurdish apologies. It is commonly represented by the semantic formula نهمزانی
[nəmzani:], meaning “I did not know / mean or intend”.
4.2.1.8 Expression of embarrassment. This strategy is used as a sign of sincere
apology to restore the affected situation. It is strongly associated with the maxim of
modesty.
4.2.1.9 Non-verbal apology. This strategy might be also known as “say nothing
strategy”. This strategy might be used as a separate strategy or can be used to
accompany other strategies. It is a gender-sensitive strategy in the Kurdish culture as
not all the non-verbal forms of strategy are applicable to both genders, with regard to
the physical distance between male and female interlocutors.

4.3 Analysis of the Apology Strategies by Situation
The analysis of both gender groups 120 will be presented in tables, and charts. The
details of the occurrence of all the nine strategies used by Kurdish males and females
will be presented in illustrative charts.
The occurrence of these nine apology strategies across the different genders
and situation types is captured in tables 2-A and 2-B. The primary contrast in these
tables is to capture when the speakers apologise to the same (2-A) or different
genders (2-B). The following sub-sections will deal with these results in terms of the
different social situations. Similarly, the results in each situation is identified by (A)
for apologising to the same gender and (B) for the opposite gender.
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Table 2-A. Apology Strategies produced by the Kurdish men and women to apology recipients of the same gender across the
twelve situations
Situation
Strategy
IFIDs
Responsibility
Account
Offer of Repair
Promise of Forbearance
Concern for the Hearer
Lack of Intent
Expression of Embarrassment
Non-Verbal Apology
Situation
Strategy

Men
59

6

S1
Women
55

19

Total
114

25

Total

47
4

26
2

73
6

Total
62

25

18

43

0
11
46

2
7
46

2
18
92

Men
35
1
58
2

S3
Women
36
0
45
0

6
8
2
1

5
28
0
0

Total
71
1
103
2
11
36
2

Men
7
1
29
42
1

6
0
11

13
2
25

Total

Men

S12
Women

Total

33
0

71
5

27

25

52

54

53

107

55

51

106

16

9

25

27

25

52

0

2

2

1

2

3

0

1

1

0

2

2

29

37

66

Concern for the Hearer
Lack of Intent
Expression of Embarrassment

7

9
37
0

Non-Verbal Apology

0

51

134
1

7
2
14

38
5

Account
Offer of Repair
Promise of Forbearance

2

3
1
1
2

76
7

47
10

2

0
0
0
1

38
5

24
4

5

3
1
1
1

38
2

23
6

9

53

Men

113
4

12

47

Total

57
1

5

Total
59
36
89

Men

56
3

13
76
2

Total
87

Total

Men

4
39
2

Men
50

S11
Women

Total

44

1
7

100

Men
32
25
40

S6
Women
27
11
49

S10
Women

Men

40

Total
21
1
61
82
1

S5
Women
37

1
6

S9
Women

48

S4
Women
14
0
32
40
0

0
1

S8
Women

IFIDs
Responsibility

Men

S7
Women

Men
29

S2
Women
33

95

88

14

3
16
4

4
17
3

7
33
7

Table 2-B. Apology Strategies produced by the Kurdish men and women to apology recipients of the opposite gender across the
twelve investigated situations
Situation
Strategy
IFIDs
Responsibility
Account
Offer of Repair
Promise of Forbearance

Men
54

S1
Women
48

Total
102

Concern for the Hearer
Lack of Intent

17

13

30

Expression of Embarrassment

0

2

2

Men
24

S2
Women
32

Total
56

28

17

45

0

2

2

12
41

2
44

14
85

Men
33
1
59
2
5
9

S3
Women
30
1
47
0
0
24

Total
63
2
106
2

IFIDs
Responsibility
Account
Offer of Repair
Promise of Forbearance
Concern for the Hearer
Lack of Intent

Men
43
0

S7
Women
29
1

Total
72
1

Total
103
5
2

Men
23
4
29

S9
Women
28
2
31

29
39
1

31
40
0

60
79
1

Total
51
6
60

2

6

Men
42
3

S10
Women
40
5

51
1
6

0
5

1
11

Expression of Embarrassment
Non-Verbal Apology

Men
54
4
0

S8
Women
49
1
2

Total
21

5
33

Non-Verbal Apology
Situation
Strategy

Men
9

S4
Women
12

0

3

3
39

3
32

6
71

0

1

1

48
0

41
2

89
2

8

4

12

3

135
2

41

Men
52

S5
Women
32

Total
84

39

53

92

5

1

6

Men
31
17
40

S6
Women
29
8
51

Total
60
25
91

4
0

12
2

2

0

2

8
2

1

1

2

11

5

16

Men
37
4
56

S11
Women
36
0
52

Total
73
4
108

Men
29

S12
Women
22

Total
51

56

47

103

14
0

10
2

24
2

24
1

21
3

45
4

1

1

2

8

Total
82
8
92

4
16

3
18

7
34

4

4

8

4.3.1 Situation 1: Bumping into somebody in the street.
The data revealed that only two semantic formulae were relatively used in situation 1
(A) by Kurdish males and females to perform an apology. IFIDs and a lack of intent
were the only two dominant strategies used by Kurds of both genders. IFIDs have
been the most frequently used strategy with a high rate (males= 59; females= 55). A
Lack of intent is the second most frequently used strategy although employed with a
lower rate by both gender groups (males= 6 vs females=19), as shown in figure 4.
These data show no significant difference in the use of IFIDs. However, there is a clear
difference in the use of a lack of intent strategy when apologising to the same gender.
The reason behind using only two strategies in apologising to the same gender is
attributed to the type and nature of the offence dealt with (i.e. bumping into
somebody).

Figure 4. Distribution of the apology strategies with same gender apology
recipients in situation 1 (A).

With regard to apologising to the opposite gender while bumping into somebody,
three apology strategies were used: IFIDs, lack of intent and expression of
embarrassment. The use of the IFIDs was slightly reduced by both gender groups
(males = 54 vs fremales = 48). The data generally displayed more occurrence of lack of
intent strategy by the male groups, as it increased to 16 times because of the
maximisation of the offence severity in this cross-gender interaction, where physical
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touch requires sincerer apologies by males. Thus, lack of intent comes as a proof to
show that the offence has occurred by accident. The data also showed the occurrence
of the expression of embarrassment strategy twice by the female participants only as
illustrated in figure 5.

Figure 5. Distribution of the apology strategies with the opposite gender
apology recipients in situation 1 (B).
In total, the data analysis demonstrated a slight reduction in using the IFIDs with the
opposite gender as they decreased from 114 to 102. Conversely, a slightly higher rate
in using the lack of intent strategy was found, rated as 30 times. The results also
stated the use of expression of embarrassment twice as a third strategy.

4.3.2 Situation 2: Hurting somebody’s feelings with unintentional words.
The data in this situation displayed five semantic formulae in Kurdish apologies: IFIDs,
Lack of Intent, Account, Concern for Hearer and Promise of Forbearance (see Figure 6).
It was found that lack of intent ranked highest occurring in both cultural communities
(males = 46 vs females =46). Other strategies showed a lower occurrence than the
lack of intent. They included IFIDs (males = 29 vs female 33); account = (males = 25 vs
females = 18); concern for the hearer (males = 11 vs females = 7; Promise of
Forbearance (males = 0 vs females = 2). The reason behind using multiple strategies is
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attributed to the nature of the offence, which requires heeling the broken heart of the
hearer and keeping the social relationshihp between the interlocutors. To achieve that
goal, lack of intent is viewed as the best strategy, supported by other strategies.

Figure 6. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipients of
the same gender in situation 2 (A).
Using five strategies in apologising to the same gender did not show a significant
difference across both gender participants except in the case of account strategy as
shown in figure 6.
In the case of apologising in cross-gender interaction, the results showed the
same five strategies with a slight rate of decrease in their occurrence (see figure 7).
Lack of intent recorded also the highest occurrence (males = 41 vs females = 44). The
other four strategies received fewer occurrences: IFIDs = (males = 24 vs females = 32)
56; account (males = 28 vs females = 17); Concern for the hearer = (males= 12 vs
females = 2); promise of forbearance (males= 0 vs females = 1). The reason for the
lower rate of concern for the hearer with the female participants might be the social
restrictions of the cross-gender situation, in which women are not as open as men,
mainly in showing concern for the opposite gender.
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Figure 7. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipient of
the opposite gender in situation 2 (B).

4.3.3: Situation 3. Blaming a friend for not taking his/her call the other day.
The data for apologising to the same gender in situation 3 (A) revealed the
employment of eight apology strategies in different rates including the IFIDs, account,
taking responsibility, lack of intent, concern for the hearer, expression of
embarrassment, offer of repair and non-verbal strategy as stated in Figure 8.
The results revealed the highest occurrence of account strategy (males = 58 vs
females = 45), and the IFIDs as the second highest used strategy (males = 35 vs
females = 36). Lack of intent was found to be the third highest occurring strategy
(males = 8 vs females = 28). Conversely, responsibility and non-verbal apology
occurred only once by the males only. Repair and embarrassment came as the second
lowest occurring strategies (2 times by males). Concern for the hearer appeared as the
third lowest occurring strategy (males = 6 vs females = 5).
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Figure 8. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipients of
the same gender in situation 3 (A).

In apologising to the offended of the opposite gender in situation 3 (B), the data
presented six strategies: IFIDs, account, lack of intent, concern for the hearer and
taking responsibility, offer of repair. However, it showed the absence of non-verbal

Occurrence

strategy and expression of embarrassment as illustrated in figure 9.

Distribution of the apology strategies used by the Kurdish males
and females towards the apology recipients of the opposite
gender in situation 3 (B)
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Figure 9. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipient of
the opposite gender in situation 3 (B).
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4.3.4 Situation 4 (A): Forgetting to buy the promised gift for your child at Eid.
The DCT data presented six semantic formulae of the apology strategies used by the
the Kurdish participants in apologising to a child of the same gender. The strategies
included the offer of repair, account, IFIDs, non-verbal strategy, taking responsibility
and the promise of forbearance (see figure 10). Offer of repair and account recorded
the highest rate of the strategies used by the groups: Offer of repair (males = 42 vs
females = 40); account= 61), as stated in table 2-A. Account was used as the second
highest occurring strategy (males = 29 vs females = 30). Conversely, each of
resonsibility, promise of forbearance and embarrassment recorded the lowest
strategy as each of them occurred only once. The non-verbal strategy came as the
second lowest occurring strategy (males = 1 vs females = 6). The IFIDs distinctively
showed low frequecncy compared to other situations, as it was found to be the third
least frequent strategy (males = 7 vs females = 14). The noticeable low occurrence of
the IFIDs is related to the apology – recipient’s age and power at the same time. Hence,
Kurds usually do not use direct apology with children, as corroborated by
interviewees 17, 18 & 20 in appendix 14-I, and triangualed by real situations 21, 22 &
32 in appendix 15.

Figure 10. Distribution of apology strategies offered to apology recipients of the
same gender in situation 4 (A).
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With respect to apologising to a child of the opposite gender, the data of situation 4
(B) revealed the use of five strategies: Offer of repair (recording the first highest
occurrence = males = 39 vs females = 40); account (ranking as the second high
frequently used strategy (males = 29 vs females = 31); IFIDs (the third highest
occurring strategy) (males = 9 vs female = 12). Similar to apologising to the same
gender, the promise of forbearance was recorded as having the lowest rate of
occurrence which was only once by male participants. The data witnessed the absence
of expression of embarrassment unlike situation 4 (A) (See figure 11). The data also
revealed the non-verbal strategy as the least frequent one (male = 2 vs females = 6).

Figure 11. Distribution of apology strategies offered to apology recipients of the
opposite gender in situation 4 (B)

4.3.5 Situation 5. Being late for an appointment with a person of higher position
The results of this situation presented account and IFIDs as two dominant strategies
in apologising to a person of a higher social position. In addition, four other strategies
were found with a lower occurrence including the promise of forbearance (3 times);
expression of embarrassment (2 times); lack of intent (1 time) and concern for the
hearer (1 time), as shown in table 2-A.
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It was found that account strategy recorded the highest rate of occurrence (100 out of
120 participants), accompanied by IFIDs as the second most frequently used strategy
(87 times). Both genders were found to use different rates of both strategies. As for
the IFIDs, it received more employment by the male subjects (50 times) than female
participants (37 times). Conversely, the results showed more occurrence of account
strategy by women (53 times) than men (47 times). It was found that both strategies
were used side by side as multiple strategies by both genders, whereas the four less
frequently used strategies were not used both gender groups. It was also found that
none of the particiapnts used responsibility strategy in being late to an appointment
with a high social status person of the same gender (See figure 12 & table 2-A).

Figure 12. Distribution of apology strategies offered to a high social status
person of the same gender in situation 5 (A)
In considering the opposite gender of the high social status apology recipient, the
results revealed the same strategies used in apologising with the same gender.
Similarly, account and IFIDs were found as the two most frequently used strategies.
However, the rate of both strategies relatively decreased as compared to addressing
the same gender. The results recorded 92 occurrences of account strategy and 84
occurrences of IFIDs. Simailarly, men used more IFIDs (52 times) than women (32).
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However, more account strategies were found to be used by women (53 times) than
men (39 times) as shown in figure 13 & table 2-B.
Among the other less frequent strategies, the promise of forbearance (5 times)
and lack of intent (twice) witnessed a slight increase in their occurrence in
apologising to the opposite gender. Similar to apologising to the same gender,
expression of embarrassment occurred twice, whereas taking responsibility and
concern for the hearer completely disappeared (See figure 13 and table 2-B).

Figure 13. Distribution of apology strategies offered to a high social status
person of the opposite gender in situation 5 (B).

4.3.6 Situation 6: failing to visit a seriously ill friend
In analysing the data for apologising to a friend, of the same gender, who was
seriously ill, the results exhibited four dominant strategies: Account, IFIDs, taking
responsibility, and concern for the hearer, in addition to lack of intent, which
appeared as the least frequent strategy (see figure 14). IFIDs, responsibility,
expression of embarrassment and account were used by both cultural groups. Account
strategy was ranked as the most frequently used strategy (= 89). IFIDs formed the
second highest occurrence (= 59 times). Responsibility recorded the third highest
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occurring strategy (=36 times). However, expression of embarrassment occurred 23
times, distributed over the over both groups, as the fourth highest occurring strategy.
Concern for the hearer occurred 13 times, distributed over both gender groups: men=
7 vs women = 6) as stated in table 2-A and figure 15. As for the distribution of the
strategies, they received higher occurrence by men except for account strategy which
received higher occurrence by women: (males = 4 vs females = 49). IFIDs (males =32
vs females= 27); responsibility (males = 25 vs females = 11); expression of
embarrassment (males = 14 vs females= 9); concern for the hearer (males = 7 vs.
females = 6); Lack of intent (males =2 vs females = 0) as shown in figure 14.

Figure 14. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipients of
the same gender in situation 6 (A).
With regard to apologising to a friend of the opposite gender in situation 6 (B), the
data displayed same strategies: account (91); IFIDs (60) as the two most dominant
strategies. Taking responsibility (25) and expression of embarrassment (16) ranked
as the third and fourth strategies respectively. Concern for the hearer was the fifth
frequently used strategy (12). No change in the lack of intent was displayed (2 times)
(see table 2-B).
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Regarding taking responsibility in apologising to the opposite gender, the occurrence
decreased among all participants from 36 to 25 (table 2-A cf. table 2-B). The falling
occurrence was found with all subjects, more specifically with female subjects. The
results displayed responsibility 8 times by all female subjects. Whereas, the male
groups used it 17 times. (See figure 15). Similar to the female groups, the men used
less responsibility with the opposite gender. (Compare figures 14 & 16).
With regard to taking responsibility, the result shows singnificant difference
between genders as illustrated in figure 14. The low occurrence of responsibility in
this very situation is related in the nature of the offence, as women are not as free as
men to visit people without a family member’s permission and accompaniment. For
that reason, women used fewer IFIDs and responsibility, but more account to clarify
the situation. However, the more decrease in responsibility strategy

when

apologising to the opposite gender is related to the cross-gender interaction, as Kurds
particularly, women do not visit men without being accompanied by their husbands
or other family members. It is a good justification for apologising in this situation as
stated by some of the women’s responses.

Figure 15. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipients of
the opposite gender in situation 6 (B)
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4.3.7 Situation 7: Blocking somebody’s way.
The data regarding this situation presented the strategies of IFIDs, taking
responsibility and lack of intent. The IFIDs recorded the first high frequently used
strategy (73 times). Lack of intent ranked as the second frequently used strategy (12
times). Taking responsibility ranked as the third strategy (7 times). The least
frequently used strategy is the non-vocal strategy as it was employed only twice by
the female subjects, as illustrated in table 2-A and figure 16.
The data displayed a significant difference between both gender groups as it
was found that the male groups used IFIDs more than female groups (male to male =
47 vs. female to female =26) (see figure 16) . Other strategies did not show significant
differences between both gender groups due to their low occurrences: lack of intent
(males = 7 vs females = 5); responsibility (males = 4 vs females = 2). The non-verbal
strategy was used only twice by elderly female subjects, as shown in figure 16.

Figure 16. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipients of
the same gender in situation 7 (A)
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With regard to apologising to the opposite gender, the same four strategies were used with
one occurrence of concern for the hearer by male subjects. No significant difference was
found in the commonly used four strategies in situation 7 (A) and (B) except for the
decrease in the occurrence of taking responsibility strategy in apology to the opposite
gender, which occurred only once as illustrated in figure 17 and table 2-B (cf. fig.16).

Figure 17. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipients of
the opposite gender in situation 7 (B)

4.3.8 Situation 8. Stepping on somebody’s toe on a bus.
The results for situation 8 (A) in apologising to the hearer of the same gender revealed
six apology strategies: IFIDs, lack of intent, concern for the hearer, taking
responsibility, expression of embarrassment, and account. IFIDs ranked as the most
frequently used strategy accompanied by lack of intent as the second. Both strategies
were performed by both gender groups as illustrated in figure19.
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Figure 18. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipients of
the same gender in situation 8 (A).
As stated in table 2-A, the IFIDs recorded the highest rate in apologising to same
gender (113 times, and lack of intent covered the second highest occurrence (76
times).
The other four used strategies showed a lower frequency than the IFIDs and
lack of intent: concern for the hearer (13 times); taking responsibility (4 times);
account strategy occurred only twice by female participants, as shown in table 2-A.
With regard to the distribution of the produced strategies, the data in figure 18
did not reveal significant differences between both genders: IFIDs (males = 56 vs
females = 57); lack of intent (males = 37 vs. females = 39); concern for the hearer
(males = 9 vs females =4); responsibility (males = 3 vs females = 1). However the data
revealed two occurrences of account and embarrassment by the females, and zero
occurrence by male subjects.
In respect of apologising to the hearer of the opposite gender in situation 8 (B),
the data showed the same apology strategies used with the same gender as stated in
table 2-B and figure 19. IFIDs and lack of intent were the two most dominant
strategies used by all groups. The data in table 2-B recorded a relatively lower
occurrence of the used strategies: IFIDs (103 times); lack of intent (71 times); concern
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for the hearer (6 times); taking responsibility (5 times); account (twice) and
expression of embarrassment that occurred only once (cf. table 2-A). Similary, the
results did not show a significant difference between gender participants: IFIDs
(males= 54 vs females = 49); lack of intent (males = 39 vs females = 32); responsibility
(males = 4 vs females = 1); concern for the hearer (males = 3 vs females = 3); account
(males = 0 vs females = 2); embarrassment (males = 0 vs females = 1). The reason
behind very low occurrence of account strategy as an essential one in Kurdish
apolgies in the inapporopriateness of the time and place of the ofence as it occurs in a
bus, which makes account strategy not a practical strategy.

Figure 19. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipients of
the opposite gender in situation 8 (B)
4.3.9. Situation 9. Being late in repaying a loan to a friend.
To apologise to a lender of the same gender, the data in situation 9 (A) manifested five
apology strategies including four dominant strategies: promise of forbearance (88
times), account (66 times), IFIDs, expression of embarrassment (16 times) and taking
responsibility (10 times), as shown in table 2-A.
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It was found that these four strategies were used by both gender groups: promise of
forbearance : (males = 48 vs females = 40), account (males = 29 vs females = 37));
IFIDs (males = 23 vs females = 24); taking responsibility (males = 6 vs females = 4)
(see figure 20).

Figure 20. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipients of
the same gender in situation 9 (A).
In apologising to a lender of the opposite gender, the results revealed the use of six
strategies including the same five strategies used in situation 9 (A): promise of
forbearance (89 times); account (60 times); IFIDs (51 times); expression of
embarrassment (12 times); responsibility (6 times). The results also showed low
occurrence of concern for the hearer strategy which occurred only twice.
The data in table 2-B shows that both gender participants used the strategies
with no significant difference between them: promise of forbearance (males = 48 vs
females = 41); account (males = 29 vs females = 31); IFIDs (males = 23 vs females =
28); embarrassment (males = 8 vs females = 4); responsibility (males = 4 vs females =
2); concern for the hearer (males = 0 vs females = 2) (see figure 21).
It might be argued that the use of multiple strategies in this situation is
attributed to the severity of the offence, represented by violating Kurdish cultural
values. Also, the various strategies help to maintain the social relationship. The
priority of promise of forbearnce strategy is viewed as a successful strategy by which
the apologisers promise to correct the situation in the near future by giving the money
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back and not delaying it again. This strategy was used mostly to support the account
strategies which explained why they had not been able to pay the money back on time.
Th use of embarrassment strategy is due to the emabarrasing situation where the
apologisers fail to keep their promise to the ones who supported them when they
needed help. Similarly, taking responsibility (i.e. giving right to the offended) and is of
significance as it assures the hearer about the apologiser’s committement to re-pay
the money.

Figure 21. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipients of
the opposite gender in situation 9 (B)

4.3.10 Situation 10: Breaking a friend’s mobile phone.
As stated in figure 22, the data for this situation presented six apology strategies: Offer
of repair, IFIDs, lack of intent, taking responsibility, expression of embarrassment, and
concern for the hearer.
Offer of repair was recorded as the most frequently used strategy (95 times).
IFIDs ranked as the second most frequently used strategy (76) and lack of intent the
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third (33). However, responsibility, concern for the hearer and embarrassment
strategies, each recorded the fourth highest occurring ones (7 times each). The results
showed the contribution of the both gender groups in using these dominant
strategies: Offer of repair (males = 51 vs females = 44); IFIDs (males = 38 vs females =
38); lack of intent ( males = 16 vs females = 17); responsibility (males = 2 vs females =
5); Concern for the hearer (males = 3 vs females = 4); embarrassment (males = 4 vs
females = 3).

Figure 22. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipients of
the same gender in situation 10 (A).
The data did not show a significant difference in using the apology strategies in crossgender interaction. As illustrated in figure 23 and table 2-B, it was found that both
Kurdish men and women used the same six strategies when apologising to the
opposite gender: Offer of repair (92); IFIDs = (82 times); lack of intent (34 times);
taking responsibility (8 times); expression of embarrassment (8 times), and concern
for the hearer (7 times).
The occurrences were found to be different between the genders: Repair
(males = 51 vs females = 41); IFIDs (males = 42 vs females = 40); lack of intent (males
= 16 vs females = 18); responsibility (males = 3 vs females = 5). However, taking
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responsibility was found to occurr equally with Kurdish men and women (4 times by
each group) (See figure 23).
It could be argued that the dominance of offer of repair is due to the greater
appropriateness of this strategy than other ones in this situation. The reason is the
relationship between the offence (i.e. breaking a mobile phone) and offer of repair
strategy. This most dominant strategy was supported by other strategies to make the
apology more effective. The higher occurrences of repair strategy used by men than
by women might be related to the socio-economic status of both genders. The reason
is that the low social status women are mostly house wives and have no jobs.
therefore, it would be difficult for them to offer a financial compensation like their
high social counterparts. Lack of intent is also of great significance to smoothe the
hearer’ feelings. The apologisers try to prove that it happended by accident, not on
purpose because an intentional damage might be perceived as an insult in some
situations in the Kurdish culture that affects the social relationship between the
interlocutors. Using concern for the hearer, responsibility and embarrassment
strategies are also of significance to share the sincere feelings for what happened
unintentionally.

Figure 23. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipients of
the opposite gender in situation 10 (B).
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4.3.11 Situation 11: Forgetting to visit a friend/ relative who was expecting you
the day before.
Based on table 2-A, the data for this situation presented an account strategy as the
first dominant strategy (107 times) and the IFIDs as the second strategy (71 times)
when apologising to the same gender. In addition, four other strategies were found:
promise of forbearance (25 times) as the third dominant strategy, taking
responsibility (5 times), concern for the hearer (twice) and expression of
embarrassment that occurred only once. Thus, the situation collected six of the
strategies as illustrated in figure 22.

Figure 24. Distribution of apology strategies offered to apology recipients of the
same gender in situation 11 (A).
As shown in table 2-A and figure 24, the data showed different frequencies for the
strategies used by both gender groups: account (males = 54 vs females = 53), IFIDs
(males = 38 vs females =33), promise of forbearance (males = 16 vs females = 9),
taking responsibility (males = 5 vs females = 0), concern for the hearer (males = 0 vs
females = 2), expression of embarrassment (males = 0 vs females = 1).
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In apologising to the opposite gender, the data similarly showed the occurrence of the
account strategy as the most dominant one (108 times), IFIDs (73 times) as the
second highest occurring strategy and the promise of forbearance as the third most
frequently used strategy (24 times), distributed over both gender groups (see figure
25 and table 2-B). The other three strategies received the lowest occurrences as
Responsibility was used 4 times and each of concern for the hearer and
embarrassment occurred only twice.
As shown in figure 25, no significant difference was found in the distribution of
the apology strategies over both gender groups: Account (males = 56 vs females = 52),
IFIDs (males = 37 vs females = 36), forbearance (males = 14 vs females = 10),
responsibility (males = 4 vs females = 0), concern for the hearer (males = 0 vs females
= 2), and embarrassment (males = 1 vs females = 1).
It might be argued that the priority of the account strategy over other
strategies, particularly the IFIDs is the appropriateness of account strategy on the one
hand and the insufficiency of the IFIDs to save the hearer’s face in this situation on the
other hand. The reason is that the hearer feels offended when waiting uselessly for
somebody for a long time. Failing to visit is this situation is viewed as a social offence
that causes the hearer and their whole family to feel insulted and degraded. To
smoothe the hurt feelings and heel the broken heart of the hearer(s), the apologiser
needs to explain the reasons for not being able to visit in order to convince the
apology recipient and save the group’s face. This function cannot be achieved by IFIDs
and other strategies. However, account strategy was also accompanied by IFIDs and
promise of forbearance as two major supporting strategies.
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Figure 25. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipients of
the opposite gender in situation 11(B).
4.3.12 Situation 12: Not being able to accept a friend’s invitation.
As stated in table 2-A, the results for this data presented four apology strategies:
account, IFIDs, the promise of forbearance, and concern for the hearer. The data
revealed account as the main dominant strategy (106 times) and both IFIDs and the
promise of forbearance which occurred equally, as the second frequently used
strategies as each occurred 52 times. Concern for the hearer was the least used
strategy out of the four as it happened only 3 times.
It was found that the account, IFIDs and promise of forbearance were
distributed over both gender groups: account (males = 55 vs females = 51), whereas
IFIDs and promise of forbearance recorded the same occurrences (males = 27 vs
females = 25). Furthermore, Concern for the hearer was used only once by men and
and twice by women, as shown in figure 26.
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Figure 26. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipients of
the same gender in situation 12 (A).
In apologising to the opposite gender, the participants used the same four strategies
used in situation 12 (A) with the same gender apology recipients. The strategies were
account as the first dominant strategy (103 times), IFIDs as the second most dominant
(22 times), the promise of forbearance as the third prevailing strategy (21 times) and
concern for the hearer as the least occurring strategy (4 times), based on their
appropriateness to the type of offence. Similarly, the strategies were distributed over
both Kurdish men and women, as illustrated in table 2-B.
Based on the data in figure 27, the strategies were found to be of different
occurrences with both genders: account (males = 56 vs females = 47), IFIDs (males =
29 vs females = 22), promise of forbearance (males = 24 vs females = 21), and concern
for the hearer (males = 1vs females = 3).
Like situation 11, the account strategy was found to be the most dominant one
in situation 12. The reason for that, similar to situation 11, is related to the high
severity of the offence (i.e. refusing someboy’s invitation). Not accepting an invitation
is viewed as an insult to the inviter’s whole family. Thus, to save and repair the
inviter’s face (group face), and keep the social relationship, the apologiser needs to
explain the reason for not accepting the invitaion. This can essentially be done
through account strategy, involving the justifications and convincing reasons. To
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support their apologies, they used IFIDs and promise of forbearance as extra
strategies. The use of promise of forbearance is significant because it shows that they
are not refusing the invitaion, but it is the time of event that is not convenient for
them, and to prove that claim they promise that they will be happy to accept it
another time. For that purpose, they request postponing it with expressions of
gratitude.

Figure 27. Distribution of apology strategies offered to the apology recipients of
the opposite gender in situation 12 (B).
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4.4 Data analysis by strategies
As mentioned earlier in the literature review, various apology strategies have been
adopted by the researchers in the last three decades. The analysis is based on the six
apology strategies categorised by Cohen and Olshtain (1981), Olshtain & Cohen
(1983) and Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984). The analysis also includes the three
newly presented strategies in Kurdish.
4.4.1 Illocutionary Force Indicating Devices (IFIDs)
Examining the DCT findings, it was found that IFIDs were the most common strategies
in the twelve adopted situations.
As the most frequently occurring strategy, the IFIDs semantic formulae
occurred 846 times across the twelve mentioned situations when apologising to same
gender hearers. This rate of occurrence constitutes 36% of the total strategies used in
the 12 investigated situations, as illustrated in figure 28.

Promise
of
Forbearance; 171;
7%

Concern for the
Hearer; 68; 3%

Non-verbal Strategy;
10; 0%

IFIDs
Responsibilty

Repair; 179; 8%
IFIDs; 846; 36%

Expression of Embarrassment
Lack of Intent
Account
Repair
Promise of Forbearance
Concern for the Hearer
Non-verbal Strategy

Account ; 677; 29%
Responsibility; 69;
3%
Lack of Intent ; 277;
12%

Expression
of
Embarrassment; 54;
2%

Figure 28. The percentage of the apology strategies used in the whole study with
the same gender apology recipients.
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Similarly, the IFIDs recorded the highest rate in apologising to the opposite gender as
shown in figure 29. Both figures (28 and 29) reveal that the IFIDs are the most
common apology strategies in Kurdish interactions, regardless of the gender of the
apology recipients.

Promise of
Forbearance; 165;
7%

Concern for the
Hearer; 43; 2%
Non-verbal Strategy;
11; 0%
IFIDs

Repair; 173; 8%

Responsibilty
IFIDs; 818; 37%

Expression of Embarrassment
Lack of Intent
Account

Account ; 665; 30%

Responsibilty; 51;
2%
Expression of
Embarrassment; 41;
2%

Repair
Promise of Forbearance
Concern for the Hearer
Non-verbal Strategy

Lack of Intent ; 268;
12%

Figure 29. The percentage of the apology strategies used in the whole study with
the opposite gender apology recipients.

The IFIDs range from the highest percentage in situation 1 to the lowest frequency in
situation 4 when apologising to the same gender. The highest rate of the IFIDs was
found in seven situations: situation 1 (114 times), situation 8 (113 times), situations 5
(87 times ), situation10 (76 times), situation 7 (73 times), and situations 3 & 11 (71
times). On the other hand, a lower percentage of the IFIDs was found in situation 2 (62
times) situation 6 (59 times), situation 12 (52 times) situations 9 (47 times) and
situation 4 which collected the lowest IFIDs frequeny (21 times). Likewise, in crossgender situations, IFIDs took the highest frequency, with a slightly lower occurrence,
as the total rate decreased from 846 to 818 tokens when apologising to the opposite
gender (see tables 3 & 4).
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Similarly, the frequency of the IFIDs was also distributed differently in the twelve
situations. Based on the data presented in table 4, situations 8 (103 times), 1 (102
times), 5 (84 times), 10 (82 times) received the first highest occurrences respectively.
Then came situation 11 (73times) and situation 7 (72 times) as the fifth and sixth
highest occurring strategy. However, situation 2 exlusively reveals the lowest
frequecy of the IFIDs due to the young age of the apology recipient who is not
apologised to in the Kurdish culture. Situations 8 & 12 received the second lowest
frequency (51 times). Situation 2 recorded the third lowest frequency (56 times).
However situations 6 & 3 recorded the fourth and fifth lowest occurring IFIDs
respectively, as the former occurred 60 times and the latter 63 times, as illustrated in
table 4.
The reason for the highest frequency of the IFIDs is due to the ritualistic nature
of the IFID formulae in Kurdish apology. However, I can argue that they are still not
equally important in all situations. For example, it was found that the IFIDs recorded
the lowest rate in situation 4 where the apologisee is a child who is different from the
apologiser in age and social power. Differences in such social variables makes direct
apologies very rare and not existing in Kurdish culture due to the effective authority
of these variables. The results also revealed that the IFIDs in these situations were
used by all the Kurdish participants, regardless of their gender, age and social status,
as shown in tables 2-A and 2-B.
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4.4.1.1 The Semantic Formulae of the Kurdish IFIDs
As mentioned earlier, the speakers of Central Kurdish used seven semantic formulaic
expressions to indicate the illocutionary force indicating devices. It is significant to
argue that the semantic sub-formulae of Kurdish are different from those of English.
This is because all the semantic formulae of Kurdish IFIDs are representations of
request for apology, unlike the English IFIDs which include expression of regret, offer
of apology and request for apology. That is, they are different from Olshtain and BlumKulka’s (1983) six English IFID representations: ‘(be) sorry, apologise, excuse, forgive,
pardon and regret’. Thus, the analysis will be dealing with only request for apology
(more accurately, request for forgiveness) due to the absence of expression of regret
and offer of apology in Kurdish IFIDs. The findings indentify Kurdish IFID subformulae, including, (1) the formal IFID, (2) informal IFID, (3) Arabic-based IFID, (4)
Socio-regional IFID, (5) Modest Socio-regional IFID, (6) Persian-based IFID, and (7)
Socio-religious IFID. The results show that the IFIDs were the highest strategy in the
twelve investigated situations. In total, 846 apology strategies were recorded in
apologising to the same gender (table 3) and 818 startegies in cross-gender apology
situations (table 4).
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Table 3. Distribution of IFIDs frequency in Central Kurdish according the seven semantic sub-formulas in same gender situations
Sub-formulae/ Situations
Formal IFID
Informal IFID
Arabic-bsed IFID
Socio-regional IFID
Modest Socio-regional IFID
Persian-based IFID
Socio-regligious IFID
Total per situation

S1
53

S2
34

S3
45

S4
8

27
26
4
1
3
0

8
8
3
5
0
4

15
6
3
0
1
1

7
3
1
1
1
0

114

62

71

21

S5
55
17

S6
41

7
6
1
0
1

5
5
2
0
1
5

87

59

S7
19
29
18

S8
48
21

S9
33

S10
40

4
2
0
1

29
9
1
1
4

3
6
1
1
0
3

12
12
9
1
0
2

73

113

47

76

S11
49
13

4
3
0
1
1
71

S12
31
13
2
3
1
2
0
52

Total of
each Subformula
456
170
126
48
14
10
22
846

Total of
Table 4. Distribution of IFIDs frequency in Central Kurdish according the seven semantic sub-formulas in cross- gender situations each Subformula

Sub-formulae/ Situations

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

Formal IFID
Informal IFID
Arabic-bsed IFID
Socio-regional IFID
Modest Socio-regional IFID
Persian-based IFID
Socio-regligious IFID
Total per situation

42
25
23
4
5
1
2

38
8
6
0
1
0
3

43
9
5
2
0
1
3

11
8
2
0
0
0
0

55
14
9
4
2
0
0

40
6
4
4
2
0
4

21
26
16
5
2
0
2

102

56

63

21

84

60

72

1
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S8
44

S9

S10

S11

2
1
2

28
7
7
4
2
0
3

48
14
12
4
3
0
1

50
13
4
3
1
2
0

103

51

82

73

19
25
10

S12
31
11
3
4
1
1
0
51

451
160
116
44
21
6
20
818

1.  داوای لێبوردن ئهکهمdaway leburdin ʔəkəm, meaning ‘I request forgiveness’. This
semantic formula is identified as a formal IFID in Kurdish apologies. Based on the data
presented in tables 3 & 4, this IFID formula is the most dominant as it occurred 456
times across the same-gender situations (table 3), and 451 times in apologising to the
opposite gender (table 4). It was used by all the particiapants as the most dominant
sub-formula in all the situations except situation 7 where it came as the second most
dominant sub-formula. The findings also show that this formal IFID, like other IFID
sub-formulae are used either alone or in combination with other apology strategies
according to the severity of the offence and the situation. This can be seen in most of
the situations. The following are samples of the responses presented:
  برام داوای لێبوردن ئهکهم نهمزانی“Brother, I request forgiveness, I did not mean it” (appendix 12- Situation 1).
  داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم نةمزانى خوشكةكةم- “ I request forgiveness I did not mean it, my sister”
(appendix 12 – Situation 1).
More examples of formal IFIDs can be found by other groups across the situations in
appendices 12 & 13.
2.  ببوورهbiburə, meaning ‘forgive’. This semantic formula is viewed as a common
informal IFID. Like the formal semantic formula,  ببوورهbiburə was also used, either
individually or accompanied by other strategies, as the second most commonly used
IFIDs by the Kurdish subjects. They occurred 170 times in apologising to the same
gender and 160 times in apologising to the opposite gender as illustrated in tables 3
& 4.
Below is an example used with an apology-recipient from the same gender:
  قةرةبالَغ بوو، خةناى من نةبوو، ئاطادار نةبووم، ببوورة دادة طيان
“Forgive me, dear sister, I was unaware, it was not my fault, it was crowded”
(appendix 12 –situation 1).
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 “ – ببوورة كاكة نةمزانىforgive me, brother, I did not mean it” (appendix 13,
situation1). More examples of the informal IFIDs can be found in appendices 12
& 13 in apologising to both genders.
Regarding the other five semantic sub-formulae, they are less common than the two
mentioned above.
3.  عهفوومکه/  عهفووʕəfu/ ʕəfumkə, meaning forgiveness or forgive me. This Semantic
formula was literally borrowed from Arabic under the influence of religion and
education. Thus, it is identified as an Arabic-based IFID. Regarding religion, Kurds use
many Arabic words, mainly those related to rituals and social life, such as the IFID
category ʕəfu “forgiveness” which reflects toleration in society as one of the messages
of religion.
In respect to education, the Arabic language was the language of education in
universities and schools for a long time until the 1990s. That’s why many Arabic
words are used among Kurds, mostly among the older generation. Another reason for
using Arabic words, mainly in the Central Kurdish- speaking people in Garmian is due
to the geographic location of the region as it is surrounded by Arabic speaking areas
to the south. These factors together have contributed many Arabic words to Kurdish.
According to the data in tables 3 & 4, the Arabic-based IFID ranked as the third most
frequently used sub-formula across the adopted situations; that is, 126 times in
apologising to the same gender and 116 times in apologising to the opposite gender.
Examples:
 “ عةفوومكة نةمزانىforgive me, I did not mean it”(appendix 12-situation 8).
 “ عةفوومكه براكه مforgive me, my brother” (appendix 13 – situation 1)
Further examples of Arabic-based IFID formula can be found in the twelve
situations in appendices 12 & 13.
4.  گهردنم ئازاکهgərdinim ʔazakə, ‘forgive me’. This semantic formula is very
common in Kurdish apologies. It is purely a religious expression. Since it is used
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commonly in Kurdish society, it can be called a socio-religious formulaic
expression. What makes this category different from other categories is its
dominance during the Muslim Eid days as it replaces all other IFID formulaic
expressions. This phenomenon might be described as an apology strategy shift or
IFIDs switching as it is the only used IFID sub-formula in Kurdish culture. Like
other semantic sub-formulae, it might be used as a flat or a compound IFID.
The results in total revealed 22 occurrences of the socio-religious IFID subformula in apologising to the same gender, and 20 manifestations in apologising to
the opposite gender as shown in tables 3 & 4.
Examples:
 وای نهمزانی! گهردنم ئازاکه, “ Oh! I did not know! Forgive me” (appendix 12 –
situation 8). More examples of the socio-regional semantic formulas can be
seen in appendix 12 (situations 1, 6, 8, 9 & 10) and appendix 13 (situations
1, 2, 6, 8, 9 & 10).
5.  بمبهخشهbimbəɤʃə ‘forgive me’. This semantic formulaic expression is used less
commonly than the others to indicate IFIDs in Kurdish apologies. It is categorised as
Persian-based IFID because it is borrowed from Persian. This is because Garmian, the
investigated area, is linguistically and culturally affected by Persian as part of Garmian is
on the border with Iran. Based on the data presented in tables 3 & 4, the Persian-based IFID
sub-formula received the least frequency in same gender situations (10 times in total) and 6
occurrences in cross-gender situations.
The data revealed this semantic sub-formula in different situations by the groups.
Example:
-  ههندێ سهرقاڵم، هۆشم لێره نهبوو، بمبهخشه بهڕێز, “forgive me dear, I was distracted as I am
busy” (Appendix 12 –Situation 1). For more examples, see situations 4, 11 & 12 in
apologising to the same gender. Examples of the Persian-based IFID offered to the
opposite gender can be found in appendix 13: situations 1, 8, 11& 12.
6.  بمبوورهbimburə, ‘forgive me’. This semantic formulaic expression might be
described as a socio-regional IFID as it is mainly used by the speakers of Central
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Kurdish in Garmian. It is less common than the formal and informal IFID formulae.
According to the data in tables 3 & 4, the socio-regional IFID bimburə ranked the
fourth highest occurring semantic sub-formula in the twelve investigated situations,
as it received 48 occurrences in same gender situations and 44 incidences in crossgender apology situations.
Example:
 “ میوانم ههبوو بمبوورهI had guests forgive me” (Appendix 12 - Situation 5).
Further examples can be found in appendix 12: situations 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 11
& 12.
Other socio-regional IFID examples offered to the opposite gender are available in
appendix 13: situations 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9: 9, 10 & 12.
7.  لێم ببوورهlem biburə, ‘forgive me’. Like the category mentioned above in (6), this
semantic sub-formula is mainly used by the speakers of Central Kurdish. It shows
more modesty displayed by the speakers of Central Kurdish. Hence, it is identified
as a modest socio-regional IFID formula. According to the data presented in table 3,
the modest socio-regional IFID was the second least frequently used sub-formula in
apologising to the same gender (14 times). However, it was found to be the third lowest
occurring sub-formula in apologising to the opposite gender (21 times) as shown in
table 4. The difference between both total frequencies might be related to the gender of
the apology-recipients. Accordingly, it could be argued that Kurds use more modesty in
apologising to the opposite gender. This is also supported by the higher occurrences of
kinship terms in cross-gender apology situations.
Example:
 ليَم ببوورة براى بةريز نةمزانى
Translation: “forgive me, dear brother, I did not know” (appendix 12- Situation 8.
Other examples can be found in appendix 12 (situations 4, 7, 8 & 9) in apologising to
the same gender. Examples on the modest socio-regional IFIDs, offered to the opposite
gender apologises, are provided in appendix 13 (situations 4, 7, 8, 9 & 10).
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Generally, IFID categories adopted in the study have been classified into flat IFIDs and
Compound IFIDs. The former refer to any of the seven mentioned semantic formulae
when they are used alone, whereas the latter refer to an IFID accompanied by any of
the nine strategies and the four sub-strategies dealt with in the study.
In respect of analysing the IFIDs in relation to the situations, it was found, as
illustrated in table 3, that situations 1 & 8 recorded the highest rate of IFID formulae
as the groups, in total, used the IFIDs 114 times in situation 1 and 113 in situation 8
when apologising to the hearer of the same gender. Likewise, the two mentioned
situations collected the highest occurrence of IFIDs (103 times) in situation 8, and
(102 times) in situation1, when aplogising to the opposite gender, as illustrated in
table 4. Situation 5 had the third highest occurrence of the IFIDs towards both genders
( 87 vs. 84). Situation 10 showed the fourth highest number of IFIDs (76 vs. 82) as
shown in tables 3 & 4.
On the other hand, the data demonstrated that the lowest occurrence was
found in situation 4 (21 times) towards both genders. The reason for this high rate of
minimisation of the IFIDs in situation 4 is related to the age of the apology recipient
(i.e. a child) who is usually not apologised to in the Kurdish culture. Situations 9 & 12
had the second and third lowest frequencies of the IFIDs respectively as had (47 vs.
51; 52 vs. 51). In apologising to both genders, other situations had various
occurrences: situation 2 (62 vs. 56); situation 6 (59 vs. 60); situation 3 (71 vs. 63);
situation 11 (71 vs. 73); situation 7 (73 vs. 72).
With regard to considering the gender of the apology recipient across the
situations, it was found that apology recipients of the same gender had higher rates of
IFIDs in seven situations (1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8 & 12). Conversely, apologising to the same
gender had a lower occurrence of IFIDs, than to the opposite gender, in four situations
(6, 9, 10 & 11). However, situation 4 showed an equal occurrence of IFID formulae in
apologising to both genders (21 times) due to the young age of the apology recipient
in that situation where gender in not important. In total, apologising to the same
gender, over all situations, displayed a higher occurrence of IFIDs (846 times) than to
the opposite gender (818 occurrences).
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To analyse the IFID formulae in relation to both gender groups, the data in tables 5 &
6 show that Kurdish male subjects use more IFIDs than the female groups whether
apologising to the same or opposite genders. Accordingly, the male subjects employed
the IFID semantic sub-formulae 441 times in the same gender situations and 431 in
cross-gender apology situations. However, the female groups apologised with IFIDs
405 times to the same gender and 387 times to the opposite gender apology–
recipients as illustrated in tables 5 and 6.

Responsibility

Account

Repair

Promise of
forbearance

Concern for the
hearer

Lack of Intent

Expression of
Embarrassment

Non-Verbal
strategy

Total

Kurdish Males
Kurdish Females
Total

IFIDs

Apology Strategies

Table 5. Total frequency of the apology strategies based on gender taxonomy in the
same gender situations

441
405
846

47
26
73

337
340
677

95
84
179

95
76
171

38
30
68

115
154
269

30
24
54

2
8
10

1200
1147
2347

IFIDs

Responsibility

Account

Repair

Promise of
forbearance

Concern for the
hearer

Lack of Intent

Expression of
Embarrassment

Non-Verbal
strategy

Total

Apology Strategies

Table 6. Total frequency of the apology strategies based on gender taxonomy in
cross-gender situations

Kurdish Males

431

33

336

92

92

34

122

25

2

1167

Kurdish Females

387
818

18
51

331
667

81
173

74
166

19
53

130
252

18
43

9
11

1067

Total

170

2234

4.4.2 Taking Responsibility
Based on the data presentd in tables 7 & 8, taking responsibility in Kurdish apology is
expressed by three sub-formulae: acknowledging responsibility (i.e. taking personal
responsibility), self-blame, and giving right to the offended person. These subformulae, more specifically, acknowledging responsibility do support the apologies
and make them more effective and sincere ones. The following are explanations for
each category:
1. Taking personal responsibility (or acknowledging responsibility): This
semantic formula is used for admitting responsibility in apologising. They include من
 غهڵهتم کرد, meaning ‘I made a mistake’. This sub-formula is very rare in Kurdish as
shown in the data. It might be regarded as the most effective and powerful formula to
express sincere apologies in the form of taking responsibility.
2. Self-blame:

Kurds might use various self-blame expressions to imply

responsibility and show sincerity in their apologies. This formula was expressed by
 دهستم بشکێ, meaning ‘I wish my hands had been broken’ to blame themselves. This is
considered one the most powerful expressions in Kurdish apologies.
3. Giving right to the offended: This expression is the closest equivalent formula to
the English taking responsibility ‘It was my fault’ or ‘I was wrong’. It is considered to
be the second most powerful semantic formula in responsibility-expressing strategy
after acknowledging responsibility with regard to responsibility strategy. It is usually
expressed by ‘[ ’حهقتهħəqtə] ‘you are right’ which implies ‘I am wrong’, but with less
sincerity.
Examining the frequency of the responsibility sub-formulae in relation to the
gender of the apology recipient, it was found that a higher proportion of responsibility
formulae was used towards apology recipients of the same gender, estimated 69 times
versus 51 times towards apology recipients of the opposite gender as stated in tables
7 & 8. Among the three responsibility sub-formulae, giving right to the offended was
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the highest occurring one as it was used 40 times with the same gender and 29 time
with the opposite gender. Self-blame was found to be the second highest occurring
responsibility sub-formula (i.e. 17 times with the same gender vs 18 times with
opposite gender). However, acknowledging responsibility, received the least
frequency as it occurred 12 times in apologising to the same gender and only 4 times
with the opposite gender.
In analysing the responsibility formulae by situations, it was found that
situation 6 had the highest ferquency of taking responsibility formulae, 36 times with
the same gender as illustrated in table 7. Situation 9 showed the second highest
percentage of responsibility formulae (9 times). Both situations 7 & 10 recorded the
third highest position (7 times). On the other hand, situation1 had the lowest rate of
taking responsibility strategy as it appeared only once. Situations 8 & 11 had the
second and third lowest occurrence of taking responsibility respectively (situation 8 =
4 times; situation 11= 5times), as illustrated in table 7.
In apologising to the opposite gender, the data in table 8 showed that situation
6 had the highest percentage of the taking responsibility strategy (25 times). The
second highest percentage was seen in situation 10 (8.15%). Situation 9 recorded the
third highest percentage of taking responsibility strategy (8 times). Conversely,
situation 7 showed the lowest occurrence of taking responsibility strategy as it had
only one responsibility formula. Situations 3 & 11 had the second and third lowest
percentages of taking responsibility strategy respectively (2 times vs 4 times).
However, situation 8 had 5 ocurrences of the taking responsibility formulae.
In relation to the subject groups, it was found, generally, that the male groups
took more responsibility in their apologies than the female groups. In total, the male
groups used 45 responsibility formulae with the same gender and 33 formulae with
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Table 7. Distribution of Responsibility frequency in Central Kurdish according to the three semantic sub-formulas - same gender

Situation/ Participants
Situation 3 (A) Situation 6 (A) Situation 7 (A) Situation 8 (A) Situation 9 (A) Situation 10 (A) Situation 11 (A)
Total
Responsibility Formulae
Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females
Acknowledging responsibility
1
1
2
2
1
0
5
12
Self blame
9
4
1
1
1
0
1
0
17
Giving right to the offended
1
16
6
3
3
2
3
2
0
4
0
40
Total

1

0

25

11

4

3

3

1

5

4

2

5

5

69

Table 8. Distribution of Responsibility frequency in Central Kurdish according to the three semantic sub-formulas - Cross- gender situations

Situation/ Participants
Situation 3 (B) Situation 6 (B) Situation 7 (B) Situation 8 (B) Situation 9 (B) Situation 10 (B) Situation 11 (B)
Total
Responsibility Formulae
Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females
Acknowledging responsibility
o
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
4
Self blame
5
3
3
1
1
0
0
4
1
0
18
Giving right to the offended
1 1
12
4
0
1
2
2
3
0
3
0
29
Total

1

1

17

8

0

1

4
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1

1

4

2

3

5

4

51

the opposite gender. By contrast, the female groups produced 24 formulae with the
same gender and 18 formulae with the opposite gender, as shown in tables 5 & 6.
Finally, it could be argued the low occurency of taking responsibility across the
investigated situations indicate that it is a situation-specific strategy, that is
influenced by the social factors of gender, age, and the social status/power of the
interlocutors . Unlike the English responsibility sub-formula ‘It was my fault’, Kurds
tend to use the opposite image of the English sub-formula in terms of attributing fault
to self. Alternatively, they attach ‘right’ to the hearer. Accordingly they prefer to say
‘you are right’ or ‘it is your right’ than to acknowledge ‘I am wrong’ or ‘it is my fault’.
4.4.2.1 Responsibility Avoidance Sub-formulae
In addition to the low frequency of taking responsibility, the data presented in tables 9
& 10 show the occurrence of responsibility avoidance sub-formulae in seven
situations (1, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10 & 11) and their complete absence in the other five situations
(2, 4, 5, 7 & 12). The tokens in total occurred 19 times with the same gender and 16
times with the opposite gender. In this regard, six sub-formulae have been identified
to avoid responsibility, as follows:.
1. Minimising responsibility: This sub-formula is generally used to decrease the
level of responsibility in the offender’s apologies.
2. Denial of responsibility: This sub-formula is usually used to avoid taking
responsibility. It works to deny any sort of responsibility which usually affects the
level of sincerity as an important factor required for successful apologies.
3. Minimising the size of the offence: This formula is used to convince the hearer
that the offence is not that serious. For that reason, his/her apologies are
accompanied by describing the offence as a less serious one. Here, the size of the
offence, which determines the selection of apology strategies, is focussed on. Thus,
apology strategy is used here based on the reduction level of the degree of the offence.
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4. Blaming a third party: This formula is usually used when the speaker apologises
to the hearer by passing responsibility to another person/thing other than the
offender or the victim. For example, the offender might blame the narrow space (as a
third party) in the car when apologising for pressing on somebody’s toes.
5. Blaming the victim: this formula is used to accompany any other strategies. In
using this method, the apology giver tries to blame the victim as a self-defending
strategy and push the responsibility to the offended person. This might be regarded as
the least polite apology strategy when it accompanies another strategy and an
impolite apology strategy when used alone.
6. Attributing the offence to Destiny: This form of responsibility strategy is
associated with the religious belief of the Kurdish people in general. The offender
tends to attribute what happened to God’s will (i.e. destiny). The typical example was
 قهزاو قهدهر بوو, meaning “it was an Act of God”. To mention God in connection with some
actions has a role in soothing the feelings of the victim in many cases. For that reason,
an offender tends to use it in his/her apologies.
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Table 9. Responsibility avoidance sub-formulae produced by the groups towards the apology recipients of the same gender across the situations

Situation/ Participants
Situation 1 (A) Situation 3 (A) Situation 6 (A) Situation 8 (A) Situation 9 (A) Situation 10 (A) Situation 11 (A)
Total
Responsibility Avoidance Sub-formulae Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females
Minimising responsibility
2
0
2
Denial of Resonsibility
1
2
1
0
4
Minimising the size of offence
1
0
1
Blaming a third Party
2
1
0
3
Blaming the victim
1
1
0
2
Attributing the offence to Destiny
1
1
1
1
2
1
0
7
Total

1

0

1

1

0

1

2

2

0

1

3

6

1

0

19

Table 10. Responsibility avoidance sub-formulae produced by the groups towards the apology recipients of the opposite gender across the situations
Situation/ Participants
Situation 1 (B) Situation 3 (B) Situation 6 (B) Situation 8 (B) Situation 9 (B) Situation 10 (B) Situation 11 (B)
Total
Responsibility Avoidance Sub-formulae Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females
Minimising responsibility
2
2
Denial of Resonsibility
1
1
2
Minimising the size of offence
1
1
Blaming a third Party
1
1
2
Blaming the victim
2
2
Attributing the offence to Destiny
1
1
1
2
1
1
7
Total

0

2

1

0

0

1

1
176

2

1

0

1

2

5

1

16

In analysing the responsibility avoidance sub-formulae by situations, the data for
apologising to the same gender in table 9 present the highest occurrences in situation
10 (9 times) and situation 8 (4 times). However, the rate fell to 2 incidents in situation
3 and to one token in situations 1, 6, 9 & 11, as stated in table 9.
In considering cross-gender apology situations, the results in table 10 present
the highest percentage of responsibility avoidance in situation 10 (7 times), and the
second in situation 8 (3 times). However, the occurrence minimised to two
frequencies in situation1. Situations 3, 6, 9 & 11 had the lowest percentage as each
situation received only one occurrence of responsibility avoidance sub-formula.
As regards the total frequency of the six responsibility avoidance sub-formulae,
the data for the same gender situations presents attributing the offence to destiny as
the highest occurring sub-formula (7 times), and denial of responsibility as the
second highest one (4 times). Blaming a third party was found to be the third top
sub-formula (3 times). Conversely, minimising the size of offence received the lowest
frequency (i.e. only once) and both of minimising responsibility and blaming the
victim the second lowest rates (2 times), as shown in table 9.
Similarly, the data for apologising to the opposite gender in table 10 introduces
attributing the offence to destiny (7 times) as most frequently used sub-formula and
minimising the size of offence as the least employed one which occurred only once.
However, each of the other four sub-formulae received equal rates (2 times) as the
second frequently used responsibility avoidance sub-formulae.
In realtion to gender, the results show that Kurdish male apologisers use less
responsibility avoidance sub-formulae than women whether in apologising to the
same or opposite gender. In total, Kurdish male subjects employed responsibility
avoidance sub-formulae 8 times in apologising to the same gender and 6 times to the
opposite gender. However, the female participants used them 11 times in same
gender apology situations and 10 times in cross-gender situations.
It can be argued that the low occurrence of these responsibility avoidance
formulae, compared to other strategies, is due to their insignificance in apologising in
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terms of sincerity. However, they are used by Kurds, in certain situations, to avoid
responsibility.
4.4.3 Account
As a commonly used strategy, the data in table 2-A displayed the distribution of
account strategy over nine situations (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11 & 12) and its absence in
three situations (1, 7 and 10). Five situations showed the highest proportion of
account strategy use: situations 11 received the highest occurrence (107 times) and
situation 12 the second highest frequency (106 times); situations 3 and 5 recorded
the third and fourth highest frequency respectively, as the former occurred 103 times
and the latter 100 times. Situation 6 received the fifth greatest rate in using the
account strategy (89 times). A lower proportion was found in the other four
situations: 66 occurrences in situation 10; 61 in situation 4; 43 in situation 2 and only
twice in situation 8. However, situations 1, 7 and 10 witnessed complete absence of
account strategy as none of the participanats used it in these situations.
In respect of using account strategy with the opposite gender, the DCTdata in
table 2-B, showed relatively similar frequency of the strategy in the investigated
situations. The highest percentage was recorded in five situations: S11 (108 times) &
3 (106 times); S12 (103 times); S5 (92 times) and S6 (91 times). A lower percentage
was found in four situations: S4 & S9(60 times); S2 (45 times), and S8 (2 times).
Whereas, it was not used at all in situations 1, 7 & 10.
With regard to the distribution of the account strategy by both gender groups,
the DCT data presented in table 5 records 337 occurrences by Kurdish males in maleto-male situations, and 340 incidents by female participants in apologising to the
same gender.

Wheraes, in apologisning to the opposite gender,

no significant

difference was found from the same gender situations, as the account strategy was
used 336 times by men and 331 times by women in apologising to the opposite
gender, as illustrated in table 6. Thus, the strategy in total received 677 occurrences in
same gender situations and 667 manifestations in cross-gender situations. Thus,
account strategy, in total, recorded the second highest occurring strategy after IFIDs,
as illustrated in tables 5 & 6. It might be aruged that the appearacnce of account
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strategy in 9 situations with different occurrences, and it disappearance in three
situations signifies that account stategy is a situation-specific one.
4.4.4 Offer of Repair
As illustrated in table 2-A, the data revealed the occurrence of offer of repair strategy
in three situations (3, 4 & 10) and complete absence of it in the other nine situations.
The highest percentage of repair strategy was observed in two situations: S10 (95
times) and S4 (82 times). However, S3 received the lowest frequency offer of repair
strategy as it occurred only twice. Situations 4 and 10 witnessed the contribution of
both gender groups in producing offer of repair strategy, whereas in situation 3, it was
presented only twice by male participants. However, in apologising to the offended of
the opposite gender, the results similarly revealed the occurrence of offer of repair
strategy in the same situations: S10 (92 times); S4 (79 times) and S3 (2 times), as
shown in table 2-B.
Regarding the employment of repair strategy by the gender groups, the results
show frequency differences between Kurdish men and women in the same and crossgender situations. According to the data in table 5, offer of repair strategy was used
95 times by Kurdish males and 84 times by Kurdish females in apologising to the same
gender. In apologising to the opposite gender on the other hand, the strategy was
employed 92 times by male participants and 81 times by females, as shown in table 6.
I might argue that the lower occurrence of the offer of repair strategy by the Kurdish
women compared to the male apologisers is related to the socio-economic situation of
the participants. This is because, this strategy is based on financial compensation and
that many Kurdish women are housewives and cannot afford compensation as men
can.
In total, offer of repair strategy received 179 occurrences and 173 incidents in
apologising to the same and opposite gender respectively. Accordingly, it received the
the highest fourth position among the strategies used, illustrated in tables 5 & 6. Also,
it might be argued that the occurrence of repair strategy only in three out of twelve
situations indicates situation-specificity of the this strategy.
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4.4.5 Promise of Forbearance
The data in table 2-A presented the use of promise of forbearance only in six
situations (2, 4, 5, 9. 11 & 12), and the disappearance of it in the other six situations.
The occurrence ranged from the highest frequency (88 times) in situation 9 to the
lowest rate in situation 4 where it occurred only once. Situations 12 (52 times) & 11
(25 times) were found as the second and third highest positions, respectively, in terms
of receiving promise of forbearance strategy. It was found that both gender groups
were involved in using promise of forbearance in the three top situations. However,
the matter is not true in the three other situations that witnessed a very low
occurrence of the strategy: S5 (3 times by males only); S2 (twice); S4 (once).
As regards apologising to the opposite gender, the results in table 2-B were
relatively similar to that in table 2-A. The highest percentage was seen in three
situations: S9 (89 times); S12 (45 times); S11 (24 times). Whereas, the lowest
occurrence was found in three other situations: S4 (1 time); S2 (2 times) and S5 (6
times).
Like account and offer of repair, promise of forbearance can be described as a
situation-specific strategy as it happened in six situations, with different occurrences,
and disappeared totally in the other six strategies. In relating the strategy to the
apologisers’ gender, the results show that men use more promise of forbearance than
women do in Kurdish culture as they used it 95 times in apologising to the same
gender, and 92 times in apologising to the opposite gender. However, female
participants used it 84 times in the same gender situations, and 81 times in the crossgender situations, as shown in tables 5 & 6. In total, same gender situations received
171 occurences of promise of forbearance. However, it received 166 instances, in
total, in apologising to the opposite gender. Thus, it was found to be the fifth highest
occurring strategy across all the examined situations.
I might argue that the reason behind the lower frequency of the promise of
forbearace by women compared to men is related to some Kurdish cultural issues in
the area represented by ability differences in taking decision and promising to do or
not to do something in the future. In this concern, Kurdish women, unlike men, are not
quite independent. For instance, situation 9 (being late to re-pay a loan) requires
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promising not to delay the return of the money any further and sort it out sooner or
later, which is not as easy for women as for men because, as mentioned earlier many
Kurdish women are not financially independent. This socio-economic difference might
be the reason behind the different rates of promise of forbearance in situation 9 in
which remedy depends on payment. However, the difference in situation 11 is
attributed to the social restrictions on women’s authority to make decision in a
situation like this. In this situation men have more power than women to promise to
visit friends or relatives and that a woman is not socially preffered to promise as she
should be permitted and accompanied by a family member in most cases. These
cultural issues might have caused disparity in the frequencies of promise of
forbearance by both genders.

4.4.6 Concern for the Hearer
As found in table 2-A, concern for the hearer strategy was extended over eight
situations (2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11 & 12) when apologising to the same gender. The
dominant occurrence was presented in five situations: S2 (18 times); situations 6 & 8
(13 times); S3 (11 times); S10 (7 times). However, the lowest percentage was
presented in the other three strategies: S12 (3 times); S11 (twice); situation 5 (once).
In relating the distribution of the concern for the hearer strategy to both
gender groups, the data revealed that concern for the hearer was extended over both
gender groups in all the mentioned situations except situation 5 which received only
one occurrence by one male participnat.
With regard to apologising to the opposite gender, the data presented in table
2-B showed a relatively similar percentage of concern for the hearer across the
situations. The results revealed that the highest percentage of the strategy was in four
situations: S2 (14 times); S6 (12 times); S10 (7 times); S8 (11.3%); S3 (5 times) (cf.
table 2-A).
Comparatively, it was found that the rate of the occurrence in the four
dominant situations witnessed a slight change in using concern for the hearer with the
opposite gender. For instance, in situation 3, the strategy occurrence decreased from
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11 to 5 occurrences and in situation 8, the rate decreased from 13 to 6 incidents.
However, the percentage of the strategy occurrence increased in S6 from 13 to 12 and
(Compare tables 2-A & 2-B).
Regarding the involvement of both gender groups, the results revealed the
contribution of both gender groups in situations 2, 6, 8, 10 & 12 in producing concern
for the hearer strategy in the cross-gender situations. Conversely, situations 3, 7, 9 &
11 did not involve both gender groups as illustrated in table 2-B.
For the total frequency of the concern for the hearer strategy, the data revealed
68 occurrences in apologising to the same gender that minimised to 53 manifestations
in apologising to the opposite gender. The reason for that is attributed to the socioreligious obligations that require women to be less communicative to socially-distant
men. Hence, for a woman to show concern to a man is expected to occur less.

4.4.7 Newly Utilised Strategies
Based on the findings presented, this study introduced three new apology strategies
in the Kurdish culture, alongside the six apology strategies adpoted by Cohen&
Olshtain (1981); Olshtain and Cohen (1983) and Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984) that
constituted the foundation for this study. These new strategies include lack of intent,
expression of embarrassment and non-verbal strategy.

4.4.7.1 Lack of Intent
The results presented in table 2-A demonstrated the use of lack of intent in eight
situations and absence in four situations when apologising to the same gender. The
eight situations that covered lack of intent included situations 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 &10. On
the other hand, situations 4, 9, 11 & 12 witnessed the total disappearance of the lack
of intent strategy.
The most dominant occurrence of lack of intent was found in situation 2 (92
times) and situation 8 (76 times) and situation 10 (33 times). The use of lack of intent
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in the rest of the situations showed relatively different occurrences, ranging from 36
occurrences in situation 3 to one in situation 5. The other low occurrence was
displayed in S1 (25 times); S7 (12 times) and S6 (twice). The results also revealed the
contribution of both gender groups in showing lack of intent in situations 2, , 7, 8 & 10.
On the other hand, other situations did not receive the involvement of both gender
groups.
In expressing lack of intent strategy with the opposite gender, the data in table
2-B displayed the distribution of this strategy over eight situations: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, &
11 and the disappearance of it in four situations which are 4, 9, 11 & 12. The highest
percentage of the strategy was seen in five situations: S2 (45 times); S8 (71 times);
S10 (34 times); S3 (33 times) & S1 (30 times). By contrast, the lower percentage was
found in the other three strategies: S7 which received 11 occurrences; S5 & S6
obtained only 2 frequencies.
The data showed a close similarity in using the lack of intent strategy in
considering the gender of the apology recipient. Similarly, the results revealed the
involvement of both gender groups in producing lack of intent in six situations: 1, 2, 3,
7, 8 and 10. However, the strategy did not receive the contribution of both genders in
other situations, as shown in table 2-B.
Regarding the total frequency of the strategy by both gender geoups, the data
in table 5 showed a significant difference btetween both genders in the sense that
Kurdish women used more lack of intent than men (154 vs 115) in same gender
situations. The reason might be related to the nature of this very strategy which
indicates a call for innocence in the sense that what happened was something
accidental and not on purpose. This expression is important to reduce the level of
offence and saves the hearer’s face by soothing their feelings. Based on the socioreligious values prevailing in Kurdish culture, offence is an intention-based act. Thus,
severity of an offence is evaluated by the offender’s intention and that lack of intent is
expected to minimise the size of the offence. Accordingly, Kurdish females tend to use
more lack of intent to show their positive image to the hearer and prove that they are
not sources of offence. Therefore, it is more appropriate for women than for men.
However, smaller difference between both genders in apologising to the opposite
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gender (130 vs 122, as shown in table 6) is attributed to the sensitivity of crossgender interactions. Based on the previously mentioned total frequency, lack of intent
records the third highest position among the strategies used due to its significance in
Kurdish apologies.
4.4.7.2 Expression of Embarrassment
The data revealed the occurrence of expression of embarrassment strategy in eight
situations (3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 & 11) when apologising to the same gender, and a
complete absence in the other four situations.
Situation 6 had the highest percentage of embarrassment strategy (25 times)
in which both gender groups were involved in using it. Situation 9 recorded the
second highest percentage of the strategy (14 times). However, the third highest
percentage was seen in situation 10 (7 occurrences). The other four situations had the
lowest percentage in using the expression of embarrassment, including S3 (2 times);
S5 (twice); S4 (2%); S8 (2%) & S11(once).
Regarding the contribution of gender groups, the data in table 2-A show the
participation of both gender groups expessing embarrassment in situations 5, 6, 9 &
10. However the other four situations (i.e. 3, 4, 8 & 11) did not receive the
involvement of both genders in producing embarrassment expression due to the
strikingly low occurrence of the strategy in the aforementioned situations.
However, in apologising to the opposite gender, the total frequency fell from 54
to 43. Similarly, table 2-B showed that situations 6 (16 times), 9 (12 times) and 10 (8
times) recorded the highest percentage in using the expression of embarrassment.
Each situation of 1, 5 & 11 received an equally low frequency of expression of
embarrassment (2 occurrences). However, situation 8 received only one occurrence
of

embarrassment strategy. The strategy was utilised by both genders in five

situations (5, 6, 9, 10 & 11) and only by female participants in situtions 1 & 8.
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In general the data presented in tables 5 & 6 reveals expression of embarrassment as
the second lowest frequently used strategy by Kurdish participants because of the
situation specificity feature of this strategy. In other words, it mostly goes with
embarrsing situations. Like responsibility strategy, expression of embarrassment is
mostly viewed by Kurds as a sign of sincerity in Kurdish apologies since they are
strongly linked to the maxim of modesty presentd by Leech (1983).

4.4.7.3 Non-verbal strategy
As is clear from tables 2-A & 2-B, non-verbal apology strategy showed the lowest
occurrence in the twelve situations as compared to other strategies, as it occurred
only 10 times, across the twelve situations, in apologising to the same gender and 11
times to the opposite gender.
The data in table 2-A, presented the use of non-verbal strategy in only three
situations: situation 4 had the first highest frequency (8 times); situation 7 had the
second highest (twice). Whereas the lowest rate was found in situation 3 which
received only one occurrence. The other nine situations witnessed the absence of the
non-verbal strategy.
To use non-verbal apology with the opposite gender, the data in table 2-B
presented the occurrence of the strategy only in situation 4 (8 times) and situation 7
(3 times). However, the strategy was not seen in the other ten situations because of its
appropriateness in other situations. According to the results, the non-verbal strategy
is mostly used with young apologisees as in situation 4, where the apology recipient
is a child. The reason is that this strategy is determined by certain cultural restrictions
in terms of physical contact among adults, such as shaking hands, kissing or touching,
since it is not appropriate to be used in cross-gender situations, as supported by some
interviewee’s responses.
Relating all apology strategies used by both gender participants, the results
show that men, in total, used more strategies than women. In apologising to the same
gender, the data presented in table 5 shows that men used 1200 apology strategies,
whereas 1147 strategies were employed by the female participants. However, the rate
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was lower in apologising to the opposite gender as men used 1167 sub-formulae
against 1067 tokens used by women, as shown in table 6. Furthermore, both tables
reveal different proportion of the total strategies used by both genders (males = 2347
vs women =2347 occurrences). Gender differences in terms of the strategy
ocuurrences were found in the strategies used. Accordingly, it was found than Kurdish
men received a higher rate in 6 strategies (IFIDs, responsibility, repair, promise of
forbearance, concern for the hearer and expression of embarrassment. However,
women were found to be relatively more dominant in using the other three strategies:
lack of intent, non-verbal strategy and account, as illustrated in table 5. However, in
apologising to the opposite gender, the same differences were found between men
and women in using the apology strategies, with relatively lower occurrences in the
strategies used, as shown in table 6.
Based on participants’ age differences, the results show that young Kurdish
adults used more apology strategies (1244 occurrences) than the older participants
who, in total, received 1103 incidents in the same gender apology situations, as shown
in table 11. The difference between both age groups were found with all the strategies
except the non-verbal strategy which received more occurrences by older subjects
than young ones.

Apology Strategies

IFIDs

Responsibility

Account

Repair

Promise of
forbearance

Concern for the hearer

Lack of Intent

Expression of
Embarrassment

Non-Verbal strategy

Total

Table 11. Total frequency of the apology strategies based on age taxonomy in
same gender situations

Elderly Adults

404

31

325

87

75

33

117

25

6

1103

Young Adults

442

42

352

92

96

35

152

29

4

1244

Total

846

73

677

179

171

68

269

54

10

2347
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In apologising to the opposite gender, the data in table 12 similarly demonstrated
higher frequency of apology strategies by young adults (1191 occurrences) than the
older adults who recorded 1043 frequencies in total. Furthermore, the data in table
12 demonstrated the dominance of young adults in all the strategies except in nonverbal employment, which showed relatively more occurrences by the older adults, as
shown in table 12.

Apology Strategies

IFIDs

Responsibility

Account

Repair

Promise of
forbearance

Concern for the
hearer

Lack of Intent

Expression of
Embarrassment

Non-Verbal strategy

Total

Table 12. Total frequency of the apology strategies based on age taxonomy in
cross-gender situations

Elderly Adults

389

17

321

84

77

26

107

16

6

1043

Young Adults

429

34

346

89

89

27

145

27

5

1191

Total

818

51

667

173

166

53

252

43

11

2234

In considering the participants’ social status, the data in table 13 shows high social
status participants used more strategies than the low social status subjects in the
same gender situations. The results demonstrated 1200 occurrences produced by
high social subjects vs 1147 incidents by the low social persons. Examining the social
status in relation to the strategies used, the data revealed the high social status
participants obtained higher frequencies in six strategies (IFIDs, responsibility, repair,
promise of forbearance, concern for the hearer, and expression of embarrassment.
Conversely, low social status subjects were found to be better users of account and
lack of intent strategies than high social status individuals. Both groups gave equal
attention to non-verbal strategy as it received 5 occurrences by each group, as stated
in table 13.
With regard to apologising to the opposite gender, the data showed that the
participants of higher social status, in total, used more strategies than low social
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status ones (1147 vs 1087), as shown in table 14. This dominance was found in six
strategies (IFIDs, responsibility, repair, promise of forbearance, concern for the hearer,
and expression of embarrassment. However, low social status were greater users of
the other three strategies (account, lack of intent, non-verbal strategy). Comparatively,
the results show that the Kurdish participants, in total, used more apology strategies
in apologising to the same gender than to the opposite gender (i.e. 2347 vs 2234
occurrences), as shown in tables 13 & 14, specifically 2234 occurrences, as shown in
table 14.

Apology
Strategies

IFIDs

Responsibility

Account

Repair

Promise of
forbearance

Concern for the
hearer

Lack of Intent

Expression of
Embarrassment

Non-Verbal
strategy

Total

Table 13. Total frequency of the apology strategies based on social status taxonomy
in the same gender situations

High Status
Low Status
Total

449
397
846

44
29
73

323
354
677

92
87
179

86
85
171

46
22
68

125
144
269

30
24
54

5
5
10

1200
1147
2347

Apology
Strategies

IFIDs

Responsibility

Account

Repair

Promise of
forbearance

Concern for the
hearer

Lack of Intent

Expression of
Embarrassment

Non-Verbal
strategy

Total

Table 14. Total frequency of the apology strategies based on social status taxonomy
in cross gender situations

High Status
Low Status
Total

424
394
818

34
17
51

321
346
667

91
82
173

86
80
166

38
15
53

120
132
252

29
14
43

4
7
11

1147
1087
2234
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4.5 Analysis of the sub-strategies
The data regarding the sub-strategies presented relatively different occurrences
across the situations as explained below:
4.5.1 Intensifiers
The intensifiers in Kurdish were expressed by the semantic formula [ زۆرzor] meaning
“very”.

Based on the data in tables 15-A & 15-B the total occurrence of the

intensification was 97 times across the twelve situations in apologising to the same
gender and 81 times to the opposite gender. It was found that the intensification substrategy occurred in nine situations (1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 & 12) and disappeared in four
situations including situations 2, 4, 7 & 11.
The results revealed the highest occurrence in situation 12 (21 times);
situations 6 & 8 (16 times); situation 10 (13 times) as well as situation 9 (12 times) &
situation 3 (10 times). However, lower occurrence was observed in situation 5 (8
times) and situation1 which received only one occurrence.
It was found that all the stated situations, except situation 1, had the
involvement of both gender groups in performing the intensifiers in their apologies.
Additionally, the data revealed that Kurdish men, in total, used more intensifiers than
women (men = 66 vs women = 31). Men’s high interest in employing intensifier substrategy was revealed in all the eight situations, as illustrated in table 15-A.

Table 15- A. Distribution of intensification of sub-strategy gender taxonomy in same
gender situations based on the gender, age and social status taxonomies
Gender Groups
Males
Females
Total

S1

S3

S5

S6

S8

S9

S10

S12

Total

1
0
1

7
3
10

5
3
8

11
5
16

9
7
16

9
3
12

7
6
13

17
4
21

66
31
97

With regard to using intensification with the opposite gender, the data in table 15-B
revealed a lower occurrence of intensified apologies (81 times), distributed over nine
situations. Similar to the data in table 15-A, the highest percentage was found in four
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situations: S12 (18 times); S6 (16 times); S10 (15 times); S9 (10 times). However, the
other five situations had the lowest percentage of intensification occurrence ranging
from one occurrence in S1 to 8 incidences in S5. The other three situations presented
3 frequencies in situations 2 & 3 and 7 occurrences in situation 8. The results also
revealed that Kurdish men are exclusively better users of intensifiers than Kurdish
women in all the nine situations, and that the disparity in total occurrence of the
intensifrer sub-strategy by both genders is worth-noting (males = 62 vs females = 19),
as shown in table 15-B.

Gender Groups

S1

S2

S3

S5

S6

S8

S9

S10

S12

Total

Table 15 -B. Distribution of intensification of sub-strategy based on participants'
gender taxonomy in cross gender situations

Males

1

2

2

5

11

6

9

11

15

62

1

1

3

5

1

1

4

3

19

3

3

8

16

7

10

15

18

81

Females
Total

1

4.5.2 Swearing
In most Muslim cultures, swearing is generally used by speakers to convince the
hearer of his/her sincerity and honesty about what is being said. Similarly, Kurds
basically use swearing to support their claims. The semantic formula for the Kurdish
swearing is basically represented by [ بهخواbəxwa] and sometimes by the Arabic
swearing expression [ وهڵاڵwəlla], meaning “by God”.
Regarding the distribution of swearing sub-strategy, the data in table 16-A
demonstrated the high occurrence of swearing to support their apologies. The data
revealed the distribution of swearing sub-strategy over eleven situations except for
situation 12. Hence, it was presented 200 times in the apologies of same gender
interlocutors throughout the stated situations
According to the results in table 16-A, swearing appeared predominantly in six
situations: S3 (29 times); situations 2 & 11 (27 times); S6 (26 times); S9 (24 times)
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and S8 (21 times). However, the lowest ferquency of swearing was found in the other
five situations covering one occurrence in S1; 3 times in S7; 11 incidences in S5; 14
occurrences in S4 and 17 tokens in situation 10.
Additionally, the results displayed the involvement of both gender groups in
ten situations, except situation 1 which revealed only one manifestation of swearing
sub-strategy by only one Kurdish man.

The particiapants totally collected 200

frequencies of swearing sub-strategy over the eleven stated situations. Comparatively,
the results in total show insignificant difference between both genders (males =103 vs
females =97).
Table 16-A. Distribution of swearing sub-strategy with same gender across situations
based onparticipants' gender taxonomy in cross gender situations
Groups

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

S10

S11

Total

Males
Females
Total

1
0
1

13
14
27

16
13
29

8
6
14

4
7
11

12
14
26

2
1
3

10
11
21

14
10
24

10
7
17

13
14
27

103
97
200

On the other hand, the Kurdish subjects used swearing less frequently in apologising
to the opposite gender (164 times) as stated in table 16-B. Likewise, the swearing
sub-strategy distributed over eleven situations except for situation 12 which
witnessed the absence of the sub-strategy. The results presented the dominance of the
swearing sub-strategy in six situations, showing 24 occurrences in S11; 23 in S3; 20 in
S2; 18 in S9; 17 in S10 and 16 in S8. However the lowest percentage of the substrategy was reported in the other four situations ranging from 13 times in S4 to one
manifestation in S7, showing low rates in three other situations between the two
extremes: 3 occurrences in S1 and 11 in S5.
In relating the sub-strategy to both gender groups, the data revealed the
involvement of men and women in all the stated situations except situation 7 which
received only one occurrence by one male. The results also did not show a significant
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difference between genders in using swearing sub-strategy in their apologies, as it
was used 81 times, in total, by men and 83 times by women. It might be argued that
the high frequency of the sub-strategy of swearing, with no significant difference
between both genders, indicates the significance of this sub-strategy in apologising in
Kurdish culture. Furthermore, it reveals the dominance of religion in interaction in the
culture.

Groups

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

S10

S11

Total

Table 16-B. Distribution of swearing sub-strategy with opposite gender across
situations based on participants' gender taxonomy in cross gender situations

Males
Females
Total

2
1
3

12
8
20

12
11
23

7
6
13

5
6
11

7
11
18

1
0
1

7
9
16

8
10
18

9
8
17

11
13
24

81
83
164

4.5.3 Kinship Terms
Kinship terms are very common sociolinguistic phenomena in daily Kurdish
interactions. The aim behind using these kinship terms is to show the speaker’s
affection for the hearer, regarding him/her as a member of the family. It indicates the
involvement strategy suggested by Scollon and Scollon. The idea is more supportive of
collectivism than individualism.
Kinship terms vary according to the age, gender and social status of the hearer.
For age, Kurds use kinship terms such as [ خاڵۆxalo], meaning “uncle: mother’s
brother” or

[ مامهmamə], meaning “uncle: father’s brother”.

opposite gender,

For the hearers of

[خوشکهxoʃkə], meaning “sister” or [ خوشکمxoʃkim] meaning “my

sister” to address a woman. To address men, the terms [ کاکkak] “brother / sir” is
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used in formal and informal situations to address people regardless of the social
distance between the interlocutors. The term [ براbra] “brother” or [ براکهمbrakəm] is
also used to mean “my brother”. However, with people of an elevated social position,
the term [ مامۆستاmamosta], meaning “sir” or “Mrs./Miss/Ms” is used to indicate a high
social status based on education such as a university lecturer or high school teacher.
Sometimes these kinship terms are modified by some polite indicators such as بهڕێز
[bərrez], meaning “respected” or “dear” to show higher respect for the hearer, mainly
when there is a considerable social distance between the interlocutors. The term گیان
[gyan], meaning “dear” is also used to show a high degree of respect to the hearer,
regardless of the social distance between him/her and the speaker.
In this regard, the data presented in tables 17-A & 17-B showed the highest
occurrence of sub-strategy of kinship terms compared to the other three substrategies (202 times with the same gender vs. 330 times with opposite gender).
Regarding the use of kinship terms with the same gender, the data in table 17A revealed their occurrence in all the twelve strategies. It was found that the highest
percentage of kinship terms occurred in situations 4 and 7 (31 times). The second
highest percentage was recorded in situation 12 (28 times) and the third and fourth
highest ones were in situation 1 (20 times) and situation 8 (19 times). Furthermore,
the data revealed that the lowest occurrence was found in the other seven situations:
S6 (5 times); S3 & S11 (9 times); S5 & S9 (6 times) and S2 & S10 (15 times).
Regarding the group involvement, the data demonstrated the contribution of
both gender groups in producing 202 kinship terms over all situations. This high
frequency indicates the significance of this sub-strategy in Kurdish culture, which
might be viewed as a collectivist sign of Kurdish culture as they connect the
interlocutors as members of one family. Comparatively, it was found that Kurdish men,
in total, used more kinship terms than women (males=122 vs females=80), as stated
in table 17-A.
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Groups

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

S10

S11

S 12

Total

Table 17-A. Using kinship terms with same gender across situations

Males
Females
Total

10
10
20

10
5
15

6
3
9

14
17
31

5
5
10

4
1
5

17
14
31

11
8
19

8
2
10

11
4
15

7
2
9

19
9
28

122
80
202

In apologising to the opposite gender, the data in table 17-B showed the highest
percentage of kinship term sub-strategy in four situations, including S1 (55 times); S7
(51 times); S8 (39 times) and situation 4 (34 times).
Regarding distribution of the kinship term sub-strategy, the data reveals the
participation of both gender groups over the twelve investigated situations. As in
same gender interaction, the data showed that men used more kinship terms than
women in cross-gender situations (males=201 vs females=129). Comaratively, the
results show higher occurrence of kinship term sub-strategies in apologising to the
opposite gender (i.e. 330 times) than in same gender apology situations (202 times, as
stated in tables 17-A & 17-B. This high occurrence by both groups, particularly by
male particiapants in cross-gender situations reveals the fact that Kurdish subjects are
socially connected in a collectivist term. On the other hand, the higher occurrence of
the kinship terms in apologising to the opposite gender, indicates the genderspecificity of this sub-strategy in all, more particularly, in cross-gender interactions.

Groups
Males
Females
Total

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

S0

S1

S12

Total

Table 17-B. Using kinship terms with the opposite gender across situations

36
19
55

16
13
29

14
7
21

17
17
34

8
9
17

5
4
9

34
17
51

24
15
39

12
10
22

10
8
18

6
1
7

19
9
28

201
129
330
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4.5.4 Traditional Expressions
Traditional

expression

sub-strategies

usually

include

some

socio-religious

expressions to enhance the interaction and give more power to what is being said.
Traditional expressions were presented in only three situations: 6, 9 & 12 when
apologising to the same gender, as illustrated in table 18-A. The data also revealed
that the stated sub-strategies had the highest percentage in situation 12 (31 times).
The second most frequently used sub-strategy was found in situation 6 (14 times).
However, the lowest percentage was found in situation 9 (6 times). The results
demonstrated the involvement of both gender groups over the three situations which,
in total, received 51 occurrences of traditional expressions in same gender apology
situations (males=25 vs females=26). Thus, the tradional expressions were found to
be the less frequent sub-strategies as compared to the others.

Groups

S6

S9

S12

Males
Females
Total

11
3
14

1
5
6

13
18
31

Total

Table 18-A. Using traditional expressions with
same gender across situations

25
26
51

In apologising to the opposite gender, the data in table 18-B also presented the
occurrence of the traditional expression sub-strategies in the same three situations in
table 18-B. The highest percentage was recorded in situation 12 (28 times). The
second dominant proportion occurred 6 times in S6. However, the lowest frequency
was seen in S9 (5 times).
Regarding the distribution of the traditional expression sub-strategies over the
gender groups, the data revealed the involvement of both gender groups in situations
6 & 12 and the absence of any male contribution in situation 9. The data showed the
dominance of female participants in situations 9 and 12. Conversely, male participants
used more traditional expressions in situation 6 (males =10 vs females=3). The data
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reveals a slightly lower total of frequency in apologising to the opposite gender (i.e. 46
times), distributed over both genders (males =22 vs females= 24), as stated in table
18-B.

Groups
Males
Females
Total

S6
10
3
13

S9
0
5
5

S12
12
16
28

Total

Table 18-B. Using traditional expressions with the
opposite gender across situations

22
24
46

Regarding the overall use of the four sub-strategies in supporting the apology
strategies, the data revealed the dominance of kinship term and swearing substrategies in apologising to the same gender, they made up 36.66 % and 36.30 %
respectively. However, the sub-strategies of intensifiers (17.79%) and traditional
expressions (9.26%) comprised a lower percentage as illustrated below in figure 30.

Traditional
Expressions; 51; 9.26%

Intensifiers; 97; 17.79%

Intensifiers
Swearing
Kinship Terms; 202;
36.66%

Kinship Terms
Traditional Expressions
Swearing; 200; 36.30%

Figure 30. Percentage of sub-strategies in apologising to the same gender
Considering the opposite gender of the apology – recipient, the data in figure 31
showed a different percentage of using the apology sub-strategies. It was found that
the kinship terms made up the highest percentage (54%) and the swearing sub196

strategies comprised the second highest percentage (26%). Similarly, intensifiers and
traditional expressions showed the lowest percentages which were 13% and 7%
respectively, as shown in figure 31. Overall, the data showed that opposite gender
hearers had more sub-strategies (621 times in total) than same gender apology
recipients who, in total, received 551 occurrences of sub-strategies.

Traditional
Expressions; 46; 7%

Intensifiers; 81; 13%

Intensifiers
Swearing
Swearing; 164; 26%

Kinship Terms
Traditional Expressions

Kinship Terms; 330;
54%

Figure 31. Percentage of sub-strategies in apologising to the opposite gender
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4.6 Result Analysis: Interview Data
This section will focus on analysing the data elicited through the interview
instrument. It includes the responses for 24 interviewees who completed the DCTs.
They include 12 males vs and 12 females, as illustrated earlier in table 1-B. The
analysis will be conducted based on gender differences.
The aim of this section is to shed light on apology conceptualisation and
perception in the Kurdish culture in addition to some other parts of apology speech
act which were not discovered by the DTC. For that purpose, the interviewees were
asked about their personal views on the apology speech act including: what is
apology, when s/he apologises and why, which apology strategy they usually use, how
is it preferable to apologise - to apologise alone or accompanied by some friends; to be
brief or detailed and why, what is sincere and insincere apology, what they say to the
hearer when doing some non-linguistic behaviours in conversation such as sneezing,
yawning, coughing, belching and interrupting the hearer’s conversation. How their
apologies differ according to the hearer’s gender, social relationship, age, and social
status/power. The section also aims to verify the responses of some situations
obtained via the DCT. It is also of significance to manifest some real images of apology
strategies in the Kurdish culture through the real stories narrated by the interviewees.

4.6.1 Conceptualisation of apology
The interview data revealed various concepts about apology which all meet at one
point regardless of the differences between the participants. As a reaction to the
open question “what do you think about apology?” the responses came out as
follows:
-

Ex.1. (Interviewee 4):- . بةحالََةتى تةوازوعى ئةزامن نةك زوعف.داواى ليَبوردن شتيَكى واردة لة كؤمةلَطاى ئيَمة
داواى ليَبوردن ثيشاندانى تةوازوعة
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‘Apologising is a common phenomenon in our society, I do view it as modesty not
weakness’ (Interviewee 4)
-

Ex 2. (Interviewee 12)- َ حالَى نةبى، ئةطةر يةكىَ حالَى نةبىَ ئيعتزارى ثىَ قورسة.من هةست ئةكةم ئيعتزار فةزيلةتة
 هةر ضةند تىَ بطا لة تاوانةكةى ئيرت ئةطةر بةرانبةرةكةى طةورة بيَت،لة حةمجى ئةو ئيشةى كة كردوويةتى كة ثيَويستى بة ليَبوردنة
يان بضووك ئوا الى ئيَمة ئاسايية ليَبوردن

‘I think that apologising is a virtue. If somebody does not understand the size of
the offence, s/he might find it difficult to apologise. If they understand the size of
their offence, they will normally apologise.
-

Ex. 3 (Interviewee 1) - داواى ليَبوردن بةرِةوشتىَ ئينسانى ئةزامن نةك تةنازول. ‘Apologising is a
human feature’

-

Ex. 4 (Interviewee 8): -  من خؤم بةشتيَكى ئينسانى.َى باش ئةزامن بةقابليةتى ئينسانةكة ئةطؤرِى
َ داواى ليَبوردن بةشت
ورِيَك وثيَك ئةيبينم

‘I regard apologising as a good phenomenon, used differently among people. I
myself find it a good human feature’
-

Ex. 5 (Interviewee 18): -  هيض لة شةخصيةتى كةم نابيَتةوة داواى ليَبوردن بكات لة ئينسانىَ مستةحةق،تةوازعة
َبى.

‘It is modesty. It does not affect somebody’s personality when apologising to
somebody who deserves it.
-

Ex. 6 (interviewee 24): - جوانرتين صفاتة لة مرؤظا

‘It is the most beautiful feature in human beings’
-

Ex. 7 (Interviewee 14): بةشتى باشى ئةزامن, ‘I see it as a good thing’
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-

Ex. 8 (Interviewee 20): -  غةلَت ئةكةيت ورِاستى ئةكةيتةوة،داواى ليَبوردن ضشتىَ باشة.

‘Apologising is a good act, you make a mistake and then correct it’
The examples given above describe apology in different ways in the Kurdish
culture, such as modesty, human morality, good behaviour, virtue, highest human
feature, correction of an error.
On the basis of the various attitudes given in describing apology, the
participants are expected to apologise differently. However, the overall image of
apology drawn by the Kurdish interviewees shows the high position of apology in
the area.

4.6.2 When is an apology given?
The reactions manifest that apology comes up when there is an offence and the social
relationship is affected. The case is explained differently to mean “when there is an
offence which I don’t mean”, “when it is my fault”, “when our relationship is affected”,
“when it is my fault”, “when something wrong happens”, “when I have committed an
offence towards somebody”. The responses taken together reveal that apology is a
reaction of an offence whether intended or unintended. The following are some
samples of the interviwees’ responses:
-

َلةكاتى رِوودانى هةلَةيةك كة من مةبةستم نةبى

(Interviewee 12), ‘In the case of having an

accidental mistake’
ى من مقةصرم
َ ( كاتInterviewee 1), ‘When it is my fault’
-

( كاتىَ شتىَ رِوو ئةداInterviewee 8) ‘when something wrong happens’

-

( ئةطةر عاجزى بيَتInterviewee 18) ‘In the case of annoyance’

-

َ( ئةطةر خةتاى من بىInterviewee 24), ‘When it is my fault’
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-

( كاتىَ عاجز بوونىَ هةبىَ لةبةينماناInterviewee 14), ‘When there is annoyance’

-

َ( كاتيَك غةلَتم كردبىَ بةرامبةر يةكىInterviewee 20), ‘When I do something wrong to
somebody’.

4.6.3 Why apologise: Purpose of apologies
Based on the interview data, the subjects involved in the study tend to apologise for
multiple purposes. Thus, the question ‘why apologise’ resulted in several responses as
follows:
-

 هةم لةبةر خاتر خؤم وهةم لةبةر خاتر ئةو كةسة ضونكة داواى ليَبوردن شتيَكى ناخيية.داواى ليَبوردن زياتر بؤ ئريتياحى زةمرية
( ’ بةداواى ليَبوردن ناحةقى ئةكةم بة حةقInterviewee 4)

‘Apologising is mostly for the satisfaction of conscience. It is for the sake of myself
and the hearer as well. Apologising is an internal feeling. With apologies I can
switch wrongs to right’
-

 وبرايةتَيَكةمان،بؤى بسةمليَنم كةمن نيازيَكى خراثم نةبووة.....مةبةستم ئةوةية كةسى بةراتبةر دلّى ثاك بيَتةوة لة ئاستى من
َ( هةر مبيَنىInterviewee 12), ‘the purpose is to restore the hearer’s broken heart
and make it clean towards me .......... I apologise to show that I had no bad
intention and to keep our brotherhood’

-

 بؤية ن داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم بؤ ئةوةى ليَم.َ ولةبةر ئةوةى ئةوكةسةش دلَى ليَم نةشكىَ و عاجز نةبى،لةبةر خاترى خواى طةورة
 يةعنى ليَبوردن بؤ ليَخوشبوونة،( خؤش بيَتInterviewee 1), ‘For the sake of Almighty God, and
also to heal the hearer’s heart and forgive me. That is, Apology is forgiveness’

-

 ئةوة داوا ى ليَبوردنى ىلَ ئةكةم بؤ ئةوةى هيض شتىَ نةميَنىَ لةسةر،َئةطةر شتيَكم كردبىَ و خةتاى من بى
8),
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(Interviewee

‘I apologise when it is my fault for doing something wrong in order keep myself
clean of responsibility,
-

 لةبةر خاتر خوا ولةبةر خاتر ئةويش،( ئينسان نةفسيةن ئيسراحةت ئةكاتInterviewee 18), ‘A human being
becomes psychologically relaxed. It is for the sake of God and the hearer’

-

( بؤ مانةوةى ئةوة دؤستايةتيةى كة لةنيَوانا هةيةInterviewee 24), ‘To restore the relationship
between us’

-

َ( بؤ ئةوةى ليَم عاجز نةوىInterviewee 14), ‘In order not to be annoyed with me’

-

( بؤ ئةوةى غةلَةتةكةى خؤم رِاست كةمةوةInterviewee 20), ‘In order to correct my mistake’

As clear from the given responses, Kurds apologise for various purposes. Hence,
apologising is conducted for the sake of the offended person, apologiser himself/
herself as well as God. They believe that apologising is one way of correcting a wrong,
finding serenity of mind, receiving forgiveness, avoiding disagreement and restoring
relationships, healing the hearer’s hurt feelings, showing goodwill and keeping the
social relationship, correcting the offender’s fault.

4.6.4 Apology and aThird Party
Regarding the preference for apologising (i.e. to be alone or accompanied by
somebody or group), it was found from the interviews that Kurds prefer both ways of
apologising, based on the situation and the size of an offence.

Here are some

examples:
-

 و حالَةتيش هةية ثيَويست ئةكات كةهةندىَ كةس لةطةلَما، حالَةت هةية ثيَويست ناكات كةس لة طةلَما بيَت،َوةلَلَا حالَةت ئةزانى
بيَت

‘Actually, it depends on the situation. Some situations do not require any
companion and other situations require some accompanying persons'
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In this concern, a university

lecturer (Interviewee 4) asserts

that

the

availability of third party is very common in Kurdish culture.
-

 يةكيَكيان، بؤ منوونة دوو كةس لةيةك عاجز بوونة،ئةو حالَةتة زؤر باوة لة كؤمةلَطاى خؤمانا ودةورى باشى هةية بؤ ئاشتبوونةوة
 بؤية، ئةطةر بةتةنها برِوات بؤ داواى ليَبوردن بةرانبةرةكةى ليَى وةرنةطرىَ يان دلَنيا نةبىَ ليَى،كةهةست ئةكات خؤى موقةصصرة
 كةسى سيَيةم وةك، فة كةسى سيَيةم زؤر دةورى هةية،كؤمةلَيَك ئةبا ت لةطةلَ خؤى بؤ ئةوةى ليَى وةربطريىَ داواى ليَبوردنةكةى
( هاورِيَيةتىInterviewee 6), ‘This case (To be accompanied by others) is very
common in our society and it has a good role for reconciliation . For instance, if
two persons are not on good terms, the offender feels that his apology might
not be accepted by the offended person. Therefore, he takes a group of people
with him in order to make his apology more effective and accepted. For that
reason, the third party has an important role in Kurdish apologies. (See also
appendix 14 – D: interviewees 12, 2, 14, 24).

However, the data shows that some of the interviewees prefer face-to-face apology
without being accompanied by a third party in the case of being certain of the
acceptance of their apologies:
-

 من حةز ئةكةم هةر دوو بة دوو بني،وةلَلَا ئةطةر هةست بكةم شةخصةكة داواى ئيعتزارةكة ىلَ قبوولَ بكات

(Interview 12)
Translation: ‘Actually, I prefer to be alone if I am sure that he would accept my
apology’. (Other similar answers can be seen in Appendix 14-D: Interviewees 8, 18
and 20.
Intermediate responses were produced by some interviewees who
explained that they prefer both ways of apologising, stating that being
accompanied by a third party gives more guarantee of their apologies being
accepted. Usually a third party is used in the case of having a severe offense when
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a face-to-face apology is expectedly unsuccessful.

This was revealed by

interviewee 3.
-

 تةبعةن.... بةلَام ئةطةر زانيم هةر بىَ تاقةتة ئةوة برادةريَك لةطةلَ خؤما ئةبةم،َ وةلَلَا ئةوةلَ جار حةز ئةكةم بةتةنيايى برِؤم

-

 ئةو، مةسةلةن هةلَةيةكى طةورةت بيَت. بؤ قسةكردن باشة لةبةين دوو كةسةكة،خةلَكا ئةرِوات بؤ داواى ليَبوردن بؤ شتى طةورة
.كةسانةى ئةيبةم دةورى ئيصلَاحيان ئةبيَت

“Actually, I prefer to go alone, but if I discover that he is still annoyed, I will take a
friend with me. Of course it is good for people to be accompanied by others in
apologising for severe offences. They are mediators between both groups in the
case of a major offense. The people I take have a role in reconciliation.” This view
was also supported by interviewee 24 in appendix 14 –D.
In terms of significance of using pre-apologies such as Quranic verses,
traditions, proverbs, etc., the interview data revealed various responses. Based on
these responses the nature of the situations determine whether to use pre-apologies
or not. This was clearly revealed in the following response by interviewee 6:
-

 يان، بةلَام خةلَك بةعام ئايةت ئةهيَنيَتةوة وةك ثيَشةكى بؤ داواى ليَبوردنةكةى،خؤى ئةو حالَتةى كةتووشم ئةبىَ ئةوة حوكم ئةكات
 بؤ ئةوةى ريَخؤشكةرةيك بيَت بؤ ليَبوردنةكة و كؤتايى بيَت،خ) يان ثةندى ثيَشينامنان هةية.فةرموودةكانى ثيَغةمبةر (د

‘It depends on the situation facing me. However, people generally use verses from
the Quran as a pre-apology or the prophet’s hadiths, or they use proverbs to pave
the way to the apology process’. For more responses, see appendix 14 – E:
interviewees 12, 1, 2, 3, 8, 18 and 24. However, only two female interviewees
preferred to apologise in brief (Appendix 14 – E: Interviewees 14 and 20).
As regards to the possibility of producing both sincere and insincere
apologies, it was found from the interviews that not all apologies are sincere in
Kurdish culture as stated by the following interviewees:
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 ئةوةى بةرِاستى، كردار شةرتة. ئةو داواى ليَبوردنة رِاستةقينة نية.هةية داواى ليَبوردن ئةكات ولةثشتةوة هةمان كردةوة دووبارة ئةكاتةوة
( "بيَت دووبارةى ناكاتةوةInterviewee 24), ‘some people apologise in front of you, but s/he
repeats the same offence again. This apology is not a real one. It is behaviourally
conditioned. An honest apologiser does not repeat the same offence’. More examples
can be found in appendix 14.

4.6.5 The best way of apology
The interview data revealed various responses in regard to the best method of
apology. The subjects as a whole believe in using multiple apology strategies, and substrategies, supported, sometimes, by non-verbal paralinguistic features such as
shaking hands, kissing and hugging, based on the relationship (social distance)
between the interlocutors on the one hand and the gender and age of the apologyrecipients on the other. Following are some of these reactions:
Interviewee 12 (university lecturer): -

لةطةلَ ئةو كةسة تةوقة بكةيت وبلَيَى كاكة داوى ليَبوردن ئةكةم وطةردمن

 هةندىَ جار ئةطةر. هةندىَ جار باوةشى ثيا ئةكةى و ئةمالوالى ماض ئةكةى، يةعنى باشرتين داواى ليَبوردن بةتةوقةكردنة.. .ئازاكة
.“ثيَويست بكات كةسةكة بةتةمةن تر بيَت دةسى ماض ئةكةم, ‘The best way to apologise is to shake hands
with that person, saying: dear (brother) I request forgiveness, forgive me (a socioreligious IFID)... I mean the best way of apologising is performed by shaking hands,
sometimes hugging him and kissing him on both sides. Sometimes, when necessary, I
would kiss his hands if he is older than me’. Further examples can be seen by other
interviewed participants in Appendix -14-G: Interviewees 4, 1, 8, 18, 24, 14, and 20.
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4.7 Apology Strategies According to the Hearer’s Sociolinguistic Features
In addition to the social factors of the speaker (apologiser), the data also reveal how
the social factors of the hearer (i.e. recipient’s sociolinguistic features) determine the
use of apology strategy selections. Thus, the interview results reveal how the apology
strategies are used differently, by the apologisers, according to the hearer’s gender,
age, social distance, and social status/power.

4.7.1 Gender
Regarding gender, the interview data displayed that all the male participants are more
apologetic to women than to men, as made clear in their statements:
Interviewee 4:ى جار داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم وئةلَيَم نةمزانى بؤ دلَنيابوونى زياتر
َ بؤ ئافرةت دوو جا يان س

‘To women I apologise (request forgiveness) two or three times, and say I did not
intend (mean) it, for more assurance’ (Interviewee 4).
Interviewee 12: ... هةست ئةكةم لةطةلَ ئافرةتا طةرم وطورِتر بيت بؤ داواوى ليَبوردن لةبةر ئةوةى ئافرةت اليةنى عاطفى زياترة
...ماددى

شتى

َوهةندى

بةزمان

بكةمةوة

تةعويز

ئةتوامن

ئافرةت

بةلَام

بكةم

تةوقة

ئةتوامن

ثياوا

َلةطةل

‘I think I should be more serious in apologising to women because they are more
affected than men. I can shake hands with men, but I can better compensate women
by words and some material stuff’ (Interviewee 12). See also appendix 14 – H:
interviewees 1, 8 and 10.
Conversely, the female groups showed relatively different responses
depending on the gender of the hearer. The data revealed that they were more
apologetic to female than to male hearers. They also show that they are more biased
to their gender than to men, as illustrated in the following responses:
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Interviewee 18:  بةلَام ثياوةكة، ئةطةر ذن بيَت باوش ئةكةم ثيايا ودوو قسةى خؤشى بؤ ئةكةم، ذن جياية، ئافرةت فةرق ئةكات يان بؤ ذن تةوقة ئةكةى لةطةلَيا... وئةطةر غةلَةمت كردووة داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم ليَت، وئةلَيَم تؤ براى طةورةى،هةر داواى ليَبوالدنى ىلَ ئةكةم
. ئةطةر ثياو بيَت هةم داواى ليَبوردنى ىلَ ئةكةم بةلَام بىَ تةوقة.وقسة ئةكةى وداواى ليَبوردن ئةكةى
‘Women are different. For women I hug her and have nice words with her, but with
men I only apologise to him and say “you are a big brother, if I made any mistake I
request forgiveness.... Or with women you can shake hands with her, but with men
you only offer apologies with no handshaking.’ (Appendix 14-H: Interviewee 18).
Similarly, the data showed that there are some social restrictions on the ways of
apologising, depending on the gender of the hearer, as explained by Interviewee 24:
. ئافرةت باوشى ثيائةكةى وتةقةى لةطةلَا ئةكةى بةلَام ثياو نا،فةرقى هةية لةطةلَ ثياو
‘Women are different from men as you can hug women and shake their hands, but not
with men’. Based on these restrictions, the data also demonstrated that women are
less apologetic to men than to women as stated by interviewee 14:
 ثياو كةمرت،ذنةكة زياتر, ‘I apologise more to women naht to men’ (Interviewee 14).
Additionally, it was also found that women, in some situations, do not
apologise to men at all, as revealed by Interviewee 20:
 (بؤ ثياو) هيض نايةذم وئةضم, ‘to men, I say nothing and go’ (Interviewee 20).
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4.7.2 Age
In considering the age of the offended person, the interview data revealed that both
gender groups, regardless of their age and social status, showed more politeness and
deference to the older hearers than younger ones due to the position of age in the
Kurdish social hierarchy. These are some of their quoted responses:
Interviewee 5: ى زياتر داواى
َ  ئةطةر هةلَةكة طةورة بىَ ئةب.ئةطةر شةخصةكة بةتةمةن تر بيَت ئةبيَت زياتر رِيَزى ىلَ بطري َى تا بضووك
.ليَبوردن بكةى لة شةخصى طةورة وبةتةمةن
‘If the person is older, more respect should be shown to him/her than to younger
ones. When the offence is severe, you have to apologise more to the older people than
to younger ones ’.
Interviewee 14: لة خؤم طةورةتر زياتر داواى ليَبوردنى ىلَ ئةكةم
‘I am more apologetic to people older than me’. (See more responses in appendix 14-I:
interviewees 12, 1, 8, 18, and 24.
The data showed that the older the hearer, the greater apologies s/he will receive.
Conversely, the younger the hearer, the fewer apologies he or she will receive. For
that reason, it was found that Kurdish adults show no apology to young children, as
clearly revealed by interviewee 17:
 هةر ماضى ئةكةيت وئاشتى ئةكةيتةوة،منالَ ئةونة داواى ليَبوردن َىل ناكةى
‘Children are usually not apologised to. We only kiss them and satisfy them’
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4.7.3 Social Distance
Regarding the social distance between the speaker (apologiser) and the hearer
(apology-recipient), the interviews demonstrated different results between male and
female groups. Regarding the male groups, it was found that socially distant victims
usually receive more apology than socially close ones. Following are some of the
responses:
Interviewee 2:

.‘ تةبعةن لة بيَطانة زياتر داواى ليَبوردنى ىلَ ئةكةم تاخزم ضونكة خزم ئاشنابوون لة طةلَيا زياترةOf

course I show more apologies to strangers (socially distant) than to relatives (socially
close) because I am familiar with relatives’. This was also supported by other male
group members as demonstrated in appendix 14 – J: Interviewees 10, 1, 2, and 8.
Conversely, the interview data showed that the female groups mostly tended to be
more apologetic to relatives (socially close) than to strangers (socially distant) as
stated by interviewee 24:
. لةطةلَ نزيك تر زياتر داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم... وةلَلَا بيَطانة من ئةو حيوارة نية لةبةينمانا هةتا زؤر داواى ليَبوردنى ىلَ بكةم
‘Actually, there is no that conversation between me and a stranger (socially distant
person) to make me be more apologetic to him/her.... I am more apologetic to socially
close persons’. See also interviewees 14, 20 and 18 in appendix 14 – J.
However, unlike the other females groups, interviewees 16 & 17 showed that
they are more apologetic to strangers than to relatives.
لة بيَطانة زياتر داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم ضونكة غةريبة نايناسم
‘I offer more apologies to a stranger because I do not know him/her’ (Interviewee 17).
The interview generally revealed that the male groups were more apologetic to the
socially distant hearers than female groups. However, the female groups were more
apologetic to socially close hearers.
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4.7.4 Social Status/power
As regards apologising to people of high social rank, the interview data revealed that
all the interviewees regardless of their gender, age and social status show more polite
apologies to people of higher social status. Following are some of the quoted answers:
Interviewee 4:  ضونكة ئةوانة مةقامى طةورةترة وليَبوردنى، لةوانةية بضم بؤ مالَةوةيان بؤ زياتر دلَنيابوونى، تةبعةن فةرق ئةكات.َتايبةتى ئةوى
‘Of course, it does differ, I may go to their house to give them more assurance because
they have higher social rank and they need special apologies’ (Interviewee 4). The
significance of high social status is also evidenced by interviewees 1, 8, 18, 12, 13, 14,
and 20 in appendix 14– K. Thus, the data indicates that the level of the apology
strategy depends on the level of the social rank/power of the apology- recipient as
clearly stated by interviewee 12:
.... تةبعةن كةسىَ ضةن ناو كؤمةلَطا ديار بيَت ئةبىَ بةو شيَوةية داواى ليَبوردنى ىلَ بكةيت
‘Of course a famous person in the society (high social rank/power) receives special
apologies that suit their agia position.
To state the position of power in apology, one question was exclusively
directed to the university lecturers and high school teachers (i.e. participants with
high social status). The interview data showed no direct apologies to their students in
response to what they would say when late in marking exam papers. Below are some
quoted responses:
Interiewee 6:  نةخيَر،تةواوم نةكردووة
‘No, I have not finished yet’ (Interviewee 6)
Interviewee 18: .بةيانى يان دوو بةيانى بؤتان ديَنمةوة إن شاء اهلل
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'Tomorrow or after tomorrow I will return your exam papers, God willing’ (interview
18). This is also supported by other subjects of high social status in interviewees 3,
11, 16, 22 and 24 in appendix 14-L.

4.8 IFIDs and Switching
To show the difference between the formal IFID and the socio-religious IFID, and the
priority of each of them, the data showed the use of both of them in the normal
apology requiring situations. However, it also revealed the priority of the socioreligious IFID on Eid and religious occasions (IFID switching) as in the examples
below:
. بةلَام لة جةذنةكانا طةردن ئازايى زياترة، وةلَلَا لة كؤمةلَطاى خؤَمان زياتر داواى لييَبوردنة‘Actually, the formal IFID is more common in our society, but at Eid the socio-religious
IFID is more common’ (Interviewee 12). However, the interviewee explained the
difference between both IFIDs by saying: ‘  سةير ئةكةى داواى ليَبوردن،َبةىلَ من خؤم بةنسبةت خؤمةوة ئةطؤرِى
’هةندىَ سادةترة, meaning ‘to me they are different as the formal IFID is somehow effortless’.
This implication shows the power of the socio-religious IFID over the other ones in
general, more specifically on Eids. The significance of the socio-religious IFID is also
evidenced by Interviewees 3, 4, 8, 10, 17, 18, 24, 13, and 20 in appendix 14–M. The
priority of the socio-religious IFID over the other semantic formulae of IFIDs was
revealed by interviewee 3 in appendix 14-M:
َباشرتين شيَوازى ليَبوردن الى من طةردمن ئازاكةيةضونكة ئةم دونياية هيضة وناميَنى
‘The best way of apologising is the socio-religious IFID because this life is nothing and
temporary. Another interviewee also stated a similar reason for using the socioreligious IFID’ ‘’ضونكة خؤمان بة جمتةمةع موسلَمانني طةردمن ئازاكة زؤرترة, meaning, ‘Because we are a
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Muslim society, the socio-religious IFID is more common’. Other supporting examples
can be seen in appendix 14.

4.9 Apologies in certain non-linguistic situations
With respect to some non-linguistic behaviours (sneezing, yawning, coughing and
burping), the interview data showed that participants did not apologise in the
situations of sneezing and coughing. However, only one participant apologised for
yawning (i.e. interviewee 6) and three subjects for burping (two males and one
female), as illustrated in table 19. The reason might be related to the high social status
of the three participants.

Table 19. The Participants’ apology and no-apology frequency towards some

non-

linguistic behaviours
Sneezing
Groups

Yawning

Coughing

Burping

Apology

No-apology

Apology

No-apology

Apology

No-apology

Apology

No-apology

Males

0

12

1

11

0

12

2

10

Females

0

12

0

12

0

12

1

11

Total

0

24

1

23

0

24

3

21

It was found that the subjects used other expressions and/or behaviours or none at
all. The most common expressions were used for sneezing, yawning and sometimes
burping. However coughing was left without an accompanying linguistic expression.
For sneezing, instead of apologising the participants thank God, saying: ئةحلةمدوو ليلالة
‘Praise be to Allah (God)’ as stated by interviewee 4 and other participants in
appendix 14-N. The reason is that sneezing is not regarded as an apology requiring
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incident, but is a religious phenomenon and thanking God after sneezing is a
preferably-religious commitment in Islam.
With regard to yawning, the interviewees’ responses were distributed over a
religious prayer, covering the mouth with the hand or saying nothing. The first two
types of responses are related to religion, but not the third type. The interview data
showed only one response of saying nothing, produced by interviewee 21: هيض نايةذم,
meaning ‘I say nothing’. However, the majority used the prayer:

‘أعوز باللة من الشيتان الرجيمI

seek refuge in Allah from Satan, the accursed’ as stated by interviewees 4, 7, 12, 1, 8, 9,
13, & 19 in appendix 14-O. However, some other interviewees used a behavioral
gesture by putting a hand on the mouth, as stated by interviewee 15: ‘ دةس ئةنةمة سةر دةممI
put my hand on my mouth’. This is supported by other similar responses with
interviewees 5, 12, 2, 3, 18, 24, 14 and 20 in appendix 14-O. According to the
interview data, only interviewee 6 used the formal IFID when yawning. For the
situation of coughing as a non-linguistic phenomenon, the interview data revealed no
apology by any of the interviewees as shown earlier in table 19.
With respect to burping, the interview data showed only three occurrences of
apology produced by two males and one female, as in table 19. However, it was found
that some of the participants, alternatively, expressed gratitude to God as in the
following example:
Interviewee 13: ‘ ئةحلةمدووليلالةPraise be to Allah (God)’. However, the majority used the
say nothing strategy accompanied, sometimes, by some behavioural gestures:
Interviewee 20: هيض نايةذم, meaning ‘I say nothing’.

Interviewee 10: َ بةلَام ئةطةر يةكىَ برادةرى، ى يا خزم بيَت
َ  ئةطةر برادةر خؤماننةب،بةرئةكةمة الية ترةوة
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زؤر نزيك نةبيَت يان بيَطانة بيَت (رِةمسييات بيَت لة بةينمان) ئةوا من داواى ليَبوردنى ىلَ ئةكةم
‘I turn my face if the person is a close friend or relative (socially close). However, if he
is not a very close friend or he is a stranger (socially distant) in a formal situation, I
will apologise’
Interviewee 12: ‘ خةلَك كة م داواى ليَبوردن ئةكا بؤ قرِقيَنةpeople rarely apologise for burping’

Interviewee 15: ‘ بانى دةمم ئةدةمI cover my mouth with my hand’.

4.10 Apologies and interruption of conversation
With regard to interrupting somebody’s conversation and correcting him/her, the
interview data revealed, as shown in table 20, that only six participants (2 males and 4
females), used IFIDs while interrupting the hearer. However, four male participants
used direct apology in interrupting a person’s conversation. Following are some of
the apology responses produced by both gender subjects:
Interviewee 6:  بؤ زانني،عةفةون شتةكة ئةوهاية

‘forgiveness. The matter is like that for your

information’
Interviewee 11:

 هةرضةندة موقاتتةعةت ئةكةم، داوى ليَبوردن ئةكةم

‘I request forgiveness, as I have

interrupted you’
Interviewee 23: ‘ عةفوو مامؤستا موالحةزةيةForgiveness sir, I have a note’. Other examples are
stated in appendix 14-P, by interviewees 3, 7, 8, 17, 15, 16, 20 and 22. The data also
demonstrated requesting permission as a common speech act by the group members.
It was used seven times by the participants, represented by such expressions as:
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 بةيارمةتيت, بةيارمةتى خؤت, بةئيزنى جةنابت, ‘ ئيجازمةم بدة, ‘By your leave’. Following are some of the
responses:
Interviewee 4:  ولةوانةية تؤ غةلَةت حالَى بووبيت، ئةم قسةية وا نية ئةوهاية،مامؤستا بةيارمةتيت
‘Excuse me, sir. The matter is not like that. You have misunderstood it’
Interviewee 10: ‘ ئيجازمةم بدة بؤ ئةوةى رِوونى بكةمةوة بؤتallow me to correct you’

Interviewee 12:  منيش موداخةلةيةكم هةية، بةئيزنى جةنابت

‘by your permission, sir. I want to

interfere’. Further examples can be found in appendix 14 – P: interviewees 2, 18 & 21.
Interrupting somebody’s conversation, in total, generated 14 no-apology tokens and
10 apologies, as shown in table 20.
Table 20. Occurrence of apology and non-apology for interruption in conversation

Interrupting somebody's conversation
Groups

Apology

Non-apology

Males

6

6

Females

4

8

Total

10

14

Regarding the female groups, the interview data resulted in one specific apology
strategy which might be called a metaphorical apology, fitting that very situation. This
was represented by a highly polite expression describing the hearer’s words as sugar
to indicate the value of his/her speech which is as sweet as sugar. Thus, they
metaphorically apologise for stopping somebody from having his/her sweet as an
indication of interrupting somebody’s speech.
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The metaphorical apology strategy used in this situation is regarded as a distinctive
feature for female interlocutors in the area of the study. Based on the interview data,
this metaphorical apology occurred six times distinctively by the female groups. A
clear example might be seen by interviewee 14:

.........‘ شةكةرةكةت طريدةstop your

sugar’, which is supported by interviewees 17, 13, 15, 20 & 19 in appendix 14-P.
Furthermore, the data also revealed that the three old housewives (i.e. interviewees
14, 15 & 16 received the highest percentage out of the overall metaphorical apology
producers (50%), that’s 3 out of 6. Two out of the three young housewives (namely,
interviewees 19 & 20) received the second highest percentage (33%). Interviewee 17
received the lowest percentage (17%) among the three old female teachers. However,
the metaphorical apology witnessed complete absence by the young female teachers
(i.e. interviewees 22, 23 & 24), as illustrated in figure 32. Due to the absolute absence
of the metaphorical apology by the 12 men, it can be described as a female oriented
apology strategy.

Figure 32. Percentage of metaphorical apology among the female groups
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4.11 Analysis of the recently occurring events
Regarding the real apology event narrated by the interviewees, the data showed that
Kurds make use of religious occasions (mainly Ramadan month and Eid) to apologise
and restore the social equilibrium among themselves, as affirmed by events 4 & 8 in
appendix 14-Q. These recorded events show how apology is associated with religion.
Within that, it reveals the significance of time and place in apologising.

4.11.1 Apology in relation to Place and Time
As I argued earlier, the success of apology is strongly related to time and place. The
offended person’s house is the best place to save the victim’s face as stated in Event 1
narrated by interviewee 4 in appendix 14 – Q. Regarding the time, it was the postpilgrimage time (religious occasion) that might be regarded as a suitable time for the
apology-recipient to accept the offender’s apology. The proper time and place
motivated the use of multiple apology strategies:

 من بوو كاكة طةردمن ئازاكة من زؤر خةجالَتةمت خةتاى,

meaning, ‘Forgive me (for God), I am very embarrassed. It was my fault’. The multiple
strategies included socio-religious IFID + intensified expression of embarrassment
followed by taking personal responsibility, which is a very rare strategy among Kurds
as shown earlier DCT data.
According to the event, the apology was accepted as it was regarded by the
apology-recipient as an Act of God regardless of the size of the offence (car damage).
The event showed that the offender repeated his apology to the young driver’s father
after coming back from pilgrimage, making use of the time, place and occasion. The
son did not say anything about his apology in the absence of his father, but left the
decision of forgiveness to his father. This reveals the power of age in the family as the
apology was not mainly addressed towards the son who received the offence (car
damage), but later towards the father who was absent at that time.
Similarly, the role of the offended person’s house in apology was also revealed in
event 2 by interviewee 12, who went to his friend’s house, accompanied by his father
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and cousin, to apologise for his father’s offence. The data, here, demonstrates that
Kurds in some situations apologise for others as the son did for his father in event 2.
Event 3 by interviewee 1 deals with the situation of being late to give
condolences to a socially-close (relative) family. This offence is regarded as a violation
of the social values. However, unawareness of a related event is the most readily
forgiven way to make an apology in Kurdish Culture. In this event, the interviewee’s
wife soon apologised to her relative who blamed her for not visiting and giving
condolences. She apologised and swore by God for being unaware of the sad event.
The event data showed the use of IFID supported by the sub-strategy of swearing as
well as the lack of intent (i.e. lack of awareness) in the first stage of apology.
The second stage of apology was shown by a family visit to express their
apologies using multiple strategies, including the socio-religious IFID supported by
the strategy of lack of awareness, showing the involvement politeness strategy as
members of one group:
وةلَلَا ئةبىَ طةردمنان ئازابكةن ضونكة هةر نةمان زانيبوو ئةطينا ئيَمة خزمني هةر واجبة ئةهاتني بؤ التان
‘By God you should forgive us because we never knew about that. Otherwise, we
should have visited you as it is an obligation and we are relatives’.
With respect to event 4 by interviewee 8, the data show the significance of
religious occasions such as Ramadan month as motivation for apology and restoring
the affected social relationship between the interlocutors. The apologiser showed the
reason for his apology as follows:
 لةبةر ئةوةى. منيش مانطى رةمةزان بوو ضووم داواى طةردن ئازايى ىلَ بكةم.واهلل من هةر خزميَكى خؤمان كةمىَ ناخؤشيمان بوو لةتةكيا
مانط رةمةزان بوو ولةيلةتول قدر بوو ومت با نويَذ وتاعةتةكةمان ىلَ قبوولَ بكريَت
‘Actually, we were not on good terms with a relative of ours. When Ramadan came, I
went to him to ask forgiveness (using socio-religious IFID). Because it was the month
of Ramadan and night of Al Qadr in order to make my prayers and worships accepted
(by God)’. The data of this event showed the significance of the religious occasions as
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motivation for apologising and the priority of the socio-religious IFID over other IFID
semantic formulas.
Regarding a late visit to a close female friend to welcome back her son who had
recently returned from abroad, the data of event 5 by interviewee 18, displayed the
use of multiple strategies, starting with shy permission to enter her friend’s house,
followed by a mixture of apology strategies including non-linguistic strategy (hugging
and kissing), lack of intent strategy (i.e. being unaware strategy), and sub-strategy of
swearing. In addition, the apology was supported by a behavioural strategy
represented by visiting and buying a present for her friend who lived far away from
her.
 وةلَلَا (س) طيان برِوا بكة وةقةصدةوة: ئيرت باوشم ثياكرد وماضم كرد ومت،وةلَلَا ئةطةر قاوم ئةدةى ئةرِؤمةوة وئةطةر ئيزمن بدةى تيَمة ذوورة
) ئيرت ثيَم وت بةخوا (س. وةلَلَا ئيرت دانيشتني هةتا نيوةِرؤئيرت خواردنى هيَنا، وةقةصد بةكرداية ئيَستا نةئةهامت بؤالت بؤ خانةقني،نةمكردووة
. ئيرت ئاشتةوة بووين وتةواو. عةفوومكة ئةوها وئةوها،طيان نةمزانى كورِةكةت لةخارج هاتؤتةوة
“Indeed if you dismiss me, I will go back, but if you allow me, I will come in. Then, I
hugged her and kissed her, saying ‘dear (X), believe me I did not do it deliberately.
Otherwise, I would not come and visit you in Khanaqin. Then, we sat until noon and
had lunch. I told her, by God, dear (X), I did not know that your son was back from
abroad, forgive me and so on. Then, we were reconciled”.
Like other events, the data also reveal the significance of the second stage of apology.
Event 6 narrated by interviewee 24, revealed that it is not necessary that
apology be conducted by words, but by actions as conducted by a young female
teacher to her head mistress who was not on good terms with the interviewee. This
indicated the difficulty of apologising to people who treat people unfairly. Therefore,
this might be regarded a real apology due to floating the adopted apology strategies.
The event here might be regarded as an example of say nothing (i.e. non-verbal)
strategy. This is because no strategy was used by the interviewee 24.
Event 7 by interviewee 14 displays a combination of some strategies and substrategies such minimising the offence, begging forgiveness by using socio-religious
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IFID, hugging, concern for the hearer (mainly don’t be angry), kinship terms and
involvement politeness () ئيَمة خوشكني, ‘we are sisters’.
 لةبةر ئةوى عاجز. ضلَكاو ضية؟ بؤ ضى عاجز ئةوى؟ طةردمن ئازاكة، ثيَم وت ئيَمة خوشكني.ذنىَ دراوسيَمان شةرِمان بوو لةسةر ضلَكاو
 ئيَمةش ئاوةكةمان طرتتةووة. ضلَكاو ضية؟ طةردمن ئازاكة ختوا، ئيَمة خوشكني،بوو ضووم بؤ مالَيان ودةسم لة ملى كرد وومت بؤضى عاجز ئةوى
.بؤ ئةوةى عاجز نةويَت
‘After a quarrel happened between me and a neighbour woman because of sewage (in
front of our houses), I told her: ‘we are sisters, what is sewage? Why are you upset?
Forgive me [socio-religious IFID]. Because she remained upset, I went to visit her at
her home and hugged her and told her why are you annoyed. We are sisters. What is
sewage? For God, forgive me. We stopped the water in order not to stay irritated’.
The event showed two stages of apologising, concluded with a visit to the
offened person’s house to make remedy. The data significantly revealed behavioural
action as repair of the offence to authenticate her verbal and non-linguistic apologies.
Event 8 narrated by interviewee 20 displayed the role of Eid as a religious
occasion to apologise and restore the social relationship. It showed the transference of
IFID as the only socio-religious IFID was used as a substitute for all other IFID
formulae. Furthermore, the apology was supported by hugging and kissing substrategies. The event demonstrated taking responsibility strategy by a female
apologiser to calm down the situation. This apology came to make remedy between
two related families.
The event significantly showed the apologisers did not mention the offence
they are apologising for as they believe it is not good to repeat old stories, expressed
by a Kurdish traditional maxim () حةزمان نةكرد كاى كؤنة بكةينة با, ‘we did not like to spread out
old hay’, that is they did not like to disturb the situation by mentioning the offence
since it dated back to seven months earlier, as stated in appendix 14 – Q: event 8.
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4.12 Observation Data: Results Analysis
This section will focus on analysing the findings and the results elicited via situations
in which the Kurdish interlocutors use various apology strategies. The analysis will be
based on the sort of apology strategies, whether explicit or implicit, the offence and
the person offering the apology. Less focus will be placed on the apology recipient in
the analysis except for certain situations. The reason for that is that the researcher
himself and the researcher’s assistant are the apology-recipients and observers as
well in many situations. This is because they are true-to-life situations conducted by
the researcher and/or his assistant.
The aim of the chapter is to reveal the strategies used according to the severity
of the offence, the apologiser, the situation and the apology-recipients in certain cases.
Moreover, the analysis will be illustrated by tables and charts to show the difference
between the strategies utilised in the given situations. This chapter is of significance in
revealing some other aspects of apologising that have not been covered in the two
previous studies. Furthermore, it will support the findings of the other two studies.

4.13 Description of authentic Situations
These authentic observed situations stretch over 44 heterogeneous apologyprompting situations. Here are the situations and the total of their occurrences in
table 59.
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Table 21. Stating types of the observed situations and their occurrences
No.

Situations: types of offence

Occurrence

1.

Failing to visit and welcome back a friend who is back from abroad

9

2.

Failing to complete the DCT form on time

5

3.

Failing to visit his friend who was seriously injured (broken leg)

1

4.

Failing to invite his friend to his engagement party

1

5.

Apologising for hitting his friend by accident while playing a recent football game.

1

6.

Forgetting to keep his promise to buy the sunflower he promised

1

7.

Forgetting to bring his friend the book he promised

1

8.

Forgetting to put the lunch box in her daughter's school bag

1

9.

Not feeding the baby properly which made the baby cry

1

10.

Giving less money to the electrician than he asked for

1

11

Apologising for not providing better food for a guest

1

12

Interrupting researcher’s interview with a lecturer by knocking and opening the door

1

13

Missing two calls from his female cousin

1

14

Being late for his friend who was waiting outside

1

15

Failure to return marked exam papers to the students on time

1

16

Phoning a person with a similar name by mistake

1

17

Keeping a customer waiting

1

18

Not accepting his cousin’s invitation in the past

1

19

Mother pressing on her daughter's toe

1

20

A lecturer occupying his colleague's classroom that caused him to teach his class in
another room

1

21

Forgetting to give change to a passenger

1

22

University lecturer refusing his uncle's invitation for dinner

1

23

Requesting a lecturer to come outside

1

24

Taking up a mobile phone repairer's time so as to check his mobile phone

1

25

Inability to process an application form adopted by the hearer

1

26

Not apologising and refuting his friend's request for his mobile to be turned off

1
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27

No being interviewed by the researcher on that day

1

28

Apologising for not adding sugar to a cup of tea

1

29

Food is not properly cooked and prepared for a guest

1

30

A greengrocer’s no-apology to a customer who complained about a sour Clementine he
had recently bought.

1

As found in the above table, all the apology-prompting situations were observed once
except for the first two situatons: Failing to visit and welcome back a friend who is
back from abroad (9 times); Failing to complete the DCT form on time (5 times).
Further details about the apology strategies produced, interlocutors and the
relationship between them are illustrated in appendix 15.

4.13.1 Explicit Vs. Implicit Apologies
The observational data for the forty four situations revealed a higher occurrence of
implicit (indirect) apology to explicit (direct) apology. The data showed 64% implicit
(indirect) apology (i.e. 28 out of 44 situations). On the other hand, direct apology
represented by explicit IFIDs comprised only 27% of the strategies (i.e. 12 out of 44
situations). However, the data showed that Kurds may not apologise in certain
situations. The no-apology strategy was found in four out of the 44 observed
situations which constitutes 9%, as in figure 33.
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Figure 33. Frequency of ways of apologising over the forty four observed
situations
Regarding the participants observed, they belong to both genders (33 males) and (11
females). However, subjects are heterogeneous with regard to the number of the
participants observed. The data in table 22 revealed that all the participants prefer
indirect/ implicit apologies to direct ones. The 33 male subjects, for instance, used
implicit apologies 20 times and the explicit apologies 11 times. However, they
preferred no aplogoies in two situations. Conversely, the 11 female subjects produced
only one direct/ explicit apology against 8 indirect/ implicit apology occurrences and
2 manifestations of no-apologies, as illustrated in table 22. All the participants in
general preferred implicit apologies to explicit ones as they produced, in total, 28
implicit/ indirect strategies and 12 explixcit/ direct strategies in addition to 4 noapologies in situations 28, 32, 40 & 44 as shown in appendix 15. The reason behind
the high occurrence of indirect apology strategy is related to the power of indirectness
and the insufficiency of the IFIDs alone (i.e. direct strategy) in Kurdish apologies.
However, the no-apolpogy situations are not related to gender at all, but to the
situation and the sort of relationship between the interlocutors. For instance, in
situation 28 where a female lecturer refuses to apologise to a student for not
returning the exam paper on time is simailarly applicaple to a male lecturer. This
argument is evidenced in the interview results, due to difference in power between
both interlocutors.
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Table 22. Occurrence of direct, indirect and no apology by the groups across observed
authentic situations

Groups

Explicit/direct
apology

Implicit/
indirect
apology

No
apology

Total

Males

11

20

2

33

Females

1

8

2

11

Total

12

28

4

44

Regarding the female subjects, the observational data demonstrated their inclination
to produce indirect apology strategies as in the table above. For the partcipants to be
more indirect in their apologies is in contradiction to the results found in the DCT.
This contradiction might be attributed to the nature and severity of the offence in the
situations which determine the apology strategies production. In relation to that
argument, it was found that the interlocutors in two situations were a mother and her
child. Another situation was between a university lecturer who was late in returning
the students’ exam papers. In such situations, university lecturers never apologise to
students. This is well supported by the responses taken from the interviews in which
seven university lecturers gave no apology to their students when they forgot the
exam papers.
Additionally, the data showed no-apology in four situations by four subjects
as mentioned earlier. Following is one of the no-apology recorded situations in which
the greengrocer (a male apologiser) does not apologise to his customer who
complained about the sour taste of the Clementine recently bought:
Green grocer and a customer (teacher)
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Customer:  اللةنطى؟،كاكة اللةنطى بةضةنة
- How much is the Clementine, brother?
Greengrocer: بةس اللةنطيَكة خؤشة،اللةنطى هةزار وبينط سةد دينارة
- A Clementine costs 1500 dinars, but it is sweet.
Customer: ترش نية كاكة؟
- It isn’t sour?
Greengrocer: نا وةلَلَا
- No, by God.
Customer: !جاريك تريش بردم وتتان ترش نية وتريش دةرضوو
-I bought some the other day, you also said they were not sour, but actually they
were.
Greengrocer (stretching his hand and offering the customer a Clementine to eat)
Customer: َناخؤم دةست خؤش بى
- No, thank you.
Greengrocer:  تؤ بيطرة برا- Take it, brother.

Customer:  سوثاس ناخؤم،نة نة ناخؤم
- No, no, I’m not going to eat it. Thanks, I’m not going to eat it.
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Greengrocer (insisting): دةبيطرة برا بيطرة
- Take it brother, take it.
Customer: طرنط ئةوةية ترش نةبيَت
- Hopefully, it is not sour.
Greengrocer: كورة دةبيخؤَ برا بيخؤ
- Taste it brother, taste it.

4.14 Apology Strategies
The data for the observed real situations demonstrated the use of six apology
strategies, extending over account (25 times) that recorded the highest frequently
used strategy, to the concern for the hearer that occurred only once, recording the
lowest occurring strategy. The IFIDs received the second highest occurring strategy
(14 times). The other strategies received lower frequencies: Expression of
embarrassment (4 times), lack of intent (3 times) and responsibility (2 times). The
data also showed no-apology by two males and 2 female. The strategy occurrences are
illustrated in figure 34.
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Figure 34. The frequency of the apology strategies used in authentic observed
situations
It was also found that the data revealed the absence of other strategies, specifically the
offer of repair and a promise of forbearance due to the inappropriateness of these
strategies in the situations observed.
The four situations where the offenders preferred no apology are as follows:
- A young female university lecturer:  بةيانى, meaning ‘tomorrow’, which came as a
one-word answer to a university student who asked whether she had brought back
the exam papers.
- An old female housewife :

! حةيات طيان، ثيَكةنني ئاهاهاهاها, “laughing, o’ dear Hayat” as a

reaction to treading on her daughter’s toe.
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- A Young male:  نةوةلَلَا قوقف َل نةو, meaning “by God it was not switched off”. This noapology was produced as a response to his friend who blamed him for not taking his
call and accusing him of switching off his mobile.
- A Young male (greengrocer):

 تؤ بيطرة برا, meaning ‘take it brother or try this one

brother’. The greengrocer showed no-apology when his customer complained about
the service he received before, specifically a Clementine which was supposed to be
sweet and juicy but was actually sour. The seller insisted on offering the customer a
piece of an available Clementine to save face and defend himself.

4.14.1 IFIDs
The IFIDs observed were distributed over four semantic formulae: formal IFID, Arabic
based IFID, socio-religious IFID as well as informal IFID. The data showed that the
formal IFID received the highest occurring semantic formula (9 times) and the Arabic
based IFID the second high occurring semantic formula (3 times). However, each of
the informal and socio-religious IFID showed the lowest occurrence as they happened
only once. The other three IFID semantic formulae were completely absent.
It was found that the occurring IFIDs were mostly compound IFIDs as they were
supported by other strategies and sub-strategies. However, only one flat IFID was
observed when an elderly male university lecturer interrupted my interview with a
university lecturer using the Arabic based IFID as a flat form.
Following are some of the examples:
- Formal IFIDs:  كة لةبةر مةشغةلَةت نةهامتة خزمةتت، نة وةلَلَا من زؤر داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم, “By Allah (God), I
highly request forgiveness as I could not visit you”. (Appendix 15: situation 6).
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-Arabic based IFID:

دكتؤر طيان باشى؟ عةفوو عةفوو مةبةستم دكتؤر ئوميَدى تر بوو, ‘dear doctor, how are

you? Forgiveness! Forgiveness! I needed the other doctor Umed] (appendix 25:
situation 29).
- Socio-religious IFID:  ختوا طةردمن ئازاكة،...., ‘please (for God’s sake) forgive me’ (appendix
15: situation 13)
- Informal IFID:  لةكةمى و كوورِيشمان ببورة, ‘forgive me for any shortcomings’ (appendix:
situation 14). More related examples about the IFIDS can be found in appendix 15.

4.14.2 Account Strategy
The account strategies received the highest occurrence by the apologisers (25 times).
It was produced mostly by all the various groups due to its significance in Kurdish
apologies. The data also showed that these account representations in many
situations are supported by other strategies and sub-strategies mainly the swearing
sub-strategy. The following examples show the variety of the account strategies used.
- ، بةقورئان مةجامل نةبوو، ئائيسا ثرِى ئةكةمةوة دانيشة،بةقورئان مةجال نةبوو ثرِى كةمؤ
“By the Quran, I had no time to fill in the form. I will fill it in now, just sit down. By the
Quran I had no time …..” (Appendix 15: Situation12).
- Two socially close male interlocutors
A: عادل قاضت ضؤنة
- How is your leg, Adil?
B: وةلال احلمد هلل تؤز َى باشرتم
- Praise be to Allah, a bit better
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A: بةقورئان من بةياننى ئةضم شةو تيَمةوة
‘By the Quran, I go to work from morning until night’ (appendix 15: situation 15). This
apology was made to his teacher friend who was recently not well. By using this
explanation strategy he wanted to justify his position for not being able to visit him.
His justification was supported by swearing by the Quran as an apology supporting
sub-strategy. In this situation, this strategy is more powerful than any flat IFID.
In addition to that, some of the apologisers used the account strategy supported by
swearing and IFID to produce more effective apologies as in the following:
هةر

رِؤذ

دوانزة

دة

من

وةلَلَا

،هات

ميوامنان

ئيرت

وةلَلَا

قاثى

دةرى

هاتينة

شةويش

َدويَنى

 بةخوا من داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم تؤزىَ درةنط هامت، لة خةستةخانة لة هةوليَر بووم بةخوا
‘By God, yesterday evening, we wanted to visit you, but suddenly we had some guests
who visited us just at the time we wanted to leave the house. By God I was away in
Hawler in hospital. By God I request forgiveness for being a bit late’ (appendix 15:
situation 7)
However, her wife used the same account strategy and supported her husband’s
justification, but without IFID as follows:
-

هاتوون

دووريشةوة

جيَى

لة

ميوانةكامنان

شةو

َدويَنى

وةلَلَا

 خوا قةزات خبا ليَم،نةك دوايى طلةيى بكةى بيَذى نةهاتني بؤالت
‘By God our guests, yesterday evening, had travelled a long way. Hope you don’t blame
us for not visiting you, my dear (Literally, May I sacrifice myself for you) (situation 8).
The difference between the two apologisers, who belong to same family, is attributed
to gender as ‘may I sacrifice myself to you’ is mostly associated with females of the
older generation.
-  ديارة لةبريم ضووة،ئةى شةيتان بةلةعنةت بيَت
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‘May Satan be cursed. I may have forgotten it’ (Appendix 15: situation 21).
Forgetting was the only justification for the mother’s indirect apology to her child. The
reason for forgetting is attributed to Satan (i.e. Devil) who is the source of all
wrongdoings, especially in forgetting things.
-

من حةز ئةكةم دانيشم

‘I wish I could stay for longer’ (appendix 15: situation 16). This implicit apology
(account) is a very common idiomatic apology in Kurdish culture. It indicates the
following apologetic inferences:
1. Sorry for my short visit.
2. Sorry for not staying for a longer time.
3. Sorry, I have to go for some reason. (For other examples of account, see appendix
15).

4.14.3 Expression of Embarrassment
This modesty showing strategy occurred four times. It was accompanied by other
strategies. An example might be seen below:
-  بةخوا فكرم مةشغوولَة، خؤ ثيَنج هةزارةكةش بةدةمسةوةية،ئةة باوكةطيان وةلَاهى خةجالَةمت
‘Oh dear! By God I am embarrassed, the money is in my hand, but by God I am
distracted’ (situation 34). This apology was offered by a young male driver to a
passenger who asked for change of the fare he had given to the driver. The other three
embarrassment expressions can be seen in appendix 15.
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4.14.4 Lack of Intent
This strategy was expressed by the common semantic formula [nəmzani]. This
common strategy might be used alone or accompanied by other strategies and/or substrategies. Like IFIDs they might be used as a repeated strategy as in the situation of a
mother’s apologising to her baby as in the following example:
- ) ( نةمزانى بةخوا نةمزانى (ماضى منالَةكةى كرد, ‘I did not know (mean), by God I did not know (mean),
kissing the baby’ (Situation 22 in appendix 15). Other examples can be found in
appendix 15: situations 3, 5, 10.

4.14.5 Taking Responsibility
It was found the responsibility was expressed by two subjects (one male and one
female) including giving right to the offended person and taking personal
responsibility by the apologiser respectively. Below are the two examples:
-

ئيرت

رؤيشت

بةسريا

خؤى

كاتى

،خؤتانة

حةققى

،خةجالَةمت

برا

وةلَلَا

 ضونكة ئةذنؤم تةقيبوو نةم ئةتوانى رِىَ بكةم خؤتان ئةزانن، نةئةكريا بيَم
‘By God, I am embarrassed, you’re right. At that time I could not come because my
knee was broken and I could not walk, you know’ (appendix 15: situation 31). It was
used in company with the strategies of embarrassment expression and account
preceded by the sub-strategy of swearing.
-

تةعزيَكةى

بؤ

نةضووين

،كرد

مان

 لة زؤر شتدا غةلَةتني، نةك هةر لةوة،ما َل خةزوورت
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طةورة

زؤر

غةلَةتيَكى

رِاستيةكةى

‘Honestly, we were really at fault for not attending your father-in-law’s funeral. Not
only this, we are wrong in many other things’ (appendix 15, situation 37). The two
responsibility strategies in situations 31 & 37 were used differently as none of them is
consistent with the English ‘It was my fault’. Unlike the English formula, the pronoun
‘I’ was not mentioned in the second example. Alternatively, the pronoun ‘we’ was
mentioned. It is one formula of distributing the responsibility over the group.
Moreover, the apologiser was apologising for other people (group) as indicated by
‘we’ and the plural form of ‘[ ’غةلَةتنيXəlləti:n] ‘wrong+s’

4.14.6 Concern for the Hearer
The observational data revealed only one occurrence of the concern for the hearer
strategy produced by a male customer to a car electrician:
َ كاكة عاجز مةوة من دة هةزارت ئةدةمى, ‘Don’t be angry brother, I will give you ten thousand’
(apendix15, situation 23). The concern for the hearer was represented in the form of
‘don’t be angry’ formula.

4.14.7 Apologising by Expressions of Regret
The data revealed one occurrence of the very rare occurring semi-strategy in Kurdish
apology which is expressing regret. The semantic formula for this semi-strategy was
performed in expressing the feeling of regret or unhappiness. Following is the
example of regret semi-strategy:
-  زؤر ثيَم ناخؤش بوو زؤر, meaning, ‘I felt very very unhappy’ (appendix 15: situation 18). The
semi- strategy used here came as a response when the offended person reminded the
offender about the painful accidental hitting he endured during a recent football
match. What makes this strategy different from that used in English ‘sorry’, it is used
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to express regret about an offence which happened in the past. Hence, the sentence
was expressed in past form and has nothing to do with the present time. Expressing
regret cannot stand as a commonly used independent strategy. It can be classified
under implicit strategy . That’s why it did not occur in the DCT and interview results
as an apology strategy. Below is an interaction between the speaker (A) and the
hearer (B):
(A): ئةو رؤذة خراث دات بةكاجريِةما
‘You hit my chin hard the other day’
(B): زؤر ثيَم ناخؤش بوو زؤر
‘I felt very very unhappy’
(A): [ ها؟ha:] ‘what’

(B): ‘ ئةممةنة ثيَم ناخؤش بووI felt very unhappy’
(A): ‘ كورةسوعبةت ئةكةمI am joking’
(B):  ضوومؤ هةر بىَ تاقةت بووم، زؤر بىَ تاقةت بووم, ‘I felt very unhappy. Even when I went back home I
was still unhappy’
(A):  كورة يارية هةر بةر ئةكةوين،َطةردنت ئازابى
‘You are forgiven (socio-religious IFID). It is a match and it is common to be hit’
(appendix 15, situation 18).

4.15 Apology Sub-Strategies
Like the DCT data, the observational data revealed the sub-strategies that are used by
Kurds in support of the apology strategies. The sub-strategies were proportionally
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distributed across the situations including intensifiers, swearing, kinship terms and
traditional expressions.
As illustrated in figure 35, the observational data revealed the proportional
varieties of the sub-strategies, stretching over swearing (by God and the Quran) substrategy as the receiver of the highest percentage (67%) to the lowest percentage
(3%) received by the traditional expressions. Intensifiers received the second highest
occurring sub-strategy (17%). However, kinship terms received the third highest
percentage (13%) in the observational data.

Figure 35. Percentage of the supporting sub-strategies in the observed
situations
Like the apology strategies, it was found that multiple sub-strategies were used in
certain situations to create more sincere apologies. The examples show that in one
situation, four sub-strategies might be used in company with the apology strategies, as
in the example below:
هةر
هامت

رِؤذ

دوازدة

درةنط

َتؤزى

دة
ئةكةم

من

وةلَلَا
ليَبوردن

،هات
داواى

ميوامنان
من

بةخوا
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ئيرت

وةلَلَا
،

بةخوا

قاثى
بووم

دةرى
هةوليَر

هاتينة
لة

شةويش
خةستةخانة

َدويَنى
لة

(appendix 15: situation 7). Furthermore, a sub-strategy might be used once to indicate
sincerity as in:  بةقورئان لةبريم ضوو, ‘by the Quran, I forgot’. (Appendix 15: situation 20).
However, it is still a sincere apology as swearing by the Quran increases the level of
sincerity in Kurdish apologies as it makes the apology-recipient believe the offender’s
apology. More examples can be found in appendix 15.

4.16 Chapter Summary
The chapter focused on analysing the results elicited from of DCTs, interviews and 44
real observed situations. The results in general showed that Kurds use nine apology
strategies whose frequencies vary according to their appropriateness with the sort of
offences and the situations. Additionally, Kurdish apologisers were found to use four
sub-strategies to support their apology strategies.
The results chapter also revealed that Kurdish men use more apology
strategies than women as evidenced in DCT and interview results where equal
numbers of males and females were involved. In addition to gender as a high
determining variable in Kurdish apologies, the results also revealed the effect of age,
social status/ power and social relationship/ distance in Kurdish interaction. the
chapter also demonstrated the significance of time and place in making successful
apologies.
As regards apology strategy selections, Kurds were found to be better users of
IFIDs and account as the first two top strategies and less users of responsibility and
concern for the hearer strategies. Moreover, the chapter showed that Kurdish apology
strategies were situation specific ones and their employment is greatly determined by
the social features of the interlocutors.
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Chapter Five
Discussion
5. 1 Introduction
In this chapter, the results of thesis will be discussed with reference to the
previous studies presented in the literature. It will focus on realisation patterns
and perceptions of apologies by Kurdish men and women in the DCT, interview
and real observed situations. The chapter aims to answer research questions in
relation to the literature review.
The chapter will significantly shed light on the gender differences in
Kurdish apologies, the effect of age, social status/ power and social distance the
size of the offence which in turn affects the use of the apology strategies and substrategies. Based on these arguments, the chapter will discuss the notion of
Kurdish face and the concept of politeness in Kurdish culture and the type of
culture based on the explored politeness strategy. The argument about
collectivistic and individualistic concepts of apology with regard to Kurdish
culture will take another room of discussion. Answering the stated issues is
expected to make substantial theoretical contribution in the field of sociopragmatics.

5. 2 Realisation Patterns of Apologies
The thesis revealed different apology strategies used by the speakers of the
central Kurdish. These varieties are different in the twelve tested situations
based on the factors of the apologiser’s gender, age and social status, the offence,
the apology-recipient (mainly his/her gender). Furthermore, the social distance
between the speaker and the hearer is also considered in the study. It was found
that different apology strategies were used in the twelve varied situations. In line
with Thomas (1995:169) the strategies arose after measuring the size of the
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different offences, conducted by the apologisers, in relation to the determining
social factors in the Kurdish culture.
Regarding the strategies used in the DCT situations, Kurdish men and
women showed similar apology strategies as each of them used nine apology
strategies in total and four supporting sub-strategies. However, the frequency of
their responses is remarkable. The apology strategies are of proportionally
different distribution over the situations according to the sort of the offence as
shown in chapter 3. The nine apology strategies received various frequencies,
ranging from 846 IFID sub-formulae as the first highest occurring strategies to
10 frequencies of the non-verbal strategy as the least used one as shown in table
5. The high occurrence of account (= 677) and lack of intent (= 269) as the
second and third used strategies respectively is significant due to their power in
supporting the IFIDs, mainly the account strategy. Conversely, both
embarrassment and concern for the hearer received the second and third lowest
frequencies respectively due to their inappropriateness in many situations. Both
of offer of repair and promise of forbearance were moderate due to their
situation- specificity features. However, taking responsibility strategy obtained
noticeably low occurrence in Kurdish apologies compared to English and other
languages. Furthermore, the same strategies were used in apologising to the
opposite gender, but with relatively lower occurrences as illustrated earlier in
table 6.
I would argue that the reason for the highest occurrence of the IFIDs in
apologising to both genders is related to their being more formulaic and
ritualistic than other strategies. However, other strategies are restricted by many
factors such as the nature and sort of offence, situation, the social variables of the
interlocutors, such as gender, age, social status/ power, social distance. On the
other hand, the real situations resulted in 6 strategies which indicates that
apology in Kurdish is situation specific.
Within the strategies used, the study revealed that Kurds utilised direct
and indirect apologetic strategies. The main direct strategies are mainly
represented by the IFIDs and somehow the lack of intent (awareness) and
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expressing embarrassment. The IFIDs received the highest frequency in the
situations, mainly the two common IFID semantic formulae: the formal IFID
daway leburdin ʔəkəm “I request forgiveness”; and the informal IFID biburə
“forgive”. Next was the Arabic apology strategy ʕəfu/ ʕəfumkə. The study also
revealed that lack of intent nəmzani “I did not mean it” might function as a direct
formulaic apologetic strategy rather than indirect strategy. This claim is
supported in situation 2 when lack of intent received the highest frequency (see
figures 6 & 7). Furthermore, in situation 8 lack of intent was used as the second
highest used apologetic strategy (see figures 18 & 19). Also, expression of
embarrassment [ خهجاڵهتمɣəʤallətɪm] or [ شهرمهزارمʃərməzarɪm], meaning “I am
embarrassed” can also have the same function, but with lower occurrence than
IFIDs and lack of intent in the Kurdish culture. Similar to Persian, this finding
matches that was found by Afgari (2007) in which expressing embarrassment
can function as a direct formulaic apologetic strategy. In line with Chang’s study
(2008), like Taiwanese, Kurds use embarrassment expression as a powerful and
trusted strategy which is mostly regarded as an accepted apology by the
offended person due to the high modesty shown by the apologiser.
With reference to Meir’s (1998) finding about the lesser use of routine
formulae in the severe offence and more routine formulae with less severe and
medium offences, the current study goes in line with that claim. Similarly, the
current study found that less routine formulae (IFIDs) were used in most
situations except in situations 1 & 7 and 8 which embraced the highest occurring
IFIDs. The reason is that the offence in these three situations is similar in the
sense that they happen as accidental behaviours. That is why, the routinised
IFIDs were used as most frequently used forumale, supported by lack of intent as
the second most frequently occurring strategy. They are not regarded as a big
violation of the social values due to their frequent occurrences. For the
commonness of the offence in these situations, Kurds sometimes express lack of
intent “I did not mean” or even do not apologise as in situation 7 (when blocking
somebody’s way). This claim is also supported by the observations made. This
indicates that using IFIDs in a situation like that is somehow equal to say nothing
strategy (that is just clearing the way without say anything).
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In this concern, the finding in situation 4 (forgetting to buy an Eid present for a
child) (i.e. failing to keep a promise to a child) does not go with that of Meir’s
(1998). The difference in apologising in situations 4 & 5 supports what was
mentioned previously by Scher and Darley (1997) about how an offence is
restricted to the violation of a social norm. This idea suggests what is considered
an offence in a specific culture, might not be the same or equally severe in
another culture. I might argue that this is true even within the same culture
based on the hearer’s age and social power. This lesser use of the routine IFID is
attributed to the age of the recipient which reduces the degree of the offence.
Otherwise, failing to keep a promise is regarded as a breach of social
commitment that requires sincere apologies. They include high use of the
routinised strategies supported by other strategies as in situation 5. In this case,
a high rate of IFIDs (87 frequencies) supported by 100 account strategies were
used to harmonise the situation with the apology recipients of the same age and
higher social power. Thus, the frequency of the routine strategies in situations 4
& 5 is different based on the age and power of the apology-recipient, in spite of
the similarity of the offences. The lower the age and social status/power the less
IFID formulas are used regardless of the size of the offence.
Regarding the structure of the Kurdish IFID semantic sub-formulae, they
are different from those used in English, Arabic and Persian (except for the
Persian Bebaxshid ‘Forgive me’ as one of the four semantic formulae of IFIDs).
See Shahrokhi and Jan (2012). The Kurdish IFIDs do not express the offender’s
apparent feelings represented by the English adjective ‘sorry’ or Arabic adjective
[ آسفʔasif], meaning ‘sorry’. Kurdish IFID formulae imply a request for
forgiveness in which the apologiser requests forgiveness from the offended
person. In relating the Kurdish IFIDs to Olshtain and Blum-Kulka’s (1983) six
English IFID representations: ‘(be) sorry, apologise, excuse, forgive, pardon and
regret’, the Kurdish IFIDs are mostly equivalent to ‘forgive’ except for one form
of the Arabic-based IFID [ عهفووʕəfu:] that is equivalent to the Hebrew 'slixa',
meaning ‘forgiveness’. With reference to English, all the Kurdish IFID semantic
sub-formulae are representations of request for apology. Thus, they are different
from the English IFIDs which include expression of regret, offer of apology and
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request for apology. Consequently, they are different from Olshtain and BlumKulka’s (1983) six English IFID representations: ‘(be) sorry, apologise, excuse,
forgive, pardon and regret’. Thus, the characteristic of the Kurdish IFID semantic
formulae is that a decision to forgive is in the hand of the hearer (offended), not
the offender. It is just like making a proper application for forgiveness from the
hearer who has the authority to do so or not.
Furthermore, the Kurdish IFID sub-formulae are imperative verbs used
directly to obtain forgiveness from the apology-recipient. They ranked the
highest occurring apology strategy in the study regardless of the severity of the
offence, as they are routinised forms that are used in all situations. This is not
consistent with Trosborg’s (1987) findings about displaying the low occurrence
of the formulaic expressions of apology (i.e. IFIDs), attributing it to the severity
of offences. However, the lowest occurrence of the IFID was found in situation 4.
The reason is attributed to the apology-recipient’s young age. Unlike English who
often use direct apologies to children, Kurds do not apologise directly to their
children. However, only account (justifications) and/or non-verbal strategies are
used alternatively. This fact was supported by the interview findings as shown
by interviewees 12, 17, 18 & 20 in appendix 14-I and triangulated by the real
situations as in the mother’s response to her child’s complaint for not putting the
lunch box in her bag. This argument reveals the influence of age in determining
the obligation to apologise and strategy selections in Kurdish culture.
Regarding the formality and informality of the formulaic expressions as
raised by Fraser (1981); Holmes (1990), the data of the study showed the
priority of the formal IFID daway leburdin ʔəkəm to the informal IFID biburə in
10 situations (except for situations 7 & 4) which might be attributed to the
nature of the offences and the social distance with apology-recipient. This
supports Brokin and Reinhart (1978) and Meiers (1998) statement. For instance,
in situation 7, to rebuild the social relationship with the seriously ill friend, the
informal IFID bibu:rə was used and supported by other strategies to heal his/her
broken heart. Using informal IFID in this situation is expected to be more
successful and more sincere than using a formal IFID to involve the hearer to the
friendship circle. Furthermore, regardless of the severe offence, it could be said
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that using the two IFID semantic sub-formulae as free variations are not highly
restricted to formality and informality.
In contrast to Gonzales et al.’s (1990) claim in relating the embarrassment
to gender, the data of the current study showed the opposite as the male groups
used more embarrassment expressions than female did in apologising to same
gender (male groups vs. male= 30: female groups vs. female = 24). However, the
rate came down in apologising to the opposite gender, but still male groups used
more embarrassment expressions (male vs. female = 25: female vs. male = 18).
This is because Kurdish men in general are more apologetic than women. Hence,
expression of embarrassment received more representations by the male
subjects. Moreover, Kurdish women in general do not express embarrassment in
certain embarrassing situations (mainly with men) due to their shyness. For that
reason, they might “say nothing and keep going” as a safer solution. This finding
is confirmed by interviewee 20 in appendix 14-H.
Among the 120 participants, the study revealed that women were less
users of embarrassment and the older women of low social status were the
lowest users of embarrassment, using it only twice with the same gender, and
not at all with men. This indicates that the low occurrence of the embarrassment
expressions is attributed to the low social status factor among the elderly
Kurdish women. The reason for making these female subjects less apologetic is
their isolation from contacting people in public as they are mostly at home and
not open to the society like other groups.
Like the IFIDs, the embarrassment-indicating sub-formulae in the Kurdish
apologies are used with intensifiers to show a greater degree of embarrassment,
which supports the statement conducted by Beckwith and Dewaele (2008).
Furthermore, noticeable similarities were used among Kurdish men and women
which stand in line with Olshtain’s (1989) comparing apology strategies in
English, French, German and Hebrew in terms of the IFIDs. This reflects the
universality of apology speech act as one aspect of politeness regardless of the
cultural differences between languages as claimed by Sachie (1998). However,
the current study reveals the universality of some apology strategies and the
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culture specificity of some others in Kurdish culture. In relating the results to
Vollmer and Olshtain’s (1989) study which found the priority of IFIDs and
responsibility over other strategies in different situations, the study partly
supports their claim as it goes with the priority of the IFIDs as they are the most
formulaic strategies. However, it is not true with the responsibility
acknowledgement strategy in the Kurdish culture as one of the less frequent
strategies. The reason is that taking direct responsibility is viewed as a sort of
humiliation. However, it is also not in line with Bergman & Kasper’s (1993)
findings that revealed no taking responsibility strategy was consistent with the
severity of the offence in their study. This is because the subjects used
responsibility acknowledgment with the high serious offence and avoided it with
the less serious ones in spite of the low responsibility occurrence in general as
compared

to

other

strategies.

The

low

frequency

of

responsibility

acknowledgement in Kurdish apologies is also inconsistent with Trosborg’s
(2011) claim of the high frequency of taking responsibility by the Romanians.
However, it is close to her statement about the Danish and English who usually
reject taking responsibility in most situations. The study is also not consistent
with Vollmer and Olshtain (1989) who claimed the highest percentage of
responsibility by the German speakers in all the situations. However, it is in line
with their statement regarding the highest frequency of the IFIDs.
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5.3 The influence of the social variables in Kurdish apologies
The findings of the current study demonstrated noticeable influences of the
social variables such as gender, age and social status in Kurdish apologies.
Accordingly, it is expected for these findings to fill some gaps in the sociopragmatic politeness of apology.

5.3.1 Gender Differences
Gender differences can be observed in using the IFIDs as well as the expression
of embarrassment as another sincerity showing strategy. As for the IFIDs, the
male groups used 441 IFID semantic sub-formulae vs. 405 IFID semantic subformulae used by the female groups when apologisiong to same gender (table 5).
The same difference was found when apologising to the opposite gender (see
table 6).
With regard to expression of embarrassment, men expressed more
embarrassment than women: (men=30 vs. women=24) as in table 5. Similarly,
Kurdish men were greater users of embarrassment expression strategy in
apologising to the opposite gender in spite of the minimisation of the occurrence:
(males=25 vs. females=18) as shown in table 6. This indicates that men are more
apologetic than women, in terms of expressing embarrassment, in the Kurdish
culture.
Regarding account/ explanation as the second most frequently used
strategy, it did not show a significant difference between the male and female
groups (compare the tables 5 & 6). This shows that account strategy is one
feature of apologies in Kurdish culture regardless of the apologiser’s gender. It
was found also that male groups used more offers of repair than the female
groups which might be attributed to the socio-economic factor in the Kurdish
culture, since many women are not economically free as they have no financial
income, as in the case of low social status women who have no jobs, and are
mostly supported by other family members.
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With regard to gender difference in apologising, the study is not in line with
Lakoff (1975); Holmes (1995) and Smith (2008) who claimed that women are
more polite and apologetic than men. Conversely, the findings of the study
showed that Kurdish men were more apologetic than women in the given
situations as men used more IFID formulae and taking responsibility strategies
than women did as shown in tables 5 & 6.
In relating responsibility acknowledgement strategy to gender factor, the
study does not support the claim made by Rothman and Gandossy (1982) who
stated that women were more likely to take responsibility than men. Conversely,
the current study displayed that male groups used more responsibility subcategories (47 times by males vs. 26 times by females) in apologising to the same
gender as illustrated in 13. However, less responsibility was taken in apologising
to the opposite gender, but still men showed more responsibility sub-categories
(male: 33 vs. 18) (see table 14). In considering the gender of both interlocutors
(apologiser and apology recipient), it was found that both male and female
apologisers showed more responsibility to same gender recipients than to the
opposite gender apology-recipients. This reveals the significance of the offended
person’s gender in using responsibility acknowledgement as both male and
female might be described as ego-gender biased. The clear decrease in showing
responsibility acknowledgement in apologising to the opposite gender is also
related to the social relationship rules formulated by the social values in respect
of cross-gender communications in the Kurdish culture.
Even within the sub-strategies used, the findings showed that men
employed more intensifiers (68 vs. 31), swearing by God (103 vs. 97) and
kinship terms (122 vs. 80) as illustrated in tables 15-A; 16-A & 17- A in chapter
4. Similarly, men used more sub-strategies than women in apologising to the
opposite gender as shown in tables 15-B; 16-B & 17-B. The notion of gender
differences is corroborated by the interviewees who stated that the best way of
apology is gender sensitive as what is regarded as a polite apology between
interlocutors of the same gender would be an offence when conducted with the
opposite gender. More importantly, in the use of some non-verbal paralinguistic
features (i.e. non-linguistic strategies) such as shaking hands, kissing and
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hugging that might be viewed as signs of sincere apologies between interlocutors
of the same sex as specified by the interviewees in appendix 14 –G. The use of
the non-verbal strategies are primarily gender sensitive issues due to the social
norms related to each gender as indicated by the interviewee 6 in appendix 14 –
H, who reported that men and women are different for socio-cultural and
religious reasons and that there should be a barrier between both genders. For
that reason the size of offence is crucially determined by the hearer’s gender.
Accordingly, the strategies and sub-strategies might be used differently with
both genders. I might argue that an apology might turn into an offence when
misconducted, that is, when the social norms are not considered properly while
apologising. Thus, in certain situations a person might need to apologise for his
apology due to the lack of his/her socio-pragmatic competence.
The gender differences in Kurdish culture can also be evidenced by using
the metaphorical apology strategy that is typically a female strategy, that
indicates resembling the hearer’s conversation with sugar, that is, ‘stop your
sugar’ for politely interrupting somebody’s speech as confirmed by interviewees
13, 14, 15, 17, 19 & 20 in appendix 14-P. The reason is related to the nature of
women in this confrontation situation as they look more polite in using the
metaphorical apology strategy. However, it should be mentioned that this
metaphorical language is usually not used with younger hearers. Stop your sugar
is one of the forms of request in Kurdish. Using this imperative verb ‘stop’ is
attributed to the absence of ‘please’ in a Kurdish request which might classify
central Kurdish in Garmian as a direct language with respect to requests. The
different percentages among the women using this metaphorical strategy is
associated with their social status and age differences. For that reason, the old
and low social status interviewees showed the highest percentage (50%) usage.
Conversely, it was not very preferable by three young high social status
participants because they are adhering less to old tradition than the old and/or
low social status subjects, as shown earlier by figure 32 in chapter 4. In other
words, the young high social status females can be described as the weakest
connected group to the tradition in terms of using this old fashioned style of
apology.
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5.3.2 Age Differences
In considering the age difference, the study showed that young participants were
more apologetic than older ones in tested situations except for the non-verbal
strategy. This indicates that the young generation uses more apology strategies.
This might be attributed to their age that requires them to conceptualise and
evaluate the offence more carefully than older people. That is to say, they are
less trusted than elderly people in certain situations. For that reason, they might
need to be more apologetic in order to make remedy than the elderly people do.
Another reason is related to their openness to the society as they are usually
more self-expressive and communicative. However, non-verbal strategies are
also age sensitive as it is usually people of the same or/and close ages who might
kiss and hug each other. They usually kiss the hand of elderly people due to their
age. This style of politeness in apologies is restricted to old age as evidenced by
interview 12 in appendix 14-G.
For the elderly Kurdish participants to be less apologetic than younger
ones is related to the level of reliability and trustworthiness. In other words,
elderly people need to produce fewer apology strategies than young apologisers
to get remedy due to their fidelity that is associated with their advanced age. This
goes in line with Sarfo’s (2011) finding about the effect of age on the strategies of
refusals in Ghana. This supports Chang’s (2008) argument that the speaker’s
personality is more important than his/her words. If the speaker’s sincerity is
trusted by the people, his words would be accepted by others, regardless of what
he says. This happened due to the sociolinguistic significance of age which is to
position a person in the Kurdish cultural hierarchy, like those of Japanese and
Chinese, as stated by Novinger (2001). For that reason, they do not need to use a
high rate of account, lack of intent and concern for the hearer as younger
apologisers do. That is why, they focused on the routinised IFIDs more than
strategies.
On the other hand, elderly people in Kurdish culture should receive more
apology strategies when they are apologised to. In other words, they offer fewer
strategies as apologisers and receive more strategies in the position of apology
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recipient. This is because of the elevated position of age in the Kurdish
hierarchical society, where old age and high social status requires high respect.
Thus, the study clearly demonstrated the significance of the hearer’s advanced
age and high social status in receiving more polite apologies in the Kurdish
culture, which concurs with Kadar and Mill’s (2011) argument about the position
of age and social status in the Eastern culture. The significance of old age was
evidenced by the interviewees who stated that they are more apologetic to old
men because they had grey hair (referring to their age). Thus, they are respected
by Almighty God.
ئهكات

لێ

شهرمى

گهوره

خواى

بووه

سپى

سهرى

ئهوهى

لهبهر

بهتهمنيش

پياوى

It is significant that elder people are never mentioned by just their names
without having a social title or kinship term such as uncle for men and aunt or
mother for women to indicate involvement politeness. For that reason, elderly
people are always involved as part of the society, as confirmed by an
interviewee’s apology to an old lady: بؤ ئافرهتى به تهمهنيش ئهڵێم دايه گيان گهردنم ئازاكه
‘for an elderly woman, I would say forgive me, mother (using a kinship term).
However, it is quite impolite behaviour to call an elderly man or a woman merely
by their names without involving them in society. This idea clearly reflects the
collectivistic feature of the Kurdish culture as they are socially regarded as
members of one family.
Conversely, It was found that Kurds are less apologetic to younger people
and no direct apologies are given at all to children due to their young age as
clarified by Interview 12: ، ئةگهر كةسهكه بهتهمهن بێت ئهوه جياوازه لهوهى مناڵ تر بێت
 بهاڵم بهتهمهنهكه زياتره،‘ ههردووكيان پێويستيان بهداواى لێبوردنةOld men are different from
young ones. Both require apologies, but the elderly require more apologies than
younger ones. By saying both require apologies, I would argue that he does not
mean children, but he means old people and young people who are beyond their
teenage years).

This argument can be evidenced by making a comparison

between the old and the young, but not children as the curve of apologising
decreases according to the age of the hearer. This indicates the absence of
apologies to children. Alternatively, the adults tend to be satisfied with kissing
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the children or by engaging them in a pleasant chat, as seen in interviews 18 &
20 in appendix 14 – I, and supported by the findings of the real situations 22 &
32 in appendix 15.

5.3.3 Social Status/power
In relating the apology strategies to the social status/ power of the participants,
the study contrasts Sache’s (1998) claim that people of lower social status
usually look at the severity of offence more seriously than others. Conversely,
people of higher social status in the study are more apologetic than those of low
social status. They used more IFIDs (449 frequencies by HS vs. 397 by LS) and
more responsibility (75 by HS vs. 49 by LS) in apologisisng to the same gender
(table 13). The proportion is relatively lower in apologising to the opposite
gender (IFIDs: 424 times by HS vs. 394 by LS); (responsibility: 34 times by HS vs.
17 times by LS) as illustrated in table 14. However, the high social subjects still
use more apology strategies than the lower social ones. The reason might be
attributed to the high educational level of the participants representing the high
social status (i.e. university lecturers, and school teachers). The sharp difference
between both groups in terms of social status is worth-comparing in the study.
Furthermore, they showed more concern for the hearer than low status persons
(46 vs. 22) with the same gender and 38 vs. 15 with the opposite gender, as
shown in tables 13 & 14.
It might be argued also that the low rate of main apology strategies
(particularly, the IFIDs and responsibility) with the low social status participants
are associated with the factor of gender, as low social status women were the
least frequent users of the two mentioned strategies. However, the people of the
low social status used more account (354 vs. 323) and more lack of intent (144
vs. 125) in their apologies regardless of the gender of the apology recipients, as
illustrated in table 13 for apologising to the same gender and table 14 for
apologising to opposite gender.
These findings support the argument conducted by Bayraktaroglu and
Sifianou (2001) about the priority of social status over other social factors.
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Based on the social status classification of the groups, the study showed the
highest frequency of the IFIDs and responsibility with people of high social
status (IFIDs = 449: responsibility = 44) versus the low social sublects who
recorded the lowest occurrence (IFIDs = 397: Responsibility = 29). It is
important to argue that the social status is significantly different among female
individuals rather than the male ones in using IFIDs and responsibility strategies.
Thus, the study concludes that female subjects of high social status are more
apologetic than those of low social status regardless of their age. This finding
supports the assumption raised by Thomas about the priority of power to
gender. However, it goes in contrast with the claims conducted by Belushi (2006)
and Engel (2001) as the former associated real men with no apologising and the
latter described taking responsibility by men as a difficult task, resembling it to
“losing a power struggle”. Likewise, it importantly contradicts the common
concept supported by Schumann and Ross (2010) in considering women as more
apologetic than men due to the different perception of the offences by both
genders. They indicated that women perceived more offences than men did.
Additionally, the finding also contradicts the claim presumed by Smith (2008).
Another evidence for considering the high social groups to be viewed as more
apologetic is the difference in expression of embarrassment: HS subjects (= 30)
vs. LS subjects (= 24) as shown in tables 13 & 14. Furthermore, the current study
is consistent with Trosborg (1987) as it was found that, on the whole,
participants were more apologetic to high social status people than to ordinary
people as reported by interviewee 4 who confirmed the special position of these
people, saying that “people of high social status may need to be visited at home”.
This statement supports the hierarchical nature of the Kurdish society.
According to this claim, people with a high social status/power should receive
special apologies that go with their high social position (interview 12).
Additionally, the results in some specific situations support the argument
made by Belushi (2006) and Engel (2001) who stated that real men do not
apologise in order not to lose power. To support that claim, the subjects of high
social status/power (university lecturers and teachers) were not prepared to
give a direct apology to their students who asked about the exam papers. The
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reason for not apologising to students is essentially attributed to the high social
status/power of the lecturers which creates a high level of pride in dealings with
their students, so they do not feel obliged to apologise to their students. Hence, it
might be argued that the size of an offence depends on how it is viewed by the
apologiser. In this way, the situation of university lecturers and teachers, not
apologising to their students is due to their feelings of self-importance compared
to their students. This argument also might be regarded as evidence of the effect
of social status/power in Kurdish apologies.
Examining the collaborative effect of the three social variables, the study
will present the young high social status males as most apologetic participants
and the old low social status females as least apologetic Kurdish individuals.
Thus, the influence of gender, age and social status in generating different results
agree with Chang’s (2008) determination about the role of these effective
cultural factors in using apology strategies.

5.3.4 Social Distance
In agreement with Guan, Park and Lee (2009), the results of the social
relationship (distance) between the interlocutors affected the degree of
obligation to apologise. That effect divided the subjects into two groups based on
their gender. It was found that male groups were more apologetic to the socially
distant hearers (strangers) than to the socially-close ones (i.e. relatives), which
goes against Sugimoto (1998) and Kadar & Mills’ (2011) statement regarding the
consideration of the social relationship between the interlocutor in Japanese
culture. However, the female participants, regardless of their age and social
status were more apologetic to socially close hearers, which is similar to the
Japanese apology etiquette in giving more concern to the social relationship
between the interlocutors when apologising (Sugimoto 1998); (Kadar & Mills,
2011). The reason behind the gender differences in considering the social
relationship (distance) in apologising is attributed to the openness of men to all
people whether socially close or distant. For that reason, men use solidarity with
friends (socially-close) and more politeness in their apologies with socially
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distant people due to formality. This is contrary to women, prescribed by social
rules, who are not open to socially distant people, mostly men, as they are only
connected with socially close people. Hence, women are less apologetic to
socially distant people. Even in that instance, social distance is correlated with
the gender of the hearer. Based on that, the close social distance between
interlocutors is associated with same gender persons. Accordingly, men and
women mostly have interlocutors from the same gender (- D). The opposite is
not

common.

Consequently,

the

low

occurrence

of

responsibility

acknowledgement to the opposite gender is due to the great social distance
between both genders (+D) which is attributed to the socio-religious norms in
the studied area. This explanation is consistent with the statement conducted by
Bergman & Kasper (1993) who found that taking responsibility was greatly used
by the socially close interlocutors. Furthermore, it is supported by Baxter (1984)
Trosborg (1987), Holmes (1990), and Meier (1992), who found that the use of
more detailed strategies among friends.

5.4 Directness and Indirectness in Kurdish Apologies
Linked with the success of the apology, the data supports the statement
conducted by Takaku, Weiner and Ohbuchi (2001) about the role of IFIDs
(explicit or direct apology) in making a successful apology and mainly when
accompanied by account strategy (implicit or indirect apology) like cause and
effect. Accordingly, the two given strategies took priorities over the other ones.
Similarly the study goes with Warga and Schölmberger’s (2007) study in using
IFIDs and excuses as two common strategies among groups of Austrian students
spending only 10 months to learn French, compared with the Austrian German
and native speakers of Quebecois French. Furthermore, the study supports
Akmaludin’s (2008) study on the apology in Indonesia that came out with the
use of explicit apology (IFIDs) and implicit apology by using explanation and
direct reason for the apology.
The thesis is partly consistent with Alfattah’s (2011) study on the
“Apology Strategies of Yemeni EFL University Students” in considering the IFIDs
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as a compulsory part to accompany other strategies due to its frequency in all
situations. Nevertheless, it was of different frequencies in the Kurdish tested
situations as it showed the lowest occurrence in situation 4 and complete
absence in the university lecturers and the high school teachers’ responses as
they refused to apologise to their students when they were late marking the
exam papers. This indicates that the use of the IFIDs, as a sign of direct apology,
is preferable in Kurdish apologies to accompany other strategies, but not
compulsory as apology is expressed by multiple strategies. The main reason for
Alfattah’s view about the obligatory use of the IFIDs might be related to his
participants who were university students. The highest frequency of the IFIDs in
Kurdish apologies also goes with Farashaiyan and Amirkhis’s (2011) findings
with the Iranian and Malaysian students, but different with the frequency of
other strategies.
With regard to the intensifiers used with IFIDs, it was found that Kurds
used fewer intensifiers in the given situations, compared to the sub-strategies of
swearing by God and kinship terms, which are used for emphasis and
involvement purpose respectively. Hence, regarding frequency of intensification,
Kurdish apology is closer to that of the Japanese than to the English, as Kurds use
fewer intensifiers as compared to the English. With reference to social status, the
study supports Sachie’s (1998) finding in connecting intensifiers to the social
status of the apologisers. Similarly, the low social status groups used less
intensification (32 times) than high social status groups (72 times) in responding
to the same gender apology-recipients and 59 times for (H+) and 22 times for
(H-) in apologising to the opposite gender. Within the low social groups, it was
found that the low social male groups showed more intensifiers to female
apology-recipient than male apology-recipient. Conversely, the female low social
groups were more gender-biased in using intensifiers in their apologies.
Regarding the directness and indirectness of apologies in the real
observed situations, the indirect apologies took priority over the direct ones
(68% vs. 27%). The reason for that might be attributed to the nature of Kurds
who generally prefer using indirect strategies in their apologies. In this concern,
the study goes with Thomas (1995) with regard to the universality of
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indirectness in all natural languages. The results of the study in general are
partly consistent with Afghari (2007) who found that Persians use both direct
and indirect apologies. Similarly, Kurds use both methods of apology and give
priority to the indirect apologies because the indirect strategies were more
appropriate to the situations investigated. For instance, in response to failing to
visit and welcome back a socially close person (as a violation of the Kurdish
social norms), only 2 out of 9 persons used direct apologies. However the other
seven apologisers used other indirect strategies, including account/explanation,
lack of intent (lack of awareness), and expression of embarrassment strategies.
Regarding account strategies, different justifications were given for not being
able to visit. Furthermore, they supported their justifications by some apology
sub-strategies such as swearing by God and kinship terms as shown in the table
in appendix 15.
A significant reason for the high occurrence of the indirect strategy is the
insufficiency of the direct apologies (flat IFIDs). Even the two occurrences of the
direct apologies were supported by the account and other strategies, which can
be regarded as an evidence for the insufficiency of the IFIDs alone in the offences
related to violation to social norms as in situations 6 & 7 in appendix 15. The
reason is that apologies in such situations are produced to convince the
hearer(s) why they failed to visit and welcome him back and that using an IFID
alone does not clarify the situation and justify the position. It might be possible
in other cultures like English just to say ‘sorry’. However, Kurds need to know
the reason for being late or failing to make the visit. Otherwise, the apology will
not be viewed as a sincere one. That crucial importance of explanation and other
strategies made the apologisers, sometimes, tell white lies as justifications to
support his/her apologies and convince the apology recipient(s).
As regards failing to keep a promise, that is filling the DCT form on time,
the five apologisers in events 10,11,12,13 &14 also preferred indirect apologies,
that’s why they used three indirect and two direct apologies. Similar to the first
situation, even the two direct apology users did not use flat IFIDs for their
insufficiency. Explanation is the most used apology strategy in this situation due
to its power to justify the apologiser’s position and convince the hearer to accept
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their apologies. The use of any sub-strategies such as swearing by God and the
Quran, and intensifiers are also significant to make the apologies more powerful
and more persuasive.
For situation 14 to look less powerful and a bit different among the five
similar observed situations can be attributed to the size of the offence in that
very situation. This is because the apologiser, unlike the others, has completed
the DCT form and apologised as a precaution for any possible shortcomings in
the form, that is why he said:
 لةكةمى و كوورِيشمان ببورة, meaning ‘forgive us for our shortcoming’ when he handed the
DCT form..
These two situations are worth discussing due to their deep root in the Kurdish
culture in addition to the religious motivation behind them. For that reason, multiple
strategies were used due to the severity of the offence and their link to culture and
religion altogether.
The use of no-apology is attributed to the low degree of the offence
severity in the Kurdish culture and the social relationship between the
interlocutors. It is very common among friends not to apologise in certain
situations such as blocking the way, or when the hearer is a child or a less
powerful person as in the case of the lecturer – student interaction.
In relating the (in)directness of apologies to the observed subjects, it was
found that the both males and females generally preferred indirect apologies
over direct apologies. However, it was necessary to use direct apologies in
certain situations. More importantly, the situation of interrupting the interview
when opening the door for a second, required only a flat IFID as the elderly male
lecturer was in a hurry and he did not like to make longer sentences. Thus, giving
a detailed explanation in that situation might be viewed as an offence rather than
an apology. For the interview to continue, he just used a flat IFID.
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Based on the factor of gender, it could be argued that women use less direct
apologies than men as the female participants used more indirect apologies than
direct strategies (= 8 indirect vs 1 direct). However, the male subjects used
direct apologies 11 times and indirect apologies 20 times, as illustrated in table
22. Women’s interest in indirect apologies is supported by the DCT findings that
showed a relatively high occurrence of account strategies by women as shown in
table 5.

5.5 Kurdish culture: Collectivism and individualism
In terms of individual or group-orientation, Kurdish culture is a sample of
collectivist culture in which group is more concerned than individuals. It is in
agreement with Fukushima (2003: 121- 122) who identified collectivist cultures
as “interdependence” because the group is the concern of the people, and the
social ties, unlike individualist cultures, are more sharply and distinctively tight
and controlled (Ibid: 116 -117). The fact of collectivism features of Kurdish
culture is evidenced by Saarinen (2013: 3). For the collectivist features, Kurds
consider the contextual factors of gender, age and social status in their
interaction to preserve good relational reality as evidenced in the findings of the
thesis.,
In line with Hofstede et al, (2010) Kurdish culture is composed of levels of
nationality/ethnicity, gender, generation and social class. As regards nationality
and ethnicity levels, Kurds are strongly affiliated to Kurdish as a linguistic group
and nationality, and to Islam as their religion. In agreement with Meho and
Maglaughlin (2001), the combination of nationality/ethnicity (i.e. Kurdish
tradition) and religion constitutes the Kurdish social norms that regulate
interaction in Kurdish culture. Gender level is a dominant social variable in
Kurdish since distinction between male and female is culturally observable.
Generation level in Kurdish culture is viewed as young and old, that, is why the
study considered the generation level: the young generation (20-35) and old
generation (50 +). However, social status level is another distinctive feature of
Kurdish culture as they can be classified into high social status and low social
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status based on their education level. The reason for these differences is
attributed to the hierarchical nature of Kurdish culture that is different from the
non-hierarchical English culture.
Based on the results, it could be argued that he concept of collectivism is
based on two levels in the Kurdish culture: firstly, the religious level which
indicates all Muslims are members of one group, like one family. This concept is
supported by the Quranic verse: “”وإِنَّ َٰ َه ِذ ِه أ ُ َّم ُت ُك ْم أُم ًَّة َوا ِح َد ًة,
َ meaning “And verily this
Brotherhood of yours is a single Brotherhood” (Quran, 23: 52). The other level is
nationalism as Kurds mostly say that the Kurds are all brothers and sisters. Thus,
these two levels, specifically the religious level are behind the involvement
indicating apology strategies and sub-strategies, such as the kinship terms. Thus,
to identify Kurdish culture with reference to Brown and Levinson (1987) and
Scollon and Scollon (2001), it can be defined as positive (involvement) politeness
culture. Thus, it is different from English culture which is identified as a negative
(independence) politeness culture. However, it is similar to other involvement
politeness cultures like Greek and Arabic Moroccan, as argued by Watts (2003)
and Sifianou and Antonpounou (2005).
Relating this point to the argument about dividing human society into
group-oriented culture and individual-oriented culture adopted by Wierzbicka
and others, criticised by Thomas (1995) and Leech (2005), is a controversial
matter. I would argue that adopting this cultural classification is the
characteristic of human society. This cultural difference does not indicate that
one culture is more polite than the other. However, cultural differences
demonstrate which social factors are more determining in certain situations. To
apologise in one culture for a specific situation and not in another does not
indicate that the first culture is more polite than the second culture because
politeness is a culture-specific phenomenon. The same is true for apology speech
act in which offence is the main apology-provoking prerequisite which is in turn
determined by the social factors that frame the dominating social values in a
certain culture. This argument is relatable to the cross-cultural differences in
apology by Guan, Park & Lee (2009) who found that American participants (from
an “individualistic” culture) were more apologetic than Chinese and Korean
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participants (from collectivist cultures). This finding, which runs counter to the
claims which have been raised, reflects the allegation of superiority of a
collectivist culture to an individualist one. However, this does not indicate that
Americans are more polite than Chinese and Korean participants as the use of
apology speech act is determined by the size of the offences that is in turn valued
differently according to the social values of the participants’ cultures. Thus, to be
more apologetic in a certain situation does not necessarily indicate greater
politeness than in another culture which is less apologetic, or perhaps not
apologetic, in the same situation. This is due to the disparity of the size of the
obligation to apologise in both cultures. This goes with the statement that holds
that what is polite in one culture might be impolite in another culture, as in the
insistence on the acceptance of an invitation, that is viewed as polite in Chinese
culture and rude in English culture (See Gu 1990 as cited by Ohashi 2008). For
that reason, the interview findings show that Kurds, in general, did not apologise
for sneezing, coughing, burping and yawning as they are not viewed as offensive
behaviours in Kurdish cultures. Even within one culture, depending on the
severity of the offence and the situation, the obligation to apologise varies from
the lowest level of obligation to the highest level of obligation (Volmer and
Olshtain, 1989). Accordingly, different strategies are used to harmonise the
situation and the size of the offence. This idea was confirmed in Kurdish
apologies with regard to employing different apology strategies with people of
different gender, age and social status/ power. For example, non-verbal strategy
(i.e. any physical touching between a socially distant man and woman) is
regarded as a more serious offence in the Kurdish culture. Thus, this offence is
considered a gender-sensitive offence in Kurdish culture under the influence of
Islam as the religion of the highest majority. This concept is in line with the
Prophet Mohammad’s saying " ألن يطعن في رأس أحدكم بمخيط من حديد خير له من أن يمس امرأة
( "ال تحل لهAl-Tabarani 1985), meaning “it is better for any of you to be stabbed
with a dagger in his head than to touch a woman who is not his”. Influenced by
such texts and tradition, this religiously gender sensitive offence has become an
integral part of Kurdish culture. Due to the differences in other social variables,
Kurdish society presents an example of a hierarchical culture. Hence, examining
these social variables in apologising in Kurdish was interesting.
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5.6 Characteristics of Kurdish Apology
From some perspectives, Kurdish apologies distinctively differ from the
strategies adopted by Cohen & Olshtain (1981: 119); Olshtain and Cohen (1983:
22-23) and Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984: 207). These distinctive features are
related to apology strategies, obligation of apology, time and place, the role of
third party, IFID shift, how culture shapes some behaviours, etc.
Examining the apology speech behaviour, Kurds use nine apology
strategies in total, including the six universal strategies in addition to three
culture-specific ones which are lack of intent, expression of embarrassment and
non-verbal strategy. The high frequency of lack of intent strategy as the third
highest occurring one shows the significance of behaviour in Kurdish culture. In
other words, a person’s behaviour should not be evaluated separately from
his/her intention. Thus, the apologiser’s intent should be realised by the
apology-recipient to make remedy and calm the situation down. It is in line with
Bousfield (2008) in respect of hearer’s realisation of the speaker’s intention to
consider a successful impolite act. Additionally, human’s intention in Kurdish
culture is strongly associated with his act as it is the parameter by which human
behaviours are evaluated. Thus, the apologisers need to express lack of intent
strategy to make a successful apology.
The non-verbal strategy used in DCT data, interviews and the real
observed situations shapes a apologising in Kurdish as communicative act.
Defining Kurdish apology as a communicative act contradicts outlining it as a
speech act by Austen (1962), Searle (1979), Leech (1983), Olshtain and Cohen
(1983), and Holmes (1995). In relating Kurdish apology to speech act
classification by Austen (1962) and Searles (1979), the findings show that the
Kurdish apology act is in agreement with Austen’s (1962) ‘behavatives’ and
Searles’ (1979) ‘expressives’ in the sense of functioning.

Although both

mentioned terms are classified under speech act classifications, they are still not
restricted to speech and verbal utterances as claimed by Austen (1962) and
Searles (1979). This is because relating behavatives to attitudes and social
behaviour by Austen (1962) implies the inclusion of non-verbal conduct, because
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social behaviour can be communicated verbally and/or non-verbally. Similarly,
Searles’ (1979) expressive speech act should not be restricted to utterances
alone since expressing attitudes and feelings can be carried out verbally or nonverbally or through a combination of both, as in the case of Kurdish apologies.
As regards obligation to apology in Kurdish, it is related to the factors of
age, social status/power, and social distance. In relation to age, Kurds do not use
direct apologies (i.e. IFIDs) with children shown in situation 4 in the DCT when
the parents forget to buy their child a promised gift for Eid. This fact was also
supported by the interviewees and the real observed situations 21, 22 & 32. The
reason for not apologising to children is related to the social values that
formulate other strategies to be used with children such as kissing, hugging, and
explanation. However, the matter is completely different with old people who
receive more apologies than the young. This is quite different from English
culture, when the same ‘sorry’ is used with every one regardless of his/her age.
Regarding the effect of social status/power, the higher the social status/
power, the more strategies they receive and vice versa, as shown in the interview
findings, where the university lecturers did not show direct apologies to their
students when forgetting to return the papers. This argument was also
confirmed by a university lecturer who did not apologise to her student who
asked about the exam paper. Alternatively, she just said tomorrow. (see situation
28 appendix 15).
The social distance was found in Kurdish as a determining factor in the
obligation of apology. It is interrelated to the factor of gender as females are less
apologetic to the socially distant people than males due to the socio-cultural
values prevailing in the Kurdish culture that restrict cross-gender interactions,
as stated in the interview findings. One of these restrictions in terms of crossgender communication is the deactivation of non-verbal strategy like hand
shaking, kissing, and hugging between socially distant interlocutors and
activating it with socially close apology recipients, as stated in the interview
findings.
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Regarding time and place influence in Kurdish apologies, the study reveals that
Kurds make use of appropriate times and places to make a successful apology.
The best time for that are the religious occasions such as Eids and the month
Ramadan month to reconfirm their apologies, as confirmed in the interview
findings. The appropriate place for reconfirming apologies and restoring the
social relationship in the offended person’s house. According to the Kurdish
tradition, visiting a person at his home is a sign of modesty and showing
deference. Thus, Kurds seek forgiveness and make social remedy by making use
of the appropriate time and place, as explained in the real events narrated by the
interviewees.
Another characteristic of Kurdish apologies is the involvement of a third
party in reconfirming apologies. It is described as a common and effective
phenomenon in making remedy as stated by interviewee 6. The existence of the
third part is related to the severity of the offence. The reason for involving a third
party is to guarantee the success of the apology and restore the social
equilibrium as it help the apology be more effective and accepted by the offended
individual and group, as stated by interviewees 2, 3, 6 &12 in appendix 14-D. The
third party in Kurdish culture is also viewed as a sign of sincerity in Kurdish
apologies and sometimes it comes after the first apology.
The findings reveal that Kurds in general use a third party in their
apologies to make reconciliation and remedy as two of the six proposed R’s
associated with apology. However, the presence of a third party in Kurdish
apology depends on the situation and the sort of offence, mostly when it is
difficult to get the hearer’s forgiveness as evidenced by interviewees 3, 6 & 12
(Appendix 14-Q). More, importantly, the third party (mediator) should be
acceptable and well known to the hearer. This claim is supported by interview
14 in appendix 14-D. The point here is that the mediator is regarded as a sign of
deference shown by the apologiser to the offended person. Even the female
interviewee 14 who preferred to be alone, in many cases, is regarded as a
support for what other interviewees stated, as she did not take into
consideration serious situations where the Kurds usually prefer a third party.
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The significance of the third party in creating social harmony can be viewed as
another indication of a collective culture.
Two-staged apology is another distinctive feature of apologising in
Kurdish. The study showed that Kurds may not find it enough to apologise once
for certain offences, mainly when they feel that the effect of an offence goes
beyond the individuals to groups, specifically families. To keep the social
relationship between two families, the Kurds use a two-staged apology. The
second stage of apologising is usually carried out by a group visit to the offended
person’s house. It is usually regarded as a confirmation of the first stagedapology. The second stage of apologising is regarded as sign of sincerity in
Kurdish culture and usually conducted to save the hearer’s face (which usually
signifies a group of people) and guarantee the re-establishment of social
harmony between both groups. This distinctive feature was evidenced by real
events narrated by the interviewees. The two-staged apologising is evidenced by
interviewees 1, 2, 3 & 5 in appendix 14-Q. Compared to English, the above
mentioned phenomena are typically culture specific features in Kurdish
apologising, produced in response to the Kurdish cultural values in the area.

5.7 Perception of Politeness in Kurdish
To relate the apology speech act to Brown and Levinson’s (1987) positive and
negative politeness and Scollon and Scollon’s (2001) involvement and
independence, it might be argued that apologising in Kurdish is a representation
of positive politeness in most situations (that is, in the sense of involvement as
the interlocutors’s purpose is to involve the individual to the groups as
evidenced by the study findings). However, the situation is different in the case
of power differences as in situation 5 about the apologiser (-P) and apology
recipient (+p) that puts the apology at a high level of formality, which makes
involvement not possible. This situation is in line with Leech’s negative
politeness as apologising aims at conflict avoidance due to the high social power
of the apology recipient. Accordingly, in most of the situations, the results
showed that the apology communicative act in Kurdish culture represents
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positive politeness or involvement politeness. The apologisers mostly aim at
connecting and involving the apology recipient to the group and bringing them
closer together. This goes with Brown and Levinson’s positive politeness (1987),
and Scollon and Scollon’s (2001) involvement politeness. Moreover, the Kurds
use kinship term sub-strategies such as brother, sister, uncle, etc. as involvement
markers which might be regarded as the features of a collectivist culture.
However, apology speech act might be regarded as negative politeness in
formal situations (such as situation 5) due to the social distance and power
differences between the interlocutors. In this sense, and in consistence with
Leech’s (1983) description of negative politeness “minimising the impoliteness
of illocutions), it aims at removing the degree of imposition (offence) and avoid
conflict that might cause the situation to deteriorate . In such formal situations
independence of the interlocutors is more concerned than involvement. In this
concern, apology can be classified as a manifestation of negative politeness (as it
mostly expresses deference rather than friendliness (Holmes 1995: 154).
Actually committing an offence might be considered an impolite action as it
makes the hearer lose face. The situation of committing an offence (i.e.
impoliteness) requires an apology to minimise that impoliteness, normalise the
situation, and restore the social equilibrium. This exactly follows Leech’s (1983)
description of negative politeness as minimising the impoliteness of impolite
illocutions. The reason for that is related to the formality of the situation and the
power differences between the apologiser (-P) and the apology recipient (+p). It
is in agreement with Leech’s negative politeness (1983) because the speaker’s
want is to focus on conflict avoidance and is more significant than involvement
or positive politeness. The priority of negative politeness is shown because of the
impossibility of positive/involvement politeness in the case of power disparity
between two interlocutors, due to the hierarchical nature of the Kurdish culture.
Unlike Brown and Levinson’s (1987) politeness as a speaker-oriented
model and Mills’ (2003) S/H- oriented model, politeness in Kurdish might be
described as an intergroup-oriented model as it focuses on speaker, hearer and a
third party as evidenced by the interview findings. In this regard, the perception
of Kurdish politeness is mostly in agreement with Spencer-Oatey’s ‘rapport
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management’ which focuses on self and other neutrally and views face ‘i.e.
rapport’ as group not individual. Additionally, Spenecr-Oatey’s (2000) five
rapport management domains are included in Kurdish politeness with regard to
apology, including the non-verbal domain as a culture-specific strategy.

In

relation to Fraser’s (1990) “conversational contract” ‘a state that one expects to
exist in every conversation’, Kurdish apologising might be regarded as social
remedy contract, that assumes the existence of apology strategies in every wrong
behaviour situation. These are consistent with Fraser and Nelon’s (1981)
conventional rules that determine the appropriateness of the apology acts in
situations as they constitute part of the social norms that regulate social
communication in Kurdish culture. It is these conventional rules that classify
participant’s performances as polite or impolite. To be polite or impolite in
Kurdish culture depends on the commitment to the Kurdish conversational
contract rules.
Examining apology behaviour in the light of Leech’s (1983) four types of
politeness based on speech goal and social goal categorisation, the Kurdish
apology communicative act is consistent with convivial politeness. Accordingly,
there is agreement between the communicative goal (not necessarily speech)
and the social goal to retain social equilibrium and remedy between the
interlocutors. In this concern, the study argues against Brown & Levinson’s
(1987) and Leech’s classification of illocutionary acts as inherently being polite
or impolite. However, it supports the argument made by Fraser (1990); SpencerOatey (2000); Spencer-Oatey & Jiang (2003) and Watts (2003) in identifying
politeness as a “question of appropriateness” (Spencer-Oatey 2000). The
agreement comes in the sense of considering the role of the cultural differences
in determining the appropriateness of rapport management in Kurdish culture.
Additionally, judging apology strategies depends on the hearer’s interpretation
of apologiser’s strategies so that they can forgive. On the other hand, I would
argue that Leech’s and Brown & Levinson’s claim of evaluating illocutionary act
as being intrinsically polite or impolite might relatively apply to the illocutionary
acts of requests and invitations. However, it is not applicable to apology IFIDs as
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they are used to save face or repair face, and never work as Face-Threatening
Acts.
In line with Eelen (2001), the study disagrees with Brown and Levinson’s
(1987) universality claim of politeness as apology communicative act can be
viewed as a culture specific issue influenced by the socio-cultural norms.
However, the use of some universal apology strategies is also undeniable.
Additionally, Kurdish politeness 1, is in line with Eelen’s (2001) Politeness 1
characteristics in terms of evaluation, normativity, modality and flexibility.
Regarding the first two politeness features, Kurdish social norms are the bases
for evaluating and motivating the apology strategies. In agreement with the
modality and reflexivity, Kurdish apologisers are open to multiple apology
strategy selections according to their appropriateness and to the social variables
of gender, age and social status.
In relation to social rapport, Kurdish politeness is in line with Locher and
Watts (2005) who defined politeness as part of interpersonal work aims to
create and retain the relationships with other interlocutors. Creating the social
relationships was evidenced by interviewees 12 & 24 in appendix 4-C.
-

بؤ مانةوةى ئةوة دؤستايةتيةى كة لةنيَوانا هةية
‘To keep the relationship between us’ (Interviewee 24)

-

،بؤى بسةمليَنم كةمن نيازيَكى خراثم نةبووة.....مةبةستم ئةوةية كةسى بةراتبةر دلّى ثاك بيَتةوة لة ئاستى من
َوبرايةتَيَكةمان هةر مبيَنى, ‘the purpose is to restore the hearer’s broken heart and
make it clean towards me .......... I apologise to show that I had no bad
intention and to keep our brotherhood [relationship]’ (Interviewee 12).
In respect of directness and indirectness, the Kurdish notions of

politeness 1 show that Kurds use direct and indirect apology strategies
according to the situations and the sorts of the offences. However, they tend to
be more indirect in their apologies as evidenced in the real situations that
generated 28 indirect strategies and 12 direct apologies as shown in table 22.
The priority of indirectness is mostly in agreement with Thomas’ (1995: 119)
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claim about the universality of this phenomenon in all natural languages. The
reason for indirectness in Kurdish apologies is related to the insufficiency of the
direct strategies in many situations if not supported by other strategies, specially
the account/ explanation strategy as mentioned earlier. This argument is also
supported by the DCT findings as out of the 2347 apology strategies the Kurdish
apologiser used only 846 direct illocutionary acts. Priority of the IFIDs over the
account strategy in the DCT findings is related to specificity of situation 1 that
requires direct apologies more than any other strategy which is in turn
attributed to the place of the offence (i.e. in the street). For example, when
bumping into somebody in the street, it is not very appropriate to use account
strategy and have long conversation. By excluding situation 1 from the DCT, the
findings of the other eleven situations show the dominance of the account
strategy (i.e. indirect apology) over the direct apologies.
The folk notions of politeness 1 presented by the Kurdish participants
reveal that the social variables of gender, age, social status/ power and social
distance contribute to theorising about the Kurdish perception of politeness in
terms of strategy selections and frequency of the strategies. In response to
universality question, the thesis findings demonstrate the universality of the
apology strategies adopted by Cohen & Olshtain (1981: 119); Olshtain and Cohen
(1983: 22-23) and Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984: 207).
findings reveal three apology strategies as culture-specific ones.
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Additionally, the

5.8 The Notion of Kurdish Face
The findings of the current thesis bring into existence the concept of Kurdish face
that matches and contradicts the different concepts of face presented in the
literature. In relation to Brown and Levinson’s (1987) “positive and negative
face”, the study is mostly in line with positive face in terms of the desire to be
connected and involved as a member of the groups. This was evidenced by the
responses of all the DCT situations except for situation 5. Likewise it is in
agreement with Scollon and Scollon’s (2001) involvement aspect of face. The
positive/involvement face aspect in Kurdish is also evidenced by the high
occurrence of kinship terms, like brother, sister, etc., (202 times with the same
gender and 330 times with the opposite gender) which all indicate involving the
interlocutors, bridging the gap between them, and connecting them as members
of the same family. However, situation 5 is partly consistent with Brown and
Levinson’s (1987) negative face and Scollon and Scollon’s (2001) independence
face aspect. This difference arises from the difference in power between the
apologiser (-P) and the apology recipient (+P), which makes closeness difficult in
the Kurdish hierarchical culture.
In relation to individual and group argument, the Kurdish notion of face is
mostly in line with the concept of group face in Chinese, Japanese and Igbo
cultures stated by Wierzbieka (1985), (Matsumoto, 1988), Nwoye’s (1989) and
Mao (1994) that are regarded as samples of collective cultures. Thus, Brown and
Levinson’s face concept does not fit Kurdish face notion in terms of individualorientation because, unlike English, the group is more important than the
individual in Kurdish culture under the influence of religion and Kurdish
nationalism which both consider Kurdish individuals as members of the same
family. This is evidenced in individual’s apologising for a group and to a group.
To compare Kurdish ‘face’ to B & L’s (1987) English self-oriented face on
the one hand and to other-oriented face in Japanese, Chinese and Igbo (Nwoye
1989) on the other hand, Kurdish face might be self/ selves and/or other (s). It is
consistent with Spencer-Oatey’s (2000) ‘rapport’ that works neutrally between
self and other, unlike Brown and Levinson’s ‘face’ that is associated only with
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self-concerns. From an individual-group perspective, Kurdish face might be
(mostly) the concern of the group and (sometimes) of individuals or both
together. Accordingly, Kurdish face might be defined as intergroup face.
On analysis of the reasons for apologising, the data revealed various
purposes behind the act of giving an apology. According to the subjects involved
in the study, apologies are produced for the sake of the speaker (the offended
person), the hearer (offender) or both S & H. More importantly, they are
provided for the sake of God, as explained earlier. For that reason, it would be
difficult to judge clearly whether an apology is a speaker-oriented or heareroriented communicative act. To include the apologiser’s self in apologising
supports the concept of self-politeness proposed by Chen (2001:89). However,
all these together (i.e. self/speaker(s), hearer(s) and third party) contribute to
present the Kurdish ‘face’ as an intergroup face, which is in contrast to English
‘face’, represented Brown and Levinson (1987) as an example of individuality.
Connecting the apology comunicative act to God, demonstrates the effect
of religion on the Kurdish culture. Accordingly, the Islamic religion shapes the
apology strategies in certain situations, as in making use of Eid and Ramadan (i.e.
religious occasions) to apologise and create social harmony. This politeness
phenomenon is not applicable to English and other European cultures.
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5.9 Chapter Summary
The discussion chapter has dealt with answering the research questions raised in
the literature. It covered the realisation patterns of apologies, the influence of the
social variables of gender, age and social status in Kurdish apologies. It showed
that Kurds use direct and indirect apologies, but they prefer indirect apology
strategies, more specifically the account strategy due to the insufficiency of the
IFIDs in certain situations. The chapter also shed light on the characteristics of
the Kurdish culture as representation of collectivist culture.
Other parts of the chapter have dealt with the unique characteristics of
Kurdish apologies that makes it different from English, such as the role of a third
party in apologising, a two-staged apology as well as the significance of time and
place in making successful apologies. Additionally, the chapter presented the
Kurdish apology as a representation of positive (i.e. involvement politeness) and
the Kurdish notion of ‘face’ as ‘intergroup’ face.
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Chapter Six
6.1 Conclusion
The current thesis investigated apology strategies in Central Kurdish in Garmian.
There were 120 subjects whose apology responses were elicited in 12 situations
via a piloted DCT. The subjects involved in the study were divided into 60 males
and 60 females, taking into consideration the factors of age and social status.
This classification of the participants aimed at investigating the effect of gender
variable in Kurdish apologies in the twelve tested situations. Since apology
strategies are varied according to the size of offence, various situations (i.e.
offences) were adopted. Similarity and difference of the apology recipient’s
gender was considered in each situation to show how the perceived seriousness
of an offence changes according to the hearer’s gender and how that, in turn,
affects the use of the apology strategies and sub-strategies. Moreover, the results
were supported and triangulated by interviewing 24 participants and observing
44 real situations.
The DCT findings produced nine apology strategies and four supporting
apology sub-strategies. The results were characterised by a high occurrence of
IFIDs and account/explanation strategies. According to the DCT data, the IFIDs
took priority over the account strategy, in contrast to the real observed
situations which revealed a higher percentage of account/explanation over the
IFIDs due to the differences in situations of both techniques. More importantly,
most of the IFIDs were supported by the other strategies, specifically the
account/ explanation strategy. The reason is attributed to the ineffective power
of the IFIDs in serious situations without explanation or the support of other
strategies.
Regarding the IFID categories, the Kurdish interlocutors used seven IFID
semantic sub-formulae in their apologies in the forms of requesting apology,
imperative verbs and sometimes a noun form. The Formal IFIDs had the highest
occurrence in the thesis. However, the socio-religious IFID was the most
preferred formula by the interviewees which showed the significance of both
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IFID formulae in Kurdish apologies. Additionally, Kurdish interlocutors might
use the various IFIDs as free socio-pragmatic variations in certain situations.
In relating apology to time, Kurds make use of certain times to make
remedy, such as the religious occasions of Eids and Ramadan. In this concern, the
free variations of the IFIDs cease on the days of Eids due to the influence of
religion in the Kurdish culture. The socio-religious IFID is the only activated
semantic sub-formula on Eid days as all other IFID sub-formulae are deactivated,
which is a unique socio-pragmatic phenomenon in Kurdish apologies that does
not occur in English and other languages.
For the significance of place in apologising, Kurds select the offended
person’s house for serious situations to make a sincere apology and social
remedy. More importantly, it requires the accompaniment of a third party to
make reconciliation and remedy as two important R’s in connection with
apology. Conversely, an apology might aim to mitigate conflict (i.e. Conflict
resolution) in the case of causing physical offence to some people, such as in
bumping into somebody.
Regarding the stages of apology, one stage is not sufficient in sincere
apologies. In the case of a serious offence, the first stage of apology should be
followed by the second stage (as a social requirement) for a sincere apology and
saving the hearer’s face or/and healing a rift as shown by the real events
narrated by the interviewees. Thus, one stage of apology, for serious offences, is
a sign of insincerity if not supported by the second stage at the offended person’s
house.
With respect to gender, men were more apologetic than women, which
contradicts the results found by other Western researchers. In considering the
gender of the apology recipient, the male groups were more apologetic to women
than men. However, women were found to be more apologetic to the persons of
their own sex than to men. Hence, women might be described as gender biased
groups.
Considering the hearer’s age, the subjects were more apologetic to older
rather than younger people. More importantly, they do not apologise to children.
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No apology was given by parents to their children due to their age and the close
social distance between both interlocutors.

As for the social relationship

(distance), the men were more apologetic to socially-distant persons. This differs
from women, who offered more apologies to socially-close persons. This might
be attributed to the social restrictions imposed on women that made them less
open to non-family male members.
Taking responsibility, as a high occurring strategy in other studies, was
found to be less frequently used in Kurdish apologies due to associating apology
mainly with assuming personal responsibility for humiliation, as Kurds believe
that they should apologise, but not humiliate themselves. Even in taking
responsibility, the Kurdish semantic sub-formula is opposite to that of English. In
other words, instead of saying ‘it was my fault’, the Kurdish dominant subformula is ‘You are right’, which might be regarded as the implicit responsibility
represented by giving a right to the hearer instead of attributing a fault to
him/herself.
The apology sub-strategies (intensifiers, swearing by God or by the Quran,
kinship terms, traditional expressions) were integral supportive parts of Kurdish
apologies. Additionally, they showed the social characteristics of the Kurdish
culture as each sub-strategy reflected one part of the Kurdish cultural image.
The apology strategies supported by the kinship term sub-strategy
showed collectivistic features of the Kurdish culture. This feature was reflected
also by the group apologies as a result of an individual’s offence in certain
situations due to the effect of the offence on the group as a whole. The reason is
that concept of ‘face’ in a collectivistic culture is different from that of an
individualistic culture, as an offence might extend to causing the group to lose
face.
Social status/power appeared as a significant factor in obligation to
apology as people in higher position do not apologise to those of lower social
status as in the situation of no-apology between the university lecturers and high
school teachers to their students, due to the disparity of power between both
parties. This goes against the obligation to apology, prevailing in Western
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cultures, mainly British culture in which university lecturers often express their
apologies to their students.
The use of the strategies was proportionally different according to their
appropriateness with the situations and the nature of the offences. This reality
showed a high occurrence of some apology strategies and the absence of some
others in certain situations and vice versa. In this concern, the study showed
that the concept of an offence is a culturally-specific issue, as Kurds, unlike the
English and other Western cultures, do not apologise for some non-linguistic
forms of behaviour such as coughing, sneezing, yawning and burping due to the
different interpretations for these kinds of behavior, based on the social and
religious parameters dominating in the society. However, blocking somebody’s
way is not a serious offence requiring apology in many cases. Furthermore, the
strategies were different according to the seriousness of the offence which was,
in turn, estimated differently according to the social features of the apology
recipients.
The social characteristics of the apology recipients were significant
factors in determining the size of the offence and utilising the apology strategies
in the same situations. As for gender, men were generally more polite to women
than to male apology recipients, more particularly in gender related situations.
The non-verbal paralinguistic features (kissing, hugging, shaking hands, or any
physical touch) were also determined by the gender of the interlocutors as they
were signs of sincerity between interlocutors of same the gender. However, they
are regarded as extra offences when used between men and women, due to the
prescriptive social norms in the Kurdish culture. Due to gender sensitivity a
sincere apology strategy might turn into an offence if used inappropriately.
Additionally, gender difference of the apologisers was behind making women use
fewer apology strategies to strangers, being more apologetic to socially-close
people and using the metaphorical apology strategy that was exclusively a
women’s strategy. On the contrary, male apologisers were characterised by being
more apology strategy users, more users of the apology sub-strategies,
specifically kinship terms with women, in addition to non-use of metaphorical
apology strategy.
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The age of both interlocutors was also focused on. Older apologisers were less
apologetic than younger ones due to their high trustworthiness that qualifies
their apologies to be accepted, due to their advanced age. On the other hand,
younger apologisers were greater users of apology strategies to make remedy
due to their young age. The age of the apology recipient was also significant in
determining Kurdish apology strategies. All the Kurdish groups are more
apologetic to older people than to people of the same age and younger, due to the
high position of advanced age in the Kurdish social hierarchy. Kurds might kiss
an elderly persons’ hands as a non-linguistic act when apologising due to the
high socio-religious evaluation of advanced age. Hence, the apology strategies
proportionally lessen with the younger age of the apology recipient to the extent
that no apology is given to children, as proved in the findings. On the contrary to
that, more apologies are given to older peope. This result is consistent with the
argument made by Pecchioni, Ota & Sparks (2004); Kadar and Mills’ (2011); in
considering advanced age as an essential obligation in showing politeness to the
hearer as part of the eastern culture.
Social status together with age also played a role in Kurdish apologies.
Subjects with a high social status were more apologetic than other groups.
Hence, the young adults of high social status were found to be more apologetic
than others due to the influence of social status factor represented by their level
of education. Thus, to be more apologetic, the subjects’ social status has priority
over the factors of gender and age in Kurdish apologies. On the other hand, the
hearer’s social status is also significant in receiving more apology strategies,
Kurds are more apologetic to people of high social status and regard them as
socially prestigious people who might need be visited at home to make the
apology.
Social power was also another concern for the study based on which the
level of apologising is fluctuating. The more socially powerful the apologiser, the
less apologetic s/he is. However, they do not apologise to the less powerful
persons in certain specific contexts as in the situations of university and school
lecturers to students, and some other situations, like doctors to patients, adults
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to children, a high government official to ordinary people due to the egotism
built into their social power.
The social distance / relationship between the interlocutors was also the
focus of the study as men are more apologetic to socially-distant people.
However, women were more apologetic to socially-close people than to sociallydistant hearers who are left without apology by women of a low social status in
certain embarrassing situations.
Regarding responsibility as one of the prominent apology strategies in
other studies, it was a seldom occurring strategy in the current study. Kurds
rarely take personal responsibility in their apologies. Instead, they use implicit
responsibility acknowledgment represented by giving right to the offended
person. They also minimise the offence and avoid responsibility by blaming a
third party, the offended person, in addition to attributing the offence to the Act
of God. This makes the apology speech act in Kurdish different from that of
English where full personal responsibility ,i.e. it was my fault’ prevails in their
apologies.
Kurds have various positive viewpoints about apologising, but still see it
as a humiliation in certain situations, mainly in the case of avoidable offences
which might lead to bad consequences. Associating apology with humiliation
might be regarded as the reason behind the lesser use of personal responsibility,
no apology by those of a high social status to those of a low social standing and
not to apologise to anybody unless he/she deserves that apology.
The study argues against Brown and Levinson’s (1987) hearer-oriented
face saving. The findings showed that Kurds apologise to save not only the
hearer’s face, but their own and for the sake of God (or a third party). Hence, the
Kurdish apology is a multi-dimensional communicative act (i.e. non/speech act).
Regarding the strategies used, the Kurds added some new strategies to
those used by Blum-Kulka and others, as they use non-verbal apology and lack of
intent as two new strategies that might be adopted by other researchers.
Furthermore, the study showed lack of intent strategy as another formulaic
strategy rather than the IFIDs.
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To show sincerity, Kurds use multiple apology strategies supported by the
required sub-strategies that go with the size and type of the offence. In most
situations, specifically in the case of deviation from the social norms, they use
account/explanation strategy to convince the hearer because it is not enough to
apologise without explaining. For that reason, the Kurds might resort to white
lies as justifications for the account to convince the hearer and restore their
social relationship.

6.2 Suggestions for Further Research
The investigated situations in the DCT are very common in some other cultures
as well. They deal with various levels of offences which resulted in different
apology strategies and sub-strategies in the Central Kurdish interaction in
Garmian. A comparison of these results with data elicited from Kirmanji Kurdish
or other sub- dialects would be interesting. Additionally, it would be significant
to make a comparison with data collected from the Kurds in the Western
diaspora to explore the effect of target culture they have been exposed to.
Furthermore, it would be also interesting and a good foundation for other
cross-cultural studies, to make a comparison between the apology strategies in
Kurdish with data gathered from other languages such (Iraqi) Arabic, Persian
and Turkish, due to the similarity between these cultures and the applicability of
the 12 adopted situations to any of the mentioned cultures.
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Situation no.

Appendix 15: Detailed Samples of the observed real situations

Apologiser’s
groups

Apologyrecipient

Relationship

Offence type

1

Male (Teacher)

Male teacher

Friends

Failing to re-visit his friend who has
come back from abroad

Strategies
used

Strategy
type

وةَللَاهى حةز ئةكةم حةز ئةكةم شةو ورؤذ لة طةلَتا

Implicit
apology

 بةلَام وةلَاهى مةشغوولَم،بوايةم
2

Male (Old LS)

Male teacher

relatives

Failing to visit a close relative who has
recently returned from abroad

 ئيرت،دويَنىَ شةو خةريك بوو بيَني بؤ مالَتان

Implicit
apology

 تازة لة خةستةخانة،مةشغوولَى ئةم هاومالَةمان بووين
 ضةناكةو دةم وضاوى شكاوة،دةرضووة
Male Teacher
(Old)
Male Teacher
(Young)

Male Teacher
Old
Young Male

Colleagues/
friends
Friends

5

Male (old LS)

Male Teacher

Friends

6

Male Teacher
(Young)

Teacher
(researcher)

Friends

3
4

Not visiting his friend who is back to
the country after several years
Not visiting and welcoming back his
friend who has returned from
pilgrimage
Failing to visit and welcome his friend
who is back from abroad
Apologising for not visiting his friend
who is just back in the country

نةمزانية هاتيتةتةوة
كاك عةزيز حةزم نةكرد بتبينم
 نةمزانى ئةمةنة زوو لة سجن بةر ئةبى،ماموستا
 كة لةبةر،نة وةَللَا من زؤر داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم

Implicit
apology
Implicit
apology
Implicit
apology
Explicit
apology

مةشغةلَةت نةهامتة خزمةتت
7

Male (Old LS)

Teacher

Neighbours

Failing to visit and welcome back their
neighbour who is back in the country

 وةَللَا من،دويَنىَ شةويش هاتينة دةرى قاثى وةَللَا ئيرت ميوامنان هات
 بةخوا، دة دوازدة رِؤذ هةر لة خةستةخانة لة هةوليَر بووم بةخوا
من داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم تؤزىَ درةنط هامت
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Explicit
apology

8

Female
(Old LS)

Male Teacher

neighbours

failing to visit and welcome back their
neighbour who is back in the country

وةَللَا دوىَ شةو ميوانةكامنان لة جيَى دووريشةوة

Implicit
apology

، نةك دوايى طلةيى بكةى بيَذى نةهاتني بؤالت- هاتوون
خوا قةزات خبا ليَم
9
10

Male
(Young HS)
Female (Young
HS)

Male Teacher

Friends

Female (Young
HS)

Friends

Failing to meet his friend (coming back
from abroad) on his visit to his house
Failing to fill the DCT form on time

 من خةجالَةمت،بةرِاستى من هام و تؤم نةبينى
،خؤزطة زووتر قسةتان بكرداية بؤم تةواو ئةكردن

Implicit
apology
Implicit
apology

َ نةمزانى وا زوو ئةتانةوى،جار َى وةَللَا تةواوم نةكردووة
11

12

Male
(Young
University
Lecturer)

Male Teacher
(researcher)

Male (Young
shop keeper)

Male Teacher

Colleagues

Failing to fill the DCT form on time

َ ئةطينا مةبةستم هةبوو دويَنى،َنة بةخوا لةبريم ئةضى

Implicit
apology

بيكةم
Socially close
(friends)

Failing to fill the DCT form on time

 ئائيسا ثرِى،بةقورئان مةجال نةبوو ثرِى كةمؤ

Implicit
apology

 خوا، بةقورئان مةجامل نةبوو،ئةكةمةوة دانيشة
ئاطادارة لة دوانزةو تةقريبةن ضارةك يان بيس دةقة
 زوو عةجةلة فرياى نويَذ كةومت و،ىلَ بوومةوة
هاتنةوة وطشتى دةدةقة ناوىَ دوكامن كردةوة
13

Male
(Young LS)

Male Teacher

Friends

Failing to keep his appointment with
his friend to give the DCT form back

،زؤر داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم لة دويَكةوة تةواوم كردوة
 زؤر، زؤر ضاوةرِيَى ئةو برادةدرةم كرد هةر نةهامت
 ختوا طةردمن ئازاكة،داواى ليًبوردن ئةكةم
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Explicit
apology

14

Male
(Young LS)

Male
(Young HS)

Socially close
(friends)

The possibility of not filling the DCT
form properly

15

Male
(Young LS)
Male
(Young HS)

Male
(Young HS)
Male
(Young LS)

Friends

Failing to visit his friend who was
seriously sick (broken leg)
Apologising for his short visit to his
friend's house

Male
(Young LS)
Male
(Young LS)
Male
(Young HS)

Male
(Young HS)
Male
(Young HS)
Male Teacher

Friends

16
17
18
19

Friends

Friends
Brothers

Failing to invite his friend to his
engagement party
Apologising for accidentally hitting his
friend the other day in a football match
Forgetting to keep his promise to buy
him a sunflower

لةكةمى و كوورِيشمان ببورة
بةقورئان من بةياننى ئةضم شةو تيَمةوة

من حةز ئةكةم دانيشم
رِاسى زؤر كث كردم قةسةم بةخوا
زؤر ثيَم ناخؤش بوو زؤر

 وةَللَا لة بريم ضوو ئيستا، وةَللَاهى لةبريم ضوو،ئةففف

Explicit
apology
Implicit
apology
Implicit
apology
Implicit
apology
Implicit
apology
Implicit
apology

بؤت ئةهيَنم
20
21
22

23
24
25

Male
(Young LS)
Female
(old mother)
Female
(Young
Mother)
Male
(young
Customer)
Female teacher
(Young)
Male (Old HS)

Teacher

Friends

Daughter
(child)
baby girl

Family
members
Family
members

Car electrician

Socially distant

Guest Teacher

Socially close
(relatives)
Colleagues
(friends)

Teacher

Forgetting to bring his friend the book he
promised
Forgetting to put the lunch box in her
daughter's school bag
Not feeding the baby properly which
made the baby cry
Giving less money to the electrician
than he asked for
Apologising for not providing better
food for the guest
Interrupting researcher’s interview
with student by
knocking and opening the door
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بةقورئان لةبريم ضوو
 ديارة لةبريم ضووة،ئةى شةيتان بةلةعنةت بيَت
)نةمزانى بةخوا نةمزانى (ماضى كرد
َكاكة عاجز مةوة من دة هةزارت ئةدةمى
ى و قصورمان عافكة
َ عافيةتت ب
عةفوةن

Implicit
apology
Implicit
apology
Implicit
apology
Implicit
apology
Explicit
apology
Explicit
apology

26
27
28

29

30

31

Male
(Young HS)
Male
(Young LS)
Female
University
Lecturer
Male
University
lecturer
(Young)
Male (Young
Shop keeper)
Male
HS)

(Young

Female relative
Male (young
LS)
Student
Male university
lecturer

Socially close
(relatives)
Socially close
(friends)
Academic
relationship

Missing two calls from his female
cousin
Being late to his friend who was
waiting outside
Failing to return the exam papers
marked to the student on time

Colleagues

Contacting the wrong person with a
similar name

بةيانى

Explicit
apology
Implicit
apology
No
apology

 عةفوو عةفوو مةبةستم دكتؤر،دكتؤر طيان باشى

Explicit
apology

 مؤبايلةكةم خستبوة سةر صامت،داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم
شةرمةندمةم دةسم ئةشؤرد

ئوميَدى تر بوو
A male
Customer

Socially distant

Keeping customer waiting

Male (Old LS)

Socially close
(cousins)

Not accepting his cousin’s invitation in
the past

مام حاجى تؤيشم تةئخري كرد

Implicit
apology

 كاتى خؤى بةسريا، حةققى خؤتانة،وةَللَا برا خةجالَةمت

Implicit
apology

 ضونكة ئةذنؤم تةقيبوو نةم، رؤيشت ئيرت نةئةكريا بيَم
ئةتوانى ِرىَ بكةم خؤتان ئةزانن
32

Female-mother
(Old LS)

33

Male- (Young
University
Lecturer)

Femaledaughter
(young LS)
Male: Young
University
Lecturer

Family
members

Stepping on her daughter's toe

socially close
(colleagues)

A lecturer occupying his colleague's
classroom which made him teach his
class in another room

 حةيات طيان،بيكةنني ئاهاهاهاها

 قاعةكة هى جةنابت، داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم

No
apology
Explicit
apology

 مةوعدى حمازةرةكةى جةنابت بوو لةبةر،بوو
ئةوةى ثرسبارةكان دوور ودريَذ بوو

34

Male –driver
(Young LS)

Male Passenger

Socially distant

forgetting to give the change back to the
passenger
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 خؤ ثيَنج هةزارةكةش،ئةة باوكةطيان وةلَاهى خةجالَةمت

Implicit
apology

 بةخوا فكرم مةشغوولَة،بةدةمسةوةية
35
36
37

MaleYoung
University
lecturer
Male
(Young HS)
Female
(Old LS)

Male- his uncle

Socially close

University lecturer refusing his uncle's
invitation to dinner

Male (Young
Lecturer)
Male teacher

Formal
relationship
Close relatives

Requesting a lecturer to come outside
Failing to attend the condolences to the
apology-recipient's father-in-law

 داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم، بةخوا مةشغولَم
دكتؤر طيان داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم ئيشيَكم ثيَتة
 نةضووين،رِاستيةكةى غةلَةتيَكى زؤر طةورة مان كرد

Explicit
apology
Explicit
apology
Implicit
apology

 لة زؤر، نةك هةر لةوة،بؤ تةعزيَكةى مالَ خةزوورت

 شتدا غةلَةتني
38

Male Customer
(Young LS)

Male (Mobile
shop keeper)

Socially distant

Taking the mobile repairer's time to
check his mobile phone

 تو خوا ئةو شاحينةيم،ميمزا زؤر تؤمتنيش عةزيت دا

Implicit
apology

َنادةيتى
39

Male (Old HS)

Male teachers

Colleagues

Inability to process an application form
adopted by the hearer

 الى من نية، ئيشةكة ئاواية،داواى ليَبوردن ئةكةم

Explicit
apology

بةلَكو لة ثةروةدةى شارةزوورة
40
41

42

Male
(Young LS)
Female
(Old
HS)

Female – Sister
(Young LS)

Male
(YoungTeacher)
University
lecturer
Researcher

Friends
Socially distant

Male ( Brother)

Socially close

Not apologising and refuting his friend's
claim for his mobile to be off
Not being able to be interviewed on that
day

نةوةَللَا قوقفلَ نةو
دةرسم نةما ئةبىَ بضمؤ بؤ مالَ نان خاسكةم ميوامنان

No
apology
Implicit
apology

 بةيانى سةعات دة ونيو حةز ئةكةى وةرةوة،ديَت
Apologising for not adding sugar to the
tea

368

ديارة لةبريم ضووة شةكةرى تيَكةم

Implicit
apology

43

Female – Sister
(Young LS)

Male (Brother)

Socially close

The food is not cooked and prepared
well for the guest

 درةنك برجنةكةم كرد،خوابكةم خواردنةكةت بةدلَ بيَت

Implicit
apology

َ طؤشتةكةيش ماويةتى بكولَى،بؤية شل دةرضوو
44

Male,
Green
grocer,Young
LS)

Male customer
(Young HS)

Socially distant

The customer complained about the
fruit he bought the other day

369

تؤ بيطرة برا

No
apology

